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Foreword
TIM SKELLY

One of the early innovators working in the video game industry during the 1970s
and 1980s, Tim Skelly has a number of notable accomplishments which influenced
the growing video game industry. While working at Cinematronics, he designed
and wrote vector games, the first of which, Starhawk (1978) saved the company
from going bankrupt (Starhawk was also one of the earliest games to breach the
boundary between the diegetic and non-diegetic aspects within a video game; see
his description below). Skelly’s second game, Sundance (1979), for which he also
designed the cabinet artwork (as he did for all his games), had a switch that could
set the display to either English or Japanese, making it one of the first multi-
lingual games produced. Next Skelly wrote Warrior (1979), the first one-on-one
fighting game which began the fighting genre. Warrior featured a top view of two
knights sword-fighting, and it was the first game to use inverse kinematics, a
computer animation technique which determines the positions of joints based on
the endpoints of the jointed figure (in Warrior, the points of the swords), rather
than requiring the movements to be calculated segment by segment. In addition to
inventing the fighting genre, Skelly also designed the first true two-player co-
operative game, Rip Off (1980). (An earlier two-player game, Atari’s Fire Truck
(1978), came close, but was really a single-player game operated by two players.)
After three more vector games for Cinematronics, Armor Attack (1980), Star
Castle (1980), and War of the Worlds (1982), Skelly created Reactor (1982) for
Gottlieb, which became the first video game in which the game company agreed to
feature the designer’s name onscreen. Skelly would create two more games for
Gottlieb (later renamed Mylstar), Insector (1982) and Screw Loose (1983),
before going on to co-found a company, Incredible Technologies, which designed
and developed interactive software. After working with clients including Williams



Electronics, Bally/Midway, and Capcom, Skelly joined the Sega Technical Insti-
tute, and later became a member of the Microsoft User Interface Research Group.

There are compelling reasons to play video games, but the most important
of these have little to do with the apparent content of the games them-
selves. For instance, short of watching paint dry, PONG has got to be the
baseline of entertainment, at least on its surface. In the early years of video
games, why was it that PONG and its offspring were so outrageously suc-
cessful and why were bars and restaurants suddenly filled with them? Bars
have welcomed pinball games ever since there were pinball games, so it is
not surprising that they would welcome video games as well. When the
first wave of video games washed over the world, they were suddenly
everywhere. Early video games were not just in bars and amusement
arcades, their ancestral homes, they were in barber shops and beauty salons
and everywhere paper money could be changed for quarters. Why? I have
an explanation for this that does not require invoking the paranormal,
black ops or alien invasions. Businesses that operate at a level that requires
making change (A) have quarters and (B) are usually operating on a shoe-
string. Early video games were an income supplement, and for as long as
the craze lasted they were a friend to small businesses. After the first wave,
video arcade games continued (and still continue) to provide support to
movie theaters, Ma and Pa arcades, boardwalks, etc. In 1983, I wrote and
illustrated a book of cartoons about video games called Shoot the Robot,
Then Shoot Mom (though I am not a sociopath!). In it I had a running gag
called “One of fifteen remaining places you haven’t seen a video game.”
One of those places was a jogging path, another was a bathtub. I had a
difficult time coming up with fifteen.

That is my economic theory of PONG and other early video games,
which takes as given that there were hordes of players eager to fill coin
boxes with quarters. This tells us nothing about why the hordes wanted to
play the game. For all we knew at the time, it was just a fad or fashion like
the Wonderbra. (Not exactly like the Wonderbra, of course.) Still, why
were such large numbers and varieties of people playing these things,
especially the earliest, most primitive machines like PONG? Questions like
that weighed heavily on me from the moment I was put in the position
of inventing a video game that would earn its keep and, by fortunate
extension, mine.

Between 1978 and 1982, I designed eight successful video arcade games
and programmed all but one myself. The exception was Star Castle, which I
designed, and Scott Boden programmed. I designed the cabinet art for
these games as well. Doing the math, I averaged two successful games a
year. What was my secret? What had I learned from my experience that
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I could use myself and pass on to others? Almost nothing, I’m ashamed to
say. I had been lucky. I credit myself with some good intuitions, but I also
worked in an industry that was beginning to burn as bright as the Sun. For
the sake of my ego, I will say that there were only a few designers like
myself who had such a strong string of hits, but it all came down to
intuition, constraints and a few lucky hunches. Looking back, I would have
to describe those hunches as successful theories. For instance, I can now
tell you why I think PONG and its clones were so successful, and I promise
to do just that. But first, let us dive into the past.

“A man walks into a bar with an orange box under his arm.”
Is this a shaggy dog story or the beginning of a text adventure game? It

is neither. It is how I came to be a programmer and designer of video
games. One evening in 1977, I was wondering whether to go see the movie
Star Wars for the fifth time. I worked at the restaurant next door to the bar
I just mentioned and the fellow with the orange box had this wacky idea.
He wanted to run an arcade featuring computer games, not video games.
He had nothing against video games. He just felt that they weren’t as
multi-purpose as computers. (I would like to insert here that Douglas
Pratt, the man with the orange box under his arm, went on to found some
seminal game company that you would recognize in a heartbeat, but
I cannot. Sometimes people who are ahead of their time are just too far
ahead of their time.) Together, Doug and I began the Cyborg Computer
Gaming Center in Kansas City, Missouri.

A game program that came with our orange boxes (The PolyMorphic
Systems Poly 88 computer) was a version of the classic text game, Oregon
Trail, created by Don Rawitsch, Bill Heinemann, and Paul Dillengerger.
Oregon Trail was an exercise in resource management. If not the first, it was
certainly one of the forerunners of today’s simulation games. The version
we had was text-based and like most games of this type, it assumed that the
player would find balancing resources to be interesting and perhaps fun.
For many, that would be true, but I hated Oregon Trail. I really, really, hated
it. It was all about trade-offs and the arbitrary nature of life. I especially
hated Doc, the game’s frontier physician. About every third turn, Doc
would inform you that you had contracted some hideous frontier disease.
Or, just as bad, you were randomly wounded by arrows or stray shots.
Alright, don’t shoot the messenger, as they say, but Doc demanded cold
hard cash for his services and that was in short supply. Fresh wild game,
protection from raiders and indigenous peoples, etc., these should have
been enough payment for him, but no, Doc wanted hard cash on the
barrelhead.

Of course, “Doc” wanted nothing. “Doc” was a text string attached to
some simple branching code and print commands. The game was not
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capable of changing its mind, nor could it offer me alternatives to the bits
of language that were embedded in the game. I had been emotionally
aroused by text, but not in the conventional, literary manner. The authors
of Oregon Trail probably did not intend to negatively arouse the emotions
of the game’s players. Even so, my frustration was on a par with a man
assembling a bicycle from instructions translated into English from Can-
tonese via the original Tagalog. My intention to live a carefree frontier life
had been frustrated, and frustrating the intentions of a computer user was
then, and still is, one of the worst things any game or interface designer
could be responsible for. I would revisit this scenario many times over the
years and it inspired me to coin this catch phrase: “The effect of any
interface is to affect the user.” I would return often to that phrase as theory.

I will give this to “Doc,” he motivated me to write my own games. My
first game mod was to alter the code for Oregon Trail so that the player
could “SHOOT DOC.” Oh, sure, the next time I was wounded I died of
sepsis because Doc was no more, but I died knowing that the old bastard
went before me.

So, back to my question, what made PONG and other early video games
so popular? Text adventures like Oregon Trail were usually displayed on
light emitting CRTs, but the text did not move. The functional effect was
virtually the same as reading text on paper. But even a non-moving source
of direct light attracts the eye with a pull greater than reflected light. Add
motion, a survival cue for us mammals, to a light source and you almost
have a video game. Does adding motion to a direct source of light explain
the popularity of PONG? I am tempted to say yes, but if that were the
case we would be talking about the theoretical aspects of Lava Lamps.
Determining what makes any particular video game successful requires
looking at business models (see above), novelty of design, timing (being at
the right place at the right time) and yes, gameplay. But, almost as import-
ant as those other factors, the “ball” and “paddles” of PONG were ren-
dered at a refresh rate of sixty frames per second, fast enough to pass the
flicker fusion threshold, fast enough to give the player the impression that
the glowing white square was something tangible. Combine that with
tightly synchronized interaction between real knobs and virtual paddles,
and for a quarter, you could luxuriate in a sense of efficacy. And, if you
cared to, you could even play a game of Ping Pong. That was my theory
when I was making games at the Cyborg Computer Gaming Center. After
that, it held up quite well at the first real game company I worked for,
Cinematronics.

In the area of video arcade games, I am best known for those I
created at Cinematronics in the late 1970s. Between them, the owners of
Cinematronics, Jim Pierce and “Papa” Tom Stroud, had years of experience
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with a wide range of coin operated devices, many of which were the
mechanical forerunners of the video game. These men were long time
friends of pinball games, darts, skeeball, and the like, but they were not
game players. They were businessmen who, because of the monstrous suc-
cess of PONG, sensed that the future of their families and perhaps their
families’ families was bound up with video arcade games. Operators ran
cash businesses and to them games were games and video games were just
another way to fill their home freezers with silver dollars. Suddenly, I was
in the Wild West.

Before Cinematronics, I had been working within the constraints of
the Polly 88 graphics display which had a pixel resolution of 128 × 48. I
often had to use punctuation marks and other built in characters to
add detail. Screen refresh cycles were slow enough to be visible, giving me a
way to add a sense of animation to the scene. The Cinematronics hardware
and display systems, created by Larry Rosenthal, could not have been
more different. The Poly 88 was a big brush with a small canvas. The
Cinematronics hardware system was ultra fast (compared with the Poly
88), had a huge canvas and a fine line pen that kept running out of ink. Or,
put another way, the vector display was a short, stiff string that had two
states, floating on or hiding below a sea of black. The cathode ray tubes
used by Cinematronics were literally a blank slate. There was no raster.
There was nothing but a screaming beam of electrons being shot in the
direction I specified in my program. Unlike “real” vector displays, there
was no display list. There wasn’t even a flag that would tell me that a line
had finished drawing. I had to work out a rule-of-thumb algorithm based
on line length to tell me when it was safe to move the beam again. I was
always refining that code, trying to get just a little more line time on screen,
more pointing and moving, relieved by blackness when the beam needed
to jump to an area not contiguous with the current visible line. As a game
designer, what can you do with that, especially when so little can be
displayed?

During the years I worked at Cinematronics, we almost always used the
same make and brand of cathode ray tube in every game, even though it
was sometimes difficult to obtain. The reason for that was the specific
decay time of the phosphor after the beam had moved on. The electron
beam left behind a visible motion blur, or more accurately, a motion glow.
Other tubes had a decay rate that was too short, causing flickering. Most
others, designed for raster scanned devices, had a much longer decay rate
which made lines streak in uninteresting ways. In the sweet spot, one
particular make of cathode ray tube gave us a perfect motion blur that
punched up the sense of reality. With this, added to the fixed frame rate of
60 frames per second, the player had a sense that they were reaching
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through the looking glass. Today I hear gamers using the words “buttery
smooth” to describe the effect of high refresh rates. We have yet to go
beyond the glass, but the desire to get there has always been strong.

In the case of Cinematronics, which based its hardware on the MIT
mainframe game Spacewar!, I could display fine detail and rotations that
could not be found in raster games at the time. I made it a point to keep
my lines short and close together because that reduced the distance the
beam had to travel, thus giving me more time with the lights on, as it were.
It was a strategy, a working theory, that had functioned well for Space War
and it proved to be useful for me. My games Rip-Off, Warrior, and Armor
Attack all benefited from it. Unfortunately, I was not always mindful of this
rule. My own game Sundance and War of the Worlds, for which I designed
the screen graphics and animation, both failed partially because I had not
taken my own observations into account. The ultimate proof of my theory
came when Jim Pierce forced a new programmer to create a vector version
of an LED handheld game. It was called Barrier and it is perhaps the worst
vector game ever made. By negative example, this game confirmed the
correctness of my theory. It had no rotations, moves were in discrete jumps
and vectors were long and static.

The play action of my first Cinematronics game, Starhawk, was
informed by its predecessors from the midway. Functionally, Starhawk was
nothing more than a video version of the shooting gallery games you
would find at any carnival. But, rather than emulate the bull’s-eyes, ducks,
and clay pipes of the midway, I naturally looked to Star Wars for my
thematic material. (My primary source was Tom DeFanti’s computer
graphics readout which he created for that movie. Tom was a friend of
mine in Chicago and at one point he offered to send me one of his students
if I wasn’t able to master the Cinematronics hardware. I managed.)
Starhawk featured a background similar to the trench run, with a few
different ships that could be targeted and destroyed for various point
scores. Unlike what was to become the standard “three tries and you die”
method of terminating a game, I gave the player an initial time to play of
sixty seconds and awarded additional time when a certain number of
points were scored. One particular enemy ship, if not destroyed quickly,
would attack the digits displaying the player’s time remaining, replacing
those with a new, lower number of seconds left. My small way of letting the
player know that there was a “man behind the curtain,” the game designer.
Starhawk could be played by one or two players, each represented by a
crosshairs on the screen. Few video games had high score tables at that
time, so the real goal for the player was longevity, seeing how much enter-
tainment could be had for a quarter. Though Starhawk was not designed to
be played in this manner, a single player could select two-player mode and
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use both joysticks at once, each stick collecting its own score. Crazy fun,
even if it usually meant a very short game. A game designer should keep in
mind that the player is a subversive collaborator. There are gamers of every
stripe and kind that believe rules are there to be tested, broken, and rebuilt
to suit their own idea of fun. This sort of behavior is not always welcomed
by designers, but it is understandable.

One of the primary reasons to play games is to gain a sense of being
effective in the world, even if that world is on the other side of a window
through which we cannot pass. Our need for efficacy is powerful. We crave
a sense of tangible effectiveness and we are made anxious if we are denied
it. Fortunately, it is quite easy to give game players a feeling of efficacy and
a little bit goes a long way. A surprisingly subtle example is the high-score
table. As I just mentioned, high score tables were not present when the era
of video arcade games began, but many game designers thought it would
be a good idea to have them, myself included. Games of all kinds, well
before video games, used various ranking systems to establish hierarchies
amongst players and to give onlookers something to talk about. Early on
we did not add them to our machines simply because memory chips were
relatively expensive and game operators, as a rule, were tight with a dollar.
When we were finally given enough memory to display top scores, we
discovered that the high-score table was an extraordinarily popular feature.
Here’s my idea of why that was. If you just walk away from an arcade game
without setting a high score, the game resets to its original state. It is as
though you were never there. But if you get your name on the high-score
table, it stays until it is pushed off by higher scores. For some period of
time, however short, everybody who can see the game can see your name.
You can bring your friends to the machine and show them your score or
you could let your friends and competitors find out for themselves. You
have made a tangible mark on the world and for the tiniest fraction of
eternity you have affirmed your existence.

Speaking of efficacy, what is my all time favorite fun thing to do? First,
design a video game that features balls of glowing energy bouncing
between two walls. Then, late at night, go down to the factory floor after
about 200 of those games have been manufactured, ready to be shipped the
next day. Make sure that the “Sound in Attract Mode” switch has been set
to “on” for all of them. Hit the coin switches and bask.

I wish everyone could do that.
The game was Sundance, my second for Cinematronics. Besides the

amazing sound of those bouncing balls of energy, Sundance had vectors
with variable levels of intensity and a switch that allowed the word
“BONUS” to be displayed in Japanese as well as English. Unfortunately,
nearly half of all Sundance games that were manufactured suffered damage
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because of faulty parts, so the run was very small. Whatever the fate of the
game might have been, that night in the warehouse I enjoyed a powerful
sense of efficacy that I never had before or since. I know, it’s nothing
compared to childbirth, but I’ll take it.

Vector graphics were great if you wanted smooth rotation, finely
detailed tracings of glowing lines, and a fast refresh rate. I wanted these
things very much and I was happy to have them. The big trade-off was
what I could not have in my game graphics; that would be anything that
wasn’t a short, glowing piece of stiff string. When I chose to make a game
about two sword-fighting knights, Warrior, I knew I had a few design
problems to deal with. The player-characters had to be viewed from the
top down to help computation speed and simplify hit testing. Although the
Vectorbeam system was capable of generating accurate representations of
3-D objects, this was quite expensive computationally. For his game Speed
Freak, even Larry Rosenthal, the designer of the Cinematronics hardware,
made extensive use of restrictions and simplifications to create the first
true 3-D views of objects in a video game.

Hit testing was not a simple matter in a vector environment either.
Raster games had many fast, simple ways to indicate when objects collided
because of their cell-like structure. Whenever a pixel or group of pixels
changed state, that information became available to the program, which
would then take these changes into account when the next refresh cycle
occurred. I had only one method for detecting collisions between objects. I
knew the X and Y values of the endpoints of each line because that was the
information I used to draw lines. I wrote a very simple, very fast piece of
code that determined if two lines crossed. Not all lines had to be tested, so I
was able to test just the lines that made up a sword edge or the area around
the head of a player’s knight.

That worked out well, but having concentrated so much of my glowing
string in two small areas, what could I do about that big, empty wasteland
on the screen? The large number of vectors that made up the knights ate
up so much of my string’s length that the figures were quite tiny. Not a
small thing if you are trying to affect the emotions of your players, or at
least give them some eye candy to relieve the grim blackness of the screen.
Taking a cue from the multitude of mechanical shooting games that made
use of black lights and mirrors, I designed Warrior with a half-silvered
mirror in mind. It reflected a day-glow top-down view of medieval stair-
ways and pits onto the screen. This was not just for decoration. The
reflected art indicated the areas the player should avoid if they were not to
fall into a pit, a fall that would give points to your opponent. For this game
I relied on the craft and theory of coin-operated amusement device
designers, who in turn owed much to stagecraft centuries old.
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By now, my theories regarding the Cinematronics hardware were well
tested and proven, but each game I designed came embedded with its own
need for theory. For instance, how was I to enable the players to engage
their opponents? If you have a novel design problem and no one has come
up with a solution before you, you have to be inventive. So, I asked myself,
“What is the most important point in a sword fight?” “The tip of the
sword” was my theory. In fighting games that came years later, like Street
Fighter II, gameplay would take the form of a slightly complex version of
Ro Sham Bo, also known as Rock, Paper, Scissors. That was not a bad idea
as it turned out, but much earlier, when I made Warrior, I had the
opportunity to use vector graphics, which allowed me to do things that
could not be done with sprites and character blocks.

My knights and their swords were made up of endpoints that my pro-
gram would organize within the constraints I assigned to it. Recall that the
view of the game was from the top down. If a player moved a single
endpoint, the tip of their sword, towards the top of their character’s head,
the visual effect was to see a sword raised vertically. If the sword tip was
pulled away from the body of the player’s knight, the sword would extend
and rotate based again on the position of the sword tip. This scheme
of mine might be described as analogue inverse kinematics. My program
saw to it that the lines stayed connected in a meaningful way, and by
manipulating just two crucial points, the sword tip and the center of the
player’s head, the player was able to control all meaningful aspects of

Figure 0.1 For the game Warrior (1979), static artwork was reflected over a vector display, an
ancient illusion in the service of video games. (Photograph by Archer Maclean.)
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the figure. I have to give much credit and thanks to fantasy artist Frank
Brunner who made real the great hall of the game. Also to his credit, Frank
executed the magnificent art for the side of the cabinet, a feature that
helped to flesh out the bits of string. Given the abstract nature of vector
graphics, or many early primitive video game graphics for that matter,
cabinet artists did us all a great service by illustrating for the player just
what the hell we thought they should think they were playing.

Not counting War of the Worlds, an exercise I began for new program-
mer Rob Patton, Rip-Off, Star Castle, and Armor Attack were the vector
games I created and completed after Warrior. They all had special elements
and each was a success. My theories about vector graphics and gameplay
were holding up well. Especially successful was Rip-Off, my cooperative
play game inspired by market research. Not research for any game com-
pany, but a tip I got from my girlfriend, a disc jockey at a radio station with
a large and broad market. This is what she heard and repeated to me:
“People like to cooperate,” “people” being listeners to mammoth radio
stations, not “people” being arcade game players. Not a sure thing, but a
theory worth testing. Because of repeated application and refinement, in
all aspects Rip-Off was the most true to my own theories. Adding “people
like to cooperate” was a bonus. Over the years there has been ample proof
that the game and its embedded theories were successful. First, it was fun
to play. I would have settled for that alone. Second, it was financially
successful, nothing wrong with that either. And third, the proof of theory
that still means the most to me, I continue to get e-mails from players who
fondly remember the great fun they had playing Rip-Off with a friend.

You would think that by this time I knew a few things about what made
a great video game. Maybe I did know a few things, but there are always
more factors to success and failure than you can imagine, especially in the
Wild West atmosphere of arcade games in the 1980s. Before going free-
lance as a game designer, I briefly worked for Gremlin/SEGA in San Diego.
There they were experimenting with color vector graphics, which were not
much of an improvement over black and white vector graphics. I did a few
experiments with color vectors; simulating interactive light sources was
one idea I tried. But color vectors were just as skinny as white ones, black
was still black and there was too much of that to make a colorful display.
The theories I formulated at Cinematronics still held true and were trans-
ferable, but raster graphics were clearly overtaking vectors. The raster
hardware at Gremlin/SEGA supported a relatively wide color palette which
could be animated by changing values in the color registers. Other hard-
ware helpers were the “sprites,” discreet bits of artwork that could move
over the primary background image at a motion resolution similar to what
I had at Cinematronics. But rotating raster art was clunky at best because
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raster sprites did not actually rotate. A rough version of rotation could be
had by creating multiple sprites of the same object, each pre-rendered at a
different angle. If the sprite image was symmetrical, more space could be
saved by flipping and flopping the images. With these resources I proto-
typed a game that featured a scrolling background with a third-person
point of view. The player’s ship rotated around a central point. One con-
trol swung the ship in a circular path. Another moved the ship in and out
around the center, decreasing the ship’s size as it moved to the center,
growing in size as it pulled back. This gave the illusion that the player was
moving forward and backwards. That was on the sprite plane. On the
background plane I designed a scrolling terrain which shifted from a top-
down view to a view looking at the horizon as the game progressed. For the
player, it was a shift from bomber to jet fighter. Still, for all the bells and
whistles, the game play was essentially a shooting gallery like Starhawk.

My explorations at Gremlin/SEGA were cut short when Cinematronics
chose to sue me for allegedly passing along trade secrets. It was a nuisance
suit which was quickly dismissed, a token of how much they missed me,
I like to think. But I felt bad about not being able to finish my game.
If I had been farther along it might have been finished by another pro-
grammer, but it wasn’t. Still, I was able to walk away with the results from
my experiments combining vector style motion with bitmap graphics,
another useful bit of theory applied. Reactor, Insector, and Screw Loose, the
games I would create for Gottlieb/Mylstar, all benefited from my work at
Gremlin/SEGA.

In the early 1980s, almost every video arcade game had its own game-
play and most were running on hardware that had some new and unique
method for producing cool graphics. No one was interested in reflection or
nostalgia. It was crackling good fun to create new games with new rules.
No one in the arcade game business ever said to me, “Maybe game players
want to play the same game for a longer time. Maybe they want more
familiarity and depth.” For those who wanted that, there were home con-
sole games. If you wanted to play the games with the coolest sounds and
graphics, you had to play the latest arcade games. Arcade games had
another unique thing going for them, the allure of the arcade itself, a place
where you probably shouldn’t be, young man! (And they were, mostly,
young men.) What video arcade games in the early 1980s needed was not
novelty. There was too much of that already. Players had a wide range of
new games to choose from, with even more titles popping up on a regular
basis. For a few years I spent a good part of each weekend playing games in
arcades and traveling to competitors’ testing locations when word came
around that there was a new game to check out. Games with novel game-
play weren’t scarce and almost without exception weekly coin counts
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seemed to favor novelty. That might have been a reflection of how few
sequels were being made, or it might have been a warning sign. Were there
only a few sequels because few games were able to last longer than a month
or so in the coin reports? Or, were players simply happy to enjoy novelty
for its own sake? There was no way to know for sure. Within Gottlieb/

Figure 0.2 Sales flyer for Rip-Off (1980), illustrated by Frank Brunner who had earlier enhanced
Warrior with his outstanding background and cabinet art.
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Mylstar, designers labored to create unique games, each different than the
one the team across the room was developing. It seemed like every game
that was introduced enjoyed at least a few moments at or near the top of
coin collections, but with the amount of competition that was erupting,
how long any game would stay there was unpredictable. It was not a good
time for theory. There were too many variables and the data was chaotic.
Perhaps it just seemed that way. When asked, a doctor friend of mine used
to reply to the question “How are you?” with “I’m too close to the patient
to make a diagnosis.” That was definitely my situation. It was, I felt, a good
time to find a place where I could step back and observe. I joined up with
some friends and fellow game designers when they formed Free Radical
Software, which became Incredible Technologies. I chose initially to work
with them as Art Director, not as a game designer, because I believed that I
did not have enough fundamental knowledge about game design. Truth-
fully, the chaotic times of the 1980s left me a bit scarred, and I was not
eager to dive back in. But I kept my promise to myself and eventually
formed some solid ideas about what What Makes Games Fun, some of
which I have just shared with you.

Today, I look at my game design years as a time of data collection, with
me in the role of an Arctic scientist, examining ice samples collected on
expeditions taken years earlier. Perhaps some of what I have written here
will serve a similar purpose for you.

Tim Skelly
April 7, 2008
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Introduction
BERNARD  PERRON
MARK  J .  P.  WOLF

It need not be said that the field of video game studies is now a healthy and
flourishing one. An explosion of new books, periodicals, online venues,
and conferences over the past decade has confirmed the popularity, viabil-
ity, and vitality of the field, in a way that perhaps few outside of it expected.
The time has come to ask not only how the field is growing, but in what
directions it could or should go.

Looking Back, Looking Ahead
Our “Introduction” in The Video Game Theory Reader left off in 2003, and
since then, video games have gone through further important develop-
ments.1 Among them, two new handheld video game consoles have been
marketed, the Nintendo DS (2004) with a built-in microphone, wireless
support, and a stylus used on the bottom touchscreen, and the PlayStation
Portable, known as PSP (released in 2005 in North America), with its
wireless and multi-media capabilities. A new generation of home video
game consoles has also appeared. Microsoft’s Xbox 360 (2005) and Sony’s
PlayStation 3 (PS3, 2006) brought increased engine power to the game
industry, along with bigger, richer, and graphically-superior game worlds
like the land of Cyrodiil in The Elder Scrolls IV: Oblivion (2K Games and



Bethesda Softworks, 2006) or the cities of the Holy Land of Assassin’s Creed
(Ubisoft, 2007). The Nintendo Wii (2006), with its primary handheld
pointing device, the Wiimote, has transformed the way people play games.2

Following in the long line of innovative interfaces from early steering
wheels and handlebars to the dance pad of Dance Dance Revolution
(Konami, 1999 in North America), rhythm games like those of the Guitar
Hero series (Harmonix/Nerversoft, 2005–2007) have popularized the use
of other types of peripherals like the guitar-shaped controller used to
simulate guitar playing. Harmonix Music Systems’s Rock Band (2007) went
a step further, combining guitar, drums, and voice inputs into a multi-
player music game. Online gaming continues to grow in importance. With
the appearance of Microsoft’s Xbox LIVE, Sony’s PlayStation Network,
and Nintendo’s Wi-Fi Connection, all the major corporations have con-
solidated their online services. Online multiplayer versions and customiza-
tion facilities have become common features of first-person shooters, such
as Call of Duty 4: Modern Warfare (Infinity Ward, 2007) or Halo 3 (Bungie
Studios, 2007). While MMORPGs were already popular, World of Warcraft
(Blizzard, 2004) found incredible success with its current 10 million sub-
scribers worldwide. And today, the average game player is now 33 years old
and has been playing games for 12 years.3

All these changes are worth considering from the outset because video
game systems and games themselves are the starting points of theories.
They have influenced and will continue to influence the methods of look-
ing at video games. Undeniably, the field of video game studies did not
undergo quite as much progress; technological revolutions often outstrip
and happen more often than intellectual ones. But the field did evolve, and
continues to accelerate.

Our approach to this new collection of essays on video game theory
reflects these changes. The first Video Game Theory Reader was largely
concerned with justifying the existence of video game theory in academia.
We wanted to establish that there was already a history of writing about
video games, from the early writings of computer enthusiasts and hobby-
ists, to the trade journals and in-house company journals of the 1970s, and
that the video game had begun to be examined more substantially in the
1980s and 1990s, with books like Chris Crawford’s The Art of Computer
Game Design (1982); Marsha Kinder’s Playing With Power: Movies, Televi-
sion, and Video Games from Muppet Babies to Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
(1991); Leonard Herman’s Phoenix: The Fall and Rise of Home Video
Games (1994); Espen Aarseth’s Cybertext: Perspectives on Ergodic Literature
(1997); Janet Murray’s Hamlet on the Holodeck. The Future of Narrative in
Cyberspace (1997), and others. Perhaps we should have emphasized the
work going on in the 1980s even more strongly, for as Jo Bryce and Jason
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Rutter point out in Understanding Digital Games (2006), this era is often
neglected:

Unfortunately, this resource of digital games analysis is often not fully credited
by contemporary authors. For example, Wolf and Perron (2003) suggest that
their collection would not have previously been possible because of a lack of
academics working on digital games and Newman (2004) suggests that aca-
demics have ignored digital games. The trope that digital games have been
neglected by researchers and marginalized by the academy is problematic given
the lack of substantive evidence provided. There is, of course, a difference
between a topic being overlooked and being ignored—there is no malice or
intentionality in the former. Suggesting that digital games have not received
the academic attention they deserve because they have been framed as “a
children’s medium” or “mere trifles” (Newman 2004: 5) is difficult to accept
without sources for these accusations.4

Part of the reason for possible omissions is the multidisciplinary nature of
video game studies, even back then. For example, Bryce and Rutter (2006, 1)
cite “the case report by McCowan (1981) of ‘Space Invader wrist’ (a minor
ligament strain which we would probably now refer to as repetitive
strain injury [RSI])”, an essay by medical student Timothy McCowan,
which appeared in New England Journal of Medicine, and was more con-
cerned with the malady than the game. Thus, the amount of research one
finds pertaining to video games depends on the criteria one has for what
constitutes “writing about video games,” and the degree to which essays
refer to games or actually discuss them. But Bryce and Rutter do make
the valid point that such broader searches must be made. And there is
without a doubt substantive research to conduct on the history of the
study of video games, one which would acknowledge its continuities and
discontinuities.

In VGTR1, our survey of video games studies ended in 2003, the year
the book was published (Bryce and Rutter also include, on page 3, a chart
following the release of writings on video games, and 2003 is the start of a
sharp increase in the number of publications). Since 2003, many scholarly
books have appeared, such as Rules of Play: Game Design Fundamentals
(2003) and The Game Design Reader: A Rules of Play Anthology (2005) by
Katie Salen and Eric Zimmerman; James Newman’s Videogames (2004);
Handbook of Computer Game Studies by Joost Raessens and Jeffrey Gold-
stein (2005); Half-Real: Video Games Between Real Rules and Fictional
Worlds by Jesper Juul (2005); Computer Games. Text, Narrative and Play by
Diane Carr, Andrew Burn, Gareth Schott, and David Buckingham (2006);
Jo Bryce and Jason Rutter’s Understanding Digital Games (2006); and
Wolf’s The Video Game Explosion: A History from PONG to PlayStation and
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Beyond (2007), among others. More often than not, these books (including
The Video Game Theory Reader) begin with an attempt to define what a
video game is, and distill its essential features, some (for example, Rules of
Play and Half-Real) with more length and depth than others. Naturally, all
these books show an appreciation of the video game as a new medium, a
new art form, and a new popular cultural force. They all demonstrate that
it is possible to apply existing terms, ideas, concepts, and methods to the
video game in a useful and interesting manner, while pointing out that new
theoretical tools are needed.

The definition of its object and the vindication of its examination
are certainly representative of the first phase in the defining of a new field
of research. For the most part, while textbooks with more refined perspec-
tives have appeared (for example, An Introduction to Game Studies: Games
in Culture by Frans Mäyrä, and Understanding Video Games by Simon
Egenfeldt-Nielsen, Jonas Heide Smith, and Susana Pajares Tosca), video
game studies has passed beyond this phase.5 Books, such as Edward
Castronova’s Synthetic Worlds: The Business and Culture of Online Games
(2005); Geoff King and Tanya Krzywinska’s Tomb Raiders And Space
Invaders: Videogame Forms & Contexts (2006); and Ian Bogost’s Persuasive
Games: The Expressive Power of Videogames (2007) have shed light on the
cultural, political, and ideological dimensions of video games. As a list
of conferences and their online proceedings, even from just the last five
years, would be far too large to include here, suffice it to say that the
number of topics, approaches, problems, and questions being considered is
staggering.

At this time, video game studies seems to have moved into a second
phase, in which, having set its foundations as an academic field of study, it
must now attempt to articulate its exact nature and scope, codify its tools
and terminology, and organize its findings into a coherent discipline. In a
sense, the field has met the conditions set in 2005 by Frans Mäyrä, then
president of the Digital Games Research Association (DiGRA). Stressing
the overwhelming popularity and societal impact of video games as
opposed to their feeble presence in the universities or educational system,
Mäyrä highlighted the following essentials:

Thesis one: There needs to be a dedicated academic discipline for the study of
games.

Thesis two: This new discipline needs to have an active dialogue with, and be
building on, existing ones, as well as having its own core identity.

Thesis three: Both the educational and research practices applied in game
studies need to remain true to the core playful or ludic qualities of its subject
matter.6
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There is no doubt that video game studies has formed its own identity
apart from other disciplines. While dealing with what Espen Aarseth has
called “colonising attempts,”7 the field has begun to explore its connec-
tions with other areas and what it shares in common with them. The
richness of abundant theoretical overlaps is described in great detail in
the Appendix of this book, which looks at video games through a wide
variety of theories and disciplines.

Of course, the consolidation of a new field of research does not come
without pitfalls. In the first issue of Games and Culture, Tanya Krzywinska,
current president of DiGRA, writes:

What I fear however is that if all game research is done within dedicated
departments a kind of new orthodoxy of approach will crystallize. This may be
the price of the development of our subject. It might mean blindsiding those
who are for example engaged with philosophy or political economy because
they are not essential, apparently, to running practical game design programs.
There must always be room in the research community for newcomers from
whatever background, who may bring ideas that challenge new orthodoxies.

. . . Academia is now industry focused, funding hungry, and biased toward
empiricism and entrepreneurialism; as a result, speculative and idiosyncratic
work that values intellectual inquiry is becoming an endangered species. If
experimental thinking is devalued, academia becomes a less interesting place to
work and study. All approaches have their strengths and weaknesses, and each
formulate issues and perspectives according to particular rhetorics. Power and
pleasure are not therefore simply a dynamic at work in the playing of games.
Speculative approaches have their place and are essential components in
making game studies a rich, evolving, and multifaceted entity.8

Given the current wide variety of approaches, and the inherent playfulness
(in both a literal and figurative sense) of the field, it may be hard to
imagine a rigid orthodoxy arising and crushing its opposition. But any
kind of limited resource, be it university funding, classroom time, page
space in a periodical, or book contracts at a publishing house, forces
decisions as to the acceptance and rejection of scholarly work and pursuits.
At the same time, video game studies is tied closely to, and perhaps the
most practiced by, the generations who grew up with video games, and
whose outlook differs from that of previous generations. The field, then,
may represent the possibility of new approaches that may be taken. As
Frans Mäyrä wrote in 2005:

There is a generation of young academics emerging who have grown up sur-
rounded by digital games, and whose attitudes to life have been formed by
simultaneous changes in culture and society. They are part of the post-scarcity
experience, where the utilitarian morals of the 20th century generations are
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giving way to new priorities in life. Game studies is a discipline that is going to
play a part in this change, directing attention also into the ways in which we
organise our own work. Only by coordinating the research work and course-
work in ways that will keep the qualitative core of games and playing visible to
researchers, informants and students alike, will the discipline be the innovative,
yet passionately and uncompromisingly pursued field it has every opportunity
of becoming.

Through a conscious effort such a vision may be realized. And that will
mean walking the line between rigid, uncompromising orthodoxies that
seek to crush their opposition, and a collection of loose, vague wide-
ranging approaches that operate with little knowledge of each other and fail
to cohere into a community of shared ideas and concepts (which at times
seems the more likely fate of the field in the absence of meta-theoretical
discussions of the field’s direction). With collaborative coherence in mind,
we present a number of challenges facing video game theory today.

Seven Challenges for Video Game Theory
The concept of challenge is common to almost all video games, and
encountered by anyone considering or playing them. It is one of the few
objects of study that actively resists analysis by withholding itself from
those who do not have skills to keep their avatars alive long enough to see
all of a game’s areas, states, or levels, and discover all of its secrets. Higher
levels and Easter eggs may elude even skilled players who have devoted
many hours to a game. And plenty of challenges exist outside of the games
themselves, such as the finding of copies of old games and the systems
needed to play them, the finding of information on long-defunct com-
panies, attempts to send requests for information or permissions through
the convoluted hierarchies of huge corporations, and the tracking down of
details and gameplay specifics on individual games, which may vary from
one platform to another, or one release to the next. And after these research
challenges are met, there are further challenges facing the video game
scholar, as so many theoretical issues surrounding the video game are far
from being resolved. Seven of these challenges, which we find to be the
most pressing, are listed below.

1. Terminology and Accuracy

A set of agreed-upon terms has been slow to develop, even for the name of
the subject itself (“video games”, “videogames”, “computer games”, “digital
games,” etc.).9 For the field, both “game studies” and “game theory”,
although often used, are broad enough to include board games, card
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games, sports, and so on, which they usually do not; at the same time more
specific names are less likely to gain consensus, and may be thought to
narrow the field as well. Nor is terminology used by gaming communities
consistent or rigorous enough for academic application and usage. Other
terms like “interaction” are problematic but their persistent usage seems to
have made them become standard. The fact that the field is so multidisci-
plinary may also slow down the codification of terminology, as the variety
of approaches slowly converges on definitions and terms. Since terminology
is still in flux, current writing must be careful in choosing its wording, not
only for clarity and precision, but also to aid the search for acceptable and
appropriate terms.

The same is true for journalists who write about games. Authors David
Thomas, Kyle Orland, and Scott Steinberg have sought to solve this prob-
lem by writing The Videogame Style Guide and Reference Manual, which
asks for consistent style and vocabulary and accuracy regarding names and
terms. In that book’s Introduction, Kyle Orland argues that consistent style
engenders trust and legitimacy, and is even important in preserving video
game history. He also goes on to say:

It’s a reflection of the industry’s current state. Has our industry evolved from
its component parts of “video” and “game” to become “videogame,” a one-
word cultural idiom unto itself? What about “interactive entertainment?” Is
the term “man”—as in “eat the mushroom to gain an extra man”—sexist?
How are “life” and “death” defined in a videogame? Is “karaoke simulation” its
own genre? As the industry evolves, these and other questions about self-
perception deserve consideration and meaningful attempts at answers.

Finally, with the proliferation of the Internet, it’s more important than ever
to hold all videogame writers—yes, even FAQ writers—to a higher standard.
With website message boards that drip with egregious violations of the English
language and videogame FAQs that practically require a translator, flaunting
one’s ignorance is dangerously close to becoming fashionable on the Internet.
Writing well, even in informal forums like Internet message boards, should be
celebrated and valued.

Bearing all of this in mind, we have one more principle to add: This guide is
by no means written in stone. As the title implies, this volume is simply a
suggested guide to navigating previously uncharted waters. No rule featured
here is without exception, and we don’t expect readers to agree with all our
decisions.10

As much as one can admire what they are trying to do, it is indeed inevit-
able that disagreements will arise, and despite its usefulness, parts of the
guide could have been thought out a bit more. For example, their decision
to go with the one-word “videogame” seems to have been arbitrary. The
choice seems to run counter to one of their criteria, “Common Usage and
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Accuracy”: in a March 4, 2008 search on the top three search engines,
Yahoo found 207 million hits for “video game” but only 36.1 million for
“videogame”; Google found 71.3 million hits for “video game” and only
15.0 million for “videogame”; and on MSN.com there were 43.9 million
hits for “video game” and only 9.38 million for “videogame.” Clearly, the
two-word version appears to be more commonly used!

But the idea behind the style guide is a good one, and both journalistic
and academic realms are in need of consistency and accuracy. And admit-
tedly, accuracy involving even names and release dates can be tricky.
Different games can have the same names or ones that are close: for
example, there is “Spacewar!” (the mainframe game from MIT), vs. the
arcade games “Space War” (by Vectorbeam), “Space War” (Sanritsu’s boot-
leg of Space Invaders), “Space War” (by Leijac/Konami), not to be confused
with “Space Wars” (by Cinematronics). Names can include capitalized let-
ters and punctuation or other symbols. Some games, like PONG and
M.U.L.E. and NARC and SWAT are all uppercase, while some, like Shark
JAWS or S.T.U.N. Runner, mix uppercase and lowercase. Some have inter-
caps, like HiGeMaru or capitalize the second half of hyphenated words, like
Pac-Man. Nintendo’s “GameCube” is one word, while “Game Boy” is two
words. SWAT uses no periods even though it is based on an acronym, while
games like Spacewar!, Qwak!, and Spaceward Ho! include exclamation
points, and some even have two exclamation points, like Punch-Out!!,
Super Punch-Out!!, and Whoopee!!. A few names include other symbols,
like Dead or Alive++, Who Shot Johnny Rock?, or Neo•Geo. Wolfenstein 3-D
appeared originally with a hyphen, but later sometimes appeared without
one. Usually images from the game’s packaging or the game itself can clear
up uncertainties, but not always; for example, Exidy’s Mousetrap has the
game’s name broken into two words (“Mouse Trap”) on its game cabinet
above the screen, yet the game’s title screen has the name as one word
(“Mousetrap”); in such a case it seems more prudent to go with the game
imagery, since it is an integral part of the game (however, even this can be
misleading; the title screen of the arcade game Tempest gives a copyright
date of 1980, but the game was released in 1981). With the potential for
errors to multiply quickly on the Internet, one has to be quite careful when
verifying such details. And both academics and journalists will only add to
this problem unless their work is able to avoid these errors and correct
them where they can.

2. History

Most academic writing about video games tends to be limited to home
video games and online games from only the last five years or so. Relatively
little is written about handheld games and older home games and their
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systems, and very little about arcade games. Part of the reason for this is
practical; newer games are contemporary, easier to find, known to a wider
audience, more detailed and cinematic than earlier games, accessible, and
more to the liking and experience of many writers. Yet, knowledge of older
games provides a historical context and background from which more
recent games have evolved and on which their own forms, genres, and
conventions rely. More attention should be paid to older games, and the
way in which genres, conventions, franchises, series, and so forth all
developed over time, rather than merely on the latest incarnations of these
things as though they have no past or predecessors.

While it is true that older games can be harder to find, and there are no
institutional archives yet in the most formal sense, there are an increasing
number of venues for researchers to find information about them, or even
find the games themselves. Keith Feinstein’s Videotopia has been around
since 1996, although it still has no permanent home where it can be visited
by the public. Feinstein also started the Electronics Conservancy, whose
mission is described at the Videotopia.com website:

The Electronics Conservancy is an organization dedicated to the preservation
and restoration of artifacts and information detailing the history of the elec-
tronic medium, as well as the use of these artifacts in informing and educat-
ing. . . . Having witnessed the destruction of the majority of these games and
fearing the loss of their historical importance, we have spent years assembling a
collection of over 400 rare machines, forming what may be the most complete
collection in the world. We have also gained and will continue to seek informa-
tion and artifacts from many first-hand sources in order to catalogue and
preserve the history encompassing this art form. The Electronics Conservancy
also maintains a collection of every home system ever released in the United
States, as well as classic and important personal and industrial computers, and
an extensive library of software.11

Several US universities in association with the Library of Congress have
begun the Preserving Virtual Worlds project, which will be working to
“develop mechanisms and methods for preserving digital games and inter-
active fiction.”12 Video games are also part of the Internet Archive, a San
Francisco-based non-profit institution, which was established in 1996
“with the purpose of offering permanent access for researchers, historians,
and scholars to historical collections that exist in digital format.”13 Even on
websites like YouTube one can find footage of older games being played,
including arcade games. Although such video clips are often limited in
their usefulness in regard to gameplay, they do provide some sense of the
games’ sound and movement that still images cannot convey. Emulators
provide even more of a sense of a game and its gameplay, though they
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must be used with caution, since they often do not recreate games com-
pletely and accurately due to technological differences between systems.

Despite all the new opportunities available online, first-hand experience
remains essential to video game research. Old home systems and their
games can be purchased at on-line auction websites like eBay, and a large
collector community exists for all kinds of games. Organizations like VAPS
(Video Arcade Preservation Society)14 provide contact information for
hundreds of collectors who have working copies of arcade games, and who
can potentially answer questions regarding gameplay. Some even allow
visits to their collections.

And there are now fewer hurdles to video game research. Permissions
for game screenshots are no longer necessary, thanks to the 2000 landmark
case, Sony v. Bleem, which established that the use of video game screen-
shots falls into fair use, even when that use is both commercial and hostile.15

There has never been a better time for researching and writing about the
history of video games, and even those concerned mainly with theoretical
aspects should have some foundation in the medium’s history.

3. Methodology

Lacking formal academic studies before the 1960s, film theory took a while
to get beyond the exploratory stage exemplified by Arnheim’s Film as Art
(containing essays from 1933 to 1938) and Bazin’s What is Cinema? duo-
logy (with essays from the 1940s and 1950s). This ontological theoretical
approach, as Francesco Casetti came to call it,16 aimed to define its object
of study, draw attention to the constitutive elements considered as funda-
mentals, and reach an all-encompassing knowledge about it. Once the
essence of film had been uncovered, a second paradigm “radically” modi-
fied the field, a paradigm Casetti called the methodological theory. With it,
the attention shifted to the way in which research was planned and con-
ducted; the “correctness” of the methods of inquiry used in the study was
at stake. As mentioned earlier, the video game studies field has moved
quickly from the ontological to the methodological paradigm.

Of course, video games still need a more thorough and accurate exam-
ination. A glance at the Appendix of this book (which itself contains an
entry on methodology) demonstrates how methodologies will vary
depending on the purpose of the research being conducted, and even on
the researchers themselves as gamers. There are still many discussions as
to the implications of these variances, or to what degree they undermine
the applicability and usefulness of findings. The need here is not for a
strict codification of procedures, but rather for more awareness and
acknowledgement of the way in which they operate, and the limitations
they will inevitably involve.
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The video game is really a complex object of study, and one that
involves a performance. This has led Espen Aarseth, in his “Playing
Research: Methodological approaches to game analysis”, to ask:

should we expect game scholars to excel in the games they analyze? . . . As game
scholars, we obviously have an obligation to understand gameplay, and this is
best and sometimes only achieved through play. . . . More crucial here than
skills, however, is research ethics. If we comment on games or use games in our
cultural and aesthetic analysis, we should play those games, to such an extent
that the weight we put on our examples at least match the strata we reach in
our play.17

Before exercising analytical or interpretative skills, one has to draw on
one’s ability to play a game (or know someone with ability). One has also
to ask what exactly is being analyzed, since the video game is such a multi-
layered phenomenon.18 Players can have very different experiences of a
game not only due to their own abilities, but because some games, like
MMORPGs, are too large for any individual to see in their entirety.
And many games remain unfinished by players. Even when games are
finished, portions of them may still go unseen or not be experienced. How
much of a game is it necessary to see to draw a conclusion? What is being
analyzed—the graphics and sound, the interface, interactions, the struc-
ture of the game’s world, the storyline or lack thereof, the experience of the
player, the sociocultural impact of the experience, even the physical impact
of the experience? How is analysis affected if one or more of these is
left out?

The notion of intertextuality has helped in the understanding of the
complex interrelationships between texts and how meanings in a text are
affected by them. While intertexual considerations are relevant to video
game studies, the textual examination itself is crucial, because analysis
“must rely on an intrinsic comparative study of the in-textual, that is, from
the text in itself.”19 With the multi-linear, open, and emergent dimensions
of video games, gameplay rarely occurs without players considering pos-
sible alternatives in actions and storylines. In the case of MMORPGs, vast
and persistent, textual examination is inevitably incomplete. Without
access to development documents or behind-the-scenes access, analysis
tends to shift toward methodological approaches centered on the player
experience.20

As the history of the video game interface (and more recently the
Nintendo Wii) demonstrates, one has to consider more than just what is
happening on-screen. The space of play has always been beyond the frame,
involving the player’s body, the proxemics of players, even the social space
of the arcade or home. Games themselves have begun monitoring more of
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this space, with eye tracking and skin conductance and heartbeat monitor-
ing devices that observe the gamer’s psychophysiological responses and
can allow the game to adapt to them. As games evolve so will methodolo-
gies, and an awareness of how they change is necessary.

4. Technology

An understanding of technology and its development is needed to under-
stand why games look and play as they do, and have developed as they
have. Graphics, sound, algorithms, processing speed, storage capability,
accessing speed, peripherals, and so forth all exert an influence on both
hardware and software design, which in turn limit programming and
shape game design and gameplay experiences. How artistic decisions are
shaped by technological compromises needs to be understood by game
researchers before assumptions regarding game design can be made.

These issues also become apparent when one considers games ported
across a variety of platforms, and emulators which attempt to simulate
arcade games and home games on computers. For example, many arcade
games and home video games use NTSC video cathode-ray tubes, which
differ from computer monitors due to differences in pixel aspect ratios,
color reproduction, sound, and so forth. Vector graphics, which use a
vector-scan monitor, cannot be simulated on a raster monitor with com-
plete accuracy. Thus, specific hardware is often necessary for a game to be
accurately represented in its original form. For certain kinds of analyses,
such details may not be relevant, but without knowing what those details
are, and what has been lost in the technological translation between
systems, researchers will be unable to determine whether or not the differ-
ences are relevant in the first place. A technological context, then, is neces-
sary for understanding games and also for researching them, even for those
whose main interests in video games lie elsewhere.

5. Interactivity

The problematic nature of the term “interactive” has been frequently
noted, but use of the term has been persistent and it seems to have stuck.
Since it is such a broad concept, a comprehensive theory of interactivity is
needed to look at how the interaction of a game is designed, and how a
game’s options and choices are structured. Wolf’s essay “Assessing interac-
tivity in video game design”, in Mechademia, suggests how the synchronic
and diachronic nature of interactivity forms a kind of grid which can serve
as a starting point of analysis:

In order to compare interactive structures, we can first consider mapping how
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a player’s decisions are related. The smallest unit of interactivity is the choice,
which consists of two or more options from which the player chooses. Choices
are made in time, which gives us a two-dimensional grid of interactivity that
can be drawn for any game. First, in the horizontal direction, we have the
number of simultaneous (parallel) options that constitute the choice that a
player is confronted with at any given moment. Second, in the vertical direc-
tion, we have the number of sequential (serial) choices made by a player over
time until the end of the game. Obviously, the choices a player makes will alter
the options and choices available later in the game in both of these dimensions,
and in most cases a game’s complete grid would be enormous. Even board
games like Chess and Checkers have huge trees of moves which have never
been mapped in their entirety. But one does not need to map the entire tree of
a game to get an overall sense of how its interactivity is structured.21

Other dimensions of interactivity to be considered include the historical
(the hardware, software, and cultural constraints determining what was
possible, or at least typical, at the time when the game was made), the
physical (the game interface, the player’s ability to use it, and other factors
such as reaction time and stamina), and the mental (player speed and game
familiarity, the ability to recognize affordances (to use J. J. Gibson’s term),
pattern recognition, puzzle-solving ability, and so forth). Interactivity also
occurs within the onscreen game space yet outside of the game’s diegetic
world; for example, the choosing of avatar attributes or the setting of other
customizable factors such as difficulty level. Decision-making can also be
influenced by both short-term and long-term goals within a game, as well as
the degree of irreversibility that accompanies a choice (for example, con-
sider the differences between arcade games that cost a quarter a play, home
games that can be replayed for free, and MMORPGs which are ongoing and
cannot be restarted by the player.) The same game can sometimes be played
with a variety of input devices (for example, in 2004 the Interaction Design
Institute Ivrea used a large ball that the player sat upon as an input device for
Pac-Man), and in a variety of different contexts as well. As new controllers,
like the Wiimote, new screen formats, and new peripherals appear, they will
shed new light on the unacknowledged assumptions of older devices, and
will change the relationship of players and games, and between players as
well. Are there universal statements and claims about interactivity that will
hold up in light of all future innovations?

6. Play

Discussions regarding the ludological vs. the narratological aspects of video
games have raised interesting questions as to their nature and drawn atten-
tion to their constitutive properties. Just as digital cinema has brought about
a re-examination of what it means to be cinema, the rapid technological
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evolution at the core of gaming will also stimulate new insights. With a
growing number of platforms and venues, player modifications, and new
intersections with other cultural forms, general statements about video
games as a whole will be harder to make. As a result, a more developed
notion of “play” becomes increasingly important.

Joost Raessens has pointed out that we are experiencing a “ludification
of culture” and that many activities are now engaged with a playful atti-
tude.22 While classical definitions of play like Huizinga’s might still have
some relevance, play occurs in many new contexts which must be con-
sidered. The theme of the DiGRA 2007 Conference in Tokyo was “Situated
Play”, and the call for papers stressed this clearly:

Games are not isolated entities that one can effectively study in vitro. Games
are situated in culture and society. To truly understand the phenomenon of
digital games, it is not enough to merely study the games themselves or short-
term impacts as described by laboratory experiments—these are only part of
the story. Their context begins when the games are marketed and circulated,
and they reach the hands of players.23

Though Roger Caillois’s division of play into paidia and ludus are a good
start, a theory of play, playing, and players needs further elaboration to
account for new contexts. Different styles of play, modes of play, motiv-
ations for playing, and the interweaving of play and game with everyday
life reconfigure boundaries between person and persona, natural and
digital, real and virtual. For instance, pervasive games are interweaving
play and game with the everyday life and pushing us to question the
blurred boundaries between the real and the virtual. Serious games make
us exploit games for more than just pure entertainment. Virtual worlds like
Second Life have become a great channel for communication between play-
ers, and even institutions. Likewise, much of contemporary life has taken
on game-like qualities that make theories of play more widely applicable
than they were in the past, but at the same time harder to generalize
and bring to coherence. Many of the spectra that need to be considered—
contemplative reflection vs. reflex action; new players vs. experienced play-
ers; competition vs. cooperation; casual vs. serious play; and so on—will
have greater relevance when applied to larger contexts.

7. Integration of Interdisciplinary Approaches

Video games are best understood when they are viewed through a multi-
plicity of perspectives. As Jesper Juul has noted, these perspectives some-
times find themselves becoming divided between the humanities and the
social sciences, in an antagonistic relationship.24 While the achieving of a
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multidisciplinary outlook may be the easiest challenge to define, it may
also be the hardest to achieve. As the field grows and divides into a wide
range of subdisciplinary areas, the interconnections with other fields will
strengthen and the field as a whole will be enriched. The challenge of
bringing all this together into a coherent discipline of its own will take
time and effort, but will bear much fruit. Frans Mäyrä’s essay in this
volume takes up this topic, and the Appendix lists some of the disciplines
that have something to contribute to video game studies.

From Philosophical to Practical: The Essays
The essays in this anthology exhibit a wide variety of theoretical
approaches, with perspectives ranging from the philosophical to the prac-
tical, from disciplinary points of view to an interdisciplinary dialogue, and
the combined effect once again underscores the richness of video game
studies. From the outset, Eric Zimmerman takes a stand for the whole field
in “Gaming Literacy: Game Design as a Model for Literacy in the Twenty-
First Century,” which extends the notion of literacy (and of being educated
in a society) to games. As games grow more important in our complex,
playful world, knowing how they work and being able to understand their
significance becomes essential. As a cluster of practices, gaming literacy
revolves around three interlinked concepts for Zimmerman: systems, play,
and design. Whereas systems draw attention to the interrelations among
elements producing a significant whole, play expresses how players engage
within and with the systemic structures, and design underlines the creative
nature in the production of meaning. Lars Konzack also stresses the
importance of design in “Philosophical Game Design,” and suggests that
game designers need to think beyond the creation of immersive experi-
ences, but strive to express philosophical ideas in game systems and their
design. Just as game designers need to know the history of ideas and how
to present metaphysical ideas through consistent game constructions,
game theorists are likewise required to exert an effort to appreciate the
attempts, to grasp the manifestations, and to discuss them properly.
Konzack does this, giving careful consideration to ethical, political, and
philosophical aspects of games, such as the classic Dungeons & Dragons
pen-and-paper role-playing game; commercial video games, such as The
Sims and BioShock; and propaganda games, such as Kabul Kaboom and
Jennifer Government: NationStates.

Moving a step in the direction of the practical, David Myers examines
the concept of play in “The Video Game Aesthetic: Play as Form”, which
argues for a formalist approach to the study of play. He identifies three
categories of characteristic game forms, each with its own set of rules:
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physical forms, encompassing the sensory relationship (the interface)
between player and game; semiotic forms, encompassing contextual rela-
tionships (values) among game signs; and social forms, encompassing
interpersonal relationships (communities) among game players. His analy-
sis demonstrates the degree to which play behavior is rooted in cognitive
and perceptual mechanisms existing prior to and yet beyond the influence
of language and its related significations of culture. In “Embodiment and
Interface,” Andreas Gregersen and Torben Grodal further explain how play
is rooted in our biological embodiment. As one of the most fundamental
conditions that govern our experience of the world, embodiment affects
the way we influence the environment; the way we are affected by other
agents’ actions or events unfolding around us; and the way we play games.
Gregersen and Grodal discuss how different types of interfaces and differ-
ent game worlds mold players’ embodied experiences. Focusing their
attention on the games Wii Sports, Eyetoy: Kinetic, and ICO, they analyze
how the body and player actions are mapped onto or into video game
spaces. Aki Järvinen shifts the notion of embodiment to game design for
the purpose of studying emotions in “Understanding Video Games as
Emotional Experiences.” Järvinen suggests that psychological studies in
cognition, emotion, and goal-oriented behavior have to be taken into
account when trying to understand video game aesthetics. Accordingly, he
develops a systematic method for analyzing how so-called eliciting condi-
tions for emotions are embodied into game designs, for example, which
game elements and features potentially trigger emotions that are signifi-
cant in the light of the play experience as a whole. Järvinen pinpoints
emotion categories and different variables affecting their intensity, each
element shedding light on design techniques which potentially could be
used to explore and design more diverse player experiences.

As video games will always be defined by what the player is doing,
Dominic Arsenault and Bernard Perron tackle the concept of gameplay in
“In the Frame of the Magic Cycle: The Circle(s) of Gameplay.” Opposed to
the spatial metaphor of Huizinga’s “magic circle” of gameplay, they con-
ceptualize the partaking in a game as a cognitive frame, as an ongoing
process. To cast off the implications of redundancy or stagnation con-
tained in a circle, they resort instead to the figure of the spiral, which
accounts for the gamer’s progression through the game. Their gamer- and
gameplay-centric model features three interconnected spirals which repre-
sent the cycles gamers have to go through in order to answer gameplay,
narrative, and interpretative questions, in both heuristic and hermeneutic
fashion. They also underscore the fact that gamers cannot access a game’s
algorithms directly and must instead construct an image of the game
system, whose degree of fidelity towards the actual rules of the game may
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greatly vary (depending, for instance, if the gamer is playing to progress
through the game, as opposed to playing to master the game mechanics).
In “Understanding Digital Playability”, Sébastien Genvo examines how a
player is brought to play a game and engaged in it. By first considering the
ludic attitude required to play a game, Genvo defines the notion of “ludic
mediation,” that is, the process of transmitting the will-to-play to an indi-
vidual. Based on elements of narrative semiotics introduced by Algirdas
Julien Greimas, such as the Canonical Narrative Schema, he proposes a
semiotic model of gameplay which looks at both the paradigmatic axis and
the syntagmatic axis of a digital playable structure. Taking into account the
conditions of meaning production set during a game, and illustrating it
with an analysis of Tetris, his model also exposes the circularity at the core
of gameplay.

Unlike the images found in other media, such as painting, photography,
or cinema, the video game image contains an interactivity that brings new
challenges to the development of audiovisual representations. Mark J. P.
Wolf ’s “Z-axis Development in the Video Game” traces how technical and
graphical limitations were overcome in regard to depiction of an implied
z-axis (that is, the dimension of visual depth in an image), and the differ-
ent methods used to construct it. The essay discusses the relationship of
the z-axis to the x-axis and y-axis, as well as its relationship to color
resolution, perspective, and the game world itself. In addition to examining
the z-axis’s development, Wolf considers how games used the z-axis, and
how game design was affected by the availability of greater depth in the
video game image, and the effect this has on the player. Graphical limita-
tions are also discussed in Brett Camper’s essay “Retro Reflexivity: La-
Mulana, an 8-Bit Period Piece,” but he looks at them as self-imposed
restrictions in the making of a retro game. To introduce the work of
independent developers outside of the traditional commercial industry
and emphasize how such indie retro game design helps the medium of
video games to mature, Camper takes an in-depth look at La-Mulana, a
puzzle-centric platform-adventure, which was created by a Japanese ama-
teur development team called the GR3 Project and released in 2005 for
Windows PC, but which was designed to look, play, and feel like a game for
an older system, specifically the MSX, a Japanese hybrid console-computer
from the 1980s. He describes the recognizable “8-bit” retro visual style of
the game, analyzes its aesthetic and cultural references, and discusses
how the game’s visual style and paratextual markers relate to the MSX
and its games.

Issues related to home video game systems are also addressed by
Sheila C. Murphy in “ ‘This is Intelligent Television’: Early Video Games
and Television in the Emergence of the Personal Computer.” Using the
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promotional campaign of Mattel’s Intellivision system, she places the his-
tory of video games into the context of digital media theory and the
histories of computers and television. Murphy traces the connections
between television sets, video games, and personal computers during the
first home video game craze in the late 1970s, and investigates the ways in
which these new technologies promise to remake and reframe TV. In doing
so, she questions how productive the rhetorics of convergence, change,
emergence, novelty, and innovation are for video game theory and new
media studies. Moving the discussion to contemporary corporate prac-
tices, Trevor Elkington explains the complexities of licensed adaptations in
“Too Many Cooks: Media Convergence and Self-Defeating Adaptations.”
He differentiates three different forms of adaptations: direct ones like Van
Helsing, ones integrated into existing franchise storylines like Enter the
Matrix and The Lord of the Rings: The Third Age, and ones pursuing a
separate narrative not directly reliant upon film events like The Chronicles
of Riddick: Escape from Butcher Bay. Analyzing comments about the games
and review statistics compiled on Metacritic, Elkington elucidates and
explains the bad critical reception of film-to-game adaptations. While he
points out the problems in the licensed-game production cycle and in
its procedural issues, he also ends by suggesting a solution, which is the
creation of central project management.

Failure of a different sort is explored in the next essay, Jesper Juul’s
“Fear of Failing? The Many Meanings of Difficulty in Video Games,”
which examines the role of failure and punishment in single-player games,
and the paradox of how the potential for failure makes players enjoy a
game more. Juul distinguishes between different types of punishment and
two separate perspectives players can have on games: a goal-oriented per-
spective wherein the players want to win, and an aesthetic perspective
wherein players prefer games with the right amount of challenge and vari-
ation. Moving into the arena of the practical, Juul describes a game proto-
type he has designed (which contains two different game modes, one with
energy punishment and one with life punishment) in order to test his
hypothesis, to gather data on how players perceive failure, and to illumin-
ate his thoughts and theories. Along the way, Juul demonstrates the efficacy
of exploring video game theory through the building of game prototypes
and the usefulness of an increased interaction between game studies and
game development. The goal of designing games which apply, test, and
illustrate concepts from video game theory animates the work of the
Singapore-MIT GAMBIT Game Lab, which is presented in “Between The-
ory and Practice: The GAMBIT Experience” by Clara Fernández-Vara,
Neal Grigsby, Eitan Glinert, Philip Tan, and Henry Jenkins. The authors
describe how this five-year project is trying to erase the line between
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theory and practice, and to engage more directly with the game industry.
Referring throughout to games designed at the lab, the essay is a fascinat-
ing analysis of the methods used by student and faculty researchers to
build games in an academic context.

Another academic group working on game development is the Syn-
thetic Worlds Initiative, whose work is described in the next essay, “Syn-
thetic Worlds as Experimental Instruments” by Edward Castronova, Mark
W. Bell, Robert Cornell, James J. Cummings, Matthew Falk, Travis Ross,
Sarah B. Robbins-Bell, and Alida Field. Making reference to the Petri dish,
the shallow circular dish used to culture bacteria or other microorganisms,
the authors methodically demonstrate the value of conducting research in
virtual worlds. Their essay provides concrete examples of how synthetic
worlds are being and could be used as social studies laboratories. Also
concerned with the social aspects of video games, Mia Consalvo turns to
Massively Multiplayer Online games (MMOG) in her essay “Lag, Language,
and Lingo: Theorizing Noise in Online Game Spaces.” At first, aside from
structuralist and formalist approaches, Consalvo calls for the use and adap-
tation of other theoretical lenses from established fields and disciplines in
order to better understand the multifaceted nature of games, and their
production and reception. Consequently, she revisits classical and more
contemporary communication theory with the goal of theorizing the con-
cept of “noise” as a critical component of online game communication.
Drawing on data from an extended virtual ethnography of Final Fantasy XI
Online, Consalvo explores three types of noise that emerged through
extended gameplay and experience with the player community: a technical
form (lag) and two cultural/semantic forms (language and lingo).

The need for theoretical lenses and tools from other fields and discip-
lines is the topic of the last essay in the collection, as well as the Appendix
that follows. From his experience as the leader or partner in over twenty
different research projects into games and digital culture at the University
of Tampere, Frans Mäyrä maps out the benefits and pitfalls of inter-
disciplinary research in “Getting into the Game: Doing Multidisciplinary
Game Studies.” Through practical examples, he emphasizes judiciously the
potential of game studies as a radical, transformative form of scholarly
practice. Finally, our Appendix at the end of the book, compiled from the
work of many contributors, looks at video games through a wide variety of
theories and disciplines, with entries discussing some of the conceptual
tools each field has to offer video game researchers.

Video game studies has proven to be an exciting and thought-
provoking new field of research, and a challenging one as well—and one
that is fun—and while this fact may cause outsiders to question the
seriousness of the field or its validity, it certainly has not discouraged a
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wide range of scholarship and scholars from taking part in it. The field has
proven itself, and as it expands and reflects upon itself, it will continue to
grow in relevance, significance, and excellence. In some ways, the field is
also anticipating a third phase in which video games studies’ research and
findings will provide new insights that will be usefully applied in other
fields and contribute to other disciplines, rather than merely taking from
them. Though it is probably foolhardy to prognosticate about the advent
of such a phase, it will suffice just to suggest that it may be sooner than we
might expect.
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CHAPTER 1
Gaming Literacy

Game Design as a Model for Literacy in the
Twenty-First Century

ERIC  Z IMMERMAN

Introduction: Literacy and Games from the Inside-out
Gaming literacy is an approach to literacy based on game design. My
argument is that there is an emerging set of skills and competencies, a set
of new ideas and practices that are going to be increasingly a part of what it
means to be literate in the coming century. This essay’s proposal is that
game design is a paradigm for understanding what these literacy needs are
and how they might be addressed. I look at three main concepts—systems,
play, and design—as key components of this new literacy.

Traditional ideas about literacy have centered on reading and writing—
the ability to understand, exchange, and create meaning through text,
speech, and other forms of language. A younger cousin to literacy studies,
media literacy extended this thinking to diverse forms of media, from
images and music to film, television, and advertising. The emphasis in
media literacy as it evolved during the 1980s was an ideological critique of
the hidden codes embedded in media. Media studies’ scholars ask ques-
tions like: Is a given instance of media racist or sexist? Who is creating it
and with what agenda? What kinds of intended and unintended messages
and meanings do media contain?

Literacy and even media literacy are necessary but not sufficient for one
to be fully literate in our world today. There are emerging needs for new



kinds of literacy that are simply not being addressed, needs that arise in
part from a growing use of computer and communication networks (more
about that below). Gaming literacy is one approach to addressing these
new sorts of literacies that will become increasingly crucial for work, play,
education, and citizenship in the coming century.

Gaming literacy reverses conventional ideas about what games are and
how they function. A classical way of understanding games is the “magic
circle,” a concept that originates with the Dutch historian and philosopher
Johann Huizinga.1 The magic circle represents the idea that games take
place within limits of time and space, and are self-contained systems of
meaning. A chess king, for example, is just a little figurine sitting on a
coffee table. But when a game of chess starts, it suddenly acquires all kinds
of very specific strategic, psychological, and even narrative meanings.
To consider another example, when a soccer game or Street Fighter II
(Capcom, 1992) match begins, your friend suddenly becomes your oppon-
ent and bitter rival—at least for the duration of the game. While many
social and cultural meanings certainly do move in and out of any game
(for instance, your in-game rivalry might ultimately affect your friendship
outside the game), the magic circle emphasizes those meanings that are
intrinsic and interior to games.

Gaming literacy turns this inward-looking focus inside-out. Rather than
addressing the meanings that only arise inside the magic circle of a game, it
asks how games relate to the world outside the magic circle—how game
playing and game design can be seen as models for learning and action in
the real world. It asks, in other words, not What does gaming look like? but
instead: What does the world look like from the point of view of gaming?

It is important to be very clear here: gaming literacy is not about just
any kind of real-world impact—it is a specific form of literacy. So for the
sake of specificity, here are some things that gaming literacy is not:

• Gaming literacy is not about “serious games”—games designed to
teach you subject matter, such as eighth-grade algebra.

• Gaming literacy is not about “persuasive games” that are designed
to impart some kind of message or social agenda to the player.

• Gaming literacy is also not about training professional game
designers, or even about the idea that anyone can be a game
designer.

Gaming literacy is literacy—it is the ability to understand and create spe-
cific kinds of meanings. As I describe it here, gaming literacy is based on
three concepts: systems, play, and design. All three are closely tied to game
design, and each represents kinds of literacies that are currently not being
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addressed through traditional education. Each concept also points to a
new paradigm for what it will mean to become literate in the coming
century. Together they stand for a new set of cognitive, creative, and social
skills—a cluster of practices that I call gaming literacy.

I like the term “gaming literacy” not only because it references the way
that games and game design are closely tied to the emerging literacies I
identify, but also because of the mischievous double-meaning of “gaming,”
which can signify exploiting or taking clever advantage of something.
Gaming a system, means finding hidden shortcuts and cheats, and bending
and modifying rules in order to move through the system more efficiently—
perhaps to misbehave, but perhaps to change that system for the better. We
can game the stock market, a university course registration process, or even
just a flirtatious conversation. Gaming literacy, in other words, “games”
literacy, bending and breaking rules, playing with our notions of what
literacy has been and can be.

Systems
To paraphrase contemporary communication theory, a system is a set of
parts that interrelates to form a whole. Almost anything can be considered
a system, from biological and physical systems to social and cultural
systems. Having a systems point of view (being systems literate) means
understanding the world as dynamic sets of parts with complex, constantly
changing interrelationships—seeing the structures that underlie our world,
and comprehending how these structures function.

As a key component of gaming literacy, systems can be considered a
paradigm for literacy in the coming century. Increasingly, complex infor-
mation systems are part of how we socialize and date, conduct business
and finance, learn and research, and conduct our working lives. Our world
is increasingly defined by systems. Being able to successfully understand,
navigate, modify, and design systems will become more and more inextric-
ably linked with how we learn, work, play, and live as engaged world
citizens.

Systems-based thinking is about process, not answers. It stresses the
importance of dynamic relationships, not fixed facts. Getting to know a
system requires understanding it on several levels, from the fixed foun-
dational structures of the system to its emergent, unpredictable patterns of
behavior. Systems thinking thereby leads to the kinds of improvisational
problem-solving skills that will be critical for creative learning and work in
the future. In part, the rise of systems as an integral aspect of our lives is
related to the increasing prominence of digital technology and networks.
But systems literacy is not intrinsically related to computers. The key to
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systems literacy is about a shift in attitude, not about learning techno-
logical skills.

If systems are a paradigm for an emerging form of literacy, what is the
connection to games? Games are, in fact, essentially systemic. Every game
has a mathematical substratum, a set of rules that lies under its surface.
Other kinds of media, art, and entertainment are not so intrinsically struc-
tured. Scholars debate, for example, the essential formal core of a film—is
it the script? The pattern of the editing over time? The composition of light
and shadow in a frame? There is not one correct answer. But with games,
there is the clarity of a formal system—the rules of the game. This formal
system is the basis of the structures that constitute a game’s systems. More
than other kinds of culture and media which have been the focus of lit-
eracy in the past, then, games are uniquely well-suited to teach systems
literacy.

To play, understand, and—especially—design games, one ends up hav-
ing to understand them as systems. Any game is a kind of miniature
artificial system, bounded and defined by the game rules that create the
game’s magic circle. Playing a game well to see which strategies are more
effective, analyzing the game’s rules to see how they ramify into a player’s
experience, and designing a game by playtesting, modifying the rules, and
playtesting again, are all examples of how games naturally and powerfully
lend themselves to systems literacy.

Play
Games are systems because at some level, they are mathematical systems of
rules. But if games were just math, we would never have the athletic ballet-
ics of tennis, the bluffing warfare of poker, or the deep collaboration
of World of Warcraft (Blizzard, 2004). Play is the human effect of rules set
into motion, in its many forms transcending the systems from which it
emerges. Just as games are more than their structures of rules, gaming
literacy is more than the concept of systems. It is also play.

There is a curious relationship between rules and play. In the classical
sense of a game as a magic circle, rules are fixed, rigid, and closed. They are
logical, rational, and scientific. Rules really do not seem like much fun at
all. But when rules are taken on and adopted by players who enter the
magic circle and agree to follow the rules, play happens. Play in many ways
is the opposite of rules: as much as rules are closed and fixed, play is
improvisational and uncertain. Yet in a game, these two opposites find
a common home—gameplay paradoxically occurring only because of
game rules.

In Rules of Play, Katie Salen and I define play as free movement within a
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more rigid structure.2 Imagine play as the “free play” of a gear or steering
wheel: the loose movement in an otherwise rigid structure of interlocking
parts. The free play of a steering wheel is the distance it can move without
engaging with the drive shaft, axle, and wheels—the more rigid utilitarian
structures of the car. This free play only exists because of the more inflex-
ible, functional structures of the automobile. Yet it also exists despite those
structures. A joke, for example, is funny because of how it plays with the
structures of language, creating subtle ironies, or double-meanings, or
vulgar inappropriateness. The free play humor of a joke exists in oppos-
ition to the more rigid structures of earnest, ordinary language—yet is
utterly dependent on these very structures for its play.

Yet, play is far more than just play within a structure. Play can play with
structures. Players do not just play games; they mod them, engage in meta-
play between games, and develop cultures around games. Games are not
just about following rules, but also about breaking them, whether it is
players creating homebrew rules for Monopoly (Charles B. Darrow, 1933),
hacking into their favorite deathmatch title, or breaking social norms in
classics like “spin the bottle” that create and celebrate taboo behavior.

Although play exists outside of games, games do provide one of the very
best platforms for understanding play—from free play within a structure
to the transformative play that reconfigures that structure. Any instance of
a game is an engine designed to produce play, a miniature laboratory for
studying play qua play.

So why is play an important paradigm for literacy in this century?
Systems are important, but if we limit literacy to structural, systemic lit-
eracy, then we are missing part of the equation. When we move from
systems to play, we shift focus from the game to the players, from structures
of rules to structures of human interaction. Games as play are social eco-
systems and personal experience, and these dimensions are key aspects of a
well-rounded literacy.

As our lives become more networked, people are engaging more and
more with structures. But they are not merely inhabiting these struc-
tures—they are playing with them. A social network like Wikipedia is not
just a fixed construct like a circuit diagram. It is a fuzzy system, a dynamic
system, a social system, a cultural system. Systems only become meaningful
as they are inhabited, explored, and manipulated by people. In the coming
century, what will become important will not be just systems, but human
systems.

A literacy based on play is a literacy of innovation and invention. Just as
systems literacy is about engendering a systems-based attitude, being lit-
erate in play means being playful—having a ludic attitude that sees the
world’s structures as opportunities for playful engagement. What does it
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mean to play with institutional language, with social spaces, or with pro-
cesses of learning? When these rules are bent, broken, and transformed,
what new structures will arise?

Play emerges from more rigid systems, but it does not take those
systems for granted. It plays with them, modifying, transgressing, and
reinventing. We must learn to approach problem-solving with a spirit of
playfulness; not to resist, but to embrace transformation and change. As
a paradigm for innovation in the coming century, play will increasingly
inform how we learn, work, and create culture.

Design
The notion of design connects powerfully to the sort of creative intelligence the
best practitioners need in order to be able, continually, to redesign their activ-
ities in the very act of practice. It connects as well to the idea that learning and
productivity are the results of the designs (the structures) of complex systems
of people, environments, technology, beliefs, and texts.3

If gaming literacy were simply about systems and play, it would be a lit-
eracy based on games, not game design. But design, the third component
of gaming literacy, is absolutely key, and in many ways helps bring the
traditional idea of literacy as understanding and creating meaning back
into the mix. There are many definitions of design, but in Rules of Play
Katie Salen and I describe design as the process by which a designer creates a
context, to be encountered by a participant, from which meaning emerges.4

Design as the creation of meaning invokes the magic circle: designers
create contexts that in turn create signification. Although design comes in
many forms, from architecture to industrial design, games happen to be
incredibly well-suited for studying how meaning is made. Outside the
game of rock/paper/scissors, a fist can mean many things. But inside the
game, that gesture is assigned a highly specific significance, a defined
meaning within the lexicon of the game’s language. The creation of mean-
ing through game design is wonderfully complex. A game creates its own
meanings (blue means enemy; yellow means power-up), but also traffics
with meanings from the outside (horror film music in a shooter means
danger is coming; poker means a fun evening with friends).

For a game designer, the creation of meaning is a second-order prob-
lem. The game designer creates structures of rules directly, but only
indirectly creates the experience of play when the rules are enacted by
players. As a game unfolds through play, metaplay, and transformative play,
unexpected things happen, patterns that are impossible to completely pre-
dict. In this way, design is not about the creation of a fixed object. It is
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about creating a set of possibilities. The audience is always at least one step
removed from the designer. Games embody this aspect of design in a very
direct and essential way; even the most straightforward game of chess or
The Sims (Maxis Software, 2000) is about players exploring the possibilities
that they are given by a designed object. In a game, design mediates
between structure and play; a game system is designed just so that play
will occur.

Over and above game design’s affinity for the process of making mean-
ing, it is also radically interdisciplinary. Making a game includes creating a
formal system of rules, while also designing a human play experience for a
particular cultural and social context. Game design involves math and
logic, aesthetics and storytelling, writing and communication, visual and
audio design, human psychology and behavior, and understanding culture
through art, entertainment, and popular media. For video game design,
computer and technological literacy become part of the equation as well.

As an exploration of process, as the rigorous creation of meaning, and
as a uniquely interdisciplinary endeavor, game design represents multi-
modal forms of learning that educators and literacy theorists have been
talking about for years, perhaps most significantly in the publications
of the New London Group (quoted at the start of this section, above).
Game design, as the investigation of the possibility of meaning, truly gets
at the heart of gaming literacy, and ties together systems, play, and design
into a unified and integrated process.

Conclusion: A Playful World
As we arrive in the early years of the twenty-first century, the world is
becoming increasingly transformed by communications, transportation,
and information technology that is shrinking our globe, making it a place
of cultural exchanges both constructive and destructive. Existing models of
literacy simply do not fully address reality in the world today.

Gaming literacy is certainly not the only way to understand the
emerging literacy needs I have identified. But games and game design are
one promising approach, making use of a cultural form that is wildly
popular and wildly varied, both incredibly ancient and strikingly con-
temporary. And intrinsically playful as well.

So how does one take action to promote gaming literacy? At Gamelab,
the independent game development company I founded in 2000 with Peter
Lee, we have begun a number of gaming literacy projects. We are building
Gamestar Mechanic—funded by the MacArthur Foundation and created
in collaboration with the GLS group at the University of Wisconsin-
Madison—a computer program that will help youth learn about game
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design by letting them create and modify simple games. We have also
recently created the Institute of Play. With Katie Salen as the Executive
Director, the Institute will promote gaming literacy through educational
programs and advocacy.

What does gaming literacy mean for game players and game makers?
The good news is that games, so often maligned, have much to offer our
complex world. And not just so-called “serious games” with explicit edu-
cational goals, but any game. Gaming literacy can help us feel good about
what we do by playing games, making games, studying games, modding
games, and taking part in gaming communities. As literacy scholar James
Paul Gee likes to say, “video games are good for your soul.”

Gaming literacy turns the tables on the usual way we regard games.
Rather than focusing on what happens inside the artificial world of a game,
gaming literacy asks how playing, understanding, and designing games all
embody crucial ways of looking at and being in the world. This way of
being embraces the rigor of systems, the creativity of play, and the game
design instinct to continually redesign and reinvent meaning.

It is not that games will necessarily make the world a better place. But in
the coming century, the way we live and learn, work and relax, communi-
cate and create, will more and more resemble how we play games. While
we are not all going to be game designers, game design and gaming literacy
offer a valuable model for what it will mean to become literate, educated,
and successful in this playful world.

No Essay is an Island
The ideas in this essay are not just my own, but are part of a growing
conversation that can be heard across universities, commercial game com-
panies, grade-school classrooms, non-profit foundations, and in other
places where game players, game makers, scholars, and educators intersect.

Although I have been a game designer and game design theorist for
more than a decade, I began to rigorously connect game design and lit-
eracy through my interaction with the GAPPS group (now called GLS), a
collection of scholars at the University of Wisconsin-Madison that includes
Jim Gee, Rich Halverson, Betty Hayes, David Shaffer, Kurt Squire, and
Constance Steinkuehler. I was privileged to be invited to a series of con-
versations with this stimulating group, about games and literacy, spon-
sored by the Spencer Foundation. In 2006, during the third of these three
meetings, the term “gaming literacy” emerged from our conversations
as a concept that could reference growing connections between games,
learning, literacy, and design.

I am greatly indebted to game designer, scholar, and educator Katie
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Salen for our ongoing collaborations, including the textbook Rules of Play:
Game Design Fundamentals (Katie also attended that third Spencer meet-
ing). My ideas on game design and learning have also been shaped by my
work with the amazing staff at Gamelab, especially my co-founder Peter
Lee, and former Gamelab game designers Frank Lantz and Nick Fortugno.
Connie Yowell at the MacArthur Foundation also has been instrumental in
bringing together scholars, artists, educators, and designers to exchange
ideas, including the commission of important foundational research by
the polymedia scholar Henry Jenkins. The specific formulations in this
book were first instantiated in a talk I gave at Vancouver’s Simon Frasier
University, in January 2007, and this text received valuable feedback from
Jim Gee, Katie Salen, Kurt Squire, and Constance Steinkuehler.

So thanks to everybody. I go to this trouble to highlight some of my
sources in order to emphasize the newness of these ideas and the collabora-
tive way that they are emerging from a thick soup of scholarship, debates,
and collaborations. This kind of dialog is very much in the spirit of
gaming literacy itself, and I encourage you to take part in the conversation
as well. Some of the best places to get involved include: the Games,
Learning, and Society conference held annually at the University of
Wisconsin-Madison (www.glsconference.org); the Serious Games Initiative
(www.seriousgames.org); the Education SIG of the International Game
Developers Association (www.igda.org/education); and the ongoing dia-
logs about digital media literacy on the MacArthur Foundation website
at http://community.macfound.org/openforum.
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CHAPTER 2
Philosophical Game Design

LARS  KONZACK

The challenge of future video games is to design games that go beyond
mere entertainment. Not that there is anything wrong with entertainment
as such, but video games have more to offer than just entertainment. Video
games are able to present worlds and ideas to us in a new way. We should
live up to this challenge. Philosophical games, such as SimCity (Maxis
Software, 1989), Black & White (2001), and BioShock (2K Games, 2007)
attempt to confront us with ideas and how they work in consequential
systems.

This way of thinking ought to be applied to other kinds of games. Game
worlds should not be simple, fanciful ideas without any real content. On
the contrary, game designers need to think of each element of gameplay
and each mechanical feature as a part of a consequential philosophical
system, a coherent cosmology. They should not think in terms of “this
feature would be cool to have” (or something similar), but instead, “this
mechanical feature supports the philosophy of the game.” Game design
should no longer just involve the question of how to create immersive
experiences, but instead ask how to express and present philosophical ideas
in a game system. Only through such an initiative will it be possible for
video games to grow and prosper.

I know, of course, that many games are part of an industry in which
philosophical thinking may not be seen as useful and valuable, and there
will always be a need for trivial games. That said, I would still like to insist
that games with artistic ambitions ought to work with how they convey



their philosophy. A game’s philosophy may be the philosophy of the game
designer, but it might also be a philosophical experiment. There may be
multiple philosophies in the game. Still, they should relate to one another,
evolve from one another. Even if a game designer does not intentionally
control and design the philosophy behind the game, one will exist anyway,
just as in film. That’s why it is important that game designers consciously
establish rational relations to this aspect of the game.

By philosophy in this context, I simply mean the world picture the game
springs from, both the fictitious and otherwise. This can be varied, and
may even have built-in contradictory propositions. In a well-designed
philosophical game, the philosophy of the game is a coherent thought
system or even a number of thought systems that interact in conflicting
patterns.

To work in such a manner, the game designer needs to know more than
the craft of game mechanics; the game designer needs to know the history
of ideas, and how to present metaphysical ideas, turning them into consist-
ent game constructions through the creative process. Furthermore, video
game theorists need to learn how to appreciate these attempts at expressing
ideas and integrating philosophical questions into game systems. To do
this, video game theorists need to go beyond discussions of ludology, nar-
ratology, and immersive experiences. I am not saying that such discussions
are invalid, but rather that in order to grasp the philosophical content of
future game design, video game theorists have to be able to grasp these
manifestations and discuss them for what they really are.

Strategic Simulations of Philosophical Ideas
SimCity is an example of philosophical game design, not so much because
it creates a sandbox in which the player is able to act, or whether the player
chooses to play the application either as a game accomplishing a goal or
performing a free-play, but because the underlying rules of the game
presents a vision of the world. The philosophy of SimCity is that of the
complexity of modern cities and how social behavior and environmental
issues influence city planning. It is a cybernetic philosophy based on
feedback relations and game theory.

Another example would be Sid Meier’s Civilization (MicroProse, 1991).
In this game based on the traditional board game Civilization (Britain,
1980), the player is asked to build a civilization through the conquering of
nations and complex development of social systems, science, and technol-
ogy. The philosophy behind this game is that of cultural development. Not
only that though, it implies that the goal of this development is to reach
the stars (building an interstellar spaceship), as in Wellsian1 science fiction,
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constantly evolving to adapt to an ever changing world in a modern
age.

Will Wright, the designer of SimCity, is also famous for his game The
Sims (2000). This game has been described as a game simulating the
ideology of consumerism.2 The goal of the game is to get rich, get friends,
get married, and have a house with lots of consumer goods. But that is not
necessarily how the game is played. There are numerous opportunities to
play subversive scenarios, using cheat codes, and to explore the limits of
the game’s simulations. Still, as in SimCity and Civilization, the main task
is to find strategic solutions. In this case, the strategic solutions are about
having a career and social life; it is a strategic simulation game of personal
life development. Rather than saying the game simulates the ideology of
consumerism, the game offers an exploration into consumerism. In that
sense, the game is open to interpretation and brings about interactive
experiences, rather than merely being simplistic propaganda.

With SimCity, Wright was presenting a cybernetic philosophy of urban
construction in an aesthetic way, making these feedback relations and
game theoretical mechanisms into an experience. The same goes for Civil-
ization, The Sims, and many of his other games, too, which are all strategic
simulation games presenting interactive, aesthetic experiences based on
different emergent philosophical systems. To fully grasp these experiences,
the comprehension of immersive gameplay is simply not enough; there is
more than flow experience here. The player not only has to open his heart
(and reflexes) to the experiences but has to open his mind, too. To engage
in this activity, the player has to think about what the game represents and
simulates. The player is asked to think about the complex logistics of urban
development, cultural development, personal life development, or bio-
logical evolutionary development. When investigating these ideas behind
the game experiences, only then will the player be able to fully understand
and enjoy these kinds of games. Unlike other games in which the player
must learn the rules before playing the game, these games are all about the
learning of inherent, unstated rules that govern the activities of the game;
it is the uncovering of these rules, and learning how to exploit them, that
constitutes the heart of gameplay, and which requires the player to actively
distill the game philosophy from the embedded worldview. These ideas
may be described as theories based on the underlying worldviews that
shape the assumptions that the theories make. In this way, the theories and
philosophies are layered within the game. More so, it would be difficult to
aesthetically and interactively present such philosophies in any other kind
of media and genre but strategic simulation computer games. That is not
to say it would be impossible, but that the computer as a medium combined
with the genre of strategy simulation games has a material and form that is
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well suited to make these ideas come to life as an interactive, aesthetic
experience.

Furthermore, and this is indeed very inspiring, the player is asked to be
a part of this philosophical experiment. He is asked to actively take part in
investigating and exploring the ideas, creating mental maps of how they
work as regards success and failure. What is interesting is that there is not
just one way to play these games. Players can explore them from multiple
perspectives, try out different strategies, and even use cheat codes and
subversive play styles. The games are designed to give consequential feed-
back based on player input to the system, and that is why they become
interesting wonders to explore. They are designed to be interactive,
aesthetically expressive experiences of emergent philosophical systems.

Ethical Game Systems
In the classic Dungeons & Dragons pen-and-paper role-playing game by
Ernest Gary Gygax, there is an ethical system based on two dualisms.3 The
first axis is the choice between having a chaotic, neutral, or lawful character,
and the second axis is the choice between having a good, neutral, or evil
character. This makes up for an ethical system with nine different possi-
bilities. This system does not only relate to player characters but also to
non-player characters, races and creatures in the game world.

This ethical system is based on the philosophical idea that you are born
with an alignment and it is very hard if not impossible to change. Races
and beings that are born as chaotic evil are for all practical purposes
without the possibility of redemption.4 That is why it makes sense in
Gygaxian game design that chaotic evil creatures and races ought to be
slain in order to gain experience, gold, and magic items. Needless to say,
this ethical game system is closely related to Deterministic and Racist
philosophies. Additionally, in Gygaxian role-playing games, the goal is to
become an Ubermench, a superman with the highest level of superiority.
In some games the maximum level is 60; in others it is 75. Becoming a
superior being who is able to kill any opponent is a central part to the
game philosophy depicted in Dungeons & Dragons.

Gygaxian game design has had, and still has, enormous influence on
computer game design. Over the years a large number of games have been
directly based on Dungeons & Dragons rules, and MMORPGs such as
Ultima Online (Electronic Arts, 1998), EverQuest (Sony, 1999), and World
of Warcraft (Blizzard, 2004) are all based on Gygaxian principles, having
good and evil races fight against each other in dualistic, cosmological
battles.

I would like to add that we are in great debt to Ernest Gary Gygax for his
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particular way of combining game and narrative. His main contribution to
gaming was the way in which he quantized everything in the narratives of
his games, so that, by representing everything numerically, things such as
battles, damage, etc. could be calculated out in an objective way that would
allow game events to proceed in a manner agreeable to all the players. This
quantization of the game world was, of course, a necessary step in translat-
ing a game world into the digital realm, and thus a crucial development
needed for video games. Without his vision, computer and video games
today would be notably less interesting. He has influenced adventure and
role-playing games for the computer for decades. Even more so, his innov-
ation of pen-and-paper role-playing games was a new genre combining
game and narrative, and ought to be appreciated in its own right.

That said, role-playing games have been innovated far beyond Gygaxian
game design, and computer game designers ought to learn from these
experiences. Greg Stafford, for example, (in contrast to the classic Dun-
geons & Dragons game design) created a coherent fantasy game world back
in 1978 with his role-playing game Runequest. What is even more interest-
ing is that he used a game system based on skill development rather than
level increase, creating smoother and more realistic character develop-
ment. This has, of course, been copied into many variants since then. But
the most inspiring game design in this context is Stafford’s personality
system used in the role-playing game King Arthur Pendragon (Chaosium,
1985). One could say this innovation is rather old. Still, modern video
game design has not yet been able to reach this level of conceptual game
design complexity.

In Greg Stafford’s personality system he uses no less than thirteen per-
sonality trait dichotomies to represent the ethical values of the character.
The dichotomies are represented in a scale from zero to twenty in which
zero is the lowest value and twenty is the highest. A neutral character
would have 10/10 in a particular trait. If a character has sixteen or more
in a trait, the character is influenced by this trait and consequently gets a
player character bonus whether this trait is positive or negative as long as
the trait is extreme. In this way the system rewards colorful characters with
lots of personality. The traits needs to be role-played through character
decisions, however, because if the character does not live up to the expect-
ations of a certain trait, then it slowly changes into a more neutral, less
colourful character, and consequently the character may lose bonuses
earned from character traits.

The personality traits in King Arthur Pendragon are as follows:

Chaste vs. Lustful; Energetic vs. Lazy; Forgiving vs. Vengeful; Generous vs. Selfish;
Honest vs. Deceitful; Just vs. Arbitrary; Merciful vs. Cruel; Modest vs. Proud;
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Pious vs. Worldly; Prudent vs. Reckless; Temperate vs. Indulgent; Trusting vs.
Suspicious; Valorous vs. Cowardly.

The traits are, of course, made to represent the genre of Arthurian roman-
tic fantasy. For another genre, the dichotomies might be different. The
point is that this game system gives rise to a nuanced understanding
of human psychology. A character may indeed be cruel and deceitful
but at the same time, be forgiving and generous. The system supports
complex characters. What is more, the actions of the player characters
influence the character personality. If a character behaves in good or bad
manner, the character profile changes as well according to the game
rules. Ethical behavior creates ethical characters, instead of the other way
around. It is a game system that is able to simulate complex ethical
consequences.

Such a consequential ethical system may also be found in video games.
For example, in Black & White (Electronic Arts, 2001) by Peter Molyneux,
the avatar changes towards good or evil based on player behavior. Likewise,
a game like Star Wars: Knights of the Old Republic (Lucas Arts, 2003) by
James Ohlen, is also about player behavior, with the player choosing a path
between good and evil. In such games it becomes interesting to try out
different modes of moral choice to see how these actions influence the
character and the game world. Compared with Greg Stafford’s personality
system, however, both of these video game systems lack complexity past
simplistic dualism, but at least they are both dynamic systems, relating to
player decisions. In Greg Stafford’s game system it is possible to have a
character that is ethically complex, since it is based on more parameters
and because the character may be ethically good in certain characteristics
but not in others.

Sid Meier once said that a (good) game is a series of interesting choices.5

In a game that has a complex ethical system based on player decision, there
is plenty of opportunity to make interesting choices, to try out different
strategies, and to follow consequential storylines. In future video games,
ethical choices could grow to become far more complex than we are used
to today. By actually delving into the philosophical dilemmas of ethical
choices, the video game industry could indeed become a mature way to
express ethical values. It may even go far beyond that and become a way to
seriously experiment with ethical value systems.

Propaganda Shooters
Today, values are expressed in propaganda games. These kinds of games are
designed as a persuasive technology, trying to change player attitude and
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mind-set. The question is whether they are successful, and if they live up to
the challenge of philosophical game design.

Simple shooters have been designed that aim to manipulate player
opinion towards killings and war. One such an attempt is the racist, violent
game Ethnic Cleansing (Resistance Records, 2002). In this game, the player-
character is portrayed as a man in a Ku Klux Klan outfit or a skinhead, and
shoots people of other ethnicity than white. It is difficult to determine
whether this game actually changes people’s attitude towards ethnic
groups. I personally doubt that anyone in their right mind would fall for
this simple set-up. However, if a person with racist tendencies plays this
needless to say, immoral and tasteless game, he may feel that the game
confirms his beliefs. As for any philosophical exploration, there is none;
only an empty shell of action and shooting. The game does, on the
other hand, state that racism is about murdering innocent people, and in
that respect, the game unintentionally serves as a warning against this
ideology.

An earlier attempt at creating a propaganda shooting game is America’s
Army (US Army, 2002). In this game the player is a soldier in the US Army.
Feeling the tension and excitement of being part of the army, the propa-
ganda may in fact be successful at drafting young people and may even
sustain a militaristic attitude. But apart from militarism there is no philo-
sophical exploration here either. In this propaganda game, the players are
not asked to think—only to act.6 Also interesting about America’s Army is
that even when players play against each other, each player-character
appears to the player as the US Army, while the enemy is depicted as a
terrorist. So when players play each other, each one is actually controlling
the terrorist, from the other player’s point of view, while controlling a US
soldier from their own point of view.

In the vulgar military shooter Kuma/War (Kuma Reality Games, 2004),
we find an episodic re-creation of real-world missions based on the news,
the research of military experts, and Department of Defence records.
Most of the missions are based on the war in Iraq, but there have also been
re-created missions in Afghanistan and Iran. Just like America’s Army, the
US military was actively involved in creating this game, the player is sup-
posed to act as a soldier, and there is no conscious attempt at philosophical
exploration. Certainly, as Aaron Delwiche has illustrated in “From The
Green Berets to America’s Army: Video Games as a Vehicle for Political
Propaganda,” it promotes the military way of life and may accordingly be
used to draft young people.6

A different approach to propaganda shooters comes from Ken Levine,
who designed one of the most exciting shooters ever made; not only from a
graphics and gameplay point of view but from an ethical perspective too. I
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am, of course, referring to BioShock. The game is a criticism of Ayn Rand’s
aesthetic vision of a libertarian utopia based on her so-called objectivist
thoughts, which in essence may be interpreted as the decree greed is good.
In the past, a criticism of such a statement would be based on reductive
Marxist ideology or deconstructive mysticism. Since the fall of the Berlin
Wall however, such approaches may seem either ethically problematic,
downright mistaken, or both. BioShock investigates the ethics of greed is
good. The player is asked to be a part of this investigation, as there are two
endings to this story based on player choices made during the game. The
player character, Jack, is asked to kill the Little Sisters as his mission in this
Ayn Rand-inspired dystopia. If he succeeds in harvesting the girls, Jack will
become a dictator and be condemned for his actions, if he chooses not to,
the Little Sisters will live full lives under the protection of Jack, ending in a
gratifying situation—Jack lying on his deathbed, dying peacefully sur-
rounded by the grown-up Little Sisters. In this manner, the game expresses
a plain criticism of Ayn Rand’s fantasy as a nightmare in which greed turns
out not to be good. By re-examining it through ethical criticism based on
player actions and asking the player to reflect on his actions, this game
stands out from the rest.

However, one has to consider here the player’s own calculations,
because the game might not be so much about saving (or not) the Little
Sisters, than about getting “ADAM rewards.” Since the first scene shows a
woman asking to spare a girl, the player is prompted at first to go on and
save the Little Sisters. But as he will eventually learn (by looking at the
game FAQs or by killing one Little Sister to see what happens), he is not
getting as much ADAM by not killing the Little Sisters. Therefore, his
gameplay might well be influenced by those ADAM rewards. However,
even though the player may choose his path based on a non-ethical calcu-
lation, the game still provides an ethically interesting choice to the
player, and consequently, the ethics of the game remains the same. Of
course the player must, in order to grasp the ethics of the game, contem-
plate on his choices during the game or afterwards. But we know that is
true for any ethical choice whether it is in a game or in real life. And as for
life, one would not reduce his experience in Rapture to the sole ending of
the game.

BioShock is undoubtedly a very different game from Ethnic Cleansing,
America’s Army, or Kuma\War, because it is a genuinely philosophical
game, raising ethical questions, and asking the player to actually think
about what he is doing. Such a game may in fact raise awareness of moral
values, rather than being just another shooter. Consequently, BioShock
points towards the future of philosophical games.
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Other Political Games
A different approach to propaganda games comes from Gonzalo Frasca.
He has made some short and fanciful games that have been readily available
on the Internet. The first game to reach attention was Kabul Kaboom
(2001) in which clip art from the painting Guernica by Pablo Picasso
shows a child-caring mother who must avoid falling bombs. In addition,
there are some falling burgers too, but they have no influence on gameplay.
The player does not get any points, and if the player-character (the mother
with child) is hit by the bomb, the game ends. It is not possible to win
in this scenario. It was intended as a comment on US intervention in
Afghanistan when they were not only bombing but also parachuting food
boxes to aid the population. The message could be interpreted as: “It does
not help to get food boxes if you get hit by a bomb.” The game presents a
simple idea, but there really is not much thought put into this game frame.
It is not possible to explore this dilemma further or to question the
premises of the game. If you agree to the statement you might find it
amusing to play, if not, then it is a game without any point. Evaluated as
propaganda, I do not think it changes the mind-set of the player. Evaluated
as art, it is much too simplistic to be interesting. And evaluated as a philo-
sophical game, it does not put the player in a position in which he can try
out different scenarios or put real consideration into this ethical dilemma.
The game only convinces those that are already convinced. Exploration of
the world and the premises of the game are not possible and the players are
positioned as an audience experiencing simplistic propaganda rather than
intelligent human beings discovering a philosophical worldview.

Frasca’s other propaganda game, September 12th (2003), is more inter-
esting. The game is set in an Iraqi city and the player is supposed to bomb
terrorists among innocent bystanders. When the bomb fires, it takes time
to hit its target, and meanwhile the terrorists and innocent citizens move
around quickly; so it is only through pure luck that you will hit a terrorist,
and even then you will probably hit innocents, too. Even though the
dilemma is emphasized, player influence is minimized. Presenting this
dilemma in a game, forces the player to deal with it, except there is no way
to do this properly within the game frame. Again, the game only convinces
those already convinced.

Another attempt at propaganda games comes from Molleindustria. In
the McDonald’s Video Game (Molleindustria, 2006), we find an anti-
advergame propaganda simulation that puts the player in charge of the
McDonald’s industrial complex of making and selling burgers. It is meant
as a parody of the business. In order to be successful in the game, the
player has to plow the rainforest and demolish villages; feed the cows
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genetically-altered grains mixed with industrial waste, and also feed the
cows with dead cows, later covering up bovine spongiform encephalopathy
(BSE) commonly known as mad-cow disease. In addition, the player must
try to be cost-effective in the burger restaurant, firing ineffective staff, and
rewarding the do-gooders. It is also possible to launch advertising strat-
egies and bring about corruption of public officials with the purpose
of counteracting consumer organizations, environmentalists, and radical
anti-McDonald’s groups. According to McDonald’s, this game is a mis-
representation of their people and values.7

Whether realistic or not, this game encourages the player to dislike
McDonald’s and how it symbolizes the effectiveness and strategies of
full-fledged capitalism. For that reason, the game may turn out to be useful
propaganda. As a philosophical game, however, it lacks opportunities to try
out different strategies, exploring the principles further. Moreover, this
game does not deal with any real solutions to the problems. It only states
that what McDonald’s is doing leads to corruption and destruction at
many levels, but if one has to be effective and successful, this is the way to
do it. In that respect, it may turn out to be counter-productive as an anti-
advergame because in a way, the game tells the players that in the real
world, corruption works.

As Thessa Lindof and I have already shown, Jennifer Government:
NationStates by Max Barry (2002) is another kind of political game.8 The
player plays a nation state defined by name, flag, national animal, and
motto, and has to make political decisions. Generally, it promotes liber-
tarianism in that player decisions affect political freedom, civil rights, and
the economy, and in that equation, libertarianism comes up as one of the
most positive solutions. That said, it is much more open than any of the
other political games. The player answers several political questions and
the nation state changes accordingly between 27 state categories from an
Iron Fist Socialist state to a Compulsory Consumerist state, the most
common being inoffensive centrist democracy, democratic socialist, and
father-knows-best states. The game mechanics do not support conflict
between states, but it is possible to declare war on a country or discuss
other kinds of international matters through the text-based discussion
forum. It is also possible to join the UN and vote on international prob-
lems. All of this is done in a tone of satire.

What makes this game different from the previously-mentioned propa-
ganda games is that this game is open-ended and it is possible to explore
the consequences of player choices in a frame with several possible out-
comes. It is not didactic in the same way, and the player is allowed to try
out different solutions to problems, studying the outcomes. In this way,
Max Barry’s game is open to experimentation and reflection on politics
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rather than being merely political propaganda. It becomes a philosophical
game in which the player is invited to become part of an examination of
political ideas. This game takes advantage of the potential in games to
truly put the player in control and let him reflect on his own decisions,
investigating political theory turned into meaningful game aesthetics.

In general, propaganda games are not that exciting. The player quickly
gets a notion of what the game’s dogmatic statement has to say about the
demonstrative political subject. Players that agree to the political statements
may use such games to feel secure in their convictions. Non-believers of
the ideologies may find the games boring. The design philosophy behind
these games is old-fashioned, because they are designed for a mass audience
rather than for individual players. Such an approach to the computer
medium does not take into account that contrary to mass media, the player
is an individual playing the game on his own premises. A game should be
thought of as a dialogue in process with the ideas embodied in the game
being played, not as a broadcast monologue. The player is able to reflect
and learn from his experience, and accordingly, the player ought to be
taken more seriously.

The Future of Philosophical Games
I predict that in the future there will be numerous propaganda games avail-
able, but they will not use the video game medium to its fullest potential,
because these games limit player influence and how players reflect on
political ideas, probably because the people making these kinds of games
have a limited understanding of politics in general. Whatever the case,
open-ended games based on philosophical ideas and interesting ethical
systems are much more exciting to experiment with and explore, turning
them into fuller experiences of meaningful play. As for the future of
philosophical games, there is the real challenge. I am certainly not saying
that every game from now on ought to be a philosophical game. However,
if game culture and aesthetics are to develop into mature games beyond
teenage power-gaming and simplistic propaganda, designers will have to
meet this challenge and create games that expect the players to explore and
reflect on game experiences.

One must remember that games are also aesthetic experiences. That is
why a flawed philosophical idea may still be interesting to present and
explore from an aesthetic perspective as long as it is thought-provoking.
This is not to say that we ought to call attention to flawed theories, but to
point out that in order to fully understand the truth, we need put the truth
into perspective. This also means that philosophies based on imagination
are as interesting to experience as any other kind of philosophical theories.
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The main thing is that game designers strive towards creating the most
mentally-inspiring games.

It is no easy task to design a philosophical game. First of all, game
designers must have something to say, some philosophical content to
express. Second, the game industry is not always ready to deal with ideas
that move beyond mainstream melodrama. Even so, game companies that
are bold enough to trust inspired game designers and philosophical game
design will be able to stand out from the rest, consequently setting the new
milestones of the game industry. They will be remembered as brave game
designers (for example, Will Wright and Peter Molyneux) who made a
difference.
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CHAPTER 3
The Video Game Aesthetic

Play as Form

DAVID  MYERS

Playing is to games as reading is to books. Sort of. Games are designed to
be played, just as books are designed to be read. Both playing a game and
reading a book involve transforming a pre-determined set of rules into a
more immediate phenomenological experience. And, of course, reading
includes a larger set of behaviors than just reading books, just as playing
includes a larger set of behaviors than just playing games.

However, there are important differences between the two:

Reading, for instance, is a learned behavior and, therein, an unnatural
behavior—particularly in comparison with play. Literacy is a difficult goal to
achieve and, for that reason, remains unachieved by large segments of the
human population. Play, on the other hand, is widespread, more analogous to
some difficult-to-eradicate weed than the cultivated rose of reading. Play can
be motivated and directed by game rules but also appears without evocation by
game design; for this reason, the “rules” of play seem, at least in some signifi-
cant part, pre-formed and hard-wired within human beings.

And, curiously, reading a book—and other forms of related aesthetic
experiences, such as viewing a film—demand some measure of solitude
and passivity; play, on the other hand, demands some measure of precisely
the opposite. While play can certainly be quiet and contemplative, we
prototypically describe human play using categories similar to those



describing animal play1: locomotor play (for example, leaping, soaring,
brachiating—or, in general, play with body); object play (including play
with conceptual objects within video games); and social play (play with
others).

Each of these categories is an active form of playing with something,
and it is my contention here that this characteristic form of playing with
is fundamental to human play, and, further, that this form is similar
regardless of who or what is being played with.

If human play conforms to the three categories of play above, then the
objects and forms of play can also be one of three sorts: objects and forms
involving the manipulation of the interface between our bodies and our
environment (during locomotor play); objects and forms involving the
transformation of physical sensations into conceptual objects (semiosis);
and objects and forms involving the construction, maintenance, and
sustenance of relationships with others (during social play).

A Formal Approach
When I refer to “objects” of play, I mean to refer to real-world objects, such
as dogs and trees, footballs and joysticks, but also, more importantly, to the
values of these objects as those values are determined by representational
form. Necessarily intertwined with real-world objects and their in-game
representations is then another vital component: the relationship between
the two. While objects and representations may vary widely, the relation-
ship between objects and representations has a particular and constant set
of forms, which I wish to emphasize here.

For instance, most people are familiar with the game of tic-tac-toe
(TTT). Normally, TTT can be recognized by its well-known crosshatch
playing field and its conventional playing pieces: Xs and Os. Yet neither
of these two game objects—field or pieces—is critical to the formalist.
The most fundamental property of any game, according to the formal-
ist, involves relationships among game objects, which determine
values.

In part, these relationships are described by the rules of the game, which
prioritize and therein value game objects during play; but the rules of the
game may be expressed in different languages and in different ways. So,
again, the surface appearance of the rules—whether these rules are written
in, for instance, French or English—is immaterial. It is the relationships
these rules refer to, not the rules themselves, which constitute the form of
the game.

Imagine, for instance, another game (we will call it T3) consisting of
nine tiles, labeled: a1, a2, a3, b1, b2, b3, c1, c2, and c3. In the game of T3,
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two players alternate pick tiles, each attempting to select tiles that will
create either an a-b-c sequence, a 1–2–3 sequence, or both. Further,
imagine a set of rules for T3 that would eliminate from selection any
sequences in T3 (such as “a1-c2-b3,” or “a3-b1-c1”) that would not con-
form to the winning conditions of TTT. At this point, the game of
T3, without a crosshatch playing field, without any Xs or Os, is formally
identical to TTT. We might, at this point, say the rules of TTT are more
easily understood or, perhaps, more “elegant” than the rules of T3, but
both sets of rules point or refer to the same essential form. For the formal-
ist, the elements of TTT and T3 that are dissimilar in content are inconse-
quential, and the elements of TTT and T3 that are similar in form are
fundamental.

One technique of the formalist, then, is to identify and distinguish
forms and relationships referenced by game rules and, in that process, to
try and find the most efficient or “elegant” way of describing those forms
and relationships. However, while game play is guided by game rules, it is
not, in all cases, determined by game rules. Game rules can themselves
become objects of play, and formal relationships among objects of play
within games can be extended to include formal relationships between
games and players, and, indeed, between games and play itself. As a con-
sequence, the importance of isolated objects and their values within games
is diminished, and the importance of relationships among objects and
their values as these are realized during play is increased.

This realization would require the video game formalist be something
of a phenomenologist as well: to seek the fundamental form of object-
value relationships (if such a form exists) that coincides most closely with
the immediate and subjective experience of play.

A Form That is Not
A characteristic form of human play, regardless of the objects being played
with, embodies a reference to what is not—or to something other than
what is. It is useful to think of this as a “not” or “anti-”form. That is, when
we ride a stick horse, it is not a horse, it is something else—something like
a horse, but not a horse: an anti-horse, which requires but does not fulfill
its reference to a horse. Likewise, during play we might pretend a box is a
house, or stacked wooden cylinders are a king, or a finger is a gun.

This anti-form can then be applied, self-referentially, to play itself.
Bateson2 identified this particular form and its peculiar consequences as
the single most fundamental characteristic of play in animals and in
humans: play as meta-communication. That is, all forms of play transmit a
self-referential message: “this is play,” or, alternatively, “this is not real.”
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When we play with objects, for instance, those objects are not what they
are; when we play with others, those others are, for the moment, not
others. And, when we play with self, that self is something other than what
it is: an anti-self.

The so-called “magic circle”3 of play attempts to distinguish between
what lies on either side of this anti-form: the real and the make-believe, the
necessary and the frivolous. However, the contents of play—those objects
and forms that are played with—are, again, less characteristic of the play
experience than the formal properties of the boundary condition itself.
This boundary condition results from negation, or not-ness, or from what
I will call here an anti-form.

We begin with play as an embodied mechanism—an anti-form—that
acts upon (plays with) objects and their values (that is, their contextual
representations) within an organism’s natural environment. During this
process, these objects and values are transformed—with a variety of con-
sequences—but, assumedly, according to a single and common formal
mechanism.

This common mechanic of anti-form is most evident as a self-referential
function operating on representations of objects. In fact, the evolution of
a human-like cognition is closely associated with—and may depend on
—such self-reference. Regardless, however, the three categories of play
described earlier—locomotor play, object play, and social play—should
then have this peculiar, self-referential anti-form in common and, if so,
then these three might be assumed to have common origin in the natural
history of our species.

Sutton-Smith has neatly encapsulated these assumptions in his notion
of “adaptive variability” as the primary function of human play.

In looking for what is common to child and adult forms of play, to animal and
human forms, to dreams, daydreams, play, games, sports, and festivals, it is not
hard to reach the conclusion that what they have in common, even cross
culturally, is their amazing diversity and variability. The possibility then arises,
that is this variability that is central to the function of play throughout all
species.4

The analysis I present here is sympathetic to this definition, sharing with it
the belief that play is understood best within a naturally evolved biological
system.

However, Sutton-Smith positions his definition as inclusive of alterna-
tive points of view, particularly those culturally-oriented theories in which
human play is subsumed within theories of learning and, even more
restrictively, within theories of education. Theories emphasizing the role of
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play in a particular cultural context tend to distinguish some portion of
human play from animal play in order to position human play as an
intellectual achievement rather than as a vestigial mechanic. The analysis
here is more narrowly focused on those forms of play that have neither
allegiance nor debt to cultural values and social norms.

Rules vs. Play
And what do such contentions have to do with video games?

Certainly these claims are relevant to video games insofar as video
games are a type of game and playing a game is a type of playing. In order
to identify and understand video games and video game play, we would do
well to identify and understand the class of object, behavior, and form to
which they belong.

Furthermore, these claims are relevant to video games in that much of
the common and widespread video game play—particularly play with
others—is often classified as aberrant and unruly (for example, as bad
or “grief” play5) This classification reveals some ambiguity, even conflict,
between video game rules and gameplay.

On one hand, game rules are considered fundamental to an understand-
ing of play; and the consequences of gameplay are understood to be guided
by the game design and by the game designer who creates, implements,
and enforces game rules. On the other hand, interactive video game play
commonly avoids, transforms, or contravenes game rules. This tension
between game design and game play is most comfortably resolved in favor
of the “good” player6 who adheres to game rules and plays according to the
expectations of conventional designs and designers.7

What I would like to discuss here is to what extent “bad” play and
players—and an anti-form that characterizes both—reveals more of the
fundamental than the exceptional nature of video game play.

Locomotor Play
One of the more striking characteristics of video games is the extent to
which these depend on and require some mastery of locomotor play prior
to engagement with the game as a whole, particularly prior to engagement
with game rules governing object and conceptual play. Of course, many
generations of games have required similarly physical competencies:
mumblety-peg, hopscotch, and virtually all sports. However, few genres of
games have maintained such obvious reliance on a ubiquitous mechanical
“controller.”

The evolution of the dedicated video game controller—much like that
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of the equally common game interface of keyboard and mouse—has
been relatively straightforward, deviating little from the simple toggles
and control sticks of the 1970s to the more sophisticated, but otherwise
quite similar, hand-held devices of today. Video game controllers have only
occasionally employed mechanics beyond the conventional and con-
sensual,8 or mechanics that strictly and realistically modeled their in-game
referents. There are indeed video game interfaces modeled as guns, steering
wheels, skateboards, and guitars (for example, for the popular console
game Guitar Hero, RedOctane, 2005), but these are, by and large, excep-
tions to the generic controllers used by the majority of games designed for
Microsoft’s Xbox, Sony’s PlayStation, and, until very recently, Nintendo’s
dedicated game systems.

The innovative Nintendo Wii controller is unique among current con-
troller designs and is characteristic of occasional attempts to broaden the
range of body movements used as game commands. Significantly, though,
the physical motions allowed by the Wii controller remain abstract and
only superficially related to their real-world analogs. For instance, there
are several Wii-based golf games9 in which a golf swing is simulated by
an arm swing of the Wii. However, video game players—particularly video
game players who are also golfers—quickly learn that the most telling
characteristic of these two motions is their dissimilarity. All Wii controller
motions—regardless of their reference outside the game system—must be
learned in the context of their in-game idiosyncrasies and then, for most
successful play, applied with those idiosyncrasies in mind.

All video game controllers—including the Wii and other exceptions to
current norms10—have at least two common properties: (1) they employ
arbitrary and simplified abstractions of the physical actions they reference,
and (2) they require some level of habituation of response.

Player actions and choices within video games are delayed, misapplied,
and otherwise distorted—to the detriment of successful play—without a
thorough and intuitive mastery of the game interface and controller. And,
of course, learning to manipulate the video game controller is a necessary
but only preliminary stage of video game play.

Habituation of response comes through repetitive play, which video
games have in great abundance. This repetitive play integrates increasingly
complex controller movements11 with more strategic and conceptual play.
During this process, game instructions are learned so well as to require
little conscious attention, and game rules come to dominate player aware-
ness and decision-making. Therein, video game locomotor play is sub-
limated in service of object (conceptual) play—a difficult and gradual
task, which often only willing minds and nimble fingers are able to
accomplish.
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And, curiously, while basic controller configurations are shared across
games,12 the sequential patterns and manipulations required for advanced
levels of video game play are conspicuously unique. That is, while control-
ler buttons have similar configurations patterned after the human hand,13

new and different games always seem to require that these buttons be
pushed in new and different ways. Even within games, there are many and
different controller sequences to be mastered for many and different game
processes.

For this reason, each new video game tends to evoke at least some
portion of the habituation process anew, accompanied by a similar
requirement of recurring trials and errors, multiple saves and reloads. This
phenomenon seems at first glance a significant barrier to video game play
(and therein subject to negative market pressures) and is all the more
curious when innovative controller designs have little impact on the sub-
jective experience of video game play.14

This requirement of habituation prior to full engagement with video
game play is parallel, in part, with requirements for reading. The initial
process of controller assimilation and habituation is analogous to the pro-
cess of learning an alphabet, grammar, and syntax. In both cases, aesthetic
pleasures are delayed during a period in which player/reader frustration is
more likely than player/reader enjoyment. This analogy is not strict, how-
ever. Once literacy has been mastered, there is no recurring requirement of
the reader to further understand and access conventional language. For
this reason, the video game play experience is perhaps more properly
compared to the experience of reading poetic language.

The demands of poetic language are more involved than those of con-
ventional language. The poetic language reading experience is, like the
video game playing experience, uncertain; and, a successful and pleasur-
able experience must include some measure of interactivity involving both
the knowledge of and the ability to re-evaluate pre-existing linguistic
forms (for example, note the capitalization, spelling, and punctuation of
poems by e. e. cummings).

Poetic language is therein a counterpoint to existing and conventional
language; or, in our earlier terms, a sort of anti-language. Correspondingly,
the function of poetic language is a direct result of its anti-form: an
undermining and questioning of existing linguistic models and a resulting
confusion (or, upon occasion, enlightenment) regarding those referents to
which conventional language refers.

Poetic language, as Russian formalist Sjklovsky famously observed, serves “to
recover the sense of life, in order to feel objects, to make the stone stony” (Art
as technique/design, 1917).15
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Formalist claims that poetic language returns us to a pre-linguistic state
are based on the function of conventional language as artifice: a virtual
representation of real-world objects and sensations. In this function, con-
ventional language distorts our real-world sensations; poetic language,
in rebuttal, self-referentially calls our attention to the nature and origin
of those distortions. Thus, poetic language is—and is not—part of the
language system that contains it.

Similarly, the ubiquitous controller of the video game both is and is
not a part of the human nervous system—the human experience—that
contains it. By confining the video game play experience within the mech-
anics of the video game controller and habituated response, video game
rules and relationships undermine and deny conventional experience in
much the same manner that poetic language undermines and denies
conventional language.

The great difference, however, is that poetic language merely points to—
and is therein distinguished from—the human physical form. Regardless
of the skill of the poet, poetic language is never so stony as the stone;
rather, it remakes the stone stony. There is no similar and incontrovertible
distinction made between the human physical form and the video game
controller, particularly under those circumstances where both systems—
the human nervous system and the video game platform/engine—perform
their functions subliminally. The video game controller makes (rather than
remakes) the video game experience and therein confirms what poetic
language would deny: the reality of the artifice.

During video game play, the human body and the human experience
are accessible only as these are represented and valued by the video game
mechanics. Poetic language points us to an objective correlative: a pre-
linguistic state of direct and immediate experience. Video games, in
contrast, point us to the more localized and individualized phenomena of
the psychophysical: what we believe to be true.

Object and Conceptual Play
Object play in video games is play with in-game representations of
objects. As such, this play is conceptual play, and includes play with—and
against—video game rules.

Video game players, for instance, do not “play with” the video game
controller (unless, perhaps, to occasionally throw it across the room).
Rather, video game players play with those representations of objects arbi-
trarily assigned to various controller buttons and sequences. While these
in-game objects may have value outside the game context, their repeated
and habituated functions during video game play tend to erode those
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out-of-game values and, for the sake of successful play, replace them with
values and priorities set by game rules.

The rules of chess, for instance, exist apart from the representational
objects of chess (knights, pawns, bishops) and equally apart from the
physical act of moving chess pieces from one square to another. Blindfold
chess demonstrates the lack of necessity for either signifieds (kings and
queens) or signifiers (carved blocks of wood). Despite the divorce of chess
rules from game objects, however, concessions to locomotor play can still
be observed during common games of chess.

Young children, for instance, often find more interesting play in stack-
ing chess pieces into unwieldy towers than in manipulating those pieces
according to the rules of the game. And even practiced and skilled chess
players display an occasional and irrepressible desire to interact with the
physical reality of the game—through the internationally recognized apol-
ogy of j’adoube (“I adjust”), for instance. These vestigial mechanics of
locomotor play in chess, however, pale in comparison to those associated
with video games.

Video games are most fundamentally distinguished from puzzle, mind,
and other similarly cerebral games—like blindfold chess—by the necessity
of player action, movement, and habituated patterns of stimulus and
response. While there is little requirement of strength or stamina or even,
in very many cases (for example, within strategy games such as Civilization,
Microprose, 1991), sudden and immediate coordination of hand and
eye, video games as genre depend on a mechanical relationship between
a particular and habituated response and a particular and rules-based
representational form.

The representational forms of video games may be distinguished in
terms of the relationship the game establishes among out-of-game objects
and in-game representations, or, in a broader sense, in terms of a relation-
ship between locomotor (physical) play and object (conceptual) play.
These relationships may be oriented either inward or outward, either
toward objective correlation or toward subjective introspection.

At one extreme, the conceptual objects of video game play may be
designed to portray, as realistically as possible, their out-of-game referents.
Therein, the video game becomes a simulation. This simulation must then
restrict—or attempt to avoid entirely—the consequences of an anti-form.

In a simulation, game rules are equivalent to game instructions and
both must be strictly enforced in order to maintain pre-determined values.
Characteristic play is oriented toward adopting these values through
mastery of game rules and the subsequent practice of transferable skills
—which would encompass the goals of most educational and training
games.
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Further, to the extent that video game objects represent and refer to
something outside the immediate experience of play, these objects and the
rules-based relationships that value them demand a passive player. Games
designed as simulations, in fact, frequently function most purposefully
without player intervention. It is then the player’s goal to neither divert nor
test the game but to accept and absorb it, much in the manner of attending
theater or watching television or reading a book.16 The imposition of nar-
rative within video games has much this same effect, wherein the narrative
structure serves as the simulated and the video game player serves as a
relatively passive participant in that simulation.17

At the other extreme, the conceptual objects of video game play may
include the game itself. Playing with—rather than according to—game
rules disrupts and ultimately destroys those rules through the self-reflexive
application of anti-form. In this extreme, game play becomes increasingly
selfish and less dependent on either the game design or the intent of the
game designer.18 Characteristic play of this sort includes cheating, as trad-
itionally defined, but also, for instance, the accumulation of excessive
“loot” (for example, gold farming) within MMORPGs, which does not
disobey game rules so much as simply ignore those rules in order to
achieve goals outside the game context entirely.

In between these two—the demands of the simulation and the gratifica-
tions of the self—is a more commonly appreciated video game aesthetic.
In this middle ground, the anti-form of play is bound by game rules, but
is allowed, within the context of those rules, free reign. Characteristic
play may be either cooperative or competitive among players, but all play-
ers must equally adopt and abide by a common set of game rules and
associated values.

Conceptual objects within aesthetically pleasing video games are then
neither objects of simulation nor objects of desire. The manipulation of
these intermediary objects constructs what some have called the liminal,19

a period of transition during which it is difficult to discern what is true and
valuable and what is not. Within video game play, the liminal is a fragile
and fleeting state balanced between player expectations and player realiza-
tions. And the common experience of liminal play—its feeling—is then
the most likely cause of our sense of similarity between playing games
and reading texts. The formal mechanics of these two—and their ultimate
consequences—however, remain distinct.

It is perhaps most useful here to compare the experience of playing a
game with the experience of reading a peculiarly game-like text: hypertext.
For instance, Aarseth has described the hypertext reading experience as an
“ergodic” art form driven by aporia and epiphany, two concepts he also
closely associates with video game play.
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The aporia–epiphany pair is thus not a narrative structure but constitutes a
more fundamental layer of human experience, from which narratives are
spun.20

I have elsewhere described a similar dialectic resulting from the formal
opposition and subsequent contextualization of signs,21 involving a “mark
of distinction”22 and the dissolution of this mark during its reapplication
to itself. This description is a bit different from that implied by aporia and
epiphany, although both descriptions seem to refer to (as do the rules of
TTT and T3) a similar, fundamental form.

Aarseth20 describes properties of the hypertext reading experience from
a reader’s perspective and as these are guided by that reader’s interpretive
processes, often with narrative as a goal. Here I am maintaining that the
dialectical properties of an anti-form of play lie in the form itself—a form
video games reproduce most closely, but are shared at least in part by the
digital mechanics of hypertext. This form consists of a peculiar set of
relationships between: (a) objects and values, and (b) the local and habit-
uated responses necessary to access and assimilate those object-value
relationships.

The resulting anti-form may be collapsed through full knowledge of
game rules and outcomes (the culminate result of the simulation, wherein
all object-value relationships are fully disclosed) or through lack of player
interest or investment in game rules and outcomes (during, for instance,
either the detached reverie of the daydreamer or the purposeful misdirec-
tion of the cheater).

In the first instance, object-value relationships are made too strict; in
the second instance, those relationships are made too loose. In between is
where video game play, as a unique aesthetic form, resides. Hypertext, as an
intermediary between text and game, allows the reader to manipulate
(play) with object-value relationships, but does not, as video games do,
confirm and validate that play within a bodily mechanic.

Over time, because of the mechanical necessities of video game hard-
ware (and because of the consensual necessity of a common set of game
rules), video games have tended to culminate more often in the simu-
lative than the selfish. This simulative structure often takes a recog-
nizably narrative form in which video game players do not doubt or
destroy but only, upon occasion, intervene—in a fashion similar to how
readers intervene during the hypertext reading experience. In such cir-
cumstances, social rules come to promote and enforce a limited set of
player interventions, and playing video games becomes, like reading hyper-
text can become, a derivative process: a derivation and simulation of
reading text.
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Social Play
The inclination to design video games for social play has been present
since very early in video game development and history,23 but the mechan-
ics that made these designs possible were difficult to achieve without the
parallel development of computer-mediated communications networks.
Now, with such networks commonplace, it is clearly the intent of many
video game designers to include social play as a meaningful component of
video game play. Within the model presented here, however, it is not clear
that social play contributes to the experience of video game play as a
unique aesthetic form.

Because video game play relies so fundamentally on sensory mechan-
isms and habituated response, social play within video games is commonly
filtered through some previous realization of locomotor play. This realiz-
ation—a fundamental reliance on bodily mechanics—may also be at least
somewhat similar to the experience of reading insofar as all language sys-
tems reference, as some have suggested, visceral experiences of the human
body within three-dimensional space. Lakoff and Johnson,24 for instance,
have located the foundations for common language acquisition within
image schemata 25: “conceptual models of human perception and cognition
[that] explain how different spatial relationships are used in language.”26

While playing video games—unlike reading text/hypertext—may avoid
direct reference to language, video game play cannot avoid reference to
these more fundamental schemata or to the cognitive mechanisms that
enable and empower them. The presence of other players can refine this
reference, perhaps, but that presence cannot by itself avoid the interactive
and visceral components of video game play.

In general, the experience of video game play does not emerge from
social action, but rather becomes located within social action through
purposeful game design. For this reason, video game social play more often
refers to than reproduces social contexts.

For all these reasons—and because video game social play must always
somehow incorporate the mechanics of locomotor play—it seems reason-
able to construct an explanation of social video game play as an extension
of individual video game play rather than to characterize individual play as
a fragmentary and incomplete version of social play. Indeed, individual
video game play often serves as an antithetical substitute for social play,
with video game software taking the role of a (absent) human opponent.
Many interactions with video game software are then more rightly classi-
fied as object and conceptual play, depending more on the relationship of
the player to the object of play than on any objective characteristic(s) of
that object, animate or inanimate.
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Clearly, however, from a third-person perspective—when observing
animal play, for instance—it is relatively easy to distinguish social from
object play. And, even in human video game play, these two become con-
ceptually intertwined only when video games also serve as communication
devices and, in their communication functions, allow players to share
common experiences during play. MMORPGs are currently popular video
game designs that qualify both as video games and as social communities,
though one set of functions may not require, and in fact may interfere
with, the other.

Ideally, according to the model I have constructed here, social play
within video games would extend the liminal qualities of individual
play. Turner (1969)27 has similarly extended his original concept of the
liminal—into communitas.

According to Turner, communitas does not engage in active opposition to
social structure, but merely appears as “an alternative and more ‘liberated’
way of being socially human.” . . . It is “a loving union of the structurally
damned pronouncing judgment on normative structure and providing alter-
native models for structure.” (51). In its most open form, a liminal event
reveals a “model of human society as a homogeneous, unstructured com-
munitas, whose boundaries are ideally coterminous with those of the human
species” (47).28

Communitas, as defined above, is uncommon within online video games.
Online video games promoting widespread social play29 generate strict
social hierarchies with strong normative guidelines, often only peripherally
related to game goals. These hierarchical groups—guilds, fellowships, kin-
ships, etc.—tend to restrict video game object-value relationships much as
simulations do, and, as a result, either protect or prevent (depending on
your point of view) individual players from fully accessing a video game
aesthetic.

If so, then the primary function of video game social play is to control
and deny the experience of self. That is, social play tends to require, as does
the simulation, a common set of rules and, correspondingly, a pre-
determined and fixed set of object-value relationships. This affects game
play among members of a social group significantly, most obviously in the
case of PvE and PvP play.

PvE (player vs. environment) play in MMORPGs promotes coopera-
tive behavior in which the objects and values of play are similar for all
involved. Mere participation in such play—regardless of its dedication—
then contributes to group and social cohesion.

PvP (player vs. player) play, on the other hand, creates competitive
situations in which game goals include the thwarting of other players’
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goals. Social play, in order to maintain a common set of player goals, is
then more likely to impose sanctions on PvP behavior (for example, con-
structing “false” or fixed competitions) than to pursue those competitions
without bounds, thus limiting the degree to which individuals can explore
the game space, rules, and system.30

Avoiding the consequences of an anti-form in this fashion requires that
social play groups substitute social benefits for the more isolated plea-
sures of individual play; accordingly, most currently successful MMORPG
designs manufacture and package the pleasures of play as “loot.” In loot-
based games, social groups can offer their members information concern-
ing game mechanics, quest walkthroughs, twinking, and various other
boons (depending on the genre and setting of the game) that, in terms of
the discussion here, solidify object-value relationships without threat to
social cohesion. This means that some members—the majority—of an
online social play group are not required to undergo the same habituation
process as other members, and, for that reason, the former may experience
the video game aesthetic solely as a text aesthetic.

This phenomenon also marks much video game analysis, which inter-
prets social and cultural strictures on game play as a form of creativity
—for example, as a source of “user-created” content.

There is no culture, there is no game, without the labor of the players. Whether
designers want to acknowledge it fully or not, MMOGs already are participa-
tory sites (if only partially realized) by their very nature as social and cultural
space [emphasis in original].31

For those who would observe and record the interpretative practices of
players as social activities reflecting shared cultural values, user-created
content is an important outcome of play that can be explained and under-
stood with reference to other, similarly located social and cultural phe-
nomena. For those who would locate the phenomenon of play in individual
cognition rather than common society, however, user-created content is
a largely pre-determined feature of a particular game form—that is, a
looseness of rules—which allows a game to be configured and therein
exploited by social groups and pressures. The resulting “user-created” con-
tent, like all other rules-based structures within the game, can then engage
and empower individual play only through its denial.

Play as Anti-Form
All games—video games among them—consist of rules that these games
cannot themselves unravel.32 If the impetus for the deconstructions of
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play, its anti-ness, cannot be located in the rules of the game, wherein
does it arise? The suggestion here is that the recursive nature of play that
befuddles and contradicts and evokes the liminal is more evident in the
form of play than in the form of games.

Here I have described video game play as an experience in which the
liminal—determined by a particular formal relationship among video
game objects and values—is given a bodily component and cause that, in
that process, viscerally confirms the play experience. What seems to be
becomes, in the video game, what is; and the psychophysical is therein
asserted and confirmed as the physical. This confirmation is normally a
temporary state, undermined by the fragile and fleeting nature of play
itself, but also by the dialectical relationship between the experience of the
video game as simulation and the experience of the video game as self.

However, video game designers have tended to extend the experience of
the liminal within video games—commonly as an endless series of goals
or levels—wherein players oscillate between neophyte (“newbie”) and
expert. Expert status is achieved with full and thorough knowledge of
video game object-value relationships and with the corresponding assimi-
lation of those relationships at some habituated and visceral level. Because
of this latter requirement, a full and thorough knowledge of game mechan-
ics is not alone sufficient to locate and produce the video game aesthetic.
A full and thorough knowledge is more equivalent to what is required
during the aesthetic experience of reading text—and might be similarly
claimed, for instance, from a full and thorough reading of video game rules
or from a full and thorough reading of other video game players’ accounts
of their play.

But video game players eschew rules manuals in favor of an immedi-
ate experience, and many game designs—MMORPGs among them—no
longer, if they ever did, publish game manuals in anything close to com-
plete form. Knowledge of the video game is acquired only through the
immediate and the direct, grounded only through the senses. This is not
dissimilar from the knowledge of the warmth of the sun or the knowledge
of riding a bike or the knowledge of some other intimate and personal
kinesthetic joy. As such, this knowledge heralds, perhaps, a burgeoning
aesthetic of the haptic senses, evoked not by individual sensations per se,
but by their sequential presentation within an interactive and artificial
(and therein abstract and symbolic) environment. Play would therein be
instrumental in forging a relationship among our senses, our environment,
and the neurological systems that mediate the two.

In art, as in play, something comes into presence that has never been there
before; the work is made present, presented, through play.33
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Perhaps peek-a-boo, more than any novel or film, is then the quintes-
sential video game, alternating between our expectations and realizations
at such a visceral level that the culminate pleasure of the game lies most
fundamentally in the realization that it is false. Furthering this analogy,
peek-a-boo is also a game that can be wholly enacted by the self, with the
reward of a familiar face provided as easily by a mechanical interface—for
example, a video display—as by the physical presence of another human
being: peek-a-boo in a mirror.

When the psychophysical—our perception of self—is asserted and con-
firmed during video game play, there is nothing to deny it other than some
grotesque failure of the game mechanics (a power outage, for instance)
or, through purposeful design, the end of the game. In the natural world,
play provides a means to deny and therein explore the boundaries of our
environment and our selves, yet these remain unassailably physical bound-
aries. There are no analogous physical boundaries—other than, perhaps,
the physical exhaustion of the video game player—delimiting play within a
virtual world. In the natural world in which our bodies and our play have
evolved, experience is available to trump belief. In the virtual world of the
video game, belief is given its own body of experience.

Insofar as video game play evokes a private experiential ground, there is
little ability to differentiate between what seems to be and what is. And, in
fact, when given the choice, players seem to much prefer what seems to be.
As I have written elsewhere:

For instance, within City of Heroes [NCsoft, 2004], . . . system rules (algo-
rithms) govern the probability that a certain level of hero can punch a certain
level of villain—and vice versa. That probability may be as high as 95% or as
low as 5%. As the probability that a player-hero can punch a system-villain
decreases, natural laws of random numbers allow for long series (or “runs”) of
misses by the human player. Human players . . . find such long runs of misses
“unrealistic” and, more importantly, unfun; therefore, the current version of
City of Heroes has implemented “streak-breaker” code.

If either hero or villain misses more than human perception deems feasible
or proper, then the miss streak is broken. The hero or villain is given an
automatic hit, which over time and many heroes and many villains, results in
an improbable change in the natural laws of probability. These new and revised
psychophysical laws of probability then affect player experiences with and
expectations concerning natural laws. What is a genuine anomaly between
human perception and reality in the non-virtual world becomes a more fun
and easy-to-get-along-with confirmation of human perception within the
virtual world.34

In the first Video Game Theory Reader, Grodal35 positioned video games
as a means of emotional control; I would claim here that video games
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function rather as a means of anti-control, a conscious—or at least
willful—attempt to lose consciousness, to let the artifices of awareness and
self slide in favor of a more direct and immediate engagement of body and
mind.

Patterned after our own sensory mechanisms and those cognitive adap-
tations that have resulted in knowing the world through representations—
semiosis—video games appear capable of extending human knowledge
only to the extent that human experience can be represented. During video
game play, representations of human experience—histories, narratives,
societies, and simulations—are equally hollowed by the habitual and
repetitive nature of play and are equally transformed by a more funda-
mental, proto-representational form: an anti-form. Video game play then
serves as a revelation of those natural and historical affordances that
determine our behavior, and, simultaneously, for better or worse, as a
means to avoid and deny those determinations.
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CHAPTER 4
Embodiment and Interface

ANDREAS  GREGERSEN
TORBEN  GRODAL

Our biological embodiment is one of the most fundamental conditions
that govern our experience of the world. The basic features of our biological
embodiment have evolved to interact with a natural, non-mediated world
and are a conglomerate of different capabilities. Besides having senses to
monitor the world, body surface and body interior, we are agents that
influence the world, and we may also be patients, that is: objects of other
agents’ actions or events unfolding around us. Interactive media activates
aspects of this embodiment: audiovisual data stimulates eyes and ears to
simulate a time-space—a simulated world (SW)—and a series of interfaces
map actions in order to integrate the player with a SW in an interactive
feedback loop, with resulting emotions that reflect the interaction. The
interfaces provide motor links to a SW and may, to a limited extent,
provide tactile aspects of interaction (in its active, but not in its passive
patient, aspect). This essay will discuss how different types of interfaces
and different game worlds mold players’ embodied experiences, and cen-
trally how player actions fuse with the audiovisual information.

We will refer to embodiment in two somewhat different, but related
ways. One entails conceptualizing the human body as a physically-existing,
biologically-evolved entity. The other entails our experience of ourselves
as embodied beings and our mindful experiences of the world due to
our embodiment. These two are obviously related, and since we work
within a modern cognitive science framework incorporating questions of



embodiment,1 we assume that there is a set of rather tight connections
between the two—to paraphrase an oft-quoted slogan of cognitive neuro-
science, “the embodied mind is what the organism does”. We will apply
this idea of the embodied mind to examples of body-mapping within the
realm of video games that map specific aspects of our physical actions to a
virtual body in a virtual environment: different control schemes map
different aspects of action onto different virtual bodies—all of them take
our specific physical embodiment into account in order to produce specific
experiences of embodiment.

Agency and Ownership, Body Schema, and Image
When it comes to questions of agency and embodiment, a fruitful distinc-
tion has been proposed by philosopher Shaun Gallagher (Gallagher,
Body), when he distinguishes between sense of agency and sense of body
ownership as separable aspects of our embodiment. In normal embodied
interaction with the environment, these two aspects are fused and operate
pre-reflexively: We experience ourselves as instigating agents and we feel
that the acting body is our own. Ownership of our bodies, but not of
agency, is also in place when we are patients rather than agents—we
know, for example, that it is our body that is being pushed down the
stairs, even though we do not feel any ownership of action. We can thus
distinguish between ownership of action (agency) and ownership of body.
In relation to agency, the question of self-efficacy2 is central: We may very
well have an acute sense of body ownership and still have a distinct non-
agentive feel if we believe that we lack the ability to influence states
around us.

Although our physical embodiment ultimately determines the extent of
our potential experiences, our experience of ourselves cannot be reduced to
the actual, physical body as a thing among other things: one need only to
consider the many instances where we literally feel the pain or joy of other
people or represented avatar-agents as we observe them while linking
aspects of our body image to that of the avatar. A person may literally
wince as he scratches the red paint on his new car during a failed attempt
at parking, because aspects of his body surface image and body experience
have been projected to the car’s surface to make a temporarily extended
body image.

The “lived body” in Merleau-Ponty’s3 terms is thus not independent of
the physical body, but it certainly is not reducible to it, either. This distinc-
tion raises a series of interpretational problems; we will follow Gallagher
in making a basic and somewhat rough distinction between body image
and body schema:
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A body image consists of a system of perceptions, attitudes and beliefs pertaining
to one’s own body. In contrast, a body schema is a system of sensory-motor
capacities that function without awareness or the necessity of perceptual
monitoring.

(Gallagher, Body, 24)

Among the information systems used by the body schema processes are the
visual, somatosensory, and proprioceptive systems. Visual systems yield
information about the body as seen from the outside, while somatosensory
systems give information related to touch and temperature of the skin and
proprioceptive systems about body posture including muscle and joint
position. Gallagher (Body, 24) further argues that the distinction between
image and schema “is related respectively to the difference between having
a perception of (or a belief about) something and having a capacity to
move (or an ability to do something)” [emphasis added]. Gallagher also
argues that although perceptual feedback both contributes to a sense of
body ownership and is important for our sense of agency, a primary cause
of agency experiences seems to be processes tied to the actual intention to
perform an action. In a summary of neurological studies related to agency
and ownership, Gallagher and Zahavi4 conclude that a sense of agency
depends upon both higher-order intentions to perform an action, the
motor commands issued, and proprioceptive feedback. Psychologist Daniel
Wegner and others have argued that a sense of agency has a tendency to
increase body ownership.5

Following this, we would argue that interacting with video games may
lead to a sense of extended embodiment and sense of agency that lies
somewhere between the two poles of schema and image—it is an embodied
awareness in the moment of action, a kind of body image in action—where
one experiences both agency and ownership of virtual entities. This process
is a fusion of player’s intentions, perceptions, and actions. Once the player
stops acting in relation to the game system and pays conscious attention to
his or her own embodiment, this effect subsides in favor of a more regular
body image.

Interactive interfaces and game systems may selectively target and acti-
vate the auditory, visual, somatosensory, and proprioceptive systems. The
extent to which an embodied sense of agency, ownership, and personal
efficacy is fostered by games is very much a question of overall design
including interface design.

Possible Actions
Merleau-Ponty writes that the body is “a system of possible actions”. This
is a strong claim, and it seems rather obvious that even though we
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encounter many different action opportunities throughout our lives, our
physical body does not change in many of these. As already mentioned,
however, anecdotal evidence suggests that even though the actual body
does not change, different situations change the experience of our embodi-
ment. For instance, we feel a range of situations in an almost somatosensory
modality, even though the nerve endings of the somatosensory system are
not being stimulated. And it is, of course, not the case that people feel
actual pain when they scratch paint off beloved artifacts or when they
watch others feel pain—but we do feel something distinctly body-related in
these situations.

In embodied experiences related to video games incorporating virtual
environments, there seems to be two related but different issues involved
each of them due to different neurological structures. The first is the
oft-noted flexibility of our embodiment; we are easily able to include parts
of our environment into our intentional projects as clothes, canes, and
even automobiles may become integrated parts of our embodied activity
(Merleau-Ponty). Neuroscientists have identified specific structures that
are plausibly responsible for this flexibility of the body schema to incor-
porate tools and other objects, including those virtually represented.6

Bimodal neurons, that normally keep track of both somatosensory areas of
hands or shoulders together with the visual field close to these areas,
apparently enlarge their visual field to include tools while keeping this
visual field tied to the body parts in question. This bimodal integration of
visual information with somatosensory information provides a partly
sub-personal but very real and efficacious feeling of an incorporated and
augmented embodiment when we use tools for manipulating: we feel a
clear sense of both agency and ownership with tool extensions that we are
thoroughly familiar with.

The other issue is the well-known fact that observing other agents
who perform bodily actions tends to activate parts of one’s own motor
system—and if the observing person also performs a motor action herself,
the movements may be congruent or incongruent; the latter phenomenon
is usually called motor interference.7 For example, when people observe
hand movements, those areas that prepare hand movements in their
own nervous systems are activated, and a person instructed to perform
movements in one direction while watching another person performing an
action that is directionally opposed (for instance, up vs. down) suffers
slight performance degradation.8 The idea that perception and action is
intricately linked is a main tenet of both classic phenomenology and mod-
ern cognitive science, and it has gained further support through the hotly-
debated mirror systems or resonance systems tied to the motor systems.
The basic idea is that many of the perceptually-driven motor activation
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and interference effects are due to specific mirror neurons (especially in
the prefrontal motor cortex) that fire both when the subject observes an
action and when she performs one herself; that is, they fire when a person
plans and performs an act of grasping, but also when that person watches
other people grasp. Such “shared circuits”-approaches9 argue that we are
fundamentally intersubjectively attuned to the movements of other bodies.
Thus, modulations in our embodied experiences may come in several
interacting streams from the body (somatosensory and proprioceptive)
and (audio)visual information related to motor pattern stimuli from
outside that activates mirror neurons. Both of these systems may come
into play when experiencing embodiment effects in relation to virtual
environments. One allows us to feel our own body extending into the
virtual environment through a kind of virtual tool-use, the other activates
our own motor system as a response to observed motor patterns.

Mappings and Interfaces
We have just mentioned that flexible embodiment is fundamental to our
acting in the world, and we would hold that this includes the virtual worlds
and synthetic environments presented by many video games. One of the
fundamental conditions that govern our interactions with video game vir-
tual environments is that our actions are mapped10 onto the game system
by various technological means, since we cannot physically manipulate the
virtual entities directly. Such physical input devices (hereafter referred to as
physical control interfaces) can take the form of keyboards, mice, joysticks,
gamepads, motion-sensing devices such as the Wii-remote, steering
wheels, trackballs, paddles, flight yokes, and, less often, dancing mats,
plastic guitars, and other custom devices. All of these interfaces are
designed to provide a more or less straightforward coupling with the con-
straints inherent in the biological human body, and as such they provide
affordances, such as lifting, grasping, and pushing.11 When coupled to a
properly programmed game system, however, they also provide a mapping
functionality that allows us to perform a wide range of actions in relation
to that game system and its virtual environment. Importantly, this means
that the combination of controller and game system provides both physical
affordances and intentional affordances,12 the latter often designed to yield a
sense of augmented embodiment.

In what follows, we will discuss how actions are mapped through differ-
ent physical control interfaces, and pay special attention to the recent
mainstream adoption of the Nintendo Wii-remote control interface—an
interface that prioritizes input related to hand movement in ways that have
clear connections with the proprioceptive system. We will distinguish
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between primitive actions meaning actual body movements and on the
other hand actions in the wider sense: moving the index finger (to pull a
trigger) is a primitive action, whereas discharging a firearm is an action.13

For the present purposes, a primitive action (P-action) is thus defined
as merely a movement of the body. A given P-action may be part of
many different actions, and an action may be constituted by different
P-actions—there are many ways to skin a cat, as the saying goes. P-actions
are usually performed to do something else by that movement: A break-
down of many action descriptions is thus possible by using the formula
“she performed the action by performing a P-action”.14 Applied to gaming,
we perform a wide variety of game actions by performing P-actions in
relation to control interfaces: The resulting state changes in the controller
are mapped to the virtual environment.

We may grade P-actions in relation to different interfaces on a scale
from the minimal action of moving a thumb or index finger to the
maximal action such as a full swing of the arm. There is an arbitrary
relation between P-action, the mapping, and its effects as relayed by the
audiovisual feedback. In Halo 3, a move of the index finger will blow up a
nuclear reactor, and in Wii Tennis a full swing of the arm will merely
return a tennis serve. Thus some video games and their requisite control
schemes emphasize motor activation and encourage players to perform
maximal P-actions, while others prioritize the audiovisual effects resulting
from the P-actions without emphasizing the latter. One end of the spec-
trum prioritizes contact senses and muscle sense input for its effects and
emotional impact, while the other prioritizes the distal systems of visual
and auditory perception.

We will return to the relationship between P-actions and their audio-
visual consequences later in this essay, but we will note here that the typical
action adventure game orchestrates virtual action opportunities that are
positively grandiose and spectacular,15 while actual body movements are
limited to button pushes and joystick manipulation, and as such they rely
very much on the consequences of actions relayed through audiovisual
feedback for their embodied effects. With regard to this, several studies
suggest that the area of visual field as a result of display size, together with
spatio-temporal resolution, matters in terms of viewer arousal, perceived
realism and emotional response—all else being equal, of course.16

Another important aspect of the mapping relation is the fact that our
P-actions are very often—but not always—mapped to a representation of a
body on screen, in such a way that when we perform a P-action, it causes
changes to this body representation. Body representations in games may be
more or less detailed and stylized to various degrees, and we shall not
attempt a general typology of avatar embodiment here, but rather proceed
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by analyzing some cases in which a full or partial body representation on
screen is visibly influenced as a result of mapped P-actions, since we find
this relationship to be general enough to warrant investigation across cases
which may exhibit differences (and undeniably significantly so) in avatar
representations. We will very briefly introduce some general aspects of
control schemes and then devote more attention to the games Wii Sports
(Nintendo, 2006), Eyetoy: Kinetic (SCEA, 2005), and ICO (SCE, 2001),
focusing on how the body and player actions are mapped onto or into
video game spaces by analyzing the relationship between P-action and
control interface.

Different Control Schemes
The most widespread control relation in console gaming is what one
could call the mainstream controller scheme, where minimal P-actions are
performed on a standardized physical game controller. These P-actions
are minimal and the necessary repertoire of P-actions is also rather small;
all one needs to do is press buttons and move thumbsticks with the
fingers—though precision and timing may be an issue. The mapping is
most often both arbitrary and natural in the terms of psychologist and
design theorist Don Norman (Norman, Design). Action mappings are
often arbitrary in that you push buttons with your thumb to virtually
jump or swing your arms—as opposed to any real jumping or swinging of
arms or hands in physical space—but they can be said to provide a mini-
mum of natural mapping in so far that the application of force in P-action
may correspond to application of force in the virtual environment.
Thumbsticks allow for a slightly greater degree of motor isomorphism and
this is often exploited: forward locomotion of an avatar will almost invari-
ably be mapped from a forward movement of the stick, and so on. This
makes for motor congruence in the case of both avatar and virtual object
movement. One might also note that certain domains of virtual action
may make this correspondence even more direct, as in the case with games
that include operating virtual firearms fired by index triggers—light guns,
of course, take this principle to its logical conclusion.

The standard interface for PC gaming is the keyboard and mouse com-
bination. The button presses on the individual keys are similar to buttons
on the controller, although the keyboard makes possible a much wider
range of discrete button mappings. Most game controllers are setup to be
used by index and thumb on both hands, whereas the de facto standard of
so called WASD key-mapping for locomotion (W=forward, S=backwards,
A=left, D=right) in combination with mouse movements for orientation
uses three or four fingers for operation of the keys on the left side of the
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keyboard and the whole hand plus two fingers for the mouse. P-actions are
quite minimal, and mouse movement may be isomorphic and naturally
mapped in 2-D game spaces and cursor-operated 3-D games, and often
semi-natural in the case of 3-D games with avatar embodiment. The
WASD movement keys corresponds to movement changes in congruent
directions, but in actual control, the key-operating fingers are usually not
moved in any direction but down, and a forward movement of the mouse
does usually not make the avatar move forward, but rather changes the
virtual camera orientation—on a game controller this usually done via a
thumbstick.

It is matter of debate how the motivation for the standard camera control
scheme is understood best. One explanation could be that an image-
schematic model of an object that can be tilted up or down replaces our
natural perceptual actions: moving the mouse is equal to tilting the vehicle
of our perceptual embodiment up or down. The flexibility of such a model
may explain why some people need to reverse the camera controls in
games—the dynamic will depend upon the imaged shape of the object in
combination with the point of force application in relation to the axis of tilt
or pan. A related aspect of this is that some games allow switching between
first- and third-person viewpoints. In first person the default mode is
usually “move mouse or thumbstick left to look left” whereas the third-
person camera is often tethered behind the avatar and thus needs to move
virtually to the right in order for the player to “look left”. A potential
complication here is whether the control relation is actually the avatar’s
orientation with a yoked camera position or the camera is independent
of the avatar. These design decisions in combination with different image-
schematizations of the relationship may result in different control
preferences.

The Wii-remote departs from other standard game industry interfaces in
that it combines the elements of the standard controller (discrete button
presses and joystick movements), with something much less discrete,
namely, the seeming ability to take actual body movement as input. In
reality, and just like standard controllers, the Wii-remote does not actually
map actions or actual body movement, but rather a set of state changes in
the control system. The technology consist of accelerometers inside the
Wii-remote together with an infrared positioning system using a sensor bar
outside the controller coupled to an infrared camera in the controller. This
enables the Wii-remote to be used to point toward the screen if one does
not move outside the field of the infrared reception area, and it can also
register controller movement in three-dimensional space since the acceler-
ometers register changes on three axes (up-down, left-right, up-down)—
one directional axis more than the standard joystick. An almost completely
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unified design intention seemed to be behind many of the launch games
using this new type of controller, namely that of isomorphic relations
between an existing (and non-minimal) P-action motor domain and a vir-
tual one, with a direct mapping of real movements to virtual movements: a
tennis stroke executed in the living becomes a tennis stroke on the virtual
tennis court, and so forth. This control scheme enables the player to
experience his own embodied interaction through both postural and, to a
lesser extent, somatosensory input. The aim seems to be immersion in
game actions through motor activation, motor isomorphism, and related
ease of use. This is a design strategy, however, and one could argue that the
issue of maximal and highly isomorphic P-action is primarily relevant in
the cases where the player actively pursues similarity to an already well-
known motor activity domain. Since the Wii-remote reacts to movements,
not body acts per se, it is usually possible to use “medium-sized” or smaller
P-actions instead of maximal swinging and so on. In other words, the desire
for high motor congruence may or may not be present in the player, even
though the game system setup offers it.

Wii Tennis

Nintendo game designer and celebrity Shigeru Miyamoto introduced Wii
Tennis in 2006 with the following words “Control is simple and intuitive.
Even your mom can play.” The game is as the name implies; a tennis game
of the casual variety, since it only maps the control of one particular aspect
of a tennis player’s actions, namely the swinging of the racket, whereas
positioning the avatar is taken care of by the AI in the game. Using Wii
Tennis as an example of the aforementioned immediate-immersion-
through-isomorphism strategy, it can be argued that such a strategy poses
certain problems for games aiming for immersion in virtual environments,
in that it may lead to a somewhat harmful bifurcation between actual and
virtual space. In a nutshell, the dilemma is that if one prioritizes the actual
physical control interface (PCI) and P-actions performed in relation to
this, the phenomenal action space might switch from virtual space to
actual space; available add-ons in the shape of mock tennis rackets that
may be attached to the Wii-remote play up the physical reality of the PCI
even more. This latter strategy might lead to trouble. One might accept this
or not, based on one’s own experience of Wii-remote functionality, and
though one could argue that there is no sharp boundary between the
screen space and the physical space experientially speaking, neuroscientific
evidence suggests a slightly different picture.

In the comprehensive study of visual perception in relation to visually-
guided behavior, it has become commonplace to distinguish between two
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separate brain systems that use visual information for different purposes:
the dorsal and the ventral system. Originally, this was proposed by neuro-
scientists Ungerleider and Mishkin as the “where” and the “what” systems,
respectively, the idea being, very briefly, that one system in the brain deals
with spatial location (“where”) whereas others deal with properties such as
form and color (“what”). Another pair of neuroscientists, namely Milner
and Goodale,17 have later proposed that the actual distinction is better
understood as that between “how” and “what”. They argue that the dorsal
system delivers “vision for action” and operates outside consciousness,
while the ventral system deals with “vision for perception”, the latter being
a more traditional perceptive system delivering consciously-accessible per-
ceptual information. So, a common scenario in which one wants to pick up
a ball with one hand runs like this: the “vision for perception” system
allows you to consciously see the ball and plan the actual action, but it is
“vision for action” that sub-consciously controls the ongoing visual guid-
ance of the actual hand movement. As such, the “vision of action” feeds
directly into the motor system, or so the theory holds. This is by no means
an uncontroversial thesis, especially not when applied to agency, percep-
tion, and awareness in general,18 but the evidence seems pretty robust in
favor of at least some functional division between these two systems.

Applied to Wii Tennis however, this seems to spell trouble: we see the
ball on screen, not in our peripersonal space close to our own hand or to
its extension, the Wii-remote. Despite the previously-mentioned results
proposing body schema flexibility in relation to tools, other studies sug-
gests otherwise; “vision for action” uses an exclusively egocentric frame of
reference and coordinates this with actual body structure such as grip
aperture of the hand, and this makes for incongruence when facing a
screen that presents data in an allocentric—that is, an object-centered—
representation scheme. The “vision for action” system simply is not built
for relative size projections situated in virtual space.19 A closer look at
Wii Tennis in comparison with the actual motor domain of real tennis
shows that the extent of such problems might depend on the task-interface
structure at hand. As a casual analysis of real tennis suggests, the speed of
the ball makes it difficult for visual guidance and online monitoring and
correction of action by “vision for action”. Studies support this intuition:
in fact, a tennis pro needs to calculate, prepare, and execute motor move-
ments that position himself and the racket properly before the ball is served
in order to successfully return it, and much the same holds for baseball.20

One of the primary cues used to select the proper motor plan seems to be
the posture of the serving or pitching agent before and during the serve.
Thus, a salient cue besides ball movement in a realistic tennis simulation
would be the spatio-temporal biological motion pattern exhibited by the
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virtual serving agent prior to the actual serve and Wii Tennis, obviously,
does not try to simulate this cognitive-perceptual challenge. Furthermore,
the movement of the player getting into striking position—a key compon-
ent in serve returns in real tennis that demands almost explosive body
activation—is in any event computer-controlled: the key problem and
requisite motor domain here is solely when and how to return the virtual
ball by moving the Wii-remote, and the ball moves slowly enough to cue
action in regard to this task.

On the one hand, the Wii-remote coupled to a screen display may lead
to trouble if the games put too much emphasis on P-actions performed in
the peripersonal space and on the actual controller in combination with
virtual cues in screen space that do not correspond with the “vision for
action”-space: players may spend cognitive and emotional resources
inhibiting visually-guided action potentials that work with cues in relation
to the hand and controller, not the virtual space—less efficacy of agency
and less ownership of the virtual body may be the result. On the other
hand, it is obvious that Wii Tennis works pretty well in terms of immediate
control and the establishment of agency and ownership of actions—the
3-year old son of one of the authors needed only two swings in order to
tacitly understand the mapping involved, and he had never seen or tried
the system before—and this is probably largely due to the motor iso-
morphism facilitating ownership of agency and both bodies (real and vir-
tual) to some extent. So, even although relatively slow and visually-guided
actions may not be possible through “vision for action” in relation to
virtual environments displayed on screen, the actual ease of control in such
games as Wii Tennis and Wii Baseball makes it highly plausible that other
systems, possibly tied to vision for perception, are perfectly able to execute
a kind of visually-guided action based on allocentric, distal cues outside
the peripersonal space. Furthermore, if the Wii-remote—or other input
devices using similar, but more advanced technology—could be made to
deliver a more nuanced action individuation and map these accordingly,
interesting and quite complex artificial conflict patterns might be the
result. The task-structure may profitably exploit perceptual-cognitive
learning of the anticipatory variety, present its visual cues saliently on
screen and make use of motor congruence, but designers should not bank
on our otherwise amazing abilities to act effectively in peri-personal space,
since this may be the work of motor schemas served by “vision for action”,
that is, structures that demand egocentric data for their proper function-
ing. Otherwise, problems with both agency and ownership may be the
result.
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Swinging, Hitting and Grasping Forcefully
Another problem with the Wii-remote—and one that we find potentially
more problematic for the technology’s ability to produce a robust sense of
agency and ownership—has to do with both the touch systems’ and the
proprioceptive systems’ role in action. Physical force and force dynamics
are central to our understanding of the physical world and thus, to a wide
extent, our engagement with the world. A basic problem with the Wii-
remote and many other game controllers is that true force feedback is
impossible to implement in controllers of this kind, and in a nutshell, this
yields a dissociation of sensory experience: in the games launched with the
console, the actions depicted were, among others, using a racket to hit a
tennis ball, using a sword to kill gangsters or smite mythological enemies,
using a fishing rod to catch fish, and using fists to hit another agent in the
face during a boxing match. Once again, the aim seems to be immersion
through isomorphic movement patterns, and in most of the examples, the
Wii-remote becomes a stand-in for a virtual tool that is grasped and
handled in similar ways to the physical counterparts. But, this makes for
some tradeoffs in the different kinds of information delivered by the
perceptual systems. While the Wii-remote and the audiovisual feedback
can manage a certain range of modal information, the force feedback is
necessarily missing. When one swings a real weapon, the weight and length
is easily felt by body schema processes, and if one hits something with the
weapon as a consequence of a full swing, the impact can be literally stunning
for the somatosensory system and muscles and joints. When one operates a
real fishing rod, the interplay between such variables as weight, length and
elasticity of the rod, the elasticity of the line and the angle as a result of fish
position, and, of course, the dynamic movements of a hooked fish will all
translate into easily felt force dynamics. Part of these dynamical patterns
will be felt through the posture and touch system, but one of the primary
variables here seems to be the sheer amount of muscle tension involved in
reeling in a fish. All of these crucial sensory inputs will be missing from the
P-action performed in physical space. It seems obvious that in the absence
of force feedback, the game will have to deliver through other input
channels, but the question remains what exactly is gained by allowing one
aspect of the action to be directly isomorphic while a very important
aspect is completely missing. While the standard controller schemes couple
minimal P-action with maximal audiovisual feedback, the Wii-setup makes
for a kind of incongruent motor realism—the sense of ownership of the real
body is high because body schema processes are activated, but both the
sense of agency and transfer of ownership to the virtual space may be
hampered severely, since what you feel and what you see does not add up.
Less motor activation means less incongruence in these cases, which
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suggests a “less is more” strategy might be more useful. Another factor
involved here is of course that force is actually necessary in the real world,
but may not be in the games: In real tennis, you need a fast, powerful swing
to make the ball move, but Wii tennis does not actually track a movement
pattern in real space, just simple accelerator changes inside the controller.
Wii tennis is thus essentially a game of timing, not of strength, and since it is
much easier to time a quick flick of the wrist than a full swing, this quickly
becomes the preferred strategy if one is interested in winning a match.

The problems of missing force dynamics is also quite pronounced in the
boxing game included in Wii Sports. Here, the player can throw punches by
making punching motions while grasping the Wii remote and the Nun-
chuck and block punches by holding these controllers in front of the face.
An actual punch may be more or less accurately mapped visually and thus
quite isomorphic and congruent, but the feeling of landing a punch is, of
course, sorely missing in terms of proprioception and somatosensory
stimulation—thus minimal agency and efficacy might be the result of such
ghost physics.21 Blocking punches is also a semi-embodied affair since the
action of holding up both hands will be mapped to a blocking movement,
but once again the P-action and the visuals do not match up with the
expected impact on the physical body. This shows the problematic dichot-
omy between acting upon other agents and being acted upon—the active
and tense acts of hitting someone virtually benefits to some extent from
the ability to actually make punching motions, but the patient-relations
involved in the boxing match must be left to the audiovisual feedback—
and since this is comparatively sparse when hitting or blocking in Wii
Boxing, the game does not do a very good job of fostering ownership of
the virtual body in that situation. Being hit, however, results in a very
simple “explosion” effect, which is surprisingly effective on a large screen
display. We would argue that the ownership effect here is tied as much to
the real body as to the virtual one, which makes this particular aspect of
the game somewhat successful in producing a patient effect in actual, not
virtual, space.

Once again, we are of course not claiming that players are consciously
expecting the boxer on screen to land a physical blow that can be physically
felt—we are rather arguing that sub-personal expectations may lead to less
than ideal feelings of being an embodied agent responsible for the actions
portrayed on screen since the input is often incongruent over several
channels of sensory input.
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EyeToy and Agency

For a short comparative example of how game systems can map P-actions
to virtual bodies and allow these to influence virtual entities, consider the
EyeToy peripheral for the PlayStation 2 as used in the game EyeToy: Kinetic
(2005). The game does not use a physical control interface; rather, the
EyeToy camera captures video of the space in front of the camera and
displays this as live video on screen—whatever P-action you perform, you
will see on-screen as in a mirror (with a slight delay and potential size
variation due to screen size). Typically, graphical objects are then rendered
on top of this image, and the player is then prompted to perform actions in
relation to the objects on screen, such as hitting or avoiding balls, etc. Eye
Toy: Kinetic seems to rely solely on a primitive motion detection algorithm
in order to calculate proximity and eventual collision between the screen
body and virtual objects, and this combination of a moving visual image
together with a very sparse underlying structural model of the displayed
body makes for a potential asymmetry of inputs in relation to player body
awareness, as could be seen during two EyeToy: Kinetic sessions. In one
instance, the player’s objective is to avoid a bouncing object, but when the
player accidentally remained completely still, the virtual object “passed
directly through” the body on screen, making the screen body a “ghost”. In
another situation, the player’s objective is to hit a large object in the lower
left corner of the screen, but several attempts to hit the object were ren-
dered unsuccessful, although the on-screen body seemed to connect quite
well. This turned out to be a matter of visual obstruction, since the back of
an office chair obstructed the camera’s field of view in the outermost left
corner. In both instances, the algorithm could not cope with mapping the
actual P-action to virtual action and the resulting discrepancy between
body schema processes and visual feedback from the screen yielded distinct
problems of both agency and ownership of the screen body.

Interface Aesthetics in ICO

One could also apply considerations of interface choice to the problem of
theme in games—a kind of interface aesthetics with regard to the connec-
tion between embodiment, interface, and thematic content: How well
would a different interface and its physical affordances serve the inten-
tional affordances of a given game? As a very brief example of how this
may play out, consider the highly regarded ICO (2001) for PlayStation 2, a
game rightfully considered a modern classic. One of the main game
mechanics is that the player avatar Ico has to protect the young girl Yorda
from various demons or monsters. These monsters exhibit the kind of
ghost-physics mentioned earlier: they seem to be like smoke or fog when it
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comes to substance, but they have the power to physically affect their
surroundings, as when they knock Ico over or grab Yorda. One way of
repelling these ghost-like monsters is to repeatedly swat them with a
wooden stick or sword, and this (somewhat curiously, given their apparent
body composition) will drive them off eventually. If one were to use a
control scheme utilizing motion sensing for this game action (as seen
in Red Steel (Ubisoft, 2006) and The Legend of Zelda: Twilight Princess
(Nintendo, 2006) on the Wii), it would fit the bill neatly in terms of force
dynamics, since the thematically-motivated ghost physics and resulting
absence of resistance should make for direct isomorphism of the move-
ment kinematics and the expected feedback resulting from force dynamics.
Transfer of agency and ownership should be high. The bouts of fighting are
intricately tied to another central mechanic, namely the holding of Yorda’s
hand by pushing one of the shoulder (also called trigger) buttons operated
by the index finger when gripping the controller. This is an important
action in the game world, since the demons constantly try to carry Yorda
away, and if they succeed the game ends prematurely. The P-action is of
course a kind of grasping in force-dynamic terms, but neither the somato-
sensory dynamics of gripping a hand nor the tug of holding another per-
son’s hand can be simulated adequately by any of the standard controllers.
Agency may be somewhat intact, but ownership might be hampered.

ICO is not a game that flaunts its own status as an artifact of audiovisual
and ludic fiction—there is no Head Up Display showing score points,
health, etc., no in-game map, and there are no postmodern pointers to the
world of the player, not even the widespread conflation of interface rela-
tions and game world (“press ‘X’ to hit the demons”) found in many other
games.22 One could nonetheless argue that, considering the importance of
the emotional themes of solitude, bonding, and attachment, some of the
constraints inherent in the game system setup serve the game quite well
aesthetically. There is no question that Ico is just as much a character as he
is an avatar, and the highly arbitrary mapping nature of the PS2 controller
makes sure that the actions of player and avatar stay detached as far as P-
actions go. Moreover, the game thrives on our interest in and empathy
with the couple’s predicament, and one might argue that Ico is doubly
abandoned: both by his tribe and, albeit to a lesser extent, by the player
who is forever situated outside Ico’s action space. The minimal interface
relations thus helps keep the player suitably detached from both the girl
and the boy in the virtual space. So, if one were to translate ICO’s control
scheme into motion sensing, one might gain immersion in one game
mechanic, but at the same time it may alter the game as a whole in a
direction adverse to the overall cognitive and emotional theme of the work
as it stands on the PS2.
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Agency as Experiencing the Actions of Others
This leads us to more fundamental considerations regarding the nature
of mapping in relation to agency and some of the related fundamental
emotional complexes. It seems that interface relations in general support
primarily the “positive performance” side of agency,23 while leaving out
those situations in which we might want to remain passive or invite actions
of other agents and/or events to influence us, also physically. A wide range
of actions facilitated by standard control schemes may be termed either
kinaesthetically involving and/or agonistic; the most common game action
in the action-oriented game is to attack something either with a projectile
or a melee weapon. By their very nature, such actions usually involve an
agonistic intention and a muscular tone best characterized as tense. Being a
human agent, however, is also a matter of letting oneself be acted upon.
The dyadic character of certain interaction patterns seem to involve a kind
of turn-taking, and this phenomenon is well known from most agonistic
games where it might be implemented directly (in turn-based games) or
rather emerge from gameplay mechanics (virtual resources, fixed time
delays after using a virtual skill, etc.). But this is only the abstract structure
of letting others act—the actual embodied experience of being acted upon
is still missing: the class of actions which are not exactly actions but rather
“receptions” are still only evoked audiovisually and, with what one could
only call minimal somatosensory stimulation, such as “rumble” motors
inside controllers. It may be a banal observation that video game char-
acters cannot touch us in a purely somatosensory way, but when one
considers some of the design intentions behind motion sensing and body
mapping, it becomes clear that interfaces facilitate certain isomorphisms
related to agency but not others. As motion sensing and other technologies
increasingly allows body schematics to be isomorphically mapped to a
game space, we take another step in making embodied interaction funda-
mentally asymmetric: dishing out blows, blowing kisses, and petting one’s
virtual dog becomes eminently possible when one opens up this other
channel of input with regards to the system, but the reciprocity in these
actions is not facilitated by the interface setup: input to the system may be
in the tactile modality, but system output serving as input to the player
may not.

The above goes some way in showing that there are certain domains
of actions that lend themselves less well to the interface relations of today,
and among these are many of the action-emotion complexes involved in
nurturing and bonding relations. We are not arguing that one cannot
communicate, say, love through a letter, a telephone line, or any other
technological medium. The visual feedback of doggish gratitude and
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playfulness that we get when petting a virtual Dalmatian in Nintendogs
(Nintendo, 2005), for example, may, via synaesthetic networks, activate
emotions and even low-level tactile sensations.24 However, if one thinks
that the actual body matters and subsequently privileges the actions of
the actual, physical body in interface design in a given computer game,
there are still certain constraints including a technological bias in favor of
positive performance. In other words, players can dance, swordfight, and
fish the nights away in the comfort of their living room, but they still get
no hugs or kisses.

Conclusion
Video games are computer-and-monitor-supported activities that select a
small basketful out of all the possible ways that embodied brains may relate
to worlds and other agents. A given real life event will also demand or
emphasize a specific subset of the total set of possible ways such inter-
actions may exist, also because the embodied brain is a pragmatic set of
different functions evolved to perform different tasks.25 This is even truer
in relation to video games; there may (or may not) be core elements in play
and games as a general category (Juul), but surely no total theory of
video games is possible: Some games emphasize visually salient and/or
association-rich audiovisual worlds and emotionally engaging characters,
while others are highly abstract, some employ cognitively or emotionally
intriguing challenges, while others prioritize physical action; some games
are strongly goal-oriented and telic—others are paratelic, process-oriented,
and so on. We have argued that embodied interface interaction is general
enough to warrant attention, and the continuing work on making new
interfaces points to the problem of how to activate the basic experiences of
agency, efficacy, and ownership leading to immersion in relation to the
player’s embodied interaction with the screen-and-speaker world, partly
by providing salient somatosensory and proprioceptive support for the
feeling of embodied presence in the game world. The existing interfaces
primarily support agency, and thus possibly feelings of active ownership
and efficacy in relation to avatars and tools. In contrast, experiences of
being patients, being objects of embodied actions deriving from game
worlds, are presently not supported by existing interface technology.
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CHAPTER 5
Understanding Video Games as

Emotional Experiences
AKI  JÄRV INEN

Video game studies should delve into more experimental areas of game
design and player experiences. At their best, analytical approaches to such
areas can help in uncovering starting points for more versatile insights
into games.

However, systematic and widely acknowledged methods for video game
studies, especially concerning the studying of games from the perspective
of game design, are still largely missing. More rigorous methodologies are
needed in order for video game design studies to establish itself as a cred-
ible academic discipline and engage students and practitioners in the study
of games. In general, among schools of academic game studies, the discip-
line of psychology has been largely ignored. My argument is that playing
games is a fundamentally human activity, and thus psychological studies
in cognition, emotion, and goal-oriented behavior have to be taken into
account when trying to understand video game aesthetics.

In this essay, concepts and categorizations are introduced for studying
how various aspects of game designs embody the potential for eliciting
particular types of emotions during gameplay. Upon these premises, I have
developed a set of methods for the detailed study of gameplay.1 The set
includes a method for analysing how the so-called eliciting conditions for
emotions are embodied into game designs; that is, which objects, agents,
and events in games potentially trigger emotions that are significant and



meaningful in the light of the play experience as a whole. Embodiment
here refers to visual, aural, or tangible materializations of game elements,
such as rules. Concepts such as these can be employed in analyses of
individual games, but also as tools for exploring possible research questions
concerning play experiences.

Furthermore, analyses regarding the emotional constitution of game
designs and the play they facilitate can inform design solutions and experi-
mentations. This essay primarily contributes to game design research, that
is, to the development of practical methods with which to conduct research
into game designs and the play experiences they provide. Games such as
Animal Crossing; Zuma, Shadow of the Colossus; Guitar Hero; Silent Hill;
Super Monkey Ball; and Dying in Darfur will be used as examples in order
to highlight how the concepts can be applied in tasks of practical analyses
to explain how games engage players emotionally. By identifying games
in which emotional dispositions such as empathy—rather than, say,
conflict—characterize play experiences, video game studies can point the
way to a broader spectrum of play experiences, and consequently, uncover
a potentially broader spectrum of audiences and attitudes towards games.

Gameplay and Emotions
To be a participant is to take on the goals of the game as one’s own. Only as a
participant will one experience emotions. Only as a participant will one be
excited by the possibility of an attack on the queen’s side, feel glad to start
putting up hotels on one’s property, or feel anxious to avoid serving another
double fault. Emotions that occur in relation to goals we have adopted are real.
One may be engaged in a role, experiencing what happens in it as happening to
oneself, and indeed shaping one’s selfhood.2

As emotion theorist Keith Oatley’s insight illustrates, one of the key forms
of enjoyment that games offer originates from how games impose goals on
players: by setting up goals in stylized, fantastic, temporally limited, and/or
larger than life form, games condense features of routine nature of every-
day life for entertaining purposes. The subsequent result is that the road
that players take in trying to attain those goals is beset by emotions, that
is, by valenced reactions towards events, agents, or objects in the game.
Depending on the game, such appraisals may range from judging one’s
own or fellow players’ performances, outcomes of goals, rule procedures,
narrative sequences, and so on. Appraisals may be positive or negative, or
something in between—the intensity and valence of an emotion depends
on many contextual factors, as we shall see.

This suggests that gameplay, as a human experience, is instilled with
emotions, from fierce to mild in their intensity, and from persistent to
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fleeting in their temporality. The premise of this essay is adapted from
studies of emotions by scholars of psychology and cognitive science.
Among the literature of their field, two ideas have been widely established.
First, as Keith Oatley has stated, “emotions depend on evaluations of what
has happened in relation to the person’s goals and beliefs.” (Oatley 19).
Second, it is believed that emotions induce a mental state “usually caused
by an event of importance to the subject.”3 The logical conclusion from
these statements would be that as long as a player is willing to care enough
about the goals of the game and the social situation in order to “play
along,” games arguably set up conditions for eliciting emotions (according
to Oatley’s arguments).

Numerous categorizations of emotions exist in the field of emotion
theory (for example, Oatley), yet I have found the theory of the cognitive
structure of emotions and its categorizations, by Andrew Ortony, Gerald L.
Clore, and Allan Collins, as the most suitable for studying games.4 This is
mainly because their charting of “psycho-logical” potentials of experi-
encing different emotions in a world of events, agents, and objects seems to
best correlate with gameplay as an activity where players participate in
events, manipulate objects, and take the role of agents and interact with
other agents.5

Emotions as Phasic Processes

The prominent emotion theorist, Nico Frijda, has proposed that emotions
can be seen as a set of phases.6 Frijda suggests that emotions are phasic in
the following way: first, there is appraisal, that is, the recognition of an event
as significant. This is followed by a so-called context evaluation, that is,
thoughts or plans as to how to cope with the event that caused the emo-
tion. This leads to action readiness: one’s willingness to respond with
another action. Finally, there is physiological change, such as expression and
action, the bodily and expressive effects of emotion. (For more informa-
tion on this topic, see Oatley and Jenkins 98–122.) An important concept
related to action readiness is action tendency, which conceptualizes the
tendencies of individuals “to establish, maintain, or disrupt a relation-
ship with the environment” (Frijda 71) as a result of experiencing an
emotion.

Gameplay as a Phasic Process

I propose that gameplay consists of phases that are analogous to those of
the emotional process; there is recognition of something significant in the
game in its present state, followed by the player’s appraisal of the situation
and what to do. After that, the player proceeds to take actions within the
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rules, as action readiness transforms into concrete action. Therefore, the
study of players’ emotional episodes should be anchored to the significant
events in the often cyclical continua of games in which players repeat the
same actions over and over.

In order to focus an analytical eye on the significant factors that con-
tribute to eliciting conditions, the concept of “game state” is useful. First,
game states function as temporal reference points to an event in a game;
they represent specific moments in time where the game and its players,
and all information concerning them, are in a certain configuration.
Second, from the perspective of players, game states function as way-points
to attaining goals; game states communicate proximities to confirmation
or disconfirmation of a goal. Third, due to their positioning within a game,
game states function as carriers of information (Järvinen 2008). The con-
clusion here is that an appraisal always relates to a specific game state
where the events, agents, and objects of the game are configured into
particular relationships. Common examples of such relations are geo-
metrical and/or logical relations, as in, for example, in Pac-Man (Namco,
1980), the presence or absence of dots, and the positioning of Pac-Man
and the ghosts, which indicate how close a player is to success or failure.

Studying Game Design from the Perspective of Emotional Processes
With the above premise and the set of concepts related to it, we can analyze
how a game’s design builds up moments in which the phasic process of
emotions is triggered. Often these moments involve interaction between
players, or, between a player (oneself) and the game (design as agent).
In the latter cases, the game itself is perceived as an agent with a certain
behavior. It can be understood as a force that puts players, events, and
objects into motion in the course of gameplay. A video game’s “system
behavior”7 consists of the execution and governing of rule procedures:
adding or subtracting points, instantiating the behavior of artificial intelli-
gence through virtual characters, triggering scripted events in the game
world, judging a player’s performance, and so on.

In gameplay, then, at least two kinds of behavior are combined: the
behavior arising from the game design as a system of rules, but more
importantly, the rule-governed behavior of players themselves. Because
games with their rules and roles are coercive in nature, the behavior of
players tends to be, to a certain extent, more habituated and thus more
predictable8 than in other forms of entertainment. The difference is due to
the interactive nature of gameplay: in other media forms, individual inter-
pretations are seldom channeled directly back, via playful behavior, to the
media content with which the audience interacts.
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Thus, I suggest that by means of analysis, player behavior as a set of
appraisals and subsequent action tendencies which use the available means
to carry out actions within the game can be modeled into research and
design hypotheses that predict both the general nature of play experiences,
and the specifics of how they unravel temporally. These hypotheses can be
translated into research questions in actual player studies or play-testing
sessions with a particular game, if so desired. This essay will focus particu-
larly on the development of theoretical grounding for such practices, that
is, on conceptualizing the emotional constitution of play experiences.9

Emotion vs. Pleasure
Next, we need to establish a conceptual distinction between emotions and
another term often used in discussions of play experiences; the term
“pleasure.”10 Michael Kubovy has dealt with the concept of pleasure in a
way that is useful to adapt for purposes of understanding video game
pleasures. Kubovy posits a theory of “the pleasures of the mind” and “the
pleasures of the body.” I will mostly focus here on the pleasures of the
mind, which Kubovy sees as collections of emotions distributed over time,
that is, sequences of emotions. Conversely, he argues that pleasures of the
body provide sequences of so-called hedonic states rather than sequences
of emotions.11 According to Kubovy, pleasures of the mind differ from the
experience of individual emotions in a number of ways: whereas emotions
have communicative signals, such as a facial expression, pleasures of the
mind do not; whereas emotions are quick and brief, and can develop
rapidly, pleasures of the mind are more extended in time; whereas emo-
tions are experienced involuntarily, pleasures of the mind are “voluntarily
sought out,” for example, in the form of entertainment such as games
(Kubovy 137).

I will proceed in an analogous fashion with the way emotions are related
to pleasures. First, I will discuss the micro-level of emotions and categor-
izations, from which I will proceed to similar conceptualizations of pleas-
ure. This means that I will regard gameplay as an activity that embodies
prospects for various pleasures, whereas game designs are objects or events
that embody prospects for emotional episodes.

Emotion Categories as Keys for Understanding Play Experiences
In order to be able to differentiate between play experiences of varying
kinds, I argue that we need to identify differences in their emotional con-
stitution. In order to do this, we need to be able to make distinctions
between different emotions.
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Ortony et al. base their theory on the study of groups or clusters of
emotions that are elicited by similar conditions. They arrive at groups of
emotions with structurally-related eliciting conditions, for instance the
attribution group, in which the actions of agents trigger the eliciting
conditions.

In my view, this concept is useful for studying and designing games,
because one cannot unambiguously define the set of emotions a game
elicits—at least not without substantial empirical data based on experi-
ments involving a certain design—but I argue that one can conclude, by
means of analysis, whether a set of eliciting conditions designed into a
specific game state or sequence relates to agents, objects, or events. This
helps in identifying relevant emotion categories, and the specific emotion
types within them, that are more likely to occur than others. Furthermore,
it enables the analyst to describe and construct hypotheses about the
play experience, but also vice-versa: the designer may attempt to “reverse
engineer” the emotional constitution of a game design. For the purposes
of developing such analysis and design methods, I will next produce a
summary of the categories in the OCC (Ortony, Clore, and Collins) model.

Prospect-based Emotions

Emotions associated with events belong to a type of prospect-based emo-
tions. Typically, games have events in the form of causal sequences: actions
and outcomes, which range from the outcome of a single shot in Halo
(Bungie Studios, 2003) or Zuma (PopCap Games, 2004) to a dramatic turn
in a background narrative, as with the Final Fantasy series (Square Enix,
1987–2007). Events have to do with prospects, that is, with mental consid-
erations and pictures of something to come. The confirmation of prospects
is evaluated in terms of goals, and a prospect might actually equal attain-
ment of a goal or a sub-goal directly.

The potential for emotions based on events is in their prospect: what
does the occurrence, and subsequent resolution of the event, promise for
the player, and is the event worthwhile in the sense that the player invests
effort into trying to make the outcome desirable for oneself or for others.
Hope, fear, satisfaction, fears-confirmed, relief, shock, surprise, and sus-
pense are some of the emotions experienced in relation to events and their
prospects. Prospect-based emotions are fundamentally related to goals
which the player has been instructed to pursue and with which he or she
has identified.

Such prospects of events, and the emotions they bring about, can be
quite different from one genre of games to another. In story-driven games,
the turn of events may be unknown and consequently part of the pleasure
of gameplay, whereas in sports or strategy games it is the exact (as defined
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in the rules) knowledge of what will happen as a consequence of an event
that motivates players.

Fortunes-of-Others Emotions

Fortunes-of-Others emotions include good-will emotions, such as being
happy or feeling sorry for somebody, or on the other hand, a display of ill
will in the form of resentment or gloating. In the context of games, these
emotions apply to multiplayer situations and to empathy—or counter-
empathy12—felt towards the fate of fictional game characters, or to fellow
participants, such as team or guild members. An important note to
remember is that these emotions focus on events rather than the agents
themselves. Thus, emotions relate to the goals of others rather than to
others as such; it is the next category, attribution emotions, that accounts
for the latter.

Attribution Emotions

Attribution emotions are reactions geared towards agents, that is, the
behavior of other human beings, or towards something perceived as an
agent, such as the game itself as the governor of rules. The valence of attri-
bution depends on the praiseworthiness or blameworthiness of actions,
and their intensity is related to how the behavior deviates from expected
behavior. Players may feel pride and appreciation towards themselves
or others, but also reproach towards the actions of an opponent, or the
rules which effectively represent the game as an agent. If a single-player
game is too difficult, the player potentially gets frustrated and regards the
game as an agent that acts in a reproachable manner, thus producing
emotions of contempt in the player. The concept of genre is also relevant
here, as a game can be construed as an agent that represents genre conven-
tions, that is, a certain set of expected behaviors, “how things should pro-
ceed,” and if the game deviates from the expected conventions, the player
may respond with an attribution emotion which leads to an attraction
emotion (see below). In other words, an appraisal of the game, in the
context of its equivalence to (or deviance from) genre conventions, takes
place.

Attraction Emotions

Objects evoke attraction emotions—players like or dislike game settings,
graphics, soundtrack, level design, and so on. The degree of appeal, or
appeal and familiarity, has consequences for the intensity of attraction:
high degrees of unfamiliarity most likely produce an attraction emotion of
dislike, or even disgust. Thus, they lend themselves for deliberate use, in
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the design of horror games, for instance, as discussed by video game theor-
ist Bernard Perron.13 Attraction emotions seem to relate to particular game
elements and their implementation, especially the design of characters and
game spaces, and how information is distributed to players.

Well-being Emotions

Well-being emotions are basic emotions that relate to desirable or undesir-
able events. Reactions with positive valence give birth to joy that manifests
as happiness, delight, pleasant surprise, etc. Reactions with negative valence
lead to distress such as depression, dissatisfaction, grief, etc. The intensity
of the emotion is proportional to the degree that the event is desirable or
undesirable, or in the special case of a loss (very relevant in the context
of games), to its unexpectedness. Whereas prospect-based emotions can
be seen to relate to various goals regardless of their status in the goal
hierarchy, well-being emotions relate to the victory condition and the
gameplay itself as a whole, and whether it has been successful in terms of
areas such as social interaction and entertainment.

Variables that Affect Intensities of Emotions

In the OCC model, each distinct emotion type represents a family of
closely-related emotions, sharing same basic eliciting conditions but differ-
ing in terms of intensity, and possibly “in terms of the weights that are
assigned to different components or manifestations of the emotions.”
(Ortony et al., 15–16.) This means that when an emotion is a compound of
other emotions, it is the “balance” of weight between the compounds that
gives the emotion its particular nature. In this way, we can understand
how both Super Monkey Ball (Amusement Vision, 2001) and Silent Hill
(Konami, 1999) elicit emotions of suspense, yet the way in which the
compounds of suspense, such as fear, are embodied in the game design and
manifest in the player experience, are distinctly different. Also, each emo-
tion type includes a specification of the principal variables that affect its
intensity, which can be divided into local vs. global variables. Local vari-
ables affect a group, while global variables have their effects across groups.
Global variables include the following:

Sense of reality
This variable has to do with how much one believes the emotion-inducing
situation is real. Thus, it is quite relevant in contexts of entertainment and
fiction. In the particular contexts of games, the variable can be understood
as the degree to which players get “immersed” or “engaged” in a game
world and/or the social contexts that the game is being played in.
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Proximity
This variable is dependent on how close in psychological space one feels
to a situation that triggers an emotion, for example, the intensity of the
feeling of success or failure regarding one’s performance in the game.
Intensity regarding proximity seems to be modulated by the player’s
identification with goals, in particular.

Unexpectedness
This variable relates to information about the situation, that is, how sur-
prised one is by the emotion-inducing situation; how surprised or shocked
the player is regarding a particular outcome, or about unexpected informa-
tion that a new game state reveals, about opponents, goals, or the game
environment.

Arousal
This variable has to do with general psychological and cognitive readiness
to experience emotions, and how much one is aroused prior to the situ-
ation. For example, the level of arousal affects how the player perceives
her abilities to perform in the game, or it can function as a baseline
factor affecting how much she cares about the outcome to start with,
and so on.

It is important to remember that these global variables often work in
combination. For example, the level of arousal affects the sense of reality,
and vice versa: a player who is fond of fantasy worlds is more likely to
get immersed in a fantasy game world, as the player’s level of arousal
contributes to the sense of reality variable.

Local Variables
The OCC model defines variables that affect the intensity of a particular
type of emotion, that is, variables that affect the experience of an emotion
locally instead of globally. The following are the local variables that are
most relevant in connection with game design: likelihood, degree of effort,
degree of desirability, degree of undesirability, and intensity of hope or fear
that something will happen.

These all relate to particular emotions. For instance, the intensity of
hope or fear relates to the emotion of suspense, which Ortony, Clore, and
Collins place in the category of prospect-based emotions that relate to
events. Furthermore, they define suspense as a compound emotion of
hope, fear, and uncertainty. The local variables that affect the intensity
of the compounds also modulate the intensity of the resulting emotion of
suspense. From the perspective of gameplay analysis, the focus can then be
geared towards the events that contribute to the player’s experience of
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suspense. This can be observed through the three compounds: first, the
player’s experience of hope (in relation to reaching a particular goal),
second, the experience of fear (in relation to losing or failing in the game),
and finally, the experience of uncertainty (what makes reaching the goals
of the game uncertain). Often this uncertainty is embodied in the game
design as the margin of error; that is, it has to do with the player’s ability to
perform the tasks, such as being able to make deductions (in puzzle and
adventure games) or perform tasks involving motor skills (controlling a
character, aiming and shooting, etc.).

I believe that the crucial point to be made from the concept of variables
is that the design of game elements and gameplay embody both global
variables and local variables, and they function as a framing that sets up
different eliciting conditions between one play experience and another.
The fear in Super Monkey Ball is the fear of falling from the track, and the
emotion of uncertainty related to it equals the uncertainty of one’s own
ability to perform in a way that the prospect of fear does not become con-
firmed—and the emotion of hope is anchored to the same prospect but
in a reverse manner; there emerges hope for success when the player
manages to stay in the middle of the track. In play experiences of Silent
Hill, on the other hand, uncertainty is embodied in the design of the game
environments and characters, and fear rises from their horrific and mys-
terious nature. The difference in theme, the setting, and the other ways that
underlying rules are communicated to the player, together produce this
difference in experience. Nevertheless, both game designs seek to elicit
the emotion of suspense through fear and uncertainty, but the material
embodiments of particular design elements (characters, environments,
sound, etc.) set the eliciting conditions for suspense in quite opposing
ways: colorful and cheery in the first case, vs. dark and horrifying in the
second.

These observations lead us to focus on the nature of video gameplay
experiences as aesthetic experiences; experiences of pleasing appearances
or effects, as the dictionary definition of “aesthetics” goes. Video game
aesthetics incorporate effects that have to do with both sensory and
cognitive aspects, but also, increasingly, with physical processes.

Play Experiences as Aesthetic Experiences
The aesthetic nature of play experiences—whether it involves performing,
appreciating the design and composition of game characters and environ-
ments, or being fascinated with the simulated minds of game characters
—is an important aspect of the antecedents of pleasures and eliciting
conditions for emotions in games.
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Even though the attraction emotions in the OCC model can be inter-
preted to account for aesthetic appreciation, I believe that the “magical”
qualities of video gameplay needs to be addressed in more detail. One
reason for this is that games cannot be objectified from the perspective
of play experiences—they are also about aesthetically appreciating events
and agents, and thus go beyond attraction emotions geared towards
objects. My premise is that this has consequences for emotions, possibly
intensifying and/or modifying them in particular ways.

This tension between the everyday world—and its agents, events, and
objects—and the ones in a game’s world leads us to theories on how
aesthetic stimuli differ from everyday stimuli. Gerald Cupchick has written
about aesthetics from the perspective of emotions. Cupchick’s premise is
that stimulus appraisals and responses to them (that is, valenced reactions
that happen in everyday life) can be generalized to the aesthetic realm.
According to Cupchick, “Everyday stimuli denote objects, people, or events
in the world which possess practical utility.”14 Conversely, aesthetic stimuli,
such as paintings, are distinguished by a quality Cupchick calls “unity in
diversity.” According to Cupchick, when compared with everyday stimuli,
aesthetic stimuli possess greater qualitative diversity, as they incorporate
both stylistic information as well information regarding the subject matter
(semantic information).

It can be argued that the “magic circle” of games leverages the experience
to a particularly aesthetic nature where practical utilities are submitted to
an intrinsic motivation to be entertained. Cupchick writes: “The shifting
of thematic fields or backgrounds can radically change the meaning attrib-
uted to an event. The important point is that thematic fields or contexts
are adduced in accordance with their relevance to a sender or receiver’s
goals and intentions” (Cupchick 180).

The magic circle produces a shift in the thematic field of the experience,
which simultaneously both magnifies the emotional intensity, yet also pro-
vides a safety net with the pretend aspect of player behavior it elicits and its
relation to the sense of reality variable. Therefore, variables concerning
emotional intensities should be interpreted from this perspective.

Aesthetic Sensations as Global Variables of Emotional Intensity
I propose a solution in which the design of aesthetic stimuli in games using
various semiotic resources (graphics, speech, text, visual and sound effects,
music, etc.) is conceptualized as a practice that affects the intensities of
emotions. This takes place globally through the theme of the game, that is,
how the game’s subject matter and ideas are woven into game states and
the design of game elements. In addition, this process takes place locally,
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through semiotic techniques which produce local effects. Essentially this
refers to techniques with which a game design communicates degrees of
desirability, or the proximity to goals, and so forth.

Such stimuli have a role in communicating and amplifying the mean-
ings of game states and game sequences, and thus they have consequences
for players’ abilities to make sense of eliciting conditions. In terms of
emotions, visual and sound effects (such as an animation of an explosion
with the accompanying sound) are points of focus for the phasic process of
emotions—they make an event and its resolution visible and audible.
As a result, they can create stimuli which accompany the resolution of a
game goal. The resolution itself can be viewed as a utilitarian piece of
information for the player, but the aesthetic stimuli amplify and stylize it,
thus producing valenced reactions, while contributing to aural and visual
pleasures or displeasures of the play experience.

This is to say that, in terms of emotion theory, flashy graphics are not just
eye candy but an important antecedent of the play experience as an emo-
tional experience. However, the use of aesthetic variables to intensify the
emotional nature of play experiences is often overemphasized in design—
other choices, such as an emphasis on character dialogue (as in Animal
Crossing, Nintendo, 2002) or the intricate modeling of infrastructures (the
Civilization series, Microprose/Infogrames/2K Games, 1993–2007), might
support a play experience of different experiential flavor.

Whatever the design emphasis, antecedents of emotions may take
advantage of references to other media forms that are culturally invested
with emotions. They can be used as design drivers to remediate the emo-
tional potential that has been already proven in another medium: for
example, the spectacle of bullet-time in Max Payne (Remedy Entertain-
ment, 2001) remediates effects from the film The Matrix (Andy and Larry
Wachowski, 1999), while Guitar Hero (Harmonix, 2006) remediates rock
stardom and performances, and sports games simulate the skills and
stardom of athletes, and the glamour of professional sports.

These arguments also open up a design perspective which is more
inclined towards so-called experience design, rather than functional design;
that is, from a purely functional standpoint, visual and sound effects could
always be replaced by communication with the sole purpose of distribut-
ing information, such as rules. Game design practices that seek to create
emotional experiences are essentially aesthetic creative practices, then, and
these observations also explain why there is room for diversity in the shape
of different styles in designing game visuals, sounds, and gameplay.

In the following section, I will highlight how the concepts introduced
thus far can be applied in practical analysis tasks. As an example, I will
present a comparative analysis of two video games.
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Case Study: Embodiments in Thrust and ICO
This analysis has its roots in an intuitive observation of a game scholar:
there appears to be something similar in the game design of the space-
themed game Thrust (Firebird Software, 1986) for Commodore 64, and an
esoteric adventure game for PlayStation 2 made 15 years later, ICO (SCEA,
2001). From the perspective of goals, it can be argued that the two games
have similarities in their goal structures and the means the players are
given to attain those goals. Both present their players with the goal of
delivering something from one location in the game environment to
another, and protecting the delivery while it is in transit. The player is
given the means to do this through a certain set of actions—most notably
by enabling the player to “drag” something behind their avatar. In other
words, we can find structural similarities between the two games by
focusing on the goals, and the means which players are given for their
attainment.

Despite underlying structural similarities, the two games arguably
afford rather different player experiences in terms of emotions. One way to
understand this difference is by describing it thoroughly, but my argument
is that it is useful to anchor the descriptions in general concepts. This
expands the breadth of interpretation; a number of analyses can be com-
pared and discussed with the same terminology. Therefore, I suggest that
the difference can be identified by analyzing how the goal of delivery is
embodied into the game, that is, how it has been given a visible and tangible
form in the game design. Thus, the particular embodiment potentially
triggers an emotion, or an emotional episode, that leads to action tenden-
cies. Embodiments may vary from the design of a character to the mood
and atmosphere of a game world, and onwards to how the game com-
municates with the player and how a particular game state and goal scen-
ario plays out. Looking for and analyzing embodiments of emotions equals
understanding what, in the game design, represents agents, objects, and
events in the world that the design builds and upholds.

My premise is that as a goal-oriented activity, gameplay privileges
embodiments of goals. For example, in Pac-Man, the conditions by which
a game ends, such as “after three deaths the game is over,” is embodied
both in the Pac-Man character’s attributes as having three lives, but also in
the four ghosts, who embody death. The maze as the game environment
embodies the space of movement, and the yellow dots within the maze
embody the goal of “clearing” the maze, whereas the “power pills” embody
the prospect of eating the ghosts. Arguably, it is the ghosts that elicit the
most intense emotions, as they impose a direct threat to the goal the player
hopes to reach.
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Embodiments of Goals in Thrust and ICO
As a consequence of the premise, I suggest that the analysis should focus
on the embodiments of goals, in particular. In the case of Thrust, the goal
of delivery is embodied into a container, and the means to attain the goal
are embodied in the spaceship that the player controls. In ICO, the same
elements are drawn from the fantasy theme: Yorda embodies a different
metaphor for the goal in the form of a character that is portrayed as fragile
and helpless through her timid behavior. Yorda’s traits (appearance, voice,
movement, etc.) have been designed to communicate her relevance to the
goals of the game. Her embodiment tries to elicit feelings of empathy and
the desire to nurture. While the container in Thrust embodies prospect-
based emotions relating to goals, Yorda in ICO also embodies the fortunes-
of-others type of emotions.

Ico, the title character, embodies the metaphor for the means and
agency with which to attain the goal; the player-character embodies the
metaphors of savior and protector, and consequently prospect-based emo-
tions associated with heroism, such as pride. Furthermore, the visible
interaction of the two characters—Ico guiding Yorda along—is embodied
in a composition where he holds her hand. In Thrust, it is the cable
between the container and the spaceship that embodies similar structural
connection. These embodiments of feeling in the game designs differ con-
siderably from each other, and highlight the function of the theme of the
game as an aesthetic metaphor for underlying logical and mathematical
rule structures.

The Emotional Spectrum of Thrust vs. that of ICO
The resulting hypothesis from the analysis above is that ICO supposedly
privileges the elicitation of so-called attribution emotions (from pride to
remorse), as they focus towards agents—whereas Thrust elicits a less
nuanced set of attraction emotions which focus towards objects, roughly
oscillating along the axis between liking and disliking. If we think about
the game space that the two games create for play, the two-dimensional
space in Thrust is less dynamic, whereas ICO simulates a world of fantastic
origin where the environment is not only an object but also has character-
istics of an agent. This also accounts for the differing experiential basis that
the two games afford.

The player’s own performance in relation to the game’s goals, and
valenced appraisals regarding one’s success, become more prominent in
the play experience of Thrust. Thus, prospect-based emotions, and the
variables affecting their intensity, are constantly present in Thrust’s play
experience. This is also due to the different rhythms of the two games: the
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pressure for the player to perform within the margin of error in Thrust is
constant, whereas in ICO the pressure comes at certain intervals, tied to the
player’s exploration of the game world and the challenges designed into its
locations. The difference in emotional spectrums also has to do with the
sense of reality variable, and how it functions in the two games: Whereas
Thrust creates immersion into the game through constant requirement of
player action, ICO creates immersion through intricate simulation of a
fantastic world and the characters inhabiting it.

As a consequence, Thrust can be seen as a dynamic visual puzzle that
emphasizes psychomotor and cognitive abilities tied to visual perception
and reaction speeds, whereas ICO, despite addressing some of the same
abilities, appears as a story of rescue and empathy. The “gameness” of the
two games is thus decidedly of a different flavor, due to the emotional
constitution of their design.

The Design of Goals as the Design of Eliciting Conditions
It is in the general nature of goals that they tend to prompt a series of
actions that in turn produce effects in the world (Oatley 24). Therefore,
goals are tools for game designers to activate players for play, and for
players, the emotional experiences produced by the struggle to attain a
goal. In terms of emotion theory, game goals imply action tendencies
which are usually restricted to a few actions, as defined in the rules of the
game. The action tendencies designed into the game can both open and
constrain the emotional and experiential space of the design. In any case,
the design of the possibilities in which the actions of a game are taken
always has consequences for prospect-based emotions.

Indeed, Oatley (25) has stated that “emotions emerge at significant
junctures in plans.” By their shocks and surprises, games provide junctures
in our plans to complete a goal of saving the world, scoring most points,
finding a treasure, or whatever it is that the game designers try to coerce
the players into believing and striving for in the world of the game.

It is once again worth pointing out the pervasiveness of goals in light of
gameplay experiences: game elements that embody game goals, will elicit
prospect-based emotions. For example, if the goal is to capture a certain
space in the game environment, the environment comes to embody the
prospect of having its ownership, even though the actual capturing would
take place by performing a specific action designed for that purpose.
In similar fashion, a tool that the player can use to her advantage in
order to reach a goal, such as a weapon in Half-Life (Valve Software,
1999), represents an object that embodies the solution to the challenge
that the goal presents. The object communicates a prospect for the player,
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and thus, such an instrumental object, and its use, is bound to elicit
emotions.

In a similar fashion, in games like Tetris (Alexey Pajitnov, 1985), but also
in card games like Texas Hold’em or Poker there are numerous game states
where the combination of game elements and their configuration in the
game environment leave a prospective space open for future blocks, or
cards, respectively, to be placed upon. Such design solutions highlight the
promise of an attained goal (such as the penalty kick example, described
below) and consequently, set up emotional focal points for players.

The Design of Game States as the Design of Eliciting Conditions
The emotion-eliciting feature of an individual game element is largely
conceptual, since in play experiences, elements combine into sequences of
emotions, the origins of which might be hard to distinguish individually. If
there is a discernable object of study, it is a game state in a given moment
of time, with the elements configured into a certain constellation, and the
prospects of emotions attributed to that constellation; that is, pictures of
something—and the subsequent emotions—to come. Even if I were to
argue that, with the concepts introduced in this essay, we are likely to be
able to identify which elements have the most significant emotional con-
sequences for players, often the experiential whole is more than the sum of
its parts.

Therefore, I will briefly discuss some examples of game states which set
up particularly interesting eliciting conditions. First, an interesting game
state in the context of eliciting conditions for emotions is found in soccer:
the penalty kick. As the ball is placed on the spot within the penalty area,
the focus centers around only two players, whereas normally there are
almost always more involved. The game state derives much of its emo-
tional intensity from the fact that the normally fluid continuation of one
game state to another is suspended—as it is during goal kicks, throw-ins,
and corner kicks. Yet, in the case of a penalty kick, the possibility space
regarding the following game states is dramatically reduced to two possible
outcomes: a goal, or no goal. The game state thus embodies more predict-
able emotional outcomes than a random state during the game, and thus
the local variable affecting the intensity of resulting emotions (from the
suspense of hope + fear + uncertainty to satisfaction/fears-confirmed) is
amplified. The inevitable temporal delay that precedes the penalty kick
also intensifies the prospect-based emotions by heightening arousal, as
there is more time to consider the possible outcomes than in most scoring
situations in which the action does not stop. The first game state in the
100 meter sprint in running, combined with the “ready-set-go” signal,
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produces similar arousal and emotions of expectancy and suspense. In
light of the penalty kick example, it is interesting to consider similar
examples from other realms of games. In video games, the constitution of
such game states, or sequences of them, is highly genre-dependent. Games
like Half-Life or Halo build such moments by so-called scripted events that
get triggered once the player directs the game character into a certain
location of the game world, or manipulates an object in it.

On the other hand, in a game like Zuma (PopCap Games, 2004), sus-
pense is embodied in the interplay of game elements (as is the case with
Thrust), and especially in the end and victory conditions. In Zuma, balls of
different colors move through a tube, at the end of which there is a skull,
which embodies the end condition of losing a life. The player tries to avoid
the end condition by shooting the balls out from the tube, thus trying to
reach the victory condition of clearing the tube completely. The number of
balls left in the tube, and their distance from the skull, is a “vector of
suspense,” along which the hopes and fears of a Zuma player oscillate. This
also means that the monitoring of progress towards the goal is constant,
and consequently so is the suspense, which gives a flavor of its own to the
play experience when compared with, say, a turn-based game, in which
events and their resolution play out in different tempo.

There is another popular game, Peggle (PopCap Games, 2007), in which
the player tries to clear a number of pegs from sets of spaces by hitting
the pegs with a ball. In Peggle, the vector of movement of a bouncing ball
sets up a random vector of suspense which changes dynamically according
to the unpredictable collisions of the ball with its surroundings. Each
time the ball bounces upwards or towards pegs in the game environment
(which embody prospects of reaching the goal), there is “hope”, and each
time the ball descends towards the bottom, the compound emotion of fear
intensifies. The game combines aspects of Pinball and Pachinko, the Japa-
nese game played in gaming parlors. There is an interesting design solution
in Peggle when the player reaches the game state where the last peg
remains; once the ball flies close enough to the single remaining peg,
the perspective zooms in and a slow-motion effect is used to emphasize the
meaning of the last peg as the goal-confirming element. In terms of the
theory formulated here, this design feature is a particular technique to
intensify the hope of reaching the goal, and it very literally emphasizes the
player’s understanding of her proximity to the goal; and as an attention-
inducing moment, it can also be seen as contributing to the “sense of
reality” variable. Obviously, the zoom and slow-motion effect embody
aesthetic sensations that intensify the experience as well.

Game designs that aim to elicit suspense may be built either mostly or
entirely on chance (a force the player can not affect), or mostly on skill
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(a force dependent on the player’s abilities) as with Zuma. This difference
results in quite different emotional experiences. This has to do with how
the intensity of suspense becomes modulated through the play experience:
a game design with a hectic or accelerating tempo elicits constant suspense
(for example, in Tetris), whereas a game design with narrative aspirations
might elicit suspense through a dramaturgic arch, in which information is
distributed through narrative passages in ways that embody a gradual
diminishment in uncertainty, and the “dead” moments are dramaturgi-
cally necessary for the emotional effect sought by the designers. So the
emotional potential of a sequence of game states may be designed accord-
ing to various dramaturgic principles, ranging from constant “drama” to
varying highs and lows similar to those found in music or narrative in
other media.

From Emotions to the Pleasures to Which they Contribute
Now I will move the discussion from the micro-level of play experience
to the pleasures to which they contribute at the macro-level of play
experience. Kubovy (147–149) distinguishes five particular categories of
“pleasures of the mind.” In Kubovy’s terms, these categories arise from the
objects of emotions that contribute to the emergence of certain kinds of
pleasure. In my interpretation, this is an approach similar to the OCC
model, where the structural similarities of eliciting conditions are used to
group emotions. I see these pleasure categories as being relevant in the
context of games and these can be summarized as follows:

• Curiosity conceptualizes pleasures from learning something pre-
viously unknown. The unknown functions as the object of
emotions. As prospects by definition point towards future and
consequently to something unknown, it is the prospect-based
emotions that can be seen as significant contributors to the
pleasure arising from curiosity.

• Virtuosity conceptualizes pleasures from doing something well.
One’s own performance and ability function as the object of emo-
tions. This pleasure anchors to the pleasure to be gained from
making the prospect become reality, that is, the act of gameplay as
a set of events, and one’s performance as a part of it. Attribution
emotions (regarding one’s performance) have consequences for
the pleasure of virtuosity therefore as well.

• Nurture conceptualizes pleasures from taking care of living things,
such as childrearing, gardening, nursing, or teaching. Their objects
function as the objects of emotions. Obviously, this pleasure has
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to do with fortunes-of-others emotions; prospects that have rele-
vance and consequences not only to self but others. In addition,
attribution and attraction emotions towards the act of nurturing,
and/or the object of nurture, are bound to be elicited as well.

• Sociality conceptualizes pleasures from belonging to a social group.
The members and the group function as the object of emotions.
Pleasure from sociality has to do with the attraction emotions
towards agents, and attribution emotions towards their doings, as
well as well-being emotions.

• Suffering involves negative pleasures of the mind from “mundane”
psychological pains, such as shame and guilt, or from “existential”
pains, such as fears of death or related concerns, which con-
sequently function as the object of emotions. This pleasure quite
obviously has to do with many different emotion types, with
negative valence as the common denominator.

Next, I will look at these categories individually in the context of video
games, and evaluate their applicability for purposes of video game studies.

Curiosity Breeds Suspense across Game Genres
Curiosity as a pleasure for players results when the unknown is embodied
into the game design or gameplay. “Who will win?” is a fundamental object
of curiosity of multiplayer gameplay experiences. Regarding game design,
curiosity has to do with the distribution of information, in particular. It is
generally accepted that humans are insatiably curious, and that our curios-
ity can extend to the contents of our own or other’s minds. With particular
game genres, curiosity is made manifest through different design tech-
niques. Kubovy (149) touches upon this when he mentions the “joy
of verification” and “feeling of surprise” characteristic to puzzle-solving
and mysteries, respectively. Even in games where all information is avail-
able to the players (like chess), the outcome of the game is still the subject
of curiosity.

The emotion of suspense contributes to curiosity, because uncertainty is
one of its compound emotions. Moreover, the emotion of shock, due to its
compound nature of unexpected and undesirable (Ortony et al.), is some-
thing that seems to appear often in relation to curiosity, especially in
horror video games, like the Resident Evil series (Capcom, 1996–2008). In
the same genre, games like Silent Hill take advantage of darkness as the
embodiment of uncertainty and fear.

Curiosity also highlights one specific trait of video games; that is, how
they enable the creation of game worlds which awaken the curiosity of
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players through goals that require the exploration of game environments
that are unknown (such as those in ICO, Halo, and Half-life). One specific
design feature, the design of the player’s perspective of the world, can
function as an embodiment of uncertainty: it can constrain the player’s
field of vision deliberately to a certain viewpoint in order to be able to
shock from behind. Sounds designed into a game world are also effective
aesthetic variables that affect the intensity of emotions.

Virtuosity through Guitar Hero and Singstar Skills
Kubovy’s notion of virtuosity involves the deriving pleasure from one’s
own performance and ability—in this case, through video gameplay. It
contributes to the individual’s sense of self-efficacy. In the context of enter-
tainment, virtuosity also serves to explain how enjoyment can be elicited
by an appreciation of an artist’s performance—or, either the performance
of a fellow player or a professional player, such as a “cyberathlete” of the
real-time strategy game Starcraft (Blizzard, 1998). In general, a display of
skill functions as an antecedent to virtuosity. The preceding analysis of
ICO and Thrust highlights how ICO privileges—through exploration and
narrative elements—pleasure from curiosity, whereas Thrust privileges
pleasure from virtuosity by constantly forcing the player to remain within
the margin of error.

In terms of emotions, it is the attribution emotions—ranging from
pride to shame—regarding one’s performance that contributes to this par-
ticular pleasure. Whereas games like Guitar Hero support the display of
virtuosity and creativity through specific motoric and auditory skills,
games like Dance Dance Revolution (Konami, 1999) add bodily perform-
ance to the equation, and Singstar (SCEE, 2004) anchors its emotional
basis in performance through the singing of songs.

When the pleasure of virtuosity is facilitated by conflict, they set up
antecedents for curiosity—in many games; it is through conflict that
uncertainties between two or more degrees of virtuosity are decided. Even
if conflict, which juxtaposes the player and the game or other players, is an
inherent quality found in many games, its significance varies greatly across
both existing and future game genres. The pleasures from nurturing, social-
ity, and suffering also play a role, and in the following sections my aim is to
present evidence of how their elicitation can be set up in game designs.

Nurturing from The Sims to Animal Crossing
There are specific game genres that afford nurturing, especially among
video games: virtual pets (like the Tamagotchi toys) and the social
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relationships and well-being of characters in The Sims (Maxis, 2000), yet
also player roles such as football managers and urban planners (the
SimCity series from Maxis, 1989–2008) can be seen to afford the pleasures
of nurturing. It would seem to be closely related to collecting, which is
what motivates players of collectable card games, like Magic the Gathering
or Pokémon. The pleasure of nurture can be elicited in a number of ways in
games, but it is useful to point out the consequences of different game
themes, that is, subject matter and metaphors for rules, in the elicitation
of nurturing.

Nintendogs (Nintendo, 2005) is an interesting case in the sense that it
elicits pleasure from nurturing through a simulation of a living being and
its behavior. Gestures and canine behavioral cues (like tail-wagging or
barking) function as constituents of eliciting conditions. The behavior of
the virtual dogs comes to embody a set of eliciting conditions, which refer
to our experiences and attitudes towards dogs as faithful companions
which, as pets, still depend on the care of humans. In other words, a “pet
schema” is used as a structure for the goals of the game which embody
tasks of caring.

Another interesting example is Animal Crossing (Nintendo, 2004), a
game in which the player takes care of a virtual village of small animal
characters. It illustrates how the design of both character behaviors and
goal hierarchies set up eliciting conditions. Goal hierarchies in the game
are designed in such a way that, to paraphrase the syntax of the OCC
model, “Goals-of-animals” (non-player characters) contribute to “Goals-
of-self ” (the player character) and consequently to “Goals-of-village,” the
goals of the community made up of both player and non-player characters.
As a result, these design solutions support a community spirit, a caring
about the common concerns and the “feelings” of the animal characters,
and the well-being of the idyllic village and its virtual nature. There is a
strong instrumental relation with sub-goals and the higher-order goals
they contribute to (nursing a garden contributes to the well-being of the
village, etc.), which makes prospects more potent in the way they set up
eliciting conditions. This has to do with the global variables “sense of
reality” and proximity as well.

Design and writing techniques, which have to do with the player’s
recognition, alignment, and/or allegiance to characters,15 is another key
to empathy. In Animal Crossing, dialogue is especially used as a character-
ization technique that sketches out the animal characters’ personalities, as
the game does not pursue any kind of photorealistic imagery or life-like
animations. The dialogue pieces set up eliciting emotions for attraction
emotions towards the characters, and their actions (such as giving or
receiving gifts, sending letters, etc.) function in a similar fashion in the
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context of attribution emotions. The dialogue is also filled with appraisals
of the player-character, or other animal characters, which adds to the
game’s repertoire of eliciting conditions. Overall, Animal Crossing manages
to address some of the same pleasures as the television series Big Brother
(Endemol, 1999–2007), which basically, especially for its contestants, sets
up eliciting conditions across all emotion types.

Sociality from World of Warcraft to Animal Crossing
Sociality is obviously a fundamental pleasure to be gained from participat-
ing in gameplay with others, or from being a spectator of one. Recognition
or reproach from peers contributes to well-being emotions, especially
gratitude or anger. These emotions are set up in player communities
such as guilds or teams in multiplayer online games from Half-Life:
Counter-Strike (Valve Corporation, 2000) to World of Warcraft (Blizzard
Entertainment, 2004) and numerous browser-based games, such as Travian
(Travian Games, 2005).

However, games like Animal Crossing are not without aspects of sociality:
besides players being able to visit others’ villages, there is the “parasocial”
nature of interacting with the animal characters, which, due to the “sense
of reality” variable, might seem quite life-like. Furthermore, Singstar facili-
tates sociality by offering opportunities to sing together, and in general,
such play performances cater for sociality through spectatorship.

Suffering through Loss in Dying in Darfur and Shadow of the Colossus
Kubovy’s final category, suffering, finds its mundane realizations in the
paradoxical nature of player motivations, that is, the player’s willingness to
play even in the face of potentially suffering loss or experiencing negative
emotions. This paradox has been explained in psychological theory with
the concept of “metamood.” The term accounts for a mental process
where individuals experience unpleasant emotions on the object level, but
also positive emotions and enjoyment on a meta-emotional level. This is
done to achieve other goals and purposes, such as being entertained.16

So, although voluntary suffering appears in many games, some games,
with their themes and designs, set up eliciting conditions for particular
emotions related to suffering, such as hopelessness (undesirability +
irreversibility, according to Ortony et al.) or even resignation (undesir-
ability + inevitability). My examples in this context are the browser-based
game Dying in Darfur (MTV Games, 2006) and a game for PlayStation 2,
Shadow of the Colossus (Team Ico, 2005).

Dying in Darfur is interesting in how it sets up eliciting conditions for
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empathy and tries to persuade its players to become more aware of the
humanitarian crisis in question, and take “outside-of-the-game” actions
toward bringing hope to the situation in Sudan. Such feelings of empathy,
and the suffering associated with it, are sought by persuading the player to
identify with “Goals-of-Darfurian refugees.” This kind of design premise,
in which the goal is to get players to identify with Fortunes-of-Darfurians
can also be seen to set up conditions for intellectual and altruistic pleasures
(which Kubovy does not address in particular).

In Shadow of the Colossus, the player has the task of slaying giant colossi
in order to bring back a loved one from the dead. In the process, the hero
starts an inevitable deterioration towards turning into a monster him-
self. The play experience is heavily based on the sense of spectacle with its
epic theme and sense of scale, yet the game design forces the player to
destroy that which provides the play experience of spectacle and struggle.
Consequently, a sense of loss and inevitability are the key moods. The
aesthetics of the game intensify this, as the completion of higher-order
goals—such as slaying the colossi—are communicated with tragic over-
tones instead of celebratory fanfares.

Overall, the applicability of the term “suffering” can be questioned in
the context of games. As the above examples illustrate, games have their
particular means of eliciting feelings of anxiety and guilt, and therefore
“Anxiety” might be a more suitable term to characterize such pleasures
from playing games. This terminological issue is partly due to the pleasures
games privilege at present, yet as the serious games movement gains
momentum, the pleasures of suffering might become more prominent in
the overall emotional spectrum of gameplay emotions.

Methods and Vocabulary for Understanding Play Experiences
This essay has tried to illustrate that when theories of emotion are adapted
for practices of game study, scholars and students of game design can
shift the focus to the exploration of any type of emotion, including those
that are associated only with a minority of video games at present.
Emotions related to fortunes of other players or non-player characters
present examples of characteristics which are embraced in the play experi-
ences of games such as Animal Crossing but not broadly across video game
genres.

In addition, the results presented in this essay are pointing to design
techniques which potentially could be used to explore and design more
diverse player experiences. They provide examples of how feeling is
embodied into an aesthetic work,17 which, from an emotional perspective,
is what creating art and entertainment is largely about. In academic terms,
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they are meant to function as conceptual basis for identifying such differ-
ences with a specific methodology, and to build vocabularies and con-
ceptual toolboxes for emotion-centered game studies and design practices.
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CHAPTER 6
In the Frame of the Magic Cycle

The Circle(s) of Gameplay

DOMIN IC  ARSENAULT
BERNARD  PERRON

More than Smoke and Mirrors
The simplest way to conceptualize the gaming activity is to see the game
and the gamer as two separate entities meeting at a junction point, which is
commonly referred to as “gameplay”. In popular game culture, this all-
inclusive term seems to belong more to the realm of magic than to the one
of science. People will usually say that the gameplay of a particular game is
what makes it “fun” without precisely detailing what it entails. But as we
know, insofar as the notion of gameplay cannot be ignored, its nature is
being scrutinized both in video game studies and professional game devel-
opment communities. Like Daniel Cook states in “The Chemistry of Game
Design”, it is necessary to move “beyond alchemy” and to “embrace the
scientific process and start [to] build a science of game design”.1 Indeed,
we have reached a point where it is possible and necessary to break the
spell of gameplay in order to understand this elusive phenomenon, and to
use proper terms and models to study it.

At the onset, one of the first misconceptions of gameplay which needs
to be addressed springs out when one does not make a distinction between
the process of playing a game and the game system itself. This is exactly the
case with Lev Manovich’s discussion of the notion of algorithm. In The
Language of New Media, Manovich writes:



The similarity between the actions expected from the player and computer
algorithms is too uncanny to be dismissed. While computer games do not
follow database logic, they appear to be ruled by another logic—that of an
algorithm. They demand that a player executes an algorithm in order to win.

An algorithm is the key to the game experience in a different sense as well.
As the player proceeds through the game, she gradually discovers the rules that
operate in the universe constructed by this game. She learns its hidden logic, in
short, its algorithm. Therefore, in games in which the game play departs from
following an algorithm, the player is still engaged with an algorithm, albeit in
another way: She is discovering the algorithm of the game itself. I mean this
both metaphorically and literally . . .2

The word “algorithm” is used here to refer to two different things: the
actions the gamer must perform to solve a problem, and the set of com-
puter procedures controlling the representation, responses, rules, and ran-
domness of a game.3 Uncanny connection or not, these things are not the
same. And the literal meaning is as wrong as the metaphor remains in the
end faulty. Clearly, Manovich does not seem to grasp the subtle difference
between his own conception and the one he quotes from Will Wright:
“Playing the game is a continuous loop between the user (viewing the
outcomes and inputting decisions) and the computer (calculating out-
comes and displaying them back to the user). The user is trying to build a
mental model of the computer model” (Manovich, 223). When, to take
Manovich’s example, the gamer finds out that an enemy in Quake
(Id Software, 1996) will always appear from the left, he still only witnesses
the repetitive result of the computer’s response to his action. He does
not, per se, discover the game’s algorithm which remains encoded, hidden
and multifaceted (from the graphics, which deal with the appearance of
the enemy, to the artificial intelligence, which manages this enemy’s
actions). His mental model will never represent the gameplay as a com-
puter set of instructions or calculated formulae (the enemy’s movement
from left to right is not thought of by the gamer as “Enemy1.PositionX =
PositionX+1”). Therefore, the notion that a gamer’s experience and a
computer program directly overlap is a mistake. Gameplay should not be
considered as “gamer’s input + computer algorithm = outcome”. The pat-
terns of gameplay are much more complex than that. On this matter,
Jesper Juul makes a significant clarification:

It is important to understand that the gameplay is not the rules themselves, the
game tree, or the game’s fiction, but the way the game is actually played. . . .
Where does gameplay come from? I believe that gameplay is not a mirror of
the rules of the game, but a consequence of the game rules and the dispositions
of the game player.4
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While it is certainly more than smoke and mirrors, gameplay is not just a
perfect mirror of the algorithm either. To better define gameplay, we need
to consider it as something on its own.

Another common misconception about gameplay comes from the
widespread use of the metaphor of space to describe the junction point
between the gamer and a game. This is probably one of the main reasons
why Huizinga’s concept of “the magic circle” is now being questioned. For
instance, Daniel Pargman and Peter Jakobsson underline in “The Magic is
Gone: a Critical Examination of the Gaming Situation”5 that there is not
a strong boundary anymore between games and ordinary life in our digital
world, and that games play many different roles and fill many other func-
tions than those related to “fun”, “specialness”, and “other-worldliness”.5

While those observations may be true, taking Huizinga’s wording at face
value and trying to reduce the gaming situation to extraordinary and
spatial considerations carried in “magic” and “circle” is still a blunder that
should be avoided.

For one thing, a game does not depend on the playground in which
gamers find themselves. As Mia Consalvo puts it:

While it may be helpful to consider that there is an invisible boundary marking
game space from normal space, that line has already been breached, if it was
ever there to start with. My point is not to contend that such boundaries are
necessary (or unnecessary) but instead to point to the most important bound-
ary marker for games: their rules. Rules keep a game distinct from other games
as well as other parts of life.6

With or without physical boundaries, self-contained or open activity,
routinized practice or ritualized events, playing a game always requires
the understanding and voluntary adoption of certain behaviors enforced
through the game’s rules. We cannot play without taking on, at a certain
degree, a lusory7 or ludic attitude. This, in Gadamer’s terms, “determines
exactly why playing is always a playing of something. Every game presents
the man who plays it with a task. He cannot enjoy the freedom of playing
himself out except by transforming the aims of his behavior into mere
tasks of the game” (in French, the translation refers to a behavior trans-
formed into a “pure ludic task”).8 We cannot play if we are not conscious
of playing. When all is said and done, Salen and Zimmerman’s suggestion
that “[t]he idea of a cognitive frame closely mirrors the concept of the
magic circle”9 should be taken the other way around. In fact, it is the magic
circle that reflects the concept of cognitive frame.

The authors of Rules of Play resort pertinently to Gregory Bateson’s
theory of play (and fantasy). Observing play activities among animals and
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human beings as well, Bateson notices that “this phenomenon, play, could
only occur if the participant organisms were capable of some degree of
metacommunication, that is of exchanging signals which would carry the
message ‘This is play’. (. . .) Expanded, the statement ‘This is play’ looks
something like this: ‘These actions in which we now engage do not denote
what those actions for which they stand would denote’.”10 Like Pargman
and Jakobsson’s interviewed informants, a gamer can go in the most
ordinary way from his PC to his console (left on all the time), and still
understand that he plays here, and not there. Picking up a game controller
or even logging into his America’s Army (US Army, 2002) account will
signal him that he is not using his PC “to work” or to interact with
“the real world”.11 Failure to do so would be a huge problem and would
probably necessitate therapy. Moreover, for Bateson,

“[t]he resemblance between the process of therapy and the phenomenon of
play is, in fact, profound. Both occur within a delimited psychological frame, a
spatial and temporal bounding of a set of interactive messages. In both play
and therapy, the messages have a special and peculiar relationship to a more
concrete or basic reality.” (Bateson, 191)

If, among his two examples, Bateson takes the physical analogy of the
picture frame to explain his concept of psychological frame,12 he under-
scores the fact that the “psychological concept which [he is] trying
to define is neither physical nor logical. Rather, the actual physical frame is
. . . added by human beings to physical pictures because these human
beings operate more easily in a universe in which some of their psycho-
logical characteristics are externalized” (Bateson, 187). In that sense, the
image of the magic circle externalizes the cognitive processes implied by
the act of entering a game.

A psychological frame delimits a set of messages or meaningful actions.
We act differently or follow different rules according to the framing of a
situation or an activity. Since human beings are switching frames “all the
time and it can literally be done at the blink of an eye” (Pargman and
Jakobsson, 20), there might be, following Pargman and Jakobsson, nothing
“magical” about playing a game nowadays.13 No doubt we all wish at one
point in our lives to be able to see games (and many more things) once
again through a child’s eyes. It seemed, in those days, that playing games
had mysterious and supernatural qualities (especially when these games
had been delivered by Santa Claus under the Christmas tree). But if, as we
grow up and as our experience of gaming changes, games do not spellbind
us anymore, it does not mean that there is not something captivating or
enchanting about them any longer. On the contrary. To quote Salen and
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Zimmerman (2004, 95) “there is in fact something genuinely magical that
happens when a game begins.” Pieces on a board become kings, queens,
rooks, bishops, knights, and pawns; they have to be moved in specific ways;
and they necessitate the development of strategies. It might be yet another
first-person shooter with the same default controls and narrative premises,
but a gamer is still getting a certain anxiety in a digital universe he has to
explore and where he will face hordes of enemies in real-time with an
arsenal at hand. Just as there is probably nothing “magical” per se about
reading a book, it is still fascinating to find ourselves totally absorbed in
one. While a well-informed cinephile can focus on details an ordinary
viewer would not see, it does not prevent him from being caught up in the
action of a movie or from experiencing a wizardly special effect.14 To
anyone who loves games, there is always something exciting about gaming.
It can certainly happen that the “game magic” is not there, but again,
the image of the magic circle externalizes the fact that we see and behave
in games differently than in our ordinary-life psychological frame. This
is what Huizinga was trying to say: “All [play-grounds] are temporary
worlds within the ordinary world, dedicated to the performance of an act
apart.”15

Getting into the Magic Cycle
While everyone seems interested in “breaking the magic circle”16 because
the concept appears to be questionable, there is at least one point on which
everyone agrees: playing a video game is always a continuous loop between
the gamer’s input and the game’s output. Call it interactivity or ergodicity
(or anything else)—is that not what is unique about video games? And
is this not where the magic comes from? We should not forget that
the temporal dimension of gameplay prevails on its spatial characteriza-
tion. Therefore, the figure of the circle should make us think about an
ongoing process more than an enclosed space. It is much more relevant to
conceptualize the cognitive frame of gameplay as a cycle: the magic cycle.

As Perron has already noted,17 the notion of circularity in video games
is a classic way to explain gameplay. From game designers to video
game scholars, everyone is referring to some kind of cycle. For instance,
game designers Ernest Adams and Andrew Rollings have highlighted
in their book Fundamentals of Game Design (2007) the importance of
positive feedback loops. “The core mechanics often reward achievements
with assets that the player can convert into power in order to make further
achievements easier.”18 We can exemplify this with The Elder Scrolls IV:
Oblivion (Bethesda Game Studios, 2006), in which the player can explore
the world to find alchemical ingredients and use them to create potions
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that in turn make it easier to explore the world, and so on. The well-known
theorist and practitioner, Chris Crawford, goes beyond specific examples
and integrates the cycle into his very definition of interactivity: “a cyclical
process in which two actors alternately listen, think, and speak to each
other”.19 In his aforementioned Gamasutra article “The chemistry of game
design”, Daniel Cook breaks down this high-level conception by “remix-
ing” the “basic ingredients” of gameplay put forth by other game designers
into a “self-contained atomic feedback loop called a skill atom”. In his
view, gameplay is a four-part loop between player input (Action); algo-
rithm processing (Simulation); the game engine’s output (Feedback); and
the player’s comprehension of his action (Modeling). Another Gamasutra
chemist, Tom Heaton, has also presented “A circular model of gameplay”,
in which the gamer input and the game output reciprocally influence each
other and are given equal importance.20

Based on Heaton’s model and echoing Cook’s declaration that “to
accurately describe games, we need a working psychological model of
the player,” Perron has developed a first version of a “heuristic circle of
gameplay” (see Figure 6.1).

While playing a video game, the gamer has to “go in circles around the
questions” (as in faire le tour de la question in French21) “or the challenges
he faces.”22 At first, right after the game’s output, he must analyze the
information available to him (while keeping in mind as well the potential
future states of the game) through his perceptual and cognitive activity,
which relies on the bottom-up (data-driven) and top-down (concept-
driven) processes. If the unfolding of the action is new and it is difficult to
predict what will come next, the gamer will rely more on images, sounds
and/or force-feedback in trying to make sense of such a situation. The
bottom-up process will be dominant. But if the beginning of the action
matches a general knowledge schema (context) or a generic schema
(learned from past experience of other texts—co-texts), the top-down pro-
cess takes the lead and the gamer will look for a confirmation of his
expectations. Both processes direct the choice the gamer will make. For
instance, seeing a lifeless body lying on the ground in a survival horror
game always suggests that it can rise from the dead. A gamer then knows
he has to walk around it carefully. However, the gamer cannot rely only on
his analytical skills in order to progress in a video game. He needs
embodied, sensorimotor skills as well, and as much. Without the right
input or excellent implementation, the gamer will not be able to succeed in
the game’s challenging tasks or objectives. It is one thing to know a zombie
can jump on your avatar, and another to successfully move out of the way
and shoot it to survive. It is by constantly affecting the game, modifying
reactions, and directing actions, that a gamer can say he is playing a game.
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As Perron has stated, a video game is a thought- and action-triggering
engine.

Although such a conception is well-suited to explain the ins and outs of
gameplay, it is far from being fully developed. Indeed, the most obvious
flaw of representing gameplay with a single circle is that the temporal
progression—the evolution of the gamer’s relationship with the game—is
left aside. To be true to the gameplay experience, the best way to illustrate it
is through spirals (see Figure 6.2).23

Our model of gameplay features three interconnected spirals which
represent the cycles the gamer will have to go through in order to answer
gameplay, narrative, and interpretative questions.

The first one, and the largest, depicts the actual gameplay—the most
important feature of video games. The spiral expands with an ever larger
circumference to represent the fact that video games seldom have a unique,
fixed, and unchanging gameplay. Usually, new features, power-ups, and
situations are introduced progressively to the gamer. This constitutes, in a

Figure 6.1 Perron’s heuristic circle of Gameplay.
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simple way, the “rising challenge” of the progression structure that is so
common among video games.24 Even in games of emergence, such as The
Sims (Maxis, 2000) or Civilization (MicroProse, 1991), the gamer at first
only has a few parameters and resources to manage, but eventually goes
beyond the simple menial tasks and single-city micromanagement to
romantic relationships and a whole kingdom or empire to run. It is not the
game itself that is expanding—the game’s data and algorithms are a finite
product on a CD-ROM or cartridge25—but only its gameplay. In the words
of Katie Salen and Eric Zimmerman (66–67), it is the game’s space of
possibility that expands, and not its design.

The second spiral, contained within the gameplay, marks the narrative
events that unfold through the game. While there exist abstract or non-
narrative video games—Tetris (Alexey Pajitnov, 1985) and sports games
come first to mind—most games rely on some kind of narrative, ranging
from a basic framing narrative (Tetris Worlds, Blue Planet Software, 2001)
to a rich and complex plot (Star Wars: Knights of the Old Republic, BioWare,
2003). Playing the game and moving on through the gameplay spiral
causes a similar heuristic progression on the narrative level. The gamer
slowly grasps what is going on. The more he knows about the characters,
their motivations and their aims, the more he is in a position to evaluate

Figure 6.2 The spirals of the Magic Cycle.
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and guess the possible outcomes of the story. This follows the same prin-
ciples as reading a book or even watching a film in a theatre where the
viewer cannot go back in time. In Bertrand Gervais’ terms, we would refer
to a reading-in-progression.

The progression is, by definition, the basic economy of the reading act. To read
is to progress through a text, to reach its end. . . . [T]he explicit goal is not so
much to understand everything . . . but to progress onward, to become
acquainted with the text. When one reads a novel, the plot can often bring us to
want to seek the rest of the narrative. In a certain way, there is “suspense”, an
expectation that pushes us to go further, to the detriment of a greater precision
in our understanding of the events.26

In similar fashion, a gamer will usually not interrupt his game every so
often to think in depth about all the ramifications of the story’s events, but
will simply follow the narrative.

The third spiral represents the hermeneutic circle (or hermeneutic
spiral as it also came to be theorized27). The circularity between the whole
and the parts brings here the question of interpretation and deals with
different meanings. To quote David Bordwell: “comprehension is con-
cerned with apparent, manifest, or direct meanings, while interpretation is
concerned with revealing hidden, nonobvious meanings.”28 Taking a fam-
ous example, it is possible to play Tetris without interpreting the game as
“a perfect enactment of the overtasked lives of Americans in the 1990s—of
the constant bombardment of tasks that demand our attention and that we
must somehow fit into our overcrowded schedules and clear off our desks
in order to make room for the next onslaught.”29 It is also possible to play
Super Mario Bros. (Nintendo, 1985) just for fun and not see there a meta-
phor for being high on drugs, or of overcoming the hurdles of modern
life with its instant consumerism mentality. However, interpretation is
always a possibility for the gamer who is making meaning while play-
ing a game and, in some cases, long after the end of it. Of course, one
can also talk about a game without having played it and “project her
favourite content on it”. The hermeneutic spiral can then be separated
from our system of embedding. But this kind of “interpretative violence”30

remains an unproductive method questioned by most interpretative
communities.

We must make it clear that if this third spiral is at the center of the
magic cycle, it is not because it is the core of the gaming experience, but
because it is far from being an obligatory process—and the same thing can
be said about the second spiral, the heuristic circle of narrative. The spirals’
relationship to each other is one of inclusion: the gameplay leads to the
unfolding of the narrative, and together the gameplay and the narrative
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can make possible some sort of interpretation. Following this process,
we can easily understand that a game, in its purest and most formal incar-
nation, could feature only one spiral. However rich and complex the narra-
tive or subtext of a game can be, and however limited its gameplay, there
will always be a heuristic spiral of gameplay. Even the so-called interactive
movies such as Dragon’s Lair (Cinematronics, 1983), Night Trap (Digital
Pictures, 1992) and Phatasmagoria (Sierra, 1995) had a minimal gameplay
requiring some sort of rudimentary performance. Those games also make
us aware that the size of the spirals depends on the importance given to
each of those aspects by both the game’s design and the gamer’s individual
preferences. For instance, looking at Nintendo’s Super Mario franchise
from Super Mario Bros. to Super Mario Galaxy (2007) would consistently
show a large heuristic spiral of gameplay and both a small heuristic spiral
of narrative (the “plot” is always a variation on the same theme, with
Bowser always trying one more evil scheme to rule the world and get the
princess), and a small hermeneutic spiral (as we have described earlier).
On the other hand, even though the gameplay is still very rich in The Elder
Scrolls IV: Oblivion, the game’s design, with its many side quests and
detailed universe (with hundreds of in-game books), makes it possible for
a gamer to get into a narrative spiral just as large as the gameplay. It
all depends as much on his past experiences as on the one he wishes
to have.

Since playing a game is a process that takes place over time and which
relies on acquired knowledge and skills, it is important to stress that the
gamer’s experience with a game starts before the gameplay proper. The
horizontal line on our figure marks the game’s primordial speech, to con-
tinue with Crawford’s metaphor of a conversation: it is the first manifest-
ation of the game. This often takes the form of an introductory cut-scene
whose main function is to regulate, modulate, take in charge, or shape the
gamer’s horizon of expectations. As we know, Jauss has introduced this
concept to explain the reception of a text, which cannot be separated from
its historical context: “The new text evokes for the reader (listener) the
horizon of expectations and rules familiar from earlier texts, which are
then varied, corrected, altered, or even just reproduced.”31 The horizon
of expectations explains why there are inverted spirals below the line
representing the game’s opening.

By reading the description on the box or some reviews beforehand, the
gamer comes to know what kind of content to expect, and to identify the
particular genre(s) it will fall under according to what the game is about in
terms of gameplay and narrative. Since the cover of Gears of War (Epic
Games, 2006) shows a massive soldier holding an oversized gun with a
chainsaw, and that the narrative is about saving humanity from extinction
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and waging war against a horde of monstrous aliens, it is not difficult to
imagine the sort of actions the gamer will be undertaking. The more a
gamer comes to a game with some idea of what is to be found inside, the
more the gamer’s horizon narrows. This means the gamer does not enter
the cycle at the tip of the spirals, but well before that. One cannot be
considered a complete newbie for long: as is the case with films,32 an
exposure to even a small number of games gives one a head start when
getting into a new title by concretely shaping otherwise diffuse expectations.
When a game answers to these expectations, the gamer can rely on prior
analytical and implementation skills to jump ahead (by skipping the
tutorial for example) and immediately tackle some higher patterns of
gameplay. In our model, this is expressed with the dotted lines at the
base of the spirals, which correspond to what one could call a launch
window. A gamer can enter at any point along the lines depending on his
past experience.

It makes little difference that Gears of War is a third- instead of a first-
person shooter, since it uses the same control scheme as other games of
this genre. The gamer can easily start to shoot and flank enemies using
aiming, strafing, and tactical expertise acquired through other previously
played similar games. However, this is not the case with the game’s unique
“active reload” system, which requires some initial trial and error to use. It
goes without saying that mastering new game mechanics is a learning
process leading to better analytical and implementation skills. This process
can be somewhat circumvented by the use of walkthroughs or cheat codes.
Consulting a walkthrough is essentially tapping into another (more
advanced) gamer’s analytical skills. It has an effect on the gameplay
level, but the implementation still rests squarely on the gamer’s shoulders.
Conversely, using a cheat code usually has a direct effect on the game
by modifying its rules or properties, and allows the gamer to continue
progressing through the game without having mastered the necessary
implementation skills for doing so legitimately.

Going Through the Cycles
Heaton has divided gameplay into “units of interaction”, with the basic
structure being “analysis, decision, implementation and change in game
state”. This gamer-centric formulation of the gameplay process is well-
founded, except for the commonly held assumption it is implicitly based
on: that playing a video game is interactive in the sense that a gamer can
act, and the game can react to this input. But we would argue that a video
game is rather a chain of reactions. The player does not act so much as he
reacts to what the game presents to him, and similarly, the game reacts to
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his input. If the player stumbles upon a blocked door, he can react by
looking around, with the game reacting to the manipulation of the joystick
by panning the virtual camera around; if he sees a crowbar on the floor, he
can again react by picking it up and smashing the door. The entire game
system and the events have been programmed and are fixed, and the
designer has tried to predict the gamer’s reactions to these events and
develop the game (in part through artificial intelligence programming) to
react in turn to some of the gamer’s reactions. While we are not arguing
here for a change of terminology, this temporal divide between the author-
ial figure and the gamer would place the video game more along the way of
inter(re)activity than interactivity. Consequently, our model could be said
to be as much gameplay-centric as gamer-centric.

In Heaton and Perron’s model, it is no coincidence that “analysis” is
listed first. If, following Chris Crawford’s previously mentioned definition,
interactivity can be seen as a “conversation”, this means that the game
always gets the first turn to “speak” (its primordial speech), and that is why
our heuristic spiral of gameplay begins (with the star on the right) in the
game rather than in the gamer. The minimal unit of interaction we can
conceive is represented as a single loop (see Figure 6.3):

The single loop is a four-step process:

1. From the game’s database, the game’s algorithm draws the 3-D
objects and textures, and plays animations, sound files, and finds
everything else that it needs to represent the game state.

2. The game outputs these to the screen, speakers, or other periph-
erals. The gamer uses his perceptual skills (bottom-up) to see,
hear and/or feel what is happening.

3. The gamer analyzes the data at hand through his broader anterior
knowledge (in top-down fashion) of narrative conventions, gen-
eric competence,33 gaming repertoire,34 etc. to make a decision.

Figure 6.3 A single loop of gameplay.
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4. The gamer uses his implementation skills (such as hand-eye
coordination) to react to the game event, and the game recognizes
this input and factors it into the change of the game state.

This looping motion is repeated countless numbers of times to make up
the magic cycle. Although the nature of each loop remains the same, as
noted earlier, progressing through a game entails a progressive subsuming
of individual events under greater patterns of gameplay on the part of the
gamer. To focus attention on higher-level issues, the gamer needs to
become skillful. But beforehand, the gamer needs to perform basic actions.
In Daniel Cook’s terms, these are “skill atoms.” Cook gives as an example
the need to press a button in Super Mario Bros. 35 Indeed, the first things
a gamer needs to gain knowledge of are the consequences of pressing the
buttons and to learn to press the right one for the right action. This also
requires an understanding of the game interface (which is crucial in com-
plex games). When one begins to play a game without any knowledge or
skill, the gamer starts at the bottom of the spiral where the first loop is very
small. For instance, in the first few minutes of playing Super Mario Bros. on
the NES, the gamer will generally learn to walk by pressing the right arrow,
learn to jump by pressing the A button, then learn to run by holding the B
button. At the most elementary level, the gamer will have gone through
three cycles, expanding those actions each time, as depicted in Figure 6.4.

Each new situation and enemy will have to be circled around individu-
ally before the gamer can attempt to overcome the challenges they create.
After a couple of levels however, the gamer will have mentally organized
the multiple encounters with Goombas, pipes, pits, and fire flowers as a
variety of game patterns. The gamer might even, while playing New Super

Figure 6.4 The progression through the cycles of gameplay.
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Mario Bros. (2006) on the Nintendo DS, learn that the coins are placed
along suggested trajectories that, if followed, will get the gamer safely
through the levels’ hazards. Through the heuristic spirals of gameplay and
narrative, the gamer, after reaching the second or third castle, will expect
the level to end with a boss battle. But this knowledge is not sufficient: the
gamer still has to win.

In a video game, both analytical and implementation skills are needed.
To succeed in an action or to avoid punishment, one must execute a series
of movements relying on a good handling of the controller. For instance,
Super Mario Bros. often requires the plump plumber to run while jumping
to make it over a long pit. To effectively do this, the gamer must position
a thumb over the B button and hold it down to run, pressing the A button
when needed with the thumb’s phalanx bone. This handling is not
immediately obvious.36 The Nintendo Wii perhaps brought these con-
siderations back to a world that had seen a certain standardization of
controllers. When playing Marvel: Ultimate Alliance (Activision, 2006) on
the Wii without reading the game manual beforehand, a long-time hard-
core gamer may wonder why the in-game virtual camera keeps spinning
around his character in an annoying circular fashion. In our case, it took
one whole hour of play to realize that the camera’s movements were con-
trolled by the internal accelerometer of our nunchuks, the motions of
which we were not really paying attention to.37 Our gameplay spiral
widened through our game sessions as we learned that while battling Dr.
Doom’s minions, we could hold the A button to make a more powerful
attack than just shaking the Wii Remote. Due to our repertoire of actions
(established throughout the other similar games we played before), we
surmised that there was a good probability that Marvel: Ultimate Alliance
could feature a double jump. We tried pressing the jump button again in
mid-air and discovered that for some characters such as Thor, this caused
them to fly. This opened up a number of new strategic possibilities for
both combat and exploration in the game world.

Our experience with Marvel: Ultimate Alliance allows us to expose the
whole functioning of the magic cycle. We chose this game because it was
one of the first Wii titles, thinking it would make an interesting use of the
console’s unique control scheme, but even with a tutorial focused on the
special Wii moves (shaking, tilting, thrusting, etc.), we quickly found out
that was not the case (we could still get around by simply pressing but-
tons). Also, we had no preliminary assumptions about it. Our narrative
horizon of expectations was shaped by our basic knowledge of some of the
Marvel superheroes and the age-old battle between Good and Evil. We had
no precise idea about the game’s type of gameplay beforehand, but in the
first few minutes, the camera’s perspective, the game’s interface, and the
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general movements and actions of our avatars was very reminiscent of
both Gauntlet Legends (Atari, 1998) and Dungeons & Dragons: Heroes
(Atari, 2003), which one of us had played previously. In this regard, our
expectations were somewhat fulfilled. This was also the case with the
game’s narrative, although our very limited knowledge of the more
obscure characters featured in the game prevented us from truly enjoying
many of the game’s subtle nuances (we ended up playing exclusively with
Thor, Wolverine, Spider-Man—three of the four first heroes available,
Captain America being the other—and Elektra, instead of cycling through
the likes of Deadpool, Moon Knight, or Luke Cage). We knew we would
eventually thwart Dr. Doom’s plans and defeat him, and the game made
good on these promises, but with very little suspense throughout the
twenty-something hours it took for us to complete it, limiting the span of
our heuristic spiral of narrative. There seemed at one point to be a possibil-
ity for an interesting sub-plot to develop with Black Widow. We were
rapidly able to see through her treacheries, but since we did not gain access
to all the sub-quests related to her actions, this sub-plot fell short and did
not increase our narrative immersion. Finally, our hermeneutic spiral was
not very wide. We did not really care about all the potential interpretations
we could make besides the classic metaphor of the foreign, evil dictator
wishing to rule the world, and the union of all mankind under the super-
vision of America to maintain freedom. Nor did we think about either
female empowerment or gay issues, themes which the cast of superheroes
could have alluded to.

“Ceci n’est pas un algorithme de jeu” (This is not a game algorithm)
Our model being gameplay- and gamer-centric, makes us realize a very
important aspect of gaming, one that ties in with Jesper Juul’s thoughts on
rules:

Rules: While video games are just as rule-based as other games, they modify the
classic game model in that it is now the computer that upholds the rules. This
gives video games much flexibility, allowing for rules more complex than
humans can handle; freeing the player(s) from having to enforce the rules; and
allowing for games where the players do not know the rules from the outset.
(Juul, Half-Real, 53–54)

Regarding video games, it is crucial to remember, as we said at the begin-
ning of this essay, that the gamer never has direct access to the game’s
algorithm under the surface, and that the work of comprehension is based
on hypotheses in a heuristic fashion. Therefore it would be somewhat
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misleading to say that the gamer “decrypts” or “cracks” the game’s code.
The gamer’s perceptive and cognitive activities aim to construct a coher-
ent whole out of the various gameplay patterns identified. The gamer
knows that the gameplay is engendered both by his and the game’s
reactions and that, of course, the game keeps track of his (re)actions
through the gameplay. But the gamer does not know exactly all the details
of those interconnections. The player’s activity should rather be under-
stood as a piecing of individual elements taken from the game into a
mental representation of the game’s system, whose accuracy in respect to
the actual game system can vary greatly. It might be a risky analogy, but
like the spectator looking at an image of a pipe with the inscription “Ceci
n’est pas une pipe” (“This is not a pipe”) in Magritte’s painting La trahison
des images (The treachery of images 1928–29), the gamer does not see the
game algorithm itself when he plays, but only a mental image he builds of
it while playing.

A perfect example to illustrate this would be the “drop rate” mechanism
in World of Warcraft (Blizzard, 2004). When a gamer embarks on a quest
to, for example, find the blueprints for the Super Reaper 6000 machine, he
is only told that he should be able to find them on one of the Venture Co.
Operators that can be tracked and killed in a given location. If the gamer
turns to the well-known online World of Warcraft database Thottbot and
looks for the page dedicated to this particular item,38 he will find out that
only 2.1 percent of the gamers who killed an Operator before have found
the Blueprints. However, the discussion below the item’s profile is filled
with comments from some of these gamers, some saying that it took them
thirty kills to get the blueprints, and others only one or two. From their
own experience, the quest item’s drop rate would be as high as 50 percent
or 100 percent, which is clearly not an accurate rate but rather an
exceptional stroke of luck. What is interesting is that even the 2.1 percent
figure, gathered from hundreds of thousands of Warcraft players around
the world, is itself flawed, since a player can only find the blueprints if he is
on the quest to find them, but the Thottbot data is compiled from all kills
regardless of who is on the quest or not. If, as can be seen on the page, 2.1
percent of the Venture Co. Operators dropped the blueprints upon death
and they add up to 1,445, this means that a grand total of 68,809 Venture
Co. Operators died in the bloody process (2.1/100 = 1,445/68,809). But
according to the drop rate to be found on the creatures’ page (instead of on
the item’s page), it would appear that the absolute drop rate for the blue-
prints is rather 13.6 percent. If both of these figures are correct, it means
that of the 9,358 (68,809 × 13.6 percent) times the blueprints dropped,
7,913 gamers were not on the quest, and thus could not pick them up and
corrupt the data. Better yet, the gamer can turn to other database sites and
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receive different numbers: Allakhazam and Wowhead39 report a drop rate
of 11.75 percent and 15 percent, respectively. And all of these calculations
are made with the assumption that Blizzard did not change the item’s drop
rate in one of the game’s many patches (as they often do). World of
Warcraft clearly shows that even with a multitude of resources focused on
decrypting its algorithms, one can never be a hundred percent sure he has
cracked the game’s code. The gamer is always left to his own devices, that
is, his own mental image of the game.

Such a complex example urges us to develop even further our model of
the magic cycle (see Figure 6.5).

Since the gamer does not have access to the game itself, his perspective is
limited to what he can do, what the game throws at him, and his mental
image of the game’s system. This is noted as Game′ in our figure, with the
apostrophe following the usual algebraic notation of “image” (prime).
This image of the game is the gamer’s understanding of the game system.
It widens as the gamer progresses through the game and maps more of the
game’s space of possibility.40 The Game′ does not only extend upwards
(for the duration of the game), but also sideways, mirroring the gamer’s
ever-expanding understanding. As the gamer progresses through the game,

Figure 6.5 The Magic Cycle.
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he incorporates more and more of the game’s elements into the Game′
and uses this knowledge to apprehend the forthcoming events and have a
better view of what he can do. But still, the boundaries between the Game′
and the game itself are blurred. The gamer only sees the game through his
own view. In fact, as opposed to what our Figures 6.3 and 6.4 might have
suggested, we have to realize that it is from outside the magic cycle that the
game’s algorithm draws its information (see Figure 6.6):

The activity of playing a game can then be understood as a symbiosis
between the gamer (with all his background, expectations, preferences,
knowledge, and skills), the gameplay (with all the spectrum of possible
actions and reactions) and the Game′ (with all its varying shades of
understanding). The experience of a game is a gradual shift from pre-
dominantly bottom-up processes, where individual elements are analyzed
before reacting, to top-down processes, where a mental image of the game
system guides the gamer’s reactions and expectations.41 This echoes the
conclusion Jesper Juul reaches in his essay dealing with abstraction in game
design: “Actual game playing is about building and modifying one’s
understanding over time. There is a first and a final impression of game. A
player picks up a game, explores it, and puts it down.”42 But there are

Figure 6.6 Top view of the Magic Cycle.
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multiple ways for a gamer to go about this. As our model shows a launch
window at the bottom of the spirals to illustrate that a gamer can enter at
any point along the lines depending on his past experience, it also features
the same dotted lines at the top in order to represent an exit window,
pointing out that all gamers do not put down a game with the same level
of understanding (of the gameplay or the narrative), or extensiveness of
interpretation.

The Videoludic Tension
Following Juul’s thoughts, we could make a distinction similar to the one
he presented. As we know, for him, there are two basic gaming challenge
structures: “games of progression that directly set up each consecutive chal-
lenge in a game, and games of emergence that set up challenges indirectly
because the rules of the game interact” (Juul, Half-Real, 46).43 In our
theoretical model centered not on game structures but on the gamer and
gameplay, this division refers to the inevitable notion of progression (over
time), but points to another essential process required by video games,
which is mastery (over the game mechanics, as minimal as it can be).

A gamer’s relation to the gameplay mirrors a reader’s relation to the
narrative we have evoked with Gervais earlier:

To read is to progress and to understand, and the importance granted to one or
the other of these economies depends on the reader’s objectives, of her man-
dates. The reading differences (or reading mandates) therefore depend on the
preponderance of one or the other of these economies: to better understand or
to progress further onward. (Gervais, 43)

Insofar as it is impossible to clearly separate progression from comprehen-
sion in the act of reading, it is likewise impossible to clearly separate
progression from mastery in the act of playing a video game. Playing a
game can be understood as a continual tension between the two economies of
mastering specific game mechanics—playing-for-mastery—and progress-
ing forward to see the rest of the game’s content—playing-for-progression.

The games associated with the notion of progression generally have
some kind of narrative which institutes the desire to go forward. For
instance, a horror first-person shooter like Condemned: Criminal Origins
(Monolith Productions, 2007) prompts the gamer to lead the investigation
along with Agent Ethan Thomas in order to clear his name and to fight his
own demons. But at the end of each chapter, a “Mission Stats” screen offers
the gamer a rundown of his performance during the mission and gives
him two possibilities: Restart the chapter (button Y on the Xbox 360) or
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Continue (button A). Such an option, which is somewhat commonplace,
introduces what we call a “videoludic tension.” The gamer may only want
to “walkthrough” Condemned and go on to the next level, however unsatis-
factory his evaluation might be; he could also choose to restart the mission
in order to find all the “birds”, “metal pieces”, and other hidden Easter
eggs, and increase his “successful hits” and combat accuracy to get the
highest number of Achievement Awards. Of course, choosing to play for
progression requires a minimal amount of mastery (the gamer still needs
to overcome the obstacles)—while playing for mastery similarly necessitates
some progression (new enemies have to be found and fought)—regardless
of a game’s structure belonging more to emergence or progression.

Our Magic Cycle allows us to exemplify different types of gameplaying.
To play for progression is to put emphasis on the vertical axis, resulting in
thinner spirals. This means that once the minimal skills have been mastered,
the gameplay spiral is not widening anymore but stays the same until the
end of the gamer’s experience (which usually coincides with the moment
the end of the narrative spiral is reached). This is done at the detriment of
a broader understanding of individual elements in the gameplay or the
plot, which is the horizontal axis. When someone plays a game again on a
higher difficulty level, or plays a progressively-structured game, such as
Gears of War in competitive multiplayer mode (“deathmatch” mode), the
goal is to widen the gameplay spiral through a better mastery of the game-
play patterns. A gamer can also re-play a game to widen his narrative and
hermeneutic spiral, to see all the ramifications and meanings of the plot. In
that perspective, playing-for-mastery is trying to widen as much as pos-
sible the last level of the spirals. At this point, the exact task to be accom-
plished depends on how much of a completionist (or a perfectionist) the
gamer is, as it is easy to see by looking at Xbox 360 Gamerscores.44 Some
gamers pick up a game and can never put it down before they have
“beaten” it (and the choice of words here is truly revealing), while for
others the goal is to develop a deep knowledge of the game until they feel
their Game′ is a perfect reflection of the game system. Thus, the term
“mastery” should be taken in a broad sense. In Bartle’s typology,45

achievers, explorers, and killers would all seek mastery over different types
of game content. The quest for the best possible Gamerscore which we
have exemplified here is typical of an achiever’s obsession. An explorer, on
the other hand, would want to see all of the game world’s virtual space, or
could seek mastery over the game system for the sake of “breaking” or
“expanding” it—a type of player defined by Perron as a gameplayer.46 On
the other hand, a killer’s pursuit of mastery is undertaken with the pur-
pose of crushing as many enemies as possible, whether controlled by the
computer or other human gamers.
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Breaking Through
With this essay, we have tried to offer a theoretical foundation of gameplay
that, as we have said to begin with, goes beyond the alchemy or smoke-
and-mirrors approach. We might have reached a point in video game
theory where it is necessary to break the circle, but only to get into the
magic cycle.
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CHAPTER 7
Understanding Digital Playability

SÉBAST IEN  GENVO

In his book Pourquoi la fiction? 1 Jean-Marie Schaeffer notes that the modal-
ities of circulation of digital fictions are much more flexible than the
fictions known as “traditional,” because of the quasi-instantaneity of the
transmission as well as the infinite reproducibility of the transmitted sig-
nals. This has as a consequence an extraordinary multiplication of the
fictional worlds in circulation in a transcultural context. In this perspec-
tive, video games are established as a representative case of the potential of
the new media to connect various cultures at an international level. This
applies for online games as well as for offline games, since the video game
industry is a globalized one. This reflection encourages one to question the
modalities of expression that the video games offer. Indeed, authors such
as Johan Huizinga, Roger Caillois, or Jacques Henriot have raised the fact
that the various forms of play and the representations related to this activ-
ity can vary according to places and times. Consequently, video games raise
the question of communication processes set up on an international scale,
particularly within the field of game design. Indeed, it is through the
design of a video game’s world that players from different cultures will be
encouraged to adopt a ludic attitude, in order to get them involved in its
fictional universe. Therefore, game design concerns what I call “ludic
mediation,” that is, the process of transmitting the will-to-play to some-
one. To understand this process, I will show at first that when someone
plays, he adopts a particular posture of immersion that is a “ludic attitude”
(we will see that this attitude rests on a willingness to operate by certain



rules and restrictions in a metaphorical way). But in order to be able to
adopt this attitude, the structure upon which the actions are performed
must be appropriate to the activity of play: it must contain a certain
amount of “playability.” This is true of the structures of both traditional,
physically-based games as well as digital ones. Nevertheless, we will see that
digital media imply particular modalities of mediation, which do not exist
within traditional games. These different elements raise questions as to
which theoretical tools can be mobilized to describe the structural condi-
tions of ludic mediation set up by a given video game, in order to under-
stand the way it presents a specific playability. To achieve this analysis
successfully, it will be necessary to link a ludologic approach to some useful
elements of narrative semiotics in order to formulate what I call a descrip-
tive approach of playability. The purpose of this link is to take fully into
account specificities of the meaning production process in the case of
digital play. The last part of this essay is an example of analysis of Tetris, a
game which may not appear to have any narrative aspects, yet which is
perfectly suited to the descriptive approach as I define it.

Defining the Ludic Attitude
As we will see, the process of game design can be summarized in a very
simple question: How can I give the will-to-play to the player of the game?
In order to find an answer, it is first necessary to define what exactly is
meant by “play.” First and foremost, playing is a question of attitude.
Indeed, according to Bernard Suits, “the attitude of the game-player must
be an element in game playing because there has to be an explanation of
that curious state of affairs wherein one adopts rules which require one
to employ worse rather than better means for reaching an end.”2 If this
definition seems to be well known, this state of mind rests also on other
characteristics that need to be taken into account if one wants to under-
stand the whole process of ludic mediation. As Jacques Henriot states,
when someone plays, he adopts a state of mind that implies a “meta-
phorical process.”3 The term “metaphorical” is used because playing is
about transposing things of the world to a new order. For example, in
order to play the game, a chess player must act as if the board and the
pawns are more than they really are: pieces of wood or plastic. Chess is not
just a question of “pushing wood,” as the chess enthusiasts say about
players who do not understand anything about the rules of this game. The
player leaves “ordinary reality” aside. According to D. W. Winnicott,4 the
world in which we play is an “intermediate space,” between internal and
external reality. Although the player’s thoughts occur in this intermediate
space, his actions in the world are as real as any other activity. The player is
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present where he plays, but also elsewhere, enlivened by a goal which
carries his acts beyond the present instant and the immediacy of his
actions: “He is this hero, this conqueror, this seducer; at the same time, it is
not him, since he is only himself and that he plays” (Henriot, 260). This
mental state also characterizes any other kind of fictional immersion, a
behavior which Jean-Marie Schaeffer has termed a “bi-planar” behavior:
the player is engrossed in his game although he knows that after all it is
only a game. In the preceding sentence, one can replace the term “game”
with “movie” or “fictional story,” and the term “player” with “spectator”
or “reader.” The player must act as if he was confronted with another
reality. Nevertheless, if fictional immersion is a part of play activity, it is
necessary to note that it is not equivalent to it because playing is also
a particular form of process. For D. W. Winnicott, playing is a process in the
sense that “playing is doing” and that doing is proceeding. This means that
any activity which requires a form of play usually implies a goal. While
there are forms of play without a definitive goal, there is almost always
some kind of objective in the actions undertaken during play. Likewise,
there are forms of play without a final sanction which would put an end to
the activity, from which a result would be drawn (a loser/a winner, the
realization of a performance in a given time, etc.). For Jacques Henriot, as a
metaphorical process, every form of play has a purpose. This purpose
includes the system of rules that the player follows: “The global purposes
include the goal itself and the obligatory conditions of its achievement.
One could imagine the same goal (crossing the garden) and different con-
ditions (running on four legs, etc.): one would be dealing with different
activities of play. The system of rules is therefore itself the object of an
arbitrary choice, since the player invents them (or accepts them) and
decides to submit to them while nothing compels him. Playing always
consists in doing something in a particular way” (Henriot, 227). Therefore,
the purpose that the player follows is arbitrary because he chooses it by his
own free will (he can leave his state of play when he wants because playing
is a free activity). The purpose cannot be imposed upon the player, it is up
to the player to actualize it voluntarily. According to Henriot, to do so, the
player uses a set of actions consciously perceived as aleatory.

One must be careful with this last point because it is needed to under-
stand why—from Jacques Henriot’s point of view—playing is also a
particular form of process. The unpredictable characteristic of play was
frequently questioned, for instance by Roger Caillois: “A sequence known
beforehand, without possibility of error or surprise, driving apparently to
an ineluctable result, is incompatible with the nature of play . . . the course
cannot be determined, nor the result attained beforehand, and some lati-
tude for innovations must be left to the player’s initiative.”5 But it is not
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enough to qualify this activity as uncertain. Many activities, often con-
sidered the opposite of play (like Work), also comprise a character of
uncertainty. But whereas the worker will tend to reduce the field of possi-
bilities to increase the productive efficiency of his actions, the player, even
if he would have calculated the various probabilities which follow every
possible choice, knows that the result of his actions cannot be given in
advance (as Bernard Suits says, the player employs worse rather than better
means for reaching an end). If the activity only consists of a succession of
interactions with only one possible response (apart from leaving the
game), then the player does not have any real choices to make, and the
outcome of the game does not depend on how he plays (in the most
extreme case, the player will feel like he is watching a movie, pulling trig-
gers from time to time in order to watch what is coming next). For
example, this is the case at the beginning of The Nomad Soul (Quantic
Dream, 1999), during the introduction sequence, which is a cinematic.
When the cinematic stops, the player is asked by a game character if he
wants to join him to save his world. The only choice available for the player
is to say “Yes.” The outcome of this decision will of course be the same for
every player: the introduction sequence continues. For this reason, this
sequence is not very playable, the player has just one option. Since playing
is doing, it is essential to add that to play is to make a decision in order to
exercise the possible (the player must feel that his decisions will make a
difference in the game).

As I said earlier, players must adopt a ludic attitude, which means that
the player operates a metaphorical process that voluntarily actualizes a
purpose by the way of a set of actions consciously perceived as aleatory in
order to exercise the possible. But it is important to note that this attitude
cannot be adopted in every situation; some situations do not allow the
people involved in them to play. The impossibility of performing an action
that has a significant repercussion in the sequence of events to be followed
is an example of one of these aspects (as the person will not be able to
experience the possible). “No one will say that an epidemic, a flood consti-
tute in themselves a game. One does not say this out of fear of contradict-
ing public opinion, or to avoid injuring others’ sensibilities, but primarily
because the situations that create such events leaves virtually no room
for the initiative of those who are trapped in it. They have no choice”
(Henriot, 218). While some situations do not allow one to adopt a ludic
attitude, others clearly have an evident potential for play. For children, it is
usually more difficult to play during classtime (because they are not
allowed to), whereas breaks are playful moments. The structure (the sys-
tem of constrains and rules) of both situations are different. It does not
mean that it is impossible to play during the class (of course not . . .). But
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one situation is more playable than the other. All in all, it means that there
are “playable structures.” Numerous playable structures are qualified by
the term “game” in English (whereas in French, we do not make the
distinction between the attitude and the structure by indistinctly using the
word “jeu,” the same term applies to both aspects). But it is often by
convention that some playable situations are qualified as games and others
are not, as the perception of what is ludic depends on the sociocultural
positioning of the player. It is thus important to stress that no playable
structure is ludic in itself and by itself (it is just more or less playable).
Software such as Microsoft Word can be used as a game while Doom (id
Software, 1993) can be used as military training. What makes a situation a
game is when someone adopts a ludic attitude toward the situation in
which he finds himself. The relevance of the structure will depend on a
series of associations which remains linked to the biographical situation of
the actor, his cultural environment and his social conditions. In this way,
designed playable structures draw their “type elements” in the culture to
which they belong in order to be recognized as a game and to promote
the adoption of a ludic attitude. A simulation program such as Flight
Simulator X (Microsoft Game Studios, 2006) could be flight training for a
pilot while at the same time it could be entertainment for the person using
it during his or her free time. However, from a ludic point of view, what
differentiates Microsoft Word from Tetris (Alexey Pajitnov, 1985) is that
the structure of the latter—the set of rules which govern its use—will
have a greater potential of adaptation to ludic activity. Certain character-
istics will favor this attitude during their metaphorical actualization,
while others will discourage the player in his play, bringing him back to
“ordinary reality.”

The Ludic Mediation
These elements of definition encourage one to qualify the work of game
design, which refers to the design of a playable structure. First of all, we can
suggest that a playable structure is a system of rules that is formalized for
someone. But every system of rules is not meant to encourage the adoption
of a ludic attitude. It is necessary to add that this system is designed in
order to achieve a ludic mediation, where the notion of mediation has to
be defined as “a phenomenon which allows one to understand the broad-
casting of linguistic or symbolic forms, in space and time, to produce a
meaning shared within a community,”6 this “meaning” being play activity,
in the case of game design. For this purpose, a system of rules, to be
playable, must proceed from a certain configuration of signs to be coherent
with its object, the ludic attitude. To describe the way in which playable
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structures are designed, is thus to analyze the way in which the com-
ponents of a system of rules are designed to make sense with regard to the
ludic attitude.

Indeed, one method often used to analyze these components involves
the categories formulated by Roger Caillois about the “fundamental” char-
acteristics that a structure can feature to engage someone in a ludic atti-
tude. Let me recall these very well-known categories: agôn, or competition;
alea, or chance; mimicry, which rests on the fact that someone plays to
make believe or to be made to believe that he is other than himself (this
category generally describes the mimetic activity); and ilinx, which is char-
acterized by a kind of giddiness, spasm, fright, or dizziness which destroys
or disrupts reality. I suggest that these four categories are found system-
atically as soon as the player plays a formalized system of rules. Indeed,
when someone plays a “game,” the player must experience the possible
(alea), while trying to accomplish a purpose (agôn) by the way of a meta-
phorical process, which implies that one acts as if the present moment was
different (mimicry) through the disruption of ordinary reality (ilinx). In
this point of view, the ludic aspect of ilinx rests in this feeling of being
apart from ordinary reality (dizziness without this feeling can be the
opposite of play, if it is a symptom of disease, for example). It is also
necessary to underline that competition (agôn) takes place as soon as the
player aims at a result (even if it is not an “endgame” result), because of the
intrinsic uncertainty which governs each process of decision-making
within a ludic framework. Thus, there will be competition to reach a result
projected beforehand, even if it is only between the player and the system.
Of course, certain activities of play do not have an agonistic aspect, when
the action proceeds without aiming at achieving a result, but then they fit
into the category of “informal play,” which is when one plays without
playing to an explicitly formalized system of rules. For instance, when a
little girl plays with her doll, she does not necessarily make a game with her
doll. Even if she unconsciously follows a system of rules which govern her
actions (with given goals), she does not aim at the realization of a result
whose success (or failure) she would evaluate according to previously for-
malized parameters. Within the framework of formal play, when a player
actualizes an explicit playable structure, the four categories described by
Caillois appear.

This does not mean that any playable structure comprises these four
fundamental characteristics, nor even that only one of these categories
would be sufficient to confer a ludic dimension to a system of rules,
because a playable structure becomes truly ludic only when someone has
decided to play with it (the same structure, even if it is playable for one
person, may not be ludic for someone else). As Henriot notes: “Chance is a
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type of structure. Is it enough to induce objectively given forms of play?
That there are games of chance does not prove that chance is ludic in
essence. In a hazardous situation, play appears only from the moment
when somebody decides to engage, assumes a risk, bets on an event whose
complete production he does not control. In itself, chance could not make
play” (Henriot, 110). Such a remark argues in favor of the four categories.
But it is only when they fall into these fundamental categories that elem-
ents in a system of rules will be able to appear adapted to the ludic attitude
and will encourage its adoption. A playable structure can only rely on
one of these categories, or use game mechanisms of different nature (for
example, betting on dice is based on alea, while chess tends to be based
mainly on agôn). These categories can be made more complex if the condi-
tions of production of the meaning of play are described with more detail.
To understand the playability of a structure, is to analyze the way in which
this structure is designed to create meaning with respect to the ludic attitude.

For Gonzalo Frasca, this type of approach would mark a break with the
methods used to analyze “traditional” mass media, because for him, video
games imply “an enormous paradigm shift for our culture because they
represent the first complex simulational media for the masses.”7 According
to this author, this analytical perspective would thus concern a particular
discipline, called ludology, devoted to the comprehension of “structure
and elements [of a game]—particularly its rules—as well as creating typ-
ologies and models for explaining the mechanics of games” (Frasca, 222).
And because of the ontological nature of video games, the narrative
paradigm would be the opposite of the ludologic perspective:

So far, the traditional—and most popular—research approach from both the
industry and the academy has been to consider video games as extensions of
drama and narrative. While this notion has been contested (especially by Espen
Aarseth) and generated a sometimes passionate debate, the narrative paradigm
still prevails. My goal in this essay is to contribute to the discussion by offering
more reasons as to why the storytelling model is not only an inaccurate one but
also how it limits our understanding of the medium and our ability to create
even more compelling games. The central argument I will explore is that,
unlike traditional media, video games are not just based on representation but
on an alternative semiotical structure known as simulation (Frasca, 221–222).

Nevertheless, in the context of a ludological framework, we will see that
some elements of narrative semiotics are useful to fully understand some
specificities of the ludic mediation when it occurs in a context of digital
play. The main point is to understand that these elements are not about
“storytelling” but about modeling a goal-oriented action.
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The Experience of Digital Play
In order to play a traditional game, the player must first peruse the rules
which will govern its action. In this way, the player can have in advance an
idea of the ludic potential of the structure according to its own representa-
tions of play. Then, the player will actualize this system with a ludic atti-
tude if it answers to his ideal types of the activity. On the other hand, in the
case of a digital game, the player does not need necessarily to peruse
beforehand the rules which will govern his actions. He can uncover them
gradually during his progression. For example, even if a player does not
know how to play chess, he can still use a chess program, which will simply
not allow any illegal moves. As Patricia Greenfield states, the most interest-
ing aspect concerning video games considered as a complex system lies in
the fact that it is possible to discover the rules by observation, “tests and
errors” and by a method of hypothesis testing.8 Within this framework, the
player can never be completely sure that he has uncovered all the rules that
structure his actions, this even in the games which may appear the most
“basic.” For example, a website9 dedicated to Pac-Man describes the charac-
ter traits of each ghost and the rules which model their behaviors. For
instance, the red ghost (named Blinky) increases his speed when there are
just twenty dots left, which is a trait that is not explained in advance and
that takes a lot of practice to be discovered. In my opinion, this observation
about digital media regarding the dynamic discovery of the rules greatly
changes the modalities of the ludic mediation. Indeed, during the actual-
ization of the playable structure (the playing of the game), the player will
discover the rules which govern his action and will at the same time judge
the adaptation of this system to his ludic usage (that is to say, the player
will determine if he likes playing the game or not). This characteristic
refers to the concept of gameplay, which is usually employed to qualify
what makes the quality of a video game independently of its technical
features. When the player actualizes a video game, he will at the same time
peruse the way the game system works, through its mechanisms, and will
test its play potential, which is what the term “gameplay” refers to, by
gathering these two aspects in the same concept. Attention is drawn as
much to the structure as to the action itself, requiring a constant balance
between engagement and detachment so that the action can be maintained
and evaluated. The player discovers and transforms jointly the system by
his actions. It is this dynamic which constitutes the gameplay of a given
video game and which will cause the pleasure or displeasure of the player.

Within this framework, if it is indeed necessary to use a “traditional”
ludologic approach to describe the nature of the various elements compos-
ing a game according to a paradigmatic axis (mimicry or agôn, typologies
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of rules, etc.), the importance of the concept of gameplay in video games
encourages one to take into account the diachronic aspect of playable
structure (its syntagmatic axis), which is what the player has to do, so that
the system’s mechanisms are delivered in the action and “come into play.”
As we will see, the addition of particular elements of narrative semiotics
makes it possible to answer this need, by the way of the Canonical Narra-
tive Schema (CNS). This schema was mainly formalized by Joseph Courtés
according to the research of the French semiotician Algirdas Julien Grei-
mas, who developed a formal method of analyzing semiotic productions.10

What interests me in this research is that by “using the canonical narrative
schema, we can describe the logical, temporal, and semantic arrangement
of the elements of an action.”11 By gathering elements of this schema into a
ludological framework, the semiotic model that I propose allows one to
study at the same time the paradigmatic axis and the syntagmatic axis of a
digital playable structure. The purpose of this approach is to make visible
the conditions of production of the meaning implemented by a system of
rules in order to appear to be playable, that is why I call it a descriptive
approach.

The Descriptive Approach of Digital Playability
According to Greimas, a narrative is the realization of a project, in which a
subject goes through a conflict because he desires something. This “some-
thing” is called an object by Greimas and could be a concrete goal (money)
or an abstract one (political power). The narrative also involves a process
of communication, because the object has to be transmitted from a sender
to a receiver. These different roles are called the “actants” of the narrative
(and not actors) because one role can apply to several characters or
entities, and the same character can assume one or more functions. A very
simple schema can summarize the preceding assertions (Figure 7.1).

Greimas and Courtés divide the realization of this project into four
stages (Courtés). In the first step, a contract is passed between a subject
and a sender, in which the sender delivers a quest in an attractive way (the

Figure 7.1 Greimas Actantial Model.
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sender transmits information about a goal to achieve). The subject has to
be encouraged to act. This is why this stage is called a sequence of manipu-
lation. The sender makes the subject take on the project. In the second
stage, the subject reaches the point at which the necessary competencies to
realize the objective have to be acquired (this is the stage of competence),
and in the third, these competencies are used for the realization of a
performance. This canonical narrative schema ends with a stage of sanc-
tion, in which the sender checks to see if the terms of the initial contract
are respected and sanctions the subject positively or negatively. For
example, in a typical fairy tale, a king (the sender) asks to a knight (the
subject) to deliver his daughter from a dragon, and promises him the hand
of the princess (the object) if he succeeds (the knight will have both the
function of the subject and the receiver). The performance here consists in
killing the dragon, which will require the knight to get some magical skills
beforehand.

What interests me in this theory is that the CNS can usually be found in
any video game if one considers this theory as a theory of action in its
diachronic sense. Each goal of a game can be framed by using this four-
stage sequence, depending on the level of complexity required by the
analysis. The player passes through a sequence of manipulation, which
means that the game requires him to solve a problem or to achieve a goal.
The game also checks how the player has done and provides either positive
or negative sanctions. The receiver can be the player (if there is some sort
of social recognition in stake) or a fictional character within the game (in
Tomb Raider (Core Design, 1996) for example, the player is the “subject-
operator” of the action, but finally it is Lara Croft that has all the recogni-
tion, although it is “just a game”). It is, of course, possible to frame the
game’s main goal at a larger scale and to consider that some secondary
objectives depend on the stage of competence regarding the main goal (for
example, if the player must first find a weapon in order to defeat a boss). In
fact, if in a game, the realization of the performance depends on the player
(unlike a movie, where the realization of the action depends on the fic-
tional character), we will see that the stage of competence allows one to
describe the particular gameplay of each game, which structures the ludic
attitude of the player.

Indeed, this schema stresses that the subject, in order to complete the
performance, must have the necessary competencies beforehand, and
must become qualified. During the competence sequence, it is necessary
to acquire four types of “modalities of doing” in order to realize the
performance. These modalities can be classified in pairs. First, there are
the modalities of the potentialization which are the “having-to-do” and
the “willing-to-do” (also translated in English as the “wanting-to-do,” the
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original term being “vouloir-faire”). These modalities are called this because
they propose the performance that the subject must accomplish. The two
other types of competences are the modalities of actualization, that is to
say, the “being-able-to-do” and the “knowing-how-to-do.” They deter-
mine the competence of the subject in order to realize his performance.
The following schema, below, summarizes the different Greimas theory
elements (Figure 7.2).

In video games, the “having-to-do” depends on the structure, which
offers objectives and proposes the performance that the player must
accomplish (for example, in adventure games, in which the game has the
role of a sender), or encourages the player to formulate his own objectives
based on the mechanisms composing the system (the game designer has
decided to let the player be the sender and the subject). For example, in
The Sims (Maxis Software, 2000), the designers let the player choose the
goals he wishes to accomplish, which is an important factor in the way the
game encourages the player to adopt a ludic attitude. It is of course pos-
sible that a purpose established by the designers is not followed or not
immediately discovered, but this aspect concerns, above all, the analysis of
the practices. The actual approach is useful to describe the way in which a
structure was designed to present a given “playability.” Another particular-
ity of play is that the “willing-to-do” only relies on the player and not on a
fictional character (whereas in a film, the spectator has to follow the will
and the decisions of the hero). Indeed, the activity of play is freely adopted
by the player, and cannot be imposed by the playable structure. Whereas in
ordinary reality, tasks can be imposed on a subject by force or by con-
straint, play does not allow this option. The “will-to-do” is the obligatory
condition of any playable situation because it is only when the player
decides to immerse himself in a game that it begins to be a play activity
(when the “willing-to-do” is no longer there, the activity becomes boring
and loses its ludic state). So the game design process can be briefly sum-
marized by this question: how can the player be given the “will-to-play”? If

Figure 7.2 Canonical Narrative Schema.
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the “willing-to-do” depends on the ludic attitude of the player, the “being-
able-to-do” relies on the structure. This is according to the rules of the
game that make an action possible or not. Video games are strewn with
“modal objects” concerned with this modality of doing: for example, if at
the beginning of Doom (id Software, 1993) the space marine has just a
small gun, his progression through the mazes will very quickly be con-
ditioned by the need for increasingly powerful weapons, which will give
him new abilities.

But it is important to remember that if the “ability to do” concerns the
structure, the realization of the action will be controlled by the player. And
to be able to do an action, it is first necessary to know how to do it. The
“knowing-how-to-do” concerns the player, who must know how to control
the software interface in order to act in the fictional world. Today, many
games begin with a didactic sequence (such as a training level) in order to
make sure that the player has acquired the basic procedural knowledge to
handle the software. But this knowledge is not only limited to the control
of the software interface but also applies to the procedures found by the
player to reach the goals suggested by the structure. This “knowing-how-
to-do” depends a lot on the type of game and on the mechanisms which
make up the system. Moreover, because the realization of the performance
rests on the player, the structure must ensure a certain degree of random-
ness. However, all players do not have the same level of procedural knowl-
edge needed for the type of game they play. A lack of experience or skill
may lead the player to repeated failures. And if one cannot have an
“experience of the possible” (the sense that it is possible to lose as well as to
win), one will not be able to adopt a ludic attitude, calling into question
the player’s immersion. Consequently, how can a game designer ensure
a certain degree of uncertainty for each player? The answer to this ques-
tion depends on the nature of each software program. Some games, like
Supreme Commander (Gas Powered Games, 2006) or Enemy Territory:
Quake Wars (Splash Damage, 2007) are intended primarily for an audience
that already has important procedural knowledge (which will be put to the
test during the game), while others are addressed to a larger audience and
need to deliver the necessary knowledge during gameplay (numerous
Nintendo games proceed like this, the latest being Super Mario Galaxy
(2007) and The Legend of Zelda : Phantom Hourglass (2007)). All in all, one
analyzes here which kind of “model player” the structure postulates to be
playable (in the same way that, according to Umberto Eco, a text postulates
a “model reader”12). For example, if video games have different levels of
difficulty, it is precisely to regulate the degree of uncertainty in the action.
Finally, it should be noted that in video games, it is always possible to start
again in order to acquire the necessary knowledge for the performance
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(even in MMORPGs, which themselves cannot be restarted, the player can
still begin again). However, if this training is too long, it is possible that the
player’s “will-to-do” disappears, as the repeated succession of failures gives
the player the impression that success is impossible.

I propose, here, to summarize these ideas within a model which takes
into account the conditions of meaning production set during gameplay
(Figure 7.3).

As this model suggests, it is necessary to analyze the “having-to-do” and
the “being-able-to-do” in the four-stage sequence described earlier, in
order to describe the way in which the structure encourages the player
to adopt a ludic attitude (“willing-to-do”), while taking care of the
knowledge required to realize the performance. The ludologic approach
provides tools adapted to describe the type of ludic mechanisms set up
through the first two poles, so that the structure presents a given play-
ability. I will illustrate this methodology with an analysis of Tetris (1988),
which is often considered to be a game without much narrative content.
Nevertheless, as we will see, the preceding elements of the canonical narra-
tive schema are well adapted to analyze the playability of a game, as long as
they are used as a theory of action. The following case study is not exhaust-
ive, but illustrates the way in which the theoretical ideas presented in this
essay can be applied to a specific game.

Case Study: Tetris
It should first be mentioned that the “having-to-do” of the structure of
Tetris at first seems very restricted, since it is only a question of making
horizontal lines of ten squares out of seven geometrical figures made up of
four squares each (the famous tetraminos), which descend relentlessly. The

Figure 7.3 Semiotic Model of Gameplay.
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“being-able-to-do” is also restricted, as the player can act only on the speed
of the descent of the tetraminos, their horizontal displacement, and their
rotation. This implies reciprocally a very minimal acquisition of
“knowing-how-to-do” to initially handle the system’s mechanisms. In the
1988 arcade version used for this analysis, if the player chooses the begin-
ner level of difficulty, these various elements are initially introduced dur-
ing a short non-interactive didactic sequence (this is the sequence of
manipulation, delivering the “having-to-do”). Nevertheless, the “having-
to-do” becomes more and more complex from the moment the player
starts to play. Indeed, the player must not only make horizontal lines, he
must make a given number of them to be able to pass to the following
“round,” where the number of figures to complete is increasingly more
difficult (one passes from a four-stage sequence to another at each round,
the end of the round having a value of positive sanction). Moreover, in
the arcade version, two players can play simultaneously, with the game
indicating which player is leading the game. If the game involves a simul-
taneous confrontation between two people, a scoring system also sets up
another objective, including a “having-to-do” founded on an asynchron-
ous competition (sanctioned by the inscription of initials on the high-
score screen). This way, the agôn rests on the competition against the
system (it is a matter of erasing lines to prevent the tetraminos from filling
the play area) but also against other human players, which multiplies the
objectives of play and complicates the “knowing-how-to-do” (defeating the
computer and defeating human opponents are, of course, different things).

The aleatory dimension of the game rests primarily on what the player
cannot do. Indeed, each tetramino is “randomly” chosen by the program:
Although the next few tetraminos are indicated to the player, the player is
not able to choose the next piece to come (the structure would have been
very different if the player had been able to choose the next piece). This
absence of “being-able-to-do” implies the development of a competence in
which the player knows how to pertinently place each given piece in a
limited time. But as I pointed out earlier during the defining of the ludic
attitude, playing is not only an activity with a characteristic of uncertainty.
It is necessary for the player to “experience the possible.” The structure
must avoid letting the player succeed too easily. In Tetris, if the movement
of the tetraminos during the first rounds is relatively slow, giving the player
time to place the piece in progress judiciously (and plan for the one to
come), each new round increases the speed of the pieces’ descent. This
reduces the time for decision-making, which eventually does not allow the
player enough time for a complete optimization of his actions (the player
can no longer play with complete certainty).13 The player will be able to
reduce the field of possible events, but without being ensured of the future
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success of his movements. Then, if the “knowing-how-to-do” is quickly
acquired at the beginning of the game, it becomes more and more complex
since the initial objective is reached (to complete a row) and that other
objectives are delivered (round by round, or by choosing other modes of
play). In certain modes, Tetris does not have an end game. To use Gonzalo
Frasca’s terminology, there are no rules of ludus allowing the final victory
of the player (there is an infinite succession of four-stage sequences, the
end of a round having the function of a positive sanction). Tetris, then, is
well-adapted to the beginner as well as to the experienced player (who has
already acquired a great procedural knowledge of the game). Indeed,
whereas the beginner understands what is possible while playing the first
level (it is not difficult to see that it is possible to succeed), advanced
rounds always guarantee an increasing level of difficulty for the more
qualified (skillful) players, who are still able to experience the possibility of
failure or success (their practical knowledge does not guarantee an auto-
matic success). Moreover, since the expert can appear overqualified for the
first rounds, the 1988 arcade version of Tetris has various levels of difficulty
so that all players can play at their level immediately without having to
complete rounds that are too easy. The highest level of difficulty also
includes another mechanism, founded on the alea, which is the sporadic
appearance of a block in the play area.

Although alea and agôn are the two principal fundamental categories
that give form to the gameplay of Tetris (many of the system’s mechanisms
rest on these two aspects), Tetris also uses ilinx in its gameplay. As we saw,
ilinx encourages the adoption of the bi-planar behavior necessary to any
ludic attitude, through mechanisms causing the giddiness of the player.
According to Andrew Rollings and Ernest Adams, in Tetris, at a certain
speed, the need for more and quicker decision-making encourages the best
players to adopt a state of “Tetris trance,” so that the player processes all
the data contained in the play area in a pre-attentional way:

Players seems to lose all track of time and don’t concentrate on the specifics
of the gameboard. Instead, players defocus and appear to process the entire
playing area as a whole, without considering the individual elements . . .
it appears that these players are tapping into their brain’s subconscious
pattern-recognition ability to improve their game.14

This last element shows how an aleatory situation of competition is not
necessarily synonymous with play and that the structure must also allow
adoption of a bi-planar behavior (play being a “metaphorical” process). It
is this mental state which will make the difference between the simple user
and the player. The software loses the appearance of a program dedicated to
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the realization of a given task, and appears as an intermediate space of
experiment, which must be known by the abstraction of ordinary reality. This
divided mental state gives access to the space of play, which is a potential space
because it is a place of exercise of the possible. As we have seen, it is through
choices offered by the game’s design, falling under the categories of agôn,
alea, and ilinx, that Tetris creates a very particular playability and encour-
ages the user to become a player.

Context and Practices
To conclude, it is important to remember that these preceding thoughts
constitute a general analysis framework for video games. For this reason,
this framework encourages the exploration of the tracks which it outlines:
it seems particularly important to underline again that a playable structure
prescribes the way in which certain signs can be arranged by the player to
make sense, not the way in which they will be interpreted. This being the
case, it is necessary to supplement the internal analysis of the object with
an analysis of players’ practices in order to have an overall view of the
process of mediation, so that it is possible to determine the way in which
players mobilize their own representations of the play activity to confer
a ludic meaning on a playable structure. But, conversely, one should
not ignore the structure into which the activity of the player goes, because
that would amount to ignoring the context which makes play activity
possible.
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CHAPTER 8
Z-axis Development in the Video Game

MARK J .  P.  WOLF

Images have long attempted to represent three-dimensional spaces
within the two-dimensional plane. The video game image’s interactive
nature, however, presented new and difficult challenges in the depiction of
three-dimensional space. Some answers to these challenges can be seen in
the development of the z-axis within video game imagery.

Taken from Cartesian mathematics, the x-axis, running horizontally,
and the y-axis, running vertically, are both located within the picture
plane. The z-axis, which is perpendicular to the picture plane and traces
the trajectory to and away from the viewer, is not physically present in a
two-dimensional plane, so it differs from the x-axis and y-axis in that it
can only be implied in an image. From the skenographia of ancient
Greece around the fifth century bc, to Filippo Brunelleschi’s demonstra-
tions of geometric perspective in the early 1400s, perspective developed
slowly in painting and art, and a coordinate system to express it math-
ematically was codified by Descartes in 1637, thereby uniting algebra and
geometry.

By the time video games appeared, the techniques used for implying the
z-axis in imagery were well-known, so it became only a matter of applying
these techniques within the limitations and restrictions imposed by the
still-developing computer graphics technology used by video games. Over
time, video games incorporated all of the techniques used to imply depth
in graphic art, including overlap, apparent size, linear perspective, fore-
shortening, texture gradients, aerial perspective, and shadowing, as well as



parallax (used in binocular imagery as well as monocular moving imagery)
and the rotation of objects.

Early Attempts at an Illusion of Depth
The simplest way the z-axis is implied is through a figure-ground relation-
ship, in which an object (the figure) is seen as being in front of a back-
ground (the ground). For example, in that most minimalist of all video
games, Atari’s PONG (1972), the white ball and paddles appear to be in
front of the black background of the screen, which disappears and
reappears behind them as they move across it, their movement further
strengthening the figure-ground distinction. More representational graph-
ics allowed games to reference real-world analogues, for example, in arcade
games like Atari’s Tank (1974) and Indy 800 (1975), in which overhead
views show vehicles driving in various courses with walls, obstacles, and
other graphical objects. Overlapping planes of graphics, such as the clouds
in Atari’s Combat (1977) for the Atari 2600, which the airplanes could fly
behind, implied depth; in this case, three distinct positions along the z-axis
(the empty sky, the airplanes and their bullets, and the clouds).

The first attempts at depth suggested by linear perspective in com-
mercial video games came in 1976, when racing games like Midway’s Dat-
sun 280 Zzzap and Atari’s Night Driver both featured series of small, white
rectangles arranged to suggest roadside pylons which defined a roadway
extending into the screen towards a vanishing point (see Figure 8.1). The
illusion of depth was further improved with the game’s motion; the pylons
would move along the roadside, growing larger as they followed one
another down the screen, to make it seem as though players were driving
down the road with scenery moving toward them on the z-axis.

Figure 8.1 Images from arcade games of 1976: Atari’s Night Driver (left and center) and Mid-
way’s Datsun 280 Zzzap (right), in which the size and placement of white pylons imply
a linear perspective view down a roadway toward a vanishing point.
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The technology of scalable sprites made such imagery possible. Appear-
ing in the 1970s, sprites are small bitmapped images which can be moved
around the screen. These images can be scaled, that is, reduced or enlarged,
by mathematically remapping them at different resolutions. By matching
their change in size with their position onscreen, sprites can appear to be
moving along the z-axis, reducing as they near the vanishing point or
enlarging as they move away from it, as the pylons do in Night Driver.
Unlike the technique of overlapping planes in which objects appear at
different points along the z-axis but do not move along the axis itself,
scaling sprites allow an object to move along any of the three axes or
combinations of them, the resulting freedom of movement greatly
strengthening the suggestion of a three-dimensional space.

The use of scaling graphics to imply a z-axis through the technique of
apparent size, however, depends on the x- and y-axes. Specifically, the
resolution of the z-axis, that is, the number of distinct positions at which
an object can appear along the axis, depends on the resolution of the
x-axis and the y-axis, and on the tonal and color resolution of the image.
This is perhaps more apparent in a binocular image, where the x-axis
resolution quantizes and limits the amount of horizontal pixel offset
between images, which in turn limits the number of possible positions
along the z-axis since the amount of offset determines those positions.
This limitation is particularly noticeable in grid-based random dot auto-
stereograms where the effects of resolution are more easily measured
(although to date no video games have ever used random dot autostereo-
grams in their graphics, in theory they could).1 But even in a monocular
image, x-axis resolution plays a role in determining z-axis resolution, as
does y-axis resolution. Both horizontal and vertical resolutions limit the
various sizes at which a scaled object can appear. In the Atari VCS 2600
home system, for example, the effective resolution was 192 by 160 pixels,
limiting how smoothly objects could scale from one size to another
(although the games were displayed on standard NTSC cathode ray tube,
which has a higher native resolution, the resolution used by the games was
limited by the system hardware and programming). Likewise, lines of
perspective are only recognizable as such if the pixels with which they are
drawn are small enough.

Even when a game’s hardware and software are able to make use of the
full resolution offered by a display device, the resolution of the x-axis and
y-axis still influence the z-axis resolution. One way to overcome some of
the restrictions of limited spatial resolution is with greater tonal and color
resolution, which allows for sub-pixel rendering that can increase the
apparent resolution of an image. With sub-pixel rendering, the number
of intermediate positions which an object can be moved along the
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horizontal or vertical axis depends not only on spatial resolution, but on
the number of colors or tones that each pixel is capable of displaying, with
intermediate tones indicating sub-pixel movements between two pixels;
for example, a black pixel moved halfway across a white pixel would result
in a pixel that is 50 percent gray (see Figure 8.2).2 Color and tonal reso-
lution is also related to aerial perspective, discussed later in this essay.

Another depth cue that relies on resolution is the texture gradient.
Instead of having a single object changing in size over time, a texture
gradient features a repeated pattern spread over a plane or other surface
which is oriented along the z-axis. As the texture pattern recedes into
the distance, the repeated elements in the pattern foreshorten and appear
smaller and smaller, indicating distance in a manner which combines scal-
ing and linear perspective. The earliest appearance of something approxi-
mating a texture gradient in a commercial video game was in Midway’s
arcade game Laguna Racer (1977). Alongside the racetrack, series of white
lines recede into the distance, foreshortening vertically the higher they are
onscreen (see Figure 8.3).

A slightly more detailed texture gradient would appear in Activision’s
Robot Tank (1983) for the Atari 2600, in which a series of horizontal lines
of different thicknesses represented the ground stretching out to the hori-
zon; when the player moved forward along the z-axis, the colors of the
lines would alternate temporally, attempting to create a marquee effect that
would suggest movement over the land into the distance. In these early
instances, texture gradients had to be designed as two-dimensional graph-
ics designed to look three-dimensional, but later, when texture mapping
was introduced into games with three-dimensionally generated graphics
with filled polygons, texture gradients would occur automatically as poly-
gons were rendered at different angles.

Figure 8.2 An example of sub-pixel rendering: in successive columns, moving from left to right, a
black three-pixel bar moves downward one-tenth of a pixel at a time. Shades of gray
suggest the partial occupation of intermediate pixels. Sub-pixel rendering is also
used in anti-aliasing to suggest greater spatial resolution than what a screen con-
tains, thereby smoothing out the rough edges of high-contrast boundaries. (Image by
the author.)
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Vector Graphics
As described above, the spatial resolution limitations of early games
severely limited the resolution of the z-axis. In 1977, vector graphics
brought a new kind of imaging to video games. Rather than using
its memory to produce raster imagery of limited resolution, which looked
like filled rectangles in a grid, vector graphics were drawn onscreen one
line at a time, at any angle, resulting in wireframe graphics. Lines that
could be drawn in any direction made it much easier to create scenes with
linear perspective, like those found in the vector arcade games Barrier
(1978) and Speed Freak (1978) (both by Vectorbeam), and Atari’s Tempest
(1981). Speed Freak featured the strongest illusion of a three-dimensional
space of any game up to that time (see Figure 8.4), with a moving road,
scenery that scaled and appeared to move on the z-axis, and the first true
three-dimensionally generated objects in a commercial video game: an
oncoming car that drove down the road toward the foreground, rotating
slightly as it moved, and pieces of a car that rotated in an explosion
following a car crash.3 While there was yet not enough processing power
to do an entire game in 3-D, these objects made Speed Freak the first video
game to have real movement along the z-axis, even if it was limited to only
a few objects.

Only one vector-based home video game system ever appeared, GCE’s
Vectrex from 1982. Although it did not involve true 3-D computation, it
featured vector games with scaling and linear perspective. Three games

Figure 8.3 Early texture gradients in Midway’s Laguna Racer (1977) (left) and Activision’s Robot
Tank (1983) (right). The horizontal lines have less vertical dimension the closer they
are to the horizon line, appearing to foreshorten and create a sense of depth and
distance in the image.
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made for the system, (3D MineStorm (1982), 3D Crazy Coaster (1983), and
3D Narrow Escape (1983), produced a three-dimensional effect through the
use of binocular imagery viewed through the “Vectrex 3D Imager”
headgear. The games’ graphics also made foreground objects brighter and
background objects dimmer, making it probably the first video game
system to use a technique similar to aerial perspective to create an illusion
of depth.

Although vector graphics made high-resolution linear graphics pos-
sible, the processing power needed to model three-dimensional environ-
ments was still beyond the capabilities of the machines of the day, although
the first arcade game to use it, Atari’s Battlezone (1980), was a vector game
that appeared only two years after Speed Freak. Later, vector games like
Atari’s Star Wars (1983) were more complex graphically, but still used
wireframe graphics. By the late 1980s and early 1990s, games using real
three-dimensional computation began appearing with filled polygons, and
vector arcade games were no longer produced.

Figure 8.4 Speed Freak (1978) featured a strong illusion of depth in its depiction of a
road stretching back to a horizon, even though no three-dimensional com-
putation was involved in the creation of the road.
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Other Visual Design Strategies
Although Battlezone had a true three-dimensional environment, it was a
very simple one, and the computing power it used was still more than most
game designers were willing to sacrifice. And there were other techniques
developing that had a three-dimensional look which allowed raster
imagery to be used, giving game graphics a solid and colorful look, all
without real 3-D computation. These strategies allowed the z-axis to
develop throughout the 1980s, and most of them were successful enough
to continue to be used into the era of game graphics generated by true 3-D
computation.

Overlapping Planes and Sprites

Overlapping planes, sometimes referred to as “2.5 dimensional graphics,”
continued to be used, and could suggest depth through the use of parallax
scrolling, which first appeared in Irem’s arcade game Moon Patrol (1982).
Like a multiplane camera effect, in this kind of scrolling, the closer planes
of graphics are to the forefront, the faster they move laterally during scroll-
ing. Planes farther back on the z-axis scroll more slowly than those in front
of them, producing a parallax effect. Early games with parallax scrolling
tended to have their action taking place all in the forefront plane, but later
games, like Nintendo’s Warioland (1995), allowed the player to jump from
a foreground plane to a background one.

Overlapping planes were often suggested in games by overlapping
sprites, and sprite technology was also improving. By the early 1980s,
sprites were colored and large enough for more detailed characters, and
different sprite designs could animate objects and characters turning in
different positions, adding to a sense of depth. Some early examples of
such sprites can be found in Nintendo’s Donkey Kong (1981), where
Donkey Kong and Mario could appear facing forward, backward, right,
and left (even the rolling barrels could change from side to front views as
they rolled down the ladders), or in Nintendo’s Mario Bros. (1983), where
the coins appear to be spinning (see the image from Mario Bros. in Figure
8.6). In Atari’s Pole Position (1982), the player’s car appeared to rotate
slightly to the left or right as the player steered. Pole Position also featured a
fully-colored raster landscape with scaling sprites, such as roadside signs
and other race cars, and a perspective view of the racetrack, the vanishing
point of which swayed side to side as the player encountered turns, result-
ing in a relatively convincing feeling of forward movement into the dis-
tance. By the mid-1980s, computers were capable of animating (scaling
and rotating) thousands of sprites, which could produce a very good illu-
sion of depth in a scene; for example, Sega’s Space Harrier (1985)4 could
scale 32,000 sprites and filled a moving landscape with them. Sprites
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continued to be used in arcade games into the 1990s, and they are still used
in handheld games and other systems where memory and processing
power are insufficient for true three-dimensional computation.

Because sprites and planes were separate entities that could differ in
their position along the z-axis, the image could be duplicated and its planes
and sprites given the proper amounts of parallax to produce stereo pairs of
images from which a 3-D game could be made, so long as each image could
be sent the correct eye. One of the earliest 3-D video games was Sega’s
Subroc-3D (1982) which used a viewer with spinning discs to alternate
right and left images to the player’s eyes from a single monitor. Large
glasses with spinning discs also appeared as a peripheral for the Vectrex,
mentioned above, and three games were released for it in 1982 and 1983. A
later system used liquid crystal shutters in its glasses: Sega’s SegaScope3D
released in 1988, which had six games made for it, Blade Eagle 3-D, Maze
Hunter 3-D, Missile Defense 3-D, Space Harrier 3-D, Poseidon Wars 3-D,
and Zaxxon 3-D. Finally, one home game system was completely designed
around 3-D, the Nintendo Virtual Boy, which appeared in 1995. The
Virtual Boy produced its 3-D from dual images inside a viewer that
the player looked into while playing. Only 22 games were released for the
system, which had red monochrome images which could tire a player’s
eyes after extended play. Like 3-D movies, the eyestrain and need for add-
itional viewers kept these games from achieving popularity and wide-
spread success.

Axonometric Projections

Up until the early 1980s, the three-dimensional look used in games was
that of a single point perspective, with a vanishing point somewhere
around the middle of the screen. In 1982, with the appearance of Sega’s
Zaxxon, video games began using axonometric projections (which were
usually dimetric projections5), to give a three-dimensional look to their
graphics. One advantage of this kind of view was that character sprites
within the scene could move around without having to change in size.

Axonometric projections brought new possibilities for three-
dimensional space, which developed over the next few years (see Figure
8.5). Zaxxon (1982) had diagonally-scrolling scenery over which a plane
flew, its height indicated by a scale (on the left side of the screen) and by its
distance from its shadow below, one of the first appearances of shadowing
in a video game, and one which helped the player to locate the plane
within the game’s space. The action of Gottlieb’s Q*bert (1982) took place
on a pyramid of cubes, and emphasized their dimensionality with Q*bert
and other characters hopping on the squares facing upwards, and two
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enemy characters, Ugg and Wrong-Way, hopping on the sides of the cubes.
Very quickly the visual sophistication of these projections increased, as is
evident in Atari’s Crystal Castles (1983) and Atari Games’s Marble Madness
(1984), both of which have screens with many different levels and eleva-
tions, with navigation up and down them an important part of gameplay.
Crystal Castles even allowed the player’s character, Bentley Bear, to enter
inside structures where he was hidden from sight, though his position was
represented by his red shoes, which were overlaid on the structure he was
in. Axonometric projections would also appear in home games with large
graphical spaces like Maxis’s SimCity 2000 (1993), and in role-playing
games like Origin System’s Ultima VII: The Black Gate (1992), where an
oblique perspective gave a sense of what was surrounded the player on the
horizontal plane (which previously would have been done in a top view),
while at the same time allowing objects, characters, and architectural
elements to be seen in a side view (as opposed to a top view).

Yet while axonometric projections brought new possibilities to video

Figure 8.5 Axonometric projections in Zaxxon (1982) (top left), Q*bert (1982) (top center), Crystal
Castles (1983) (top right), Marble Madness (1984) (bottom left), and Ultima VII: The
Black Gate (1992) (bottom right). Dimetric and oblique perspectives combine a sense
of the horizontal layout, similar to what one could get from a top view, with side views
of objects, characters, and architecture.
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game graphics, the three-dimensional spaces they create are visually
limited in that character sprites do not change size (and thus seem to
always remain at the same distance from the player), and also because
implied camera movement is restricted to lateral tracking (as in Zaxxon) as
opposed to the movement possible in a scene rendered from a linear per-
spective, in which objects can be moved along the z-axis. After true three-
dimensionally generated graphics became commonplace, axonometric
projections saw much less use, since a three-dimensional game could gen-
erate a view similar to the axonometric one by positioning the implied
camera over the game’s scenery, only one which had more potential for
camera movement and interaction.

Pre-rendered Three-Dimensional Imagery

The backgrounds used in games with axonometric perspectives were two-
dimensional images drawn to look three-dimensional, and the use of
drawn or pre-rendered three-dimensional imagery as a kind of backdrop
in a video game has a long history and is perhaps the most common
method of creating 3-D graphics without 3-D computation. Some early
instances can be found in arcade games, where details were drawn to
appear to have some z-axis depth. For example, Atari’s Stunt Cycle (1976)
had tubes the cycle drove through, the openings of which were drawn as
ovals to convey a sense of volume, while the pipes in Mario Bros. (1983),
although seen completely in side view, still had stripes of lighter and darker
colors along their sides to suggest the kind of highlighting and shadowing
that would occur with a round pipe (see Figure 8.6). Another game of

Figure 8.6 Pipes made to look three-dimensional in Stunt Cycle (1976) (left) and Mario Bros.
(1983) (right). Stunt Cycle’s pipes feature a foreshortened view of the pipes’ ends,
while the pipes in Mario Bros. seen in side view, have light and dark stripes positioned
on them to indicate highlights and shadow areas.
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1981, Atari’s Tempest, used pre-rendered moving image sequences between
levels in which the player’s point of view flies through tunnels of various
shapes. Later games included entire backgrounds that were drawn in linear
perspective, like First Star’s Spy vs Spy (1984) and Atari Games’ Xybots
(1987). Although they could feature interactive elements (for example, the
rooms in Spy vs Spy had furnishings the spies used to set traps and doors
that could open and close), spatial interaction was limited and the back-
grounds were fixed and immobile, cutting from one to the next.

Laserdisc technology brought greater possibilities for pre-rendered
moving image sequences, which could be stored as video on the disc,
beginning with Electro Sport’s Quarter Horse (1981) and Sega’s Astron Belt
in 1982. This stored imagery could be live-action video (as in Mylstar’s
M.A.C.H. 3 (1983) and Atari’s Firefox (1984)), hand-drawn animation (as
in Dragon’s Lair (1983) and Space Ace (1984), both by Cinematronics), or
computer-generated animation (as in Simutek’s Cube Quest (1984)). Since
the imagery was all pre-rendered, as opposed to being created in real time
during game play, its quality was higher than that of other games of
the time, but the games using it sacrificed interactivity as a result.
Sequences would be exactly the same each time the game was played, and
sprite-based player-characters in the foreground often seemed pasted onto
the background instead of integrated into it, which in some cases des-
troyed the illusion of depth that the backgrounds were supposed to create.
Many techniques from laserdisc games also made their way to CD-ROM-
based games in the 1990s, as one optical storage medium gave way to
another. CD-ROM games like Trilobyte’s The 7th Guest (1992) and Simon
and Schuster’s Star Trek: Borg (1996) integrated video clips, the latter being
made up almost entirely from them.

The storage capacity of CD-ROMs also allowed large numbers of pre-
rendered still images to be stored and used as backgrounds. Games using
large numbers of still images were typically navigation-based adventure
games, in which the images were used for changing first-person views of
different locations. These images could resemble hand-drawn ones, like
those found in The Manhole (1987) and Cosmic Osmo (1989) (both by
Cyan), or could be live action or computer-generated. Due to the cutting
or dissolving from one camera position to another as opposed to a con-
tinuous long take with moving camera, as well as the pre-rendered nature
of the images, images which were individually consistent and Euclidean in
their approach to their construction of space could be combined together
to construct non-Euclidean spaces in which the implied size of the
onlooker changed drastically from one image to the next, or in which
spaces were connected in physically impossible ways. For example, in the
three pairs of images from Cosmic Osmo seen in Figure 8.7, the player’s
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implied size is large in the images on the left-hand side, but small in the
image in the right-hand side. The change of size is indicated by the height
of the viewpoint, the relative sizes of familiar objects, and the ability to
enter spaces that would appear to be too small for a full-size person to
enter. In each of the three cases depicted in Figure 8.7, a player can click
from one image to the next, and in one view enter a space that might
appear as a tiny opening in a previous view of the same location.

Many games used computer-generated pre-rendered imagery, in which
the linear perspective of the imagery is the result of computer models con-
structed in a three-dimensional space (for example, games like Synergy
Interactive’s Gadget (1993), Nintendo’s Donkey Kong Country (1999), and

Figure 8.7 Changing the implied size of the player in Cosmic Osmo (1989). Images on the left
imply a normal human-size player character, while those on the right imply a much
smaller sized player-character, who is able to pass through tiny openings.
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those of the Myst series and Rhem series). While some games use flat
rectangular stills, others, like Cryo Interactive’s Atlantis: The Lost Tales
(1997), or The Journeyman Project 3: Legacy of Time (1998) and Myst III:
Exile (2001) (both by Presto Studios), use 360° panoramic still imagery
instead. To keep their background images from seeming too static, these
games incorporate moving imagery into their backgrounds; usually small
areas in which a cyclical series of images appears, like the turning windmill
in the Channelwood Age in Myst (1993) or the moving water found in
Myst III: Exile. In games using 360° panoramas, the player’s viewpoint can
turn and move in place like a nodal-point tripod head; and the panoramic
image (which can be mapped onto the inside of either a cylinder, sphere, or
cube) changes as the player’s viewpoint moves, in such a way that objects
in the center of the image grow larger as they approach the edge of the
image, further enhancing the illusion of depth. The sense of three dimen-
sions is strong in these images, especially the panoramic ones, but in all
of these games the viewer is limited to the standpoints from which
these views are generated, and apart from merely zooming an image to
enlarge detail, camera movement on the z-axis is not possible.

Three-Dimensional Computation in Real Time

Methods designed to reduce the amount of computation needed for 3-D
graphics were developing in the 1970s, such as the Z-buffer invented
independently by Edwin Catmull and Wolfgang Straßer in 1974, which
reduced the amount of rendering needed for images by determining which
objects were placed in front of others, eliminating the rendering of hidden
surfaces. Actual three-dimensional computation done in real time during a
video game had been around since the 3-D wireframe exploding car in
Speed Freak (1978), the 3-D wireframe world of Battlezone (1980), and the
first filled-polygon world of Atari’s I, Robot (1983), but the necessary com-
puting power and speed needed to create a world of real-time filled-polygon
graphics detailed enough to be representational instead of merely crude
abstractions would take some time develop. Game hardware as well as
software had to be able to handle the demands of three-dimensional com-
putation. For example, due to the heat generated by the large amount of
processing power needed for its 3-D computation, Namco’s Cyber Sled
(1993) required cooling fans without which the game would malfunction.6

Throughout most of the 1980s, then, other methods, like pre-rendered
backgrounds or sprite-based simulations of three-dimensional space,
could produce a greater degree of graphical detail than could the 3-D
computation of the time, and so remained the preferred methods. After
working on prototypes7 during the mid-1980s, Atari Games released
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arcade games with 3-D computation around the end of the decade, includ-
ing Hard Drivin’ (1988) and S.T.U.N. Runner (1989), both racing games.
During the early 1990s more 3-D games appeared, and even some home
video games began using limited 3-D computation. Many games mixed
2-D and 3-D elements to save computing power while still creating a three-
dimensional look. Home computer games like Electronic Arts’s John
Madden Football ’92 (1991) and id Software’s Doom (1993) use 3-D back-
grounds that moved in perspective, with 2-D foreground characters that
were sprite-based. Other games reversed the process, such as the arcade
games Virtua Fighter (1993) from Sega and Tekken (1994) from Namco,
both of which had 3-D characters fighting into front of flat pre-rendered
backdrops. So long as there was limited interaction between foreground
characters and background scenery such methods were successful.

By the mid-1990s 3-D arcade games and home games were becoming
more common, the number of polygons used was increasing, and other
computer graphics techniques like texture mapping and light mapping
would begin to appear in video games. Steady increases in all of these
things over the next decade would gradually push the look and feel of
these games towards the goal of photorealism. By the end of the 1990s,
home games eclipsed arcade games, 3-D video games became the standard
type of game produced, and sprite-based games were no longer dominant.

The ability to render game spaces and locations in real-time 3-D
improved through the 1990s and into the 2000s, but the demands of more
detailed characters, objects, interactions, and scenery still placed limita-
tions on the rendering of game imagery, and game designers would have to
find ways to work around them.

Designing Around Limitations
One of the disadvantages of three-dimensional computation and render-
ing is that objects contain the same number of polygons regardless of
where they are positioned onscreen, and thus require the same amount of
rendering time whether they are in the foreground and occupy a large
portion of the screen or are in the distance and occupy a relatively small
portion of the screen. Viewpoints with a wide angle of view or great deal of
z-axis depth may include so many objects that rendering a scene could take
a very long time. In games like Myst and Riven (1997), this is not a prob-
lem because the imagery are all pre-rendered, and the time needed to
render them occurs during the production of the game itself, not during
gameplay. But games rendering their imagery in real time cannot afford
the same kind of refined detail, high resolution, and subtle lighting effects
that pre-rendered images can have (even as processing power increases, so
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too does the photorealism of pre-rendered imagery by comparison). Real-
time interactivity and movement through a detailed 3-D world would
require new ways of dealing with the depiction of depth.

One solution to this problem was to design spaces in such a way as to
avoid sightlines extending deep into the distance. The first two games
in the Grand Theft Auto series featured an overhead view which looked
directly down onto the street where the player’s car was driving, limiting
the depth and breadth that could be seen. But even games with a typical
first-person ground-based perspective can limit what a player can see, by
breaking up a game’s world into sectioned spaces, for example, dividing
interiors into rooms and hallways like those found in the Doom series,
Tomb Raider series, and Silent Hill series. In such cases, while a game’s
world may be huge, only a small portion of it is rendered at any given time.
Passages between rooms can further be designed to turn corners, avoiding
the need to show room interiors at a distance from inside other adjacent
rooms.

For larger spaces, other methods were employed. Techniques that simu-
late exaggerated aerial perspective kept distant scenery hidden from view
and meant that nothing would need to be rendered beyond a certain z-axis
depth, even in open terrain. For example, in the Tomb Raider series, reced-
ing spaces are gradually darkened, and beyond a certain distance they
simply appear as black (see Figure 8.8). As the player’s point of view moves
down the z-axis into these spaces, they brighten and the detail there
becomes visible. The player’s inability to see into these darkened spaces
enhances the feeling of distance and depth, as well the player’s feeling of
discovery while moving into them as they brighten (the effect is similar to
carrying a torch through a dark interior, though in most of these games the
player-character is not carrying any kind of portable lighting device). A
similar technique is the use of an atmospheric effect, like the fog and snow
used in Silent Hill (1999), which hides distant objects in a gray haze and
has them seem to materialize as the player approaches them. By 2001, with
the release of games like Grand Theft Auto III, the increasing computing
power of home systems was able to extend visibility quite far down the
z-axis into the distance, so that aerial perspective techniques could appear
more natural and not as exaggerated as they did in earlier games.

With the computing power that made greater z-axis depth possible
came other ways to minimize render time. In computer-generated film
sequences, distant objects are sometimes replaced with versions of those
objects with lower geometric resolution (that is, made with fewer polygons).
While this speeds up render time, such a method becomes difficult in
real-time game graphics when objects are moving along the z-axis, since
they need to smoothly change their geometric resolution as they move,
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which itself takes processing power and time to do. The solution to this
problem are NURBS, Non-Uniform Rational Basis (or Bézier) Splines.
Objects are represented as curved surfaces which can be rendered at vari-
ous geometric resolutions depending on their position along the z-axis. As
Robert Polevoi, an Assistant Professor of Computer and Video Imaging in
Silicon Valley describes it:

A NURBS surface is free-form and ideal. However, to be rendered, its
must be resolved into a polygonal mesh, a process called tessellation or
surface approximation. The single most important aspect of NURBS model-
ing is in this very power to vary the geometric resolution of the model as
needed. If the model is small or needed for realtime rendering, the tesselation
[sic] can be made cruder to produce a lower polygon count. For close-ups or
cinematic-quality work, the surface approximation can be made very fine.

The games industry, which is the technology leader in realtime, interactive
3D graphics, is moving toward the goal of realtime tessellation of NURBS
models. Thus a NURBS character could seamlessly increase its geometric

Figure 8.8 Spaces darken as they recede from the player in Lara Croft Tomb Raider: Anniversary
(2006) and appear as black beyond a certain distance. This saves render time, since
only the areas and objects within a set distance along the z-axis need to be rendered.
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resolution (polygon count) as it grows large on the screen, and decrease it’s
[sic] resolution as it moves away. This technological advance, when it occurs,
will dramatically increase the quality and realism of interactive 3D.8

As games grow more photorealistic, other optical effects involving the z-axis,
such as the rack focus, will come into greater use, making games even more
cinematic and increasing players’ visual involvement in the games’ worlds.

Just as in other visual media, the z-axis is of central importance in
the production of an image depicting three-dimensional space which the
viewer can enter vicariously. In games like Riven (1997) and Rhem (2003),
tiny depictions of distant objects provide clues for the observant player,
orienting the player in space and enhancing the interconnectedness of a
game’s geography, resulting in a strengthened illusion of a real three-
dimensional space. While greater z-axis depth places demands on hard-
ware, software, and game design, it fills the player’s viewpoint with a larger
and more detailed world of interconnected locations, encouraging
involvement and giving players a virtual space to enter into where their
attention is held and contained. That is, after all, the essence of entertain-
ment, which traces it etymology to the Latin roots inter meaning “among”,
and tenere meaning “to hold”. With their still-increasing photorealism and
z-axis depth, video games are the cutting edge of interactive imagery, pro-
ducing visually-convincing virtual worlds that can be entered vicariously,
allowing them to occupy an ontological position somewhere between
incarnation and imagination.

Notes
1. Interestingly, random dot autostereograms also contain pixels (in the offset areas) which

are simultaneously figure for one eye and ground for the other, even though in a mon-
ocular image, elements can only be either figure or ground at any given moment, but not
both simultaneously.

2. A good visual comparison of sprite movement with and without sub-pixel rendering can be
found online at <http://www.willmcgugan.com/2007/04/25/going-sub-pixel-with-
pygame/> (accessed November 12, 2007).

3. Tim Skelly, a programmer at Cinematronics, the company that purchased Vectorbeam,
the makers of Speed Freak, discusses the game’s graphics:

Forgetting about the car for a moment, all of the objects drawn on the screen are
two dimensional. Some are rotated onto the X plane, some the Y and some are in
the Z plane, but all are 2D. They scale, but they do not rotate. Even the road, which
as I noted before, slides from side to side but without a rotation of viewpoint that
you would see with full 3D. As long as image orientation is fixed along one of the
primary axes, rotation is trivial and can be “hardwired” into the tables used for
rendering.

The car and its bits are rendered in true 3D. There are few enough edges to
allow this. It appears that two “flat” objects like the airplane and the hitchhiker
can appear at one time. I’m guessing that a similar amount of vectors are used for
the car on the road, which always appears alone. The exploded car is rendered
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entirely by itself, free to use all the available rendering resources. (From an e-mail
from Tim Skelly to the author, September 27, 2007.)

At the time of this writing, footage of the game Speed Freak being played could be seen in a
video clip on YouTube at <http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=syDQ1GEM-s8> (accessed
September 27, 2007). The gameplay of many games can be seen in action in videos at video
sites like YouTube and Google Video on the Web.

4. Both 1985 and 1986 are given as release dates for Space Harrier, which may indicate
individual release dates in Japan and North America, respectively.

5. Most of the axonometric projections used are dimetric projections because the grid of
pixels used by video game graphics does not allow for smoothly-drawn isometric projec-
tions, which require all three axes to be exactly 120 degrees apart; typically a two-to-one
ratio of pixels is used in the diagonals of most games. See <http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Isometric_projection>.

6. According to the page for Cyber Sled at www.klov.com:

Because of the large number of polygons in the game and the processing power
required, the game also requires cooling fans to blow across the game boards.
Without these, the game will freeze up, or cease functioning completely. (From
<http://www.klov.com/game_detail.php?game_id=7466> accessed on November
8, 2007.)

7. An example of a 1985 prototype can be viewed online at <http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=ab8GMdPFikA> (accessed November 8, 2007).

8. Robert Polevoi, “Lesson 83—3D E-Commerce With MetaStream- Part 3”, from his January
5, 2000 column 3-D Animation Workshop, available online at <http://www
.webreference.com/3d/lesson83/part3.html> (accessed November 8, 2007).
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CHAPTER 9
Retro Reflexivity

La-Mulana, an 8-Bit Period Piece

BRETT  CAMPER

Since its inception, the commercial video game industry has been funda-
mentally oriented towards the steady “progression” of technology plat-
forms. Along the way, representational aesthetics have largely followed
these technical advances. We have moved from one-screen action game
classics like Atari’s Missile Command (1980) and Centipede (1982), to
side-scrolling platformers borne from the genre-defining Super Mario
Bros. series (Nintendo, 1985–ongoing), to 3-D first-person shooter fran-
chises like Half-Life (Valve, 1998-ongoing) and Halo (Bungie, 2001–
ongoing). At the same time, childhood gamers have grown up, and a
powerful nostalgia for older styles of games has germinated: players in
their twenties recall the ground-breaking 2-D titles of the Nintendo Enter-
tainment System (NES), while thirty-somethings remember the thrill of
Atari’s VCS (also known as the 2600), when broadcasting’s monopoly of
one-way television ended and millions of households first “brought the
arcade home.”

Today, the commercial industry is increasingly recognizing this retro
market, resuscitating its back catalog of older titles via digital distribution,
with dedicated outlets such as Microsoft’s Xbox Live Arcade, Nintendo’s
Virtual Console on the Wii, and the PC-based GameTap subscription
service. This in itself is a positive and meaningful development for the
medium and business, an explicit recognition (and business legitimization)



of its history. But why stop at re-packaging older titles? Why is it that these
older game aesthetics cannot still be relevant today? Why should today’s
games be driven only by today’s newest technology? Independent develop-
ers outside of the traditional commercial industry have responded with a
trend of “retro” styled—but original—video games. By adopting techno-
logically “obsolete” audiovisual conventions for a new generation of
games, they display a stylized self-awareness of technologies, aesthetics,
and genres, and the underlying relationship between them. Perhaps con-
sidered outliers or oddballs when viewed alongside the larger field of
commercial (or even many other independent) titles, we find in them the
kind of reflexivity that is arguably central to advancing our critical under-
standing of video games as a medium. From an historical angle, the throw-
back look and feel of these titles also visually reminds us that today’s
resurgent momentum for amateur and other non-traditionally produced
games—from zeitgeist pop culture websites such as Homestar Runner, to
the industry’s annual Independent Games Summit—is a return to the
roots of the hobbyist “bedroom coder” of the 1980s.

To illustrate, I will take an in-depth look at La-Mulana, a puzzle-centric
platform-adventure for Windows PCs, created by a Japanese amateur
development team called the GR3 Project (now known as Nigoro). Origin-
ally written in Japanese and released in 2005, an English version (patched
by the fan translation group Aeon Genesis) was completed in early 2007,
considerably expanding the game’s audience, and bringing with it high
critical praise: one reviewer simply said “It’s the best game I’ve played in a
year.”1 La-Mulana belongs to the subgenre of 2-D platform-based action-
adventures, which originated in the 8-bit console era most prominently
with the classic Metroid (Nintendo, 1986) for Famicom/NES. Unlike a
traditional action platformer, the emphasis is on world exploration, with a
degree of non-linearity and player discretion. The genre borrows elements
of methodical puzzle-solving and incremental character development
from adventure and role-playing games, which are traditionally less
action-oriented. Several lesser known NES games contributed to the style
early on as well, such as Hudson Soft’s Faxanadu (1989) and Milon’s Secret
Castle (1986), as well as Konami’s The Goonies II (1987). In the past decade,
the Castlevania series from Konami has also adopted and advanced the
form, from Symphony of the Night (1997) on PlayStation, through the
recent Portrait of Ruin (2006) for the Nintendo DS.

Professor Lemeza is La-Mulana’s player-protagonist, an archaeologist
explorer reminiscent of Indiana Jones, charting out vast underground
ruins in a distant, unspecified corner of the globe. Though the game pro-
vides plenty of fierce action and demands a relentless on-guard posture,
the player’s progression is mostly dependent on the solution of cryptic
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riddles and other challenges of logic (punctuated by customary, punishing
“boss battles”). The game employs a familiar “start from zero knowledge”
conceit: the player arrives at the ruins with no map and only the vaguest of
rumors, setting the stage for the free-roaming, hostile territory common to
the genre. La-Mulana is an extremely well made title that ranks among the
finest in its class, commercial or amateur, past or present—particularly
impressive, given that the action-adventure genre is arguably among the
greatest of challenges to independent developers, requiring a diverse,
multidisciplinary mix of skills. Where many of today’s laudable indie titles
are action or abstract puzzle games that rest (fairly enough) on one or two
clever game mechanics, novel graphical effects, or a well-tuned physics
engine, the action-adventure game demands a blend of fictional setting,
game mechanics and rules, audiovisuals, and textual exposition on a
grander scale and often with a much greater amount of content. La-Mulana
displays unusual craftsmanship and cohesiveness.

What really sets La-Mulana apart, however, is its distinctly recognizable
retro visual style, and from the title screen onwards we are treated to
a sparse, “8-bit” styling. While La-Mulana is in fact an ordinary,

Figure 9.1 La-Mulana is a 2-D action-adventure in the tradition of Metroid and Castlevania.
Though it was created in 2005, the game uses retro-styled graphics to evoke its
1980s predecessors.
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contemporary Windows game without any special technical capabilities (or
limitations) of note, it mimics a very specific older game technology: the
MSX, an 8-bit home computer popular in Japan in the mid-1980s. This
self-stated adoption of the MSX platform makes the game an attractive case
study, because it explicitly foregrounds its retro aspirations, while giving us
a specific technological rubric by which we can analyze it. Nick Montfort
and Ian Bogost have established the approach of platform studies as a means
of understanding a program’s technical basis in context: “the investigation
of underlying computing systems and how they enable, constrain, shape
and support the creative work that is done on them.”2 The distinct bundles
of hardware and software that make up a platform profoundly shape the
kinds of games that are (and can be) made for it: 2-D pixel-based systems
favor side-scrolling platformers and top-down maps; native support for
3-D polygonal graphics has made the first-person shooter a mainstay; the
lighting effects of today’s programmable shaders encourage further stylistic
distinctions like the shadowy “survival horror” genre.

Though La-Mulana is not actually written, compiled, or executed on a
real MSX computer, the game’s conscious imitation of (as well as disson-
ance with) that system makes for a degree of platform study by proxy.
Below, I mix this mindset with other methods and sources, viewing
La-Mulana from a wide angle: close technical and gameplay analysis,
quotes from the game’s developers on their own stated intent for the
project, responses from the larger indie community, and comparisons to
commercially marketed “retro” offerings.

An “MSX-style” Game
In a sense, La-Mulana is an 8-bit “period piece”: the creators intentionally
position it as an “MSX-style” game, with specific mention of Konami’s
Maze of Galious (1987, also known as Knightmare II) as an inspiration. To
fully understand the game’s aesthetic and cultural references requires some
background knowledge of the MSX itself. Although the system was never
seriously marketed in the USA, the MSX was a successful platform, particu-
larly in Japan: it sold over 5 million units worldwide, and maintained its
relevance alongside the fierce competition of Nintendo’s better-known
Famicom (branded the Nintendo Entertainment System in the USA); both
machines were released in 1983. Notably, the MSX hosted the first titles in
significant franchises that have remained strong to this day, including the
inaugural Metal Gear (Konami, 1987) and Bomberman (Hudson Soft,
1983) games.

As a computational platform, the MSX had an unusual genesis: the
brainchild of Kazuhiko Nishi, a Microsoft executive at the company’s
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Japanese branch, it was an attempt to standardize the nascent PC market
by providing clear guidelines for hardware manufacturers. Rather than
building or assembling the machine itself, Microsoft instead specified
which components third party vendors should use in order to make their
computers “MSX compatible.” Over fifteen years later, Microsoft would
consider the same standards-based approach when planning its Xbox con-
sole, before rejecting the idea in favor of keeping production centralized.3

The MSX was a general-purpose computer rather than a strict game con-
sole, but its graphics and sound chips (from Texas Instruments and
Yamaha, respectively) provided 2-D hardware acceleration and music cap-
abilities that were lacking on regular PCs. The reliability of standardization
made it attractive to game developers, who dominated the machine’s soft-
ware library. In relative technological horsepower, the initial MSX1 was
more sophisticated and had a higher pixel resolution and greater graphical
variety than predecessors like the Atari VCS 2600 and Intellivision con-
soles, but lacked some important features of the rival Famicom (such as
continuous scrolling). The audiovisual components were later upgraded
with the MSX2 specification in 1986; La-Mulana’s chief reference point is
the MSX1.

Much of La-Mulana’s 8-bit aesthetic is tied to its self-imposed graphical

Figure 9.2 The MSX was a hybrid console-computer, popular in Japan in the mid-1980s. Though
it looked much like other personal computers of the time, its standardized cartridge
format and graphics acceleration made it attractive to game developers. (Photo-
graph by Paolo Tonon. <http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Image:Canon_V-20_
MSX_computer.jpg>. Licensed under Creative Commons Attribution ShareAlike 2.0
(CC-BY-SA)).
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limitations. To start, the native resolution of 256 × 192 pixels is (as we
would expect) much less than that of contemporary standards, which
deliver 640 × 480 pixels on the low end, with the Xbox 360 and PlayStation
3 consoles supporting far greater detail up to 1920 × 1080 pixels as HD
(high definition) television is ushered into more homes. As with most of
its technical guidelines, La-Mulana’s 256 × 192 resolution matches that of
the original MSX1. By default, the game scales up to a full-screen display in
Windows, restoring the familiar coarseness of NES (256 × 224) and PC
EGA or VGA (320 × 200) era titles. Conveniently, the currently common
PC resolution of 1,024 × 768 is four times greater than that of the MSX1
on both axes, allowing La-Mulana’s original pixels to be easily blown up to
an area 16 times their original size. If desired, the user can also opt to play
in a windowed mode—and doing so makes the game so tiny that the vast
differences in detail are immediately driven home.

Nonetheless, La-Mulana’s graphics are dense enough to depict reason-
ably recognizable representations of “real-world” objects and environ-
ments: from stone statues, to waterfalls, pottery, birds, and skeletons, right
down to the player’s hat and whip. There is a noticeable increase in fidelity
over the stereotypically blocky style of the Atari VCS console, where highly
abstract games like Breakout (Atari, 1978) and Kaboom! (Activision, 1981)
were common. For example, Atari’s Adventure (1979), the progenitor of
the entire action-adventure genre, was so visually constrained that it repre-
sented the player’s character on screen as a simple square, while the sword
looked more like an abstract arrow shape. Pitfall! (Activision, 1982) is the
closest VCS comparison to La-Mulana in theme and gameplay, but despite
its reputation for pushing the system’s graphical limits (pioneering tech-
niques for multi-color sprites), the wide rectangular pixels and severe limi-
tations on the simultaneous display of sprites favor broad splashes of solid,
contrasting colors, with each screen literally centered on a single inter-
action (as the VCS has a technological predisposition to symmetrical
environments).

While pixel resolution is arguably an important criterion for a more
general concept of retro game style, La-Mulana’s particular look actually
owes more to its palette, which is limited to a mere 16 colors. Replicating
the palette of the MSX1, these run the gamut from gaudy cyan, to neutral
brown and gray, to deep primary red; though not a perfect match, US
players unfamiliar with the MSX would likely recognize La-Mulana’s often
jarring juxtapositions as similar to those of PC EGA games (also 16 colors).
Because the palette is fixed throughout the game, much of the artistic
accomplishment surrounds creatively mixing these 16 colors, using dither-
ing techniques to achieve distinct moods in each of the game’s areas: the
grassy village outside the ruins, the huge red stone monuments depicting
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the god-like creatures of the “Giants’ Mausoleum,” and the faux Egyptian
tombs of the “Temple of the Sun.”

But where La-Mulana ups the ante is in its more subtle adherence to the
MSX1’s specific limitations on the spatial distribution of colors. The plat-
form’s greatest challenge is: upon the background layer, each horizontal
segment of eight pixels can only consist of two separate colors. While the
specific colors used can be altered from segment to segment, the two-color
restriction puts significant “local color pressure” on the visual design, and
encourages the use of vertically-stacked bands of horizontal gradients to
create a sense of texture or sheen—an effect evident from La-Mulana’s title
screen logo to its environmental backdrops. Furthermore, while the MSX1
did provide basic support for freestanding sprites (that could be placed
anywhere on screen, unlike the fixed location of its background tiles), each
sprite graphic is limited to a single color (plus transparency, for a total of
two values, or 1-bit-per-pixel). As a result, most of La-Mulana’s characters
and enemies are flat silhouettes that require the artist to carefully attend to
shape and outline. The color palette plays a sometimes subliminal but
significant role in establishing a platform’s visual style, so La-Mulana’s
particular 16 colors provide an effective cue of its MSX origins; even the
Atari VCS, which generally only allowed four unique colors to be shown
per line, still had a far larger palette of 128 overall colors from which those
four could be chosen. By contrast, every pixel of every MSX1 program had
to be picked from its lonely 16 color palette.

Although my technical focus has been on visual elements, MSX sound is
faithfully reproduced as well, in the style of Konami’s SCC (Sound Custom
Chip), an add-on chip (not part of the MSX’s base specifications) that was
included with popular cartridge games for the system.4 Even though the
SCC has just 128 bytes of memory, the chip uses wavetables that allow each
game to customize the sound samples of its underlying “instruments”; this
provided for considerably more variability and texture than the fixed-wave
channels (pulse, triangle, white noise, etc.) of competing systems, chiefly
the Famicom/NES. (The SCC was still undeniably primitive: the next gen-
eration of similarly designed wavetable sound boards, like the Gravis
Ultrasound released for PCs in 1992, featured over 2000 times as much
memory.)

As players, we do not need to consciously recognize or understand all
(or even any) of La-Mulana’s specific technological constraints in order to
appreciate its aesthetic style, and to intuitively identify it as “8-bit.” The
MSX’s computational similarities to other platforms in the same “fam-
ily”—the Nintendo Famicom/NES, the Commodore 64, among others—
create a wider, more accessible aesthetic and cultural touch-point. The
game appears to be attractive to retro-minded players in the USA, for
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Figures 9.3 & 9.4 La-Mulana’s low-resolution, 16-color graphics follow the conventions of the
8-bit MSX computer, which limited horizontal color variety. Instead, the system
favored vertically-stacked bands of solid horizontal colors, seen in the title
screen lettering, as well as the ladders and bricks of the in-game graphics.
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instance, despite the MSX being almost unheard of in this market. At the
same time, a technically-oriented analysis, as I have begun to explore here,
can provide deeper insight into the context of both production and recep-
tion. La-Mulana’s self-assigned and abided rules create such specificity
that even without an explicit statement of connection (as the game pro-
vides), a devoted MSX fan would likely recognize the visual inspiration
purely from the phenomenological experience.

La-Mulana’s MSX obsession is far from limited to its in-game look and
sound, extending to ancillary materials like the accompanying manual, and
even worming its way into much of the storyline and game mechanics. For
instance, when the game loads, the deep blue MSX start-up screen is dis-
played, along with the amount of available video RAM—yet in a passing
systems joke, the RAM listed by La-Mulana is thousands of times more
than a real MSX would have had. Within the game itself, Professor Leme-
za’s most prized possession is a “portable MSX,” described in the game’s
tongue-in-cheek back-story as a niche, laptop version of the computer
created for use by global adventurers. The in-game MSX turns out to be
critical: in addition to powering basic functions like the game map, the
player can unlock new abilities by finding and buying cartridges strewn
throughout the ruins, most of which are named after real MSX games, like
Konami’s Comic Bakery (1984) and Hyper Rally (1985). Outside of the
game program itself, the developers have crafted a faux MSX instruction
booklet and box (presented in HTML form), with cartoonish, pen and ink
illustrations of characters, enemies, and items; in keeping with such 1980s
era supporting documentation, these analog drawings have a distinctive
style, a “printed” monochrome half-tone quality (despite being created
digitally) that is wholly separate from the low-res in-game sprites. Func-
tionally, the manual includes detailed descriptions, tables, and hints that
are near necessary to deciphering the game—again, congruent to actual
8-bit titles, but deviant from the general trend today that favors interactive
tutorials and de-emphasizes external references (as well as aesthetic clashes
between intra- and extra-game imagery). As one reviewer aptly put it,
La-Mulana is a “100-hour love letter to the ‘Xbox of 1983’ ”
(ActionButton.net).

An 8-Bit Game with Contemporary Ambitions
As we have seen above, the influence of the MSX is most immediately
apparent in the game’s visual style and paratextual markers. Yet if we read
what the game’s developers have to say about their intent, graphics
are never explicitly mentioned. Instead the inspiration initiates from
gameplay, and more specifically the concept of challenge. La-Mulana is a
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deeply difficult game, which the developers describe as a reaction to “the
new-style of really easy games,” going on to say: “it may be very hard to
beat La-Mulana. But that’s OK. We’re looking for those gamers that
could in days past defeat Druaga [The Tower of Druaga, Namco, 1985],
bring the baby back safely from the clutches of Galious [Maze of
Galious], and seal the Evil Crystal [Hydlide 3, T&E Soft, 1987].”5 There is a
two-part supposition here: first of all, that the trend of gameplay in the
commercial industry has been from harder to easier; and second of all,
that an earlier platform style can reset that clock, triggering an associ-
ation with those older, harder games, and the set of gameplay expect-
ations that come with them. The evocation of 8-bit gameplay is at least
as important as, if not more so, than that of 8-bit graphics. And the
developers have bent over backwards to categorically associate the game
with the long defunct MSX platform because they believe the two are
intrinsically linked.

All of this is to say that the technological artifacts of the MSX are
stamped not only upon La-Mulana’s visuals and sound, but also its
gameplay, and within its world we can see how certain technological
methods of aesthetic presentation correspond to particular gameplay
mechanics or styles of interaction. The MSX-adopted limitations on pixel
configuration and color distribution create graphics that are highly repeti-
tive within each area of the game world. But rather than attempting to

Figure 9.5 La-Mulana’s digital manual mimics the pen and ink illustrations of 1980s instruction
booklets, with sharply different representational styles for in-game and out-of-game
visuals.
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“overcome” this, the game naturally orients itself in this direction. In the
tradition of the Atari VCS Adventure, many of La-Mulana’s underground
rooms are very similarly templated, with slight variations that create a
sense of labyrinthine confusion. Distinguishing between these rooms is a
key challenge—it is a designed psychological task of gameplay, a simple
visual example of the developers’ overarching intent to make you slow
down, take your time, and carefully observe your surroundings. As the
designers chide:

You can proceed however you like, but if you solve riddles and don’t pay
attention to how the ruins change accordingly, that’s not very archaeologist-
like! . . . Try not to miss changes in the ruins, things that seem out of place, or
strange mechanisms just because you didn’t look them over carefully enough!
(Instruction manual)

The MSX1 did not have hardware support for the smooth scrolling of
background images. Following this cue, La-Mulana’s world space is dis-
played as a vast series of contiguous (rather than continuous) single-
screen areas, similar to Adventure (the first game to use such a method)
and Pitfall! or (on the Famicom/NES) the first Legend of Zelda game
(Nintendo, 1986). Quick, chunky scrolling transitions show one area slid-
ing into the next each time the player reaches a screen edge (again, con-
sistent with the MSX’s ability to shift the entire background map one
complete 8-pixel-wide tile at a time—too little resolution to depict pre-
cise player-driven movement, but sufficient for a pre-calculated visual
effect).

As is typical of this mode of spatial representation and era of 1980s
gameplay, non-player characters or enemies are confined to the area of
their own local screen, and they will not follow the player across screens.
Action scenarios are choreographed around specific, partially predeter-
mined “room” setups, with pseudo-random elements introduced through
techniques such as multiple potential enemy spawn points. Such contain-
ment is convenient to the MSX’s limit of 32 total simultaneous sprites
(with a maximum of four allowed per line of pixels); juggling the display
of an indeterminate number of characters across a free-roaming world
composed of hundreds of screens would be atypical for the machine (even
if it might be possible). Continuous action is therefore de-emphasized to
some degree. Though the game does require complex execution of real-time
actions (many of them quite challenging), a reconnaissance style of
exploration is enabled by both the ability to escape local battles by leaving
the room, and through the Grail, an item acquired early in the game which
allows the player to warp instantaneously to a handful of key checkpoints.
In another technique borrowed from 8-bit classics, many puzzles depend
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on “clearing the room”—defeating all enemies in the immediate vicinity—
in order to trigger events or reveal items.

The room system provides for a good blend of action and thought-
focused riddles. In the level known as the “Giants’ Mausoleum,” for
example, large inanimate statues are scattered throughout the individual
rooms. On first glance, the figures appear mostly to be decorative back-
grounds, the subjects of the epic but fragmentary mythology that is
scrawled upon the ruins’ ancient tablets. By the time the player discovers
that accomplishments in one room may alter the pose of a statue in
another (offering a visual clue to yet another riddle in turn), the need for
careful self-documentation of the surrounding behavior is apparent. In
fact, the game’s translators even advise taking sequential screenshots
(using extra-game utilities) of rooms and tablets as an aid to deducing
one’s progress.6 It is a strategy reminiscent of the 8-bit adventure game
tradition encouraging (sometimes requiring) the player to create hand-
drawn maps of the game world, with a twist that suggests the play-style of
recent “camera”-based games, in which visual evidence is gathered directly
from within the game world itself (such as Fatal Frame, Tecmo, 2001, or
Dead Rising, Capcom, 2006).

Figure 9.6 Players must pay close attention to the poses of the statues in the Giants’ Mauso-
leum. Completing a puzzle in one room may subtly alter a statue in another.
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We could also see the choice of 8-bit visuals as an expression of Jesper
Juul’s argument that less graphical representation of a game world tends to
correspond to a greater awareness of the functional rules of that world.7

On a formal (rather than visually aesthetic or culturally nostalgic) level,
we could imagine La-Mulana dispensing with the lushly-rendered
background images that appear in 16- and 32-bit platformers because
(theoretically speaking) they are extraneous to those games’ rule sets, and
therefore part of an “optional world” that is unnecessary to gameplay. The
stripped down graphics force the player’s attention onto action and func-
tion over strict fidelity of representation. La-Mulana also teases the player
with this expectation, playing with the established 2-D platform game
conventions of non-interactive backgrounds that have no bearing on the
game world state, and thus do not require significant active attention.

La-Mulana’s designers have consciously aimed for a style of play that
does not simply replicate its classical models, but adapts and evolves them.
Recounting their development and play-testing process, they describe an
initially vague but continually nagging self-recognition that while they
worked ever more to match the source of their inspiration, a sense of
satisfaction did not follow, even in their success. Coming to a moment
of design crisis midway through, they concluded that “in the end, what we
had was nothing but a cheap Maze of Galious knockoff” (Instruction man-
ual). Their response, interestingly, was a direct attempt to inject con-
temporary (that is, current platform generation) gameplay trends into
their design: they “wondered if it might not be possible to incorporate
the sense of tension in newer games like [the] Metal Gear [Solid series,
Konami, 1998–ongoing]” (Instruction manual). What they pivoted
towards was a design best described as contemplative. They describe this
philosophy as follows:

We tried to make it so that people wouldn’t get hopelessly stuck everywhere,
but if you just whack walls at random without thinking you’ll die. If you think
“Ooh, a treasure!” and run charging toward it without thinking, you’ll die. If
you just operate a mechanism without thinking about how it works, you may
end up not ever being able to get a specific item. If you think “I’m trapped! I’m
going to warp out!” and do so, you won’t be able to get back into that room
from the outside. Once you do finally manage to find your way back in, you
may be confronted with an even more obnoxious mechanism to overcome
than before. If you make enough big mistakes it will even become quite tough
to complete the game. (Instruction manual)

The design demands self-regulated pacing and patience from the player.
One of the most commented upon aspects from new players is its difficulty
at the outset: initially, players cannot save their progress (until they have
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purchased the Game Master MSX ROM), cannot read the ancient tablets
that contain the majority of clues to the game’s riddles (until they have
acquired the Hand Scanner accessory which translates this text), and even
assuming one did manage to successfully solve a puzzle under these condi-
tions, they would not receive any positive feedback or encouragement alert-
ing them to this fact (until finding the Shell Horn, which sounds a note
each time an action is completed). Many of the basic scaffolding capabil-
ities that players have come to expect are noticeably and intentionally
absent. To sum up: “we decided to put in the fear of death” in La-Mulana.

While it would be inaccurate to call this design style more “realistic,”
the game’s stark beginning does set the tone that a different set of expect-
ations are at play. The archaeological fictional setting—exotic and adven-
turous on its face, yet clichéd and humdrum as a game trope—is to be
taken seriously this time around. Rather than an exaggeration or parody of
its forebearers, it is more accurately a re-doubling and intensification.
Above all is a demand towards logical contemplation (“What would I do in
this situation?”), and away from the immediacy of combat-oriented action.
The latter is positioned as an ever-present threat to be deflected, rather
than as an end in and of itself (the handful of culminating boss battles
possibly aside). One parallel would be to see the designers as bringing the
game world’s emphasis more into line with related pop culture
archaeologist-heroes of other media, from early examples like H. Rider
Haggard’s late nineteenth century pulp paperbacks, chronicling the adven-
tures of the Englishman Allan Quartermain, to the best-known example
on the big screen, Indiana Jones. As standard-bearers of the “thinking”
action hero, these protagonists are apt models for La-Mulana’s dependence
on observation and intellectualism, remaining firmly embedded in an
action framework.

As La-Mulana’s particular subgenre of 2-D platform-adventure has
seen a recent resurgence of critical interest, its roots are undergoing a
reappraisal. La-Mulana has fared well in the comparison:

[S]omehow, La-Mulana manages to avoid the clunky presentation and game-
play which has aged the real 1980s games so dramatically. Operating without
real 8-bit constraints, the developers have made an 8-bit game with modern
ambition. It makes me want to throw away my next-gen devices, but at the
same time it is richer and more satisfying than any game I could find for an
emulator. La-Mulana is deeper and more complicated than any other game
with 16-colour graphics, though it is never inaccessible or obtuse. It is exceed-
ingly difficult without ever feeling arbitrary. (ActionButton.net)

Difficulty may be central to La-Mulana’s charter, but it is a challenge built
on clarity of presentation and logic, rather than the charge of obscurity
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often leveled at similarly large, non-linear 8-bit worlds. For instance, while
the NES action-platformer Milon’s Secret Castle (1986) could be considered
a progenitor of La-Mulana, it is anything but logical; a recent stream-of-
consciousness review by journalist Kyle Orland began and ended in
frustration:

I get hit by one enemy four times in rapid succession and it’s game over. What
the hell!

I know games were harder back then, but DAMN!
. . .

Starting over, I kill an enemy and he turns into an umbrella that floats away
before I can grab it. Now that’s good design.
. . .

[A]pparently shooting a bubble in JUST the right spot in the upper right
corner uncovers a door out. Intuitive!8

While the comments may be sarcastic, they underscore the fundamental
lack of cause-and-effect seen in many games of the period, even those
which innovated in other ways (in this case, non-linear world design).
While the objections raised about Faxanadu (1989, NES) by Jeremy Parish
are less derogatory, they go to the heart of the issue: “there’s a certain
element of abstraction to the whole thing—vaguely-translated objectives,
unexplained item effects, a bit of trial-and-error—but do recall that this is
the 8-bit era we’re talking about.”9 La-Mulana aims to correct these flaws
and evolve past them by adopting the 8-bit form; thus its design began
grounded in nostalgia, but ended up driven by critique.

Finally, from a perspective beyond direct design, we also ought to
remind ourselves of the changed nature of global communications today,
two decades after the MSX and NES heyday: La-Mulana is blessed with an
excellent English translation that was done entirely by dedicated fans. The
game’s English text is clearer than that in a great number of Japanese
commercial games of the 1980s. Such quality is crucial to understanding its
complex system of logic and riddles, and the title’s appeal outside of Japan
would be severely limited without it—a fate many of its 1980s predecessors
endured in the USA. Further mitigating its difficulty, an exhaustive series
of walkthrough videos (comprised of 89 individual segments) appears on
YouTube (again courtesy of a fan). These tutorials can be especially helpful
in starting the game, and as of January 2008 the opening episode had
garnered over 15,000 views.10 La-Mulana was designed in a far more
advanced (and commercially independent) environment of cross-cultural
reception.
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Figures 9.7 & 9.8 Despite their amateur origins, La-Mulana’s textual riddles and conversations
are better translated and more intelligible than their professional predeces-
sors from the 1980s.
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Platform Remediation
La-Mulana is only one example in a host of indie games that consciously
adopt a “chunky pixel” aesthetic, and the technique has emerged as a
clearly identifiable trend. In a recent interview Phil Fish, an independent
game developer as well as a level designer in the commercial industry,
ruminated on the roots of the pixel’s nostalgic attraction by way of other
lo-fi media:

I’m playing Mass Effect [Bioware, 2007] these days. It’s incredible, the game is
all shiny HD [high definition] graphics, and yet it has a MOVIE GRAIN
FILTER! This pure, sharp 100% digital image gets all fuzzied up with a thick
grain. And for what? To get that 70s feel. To give it that warmth that a pure,
sharp 100% digital image so completely lacks. And it’s so wonderful. It fits the
game’s aesthetic perfectly. It hides all sorts of little imperfections and just
makes it all that much cooler. I like it better like that for the same reasons
I prefer a fuzzy drowned-in-noise Jesus and Mary Chain guitar to some con-
temporary over-produced Pro Tools crap: for the warmth. Like Vinyl [vs.] CD.
I think pixels have reached that status.11

What Fish is describing in the vernacular is a phenomenon that media
theorists Bolter and Grusin call remediation.12 As particular media tech-
nologies mature, we become comfortable with them and the artifacts that
they bring to representation—the grain on celluloid film-stock that
began as a barrier to capturing the “true” image ceases to be seen as
noise, and instead becomes a hallmark of authenticity. The aesthetic
becomes detached from the necessity of the technology. This kind of
cross-over is a longstanding trope of media development: for example, in
the late 1880s adherents of Pictorialism, one of the dominant movements
in early photography, strove for soft focus and lighting in an attempt to
make their photographs appear like paintings. In a train of thought
paradoxical to today’s concept of “photorealism,” paintings simply felt
more natural to pictorialists than did the unfamiliar harshness of un-
filtered photography.

Games are no stranger to remediation. As 3-D game technologies
advanced in the mid-1990s (most notably on the PC and Sony’s Play-
Station console), graphics programmers looked for ways to bring an aura
of “realism” to their images. One effect they often used was the “lens flare,”
the blinding white starbursts and concentric rings that form when an
optical lens catches a bright light source. These were especially popular in
leading titles with urban settings, like Gran Turismo 3 A-Spec (SCEA, 2001)
and Grand Theft Auto: Vice City (Rockstar Games, 2002). For a while, lens
flares were the game graphics state of the art, part of the ecosystem, from
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the evaluative criteria of game reviewers to the selling points of third-party
game engine licensers. The irony, of course, is that lens flares are the
artifacts of curvature in physical optics, an old media signature injected
into the new for legitimization. As with film grain, the lens flare no longer
obscures the image, but instead has been integrated into its definition.
Similarly, Fish’s enthusiasm for Mass Effect’s film grain emerges from
the dialectic of Bolter and Grusin’s “double logic of remediation”: an ideal
of immediacy—the “pure, sharp 100% digital image”—mitigated by
hypermediacy, the awareness and exploitation of a medium’s artificiality.
The unreality of one medium helps to make the other feel subjectively
“real.”

Remediation also happens “locally”: as a medium evolves, its earlier
stages begin to be remediated within it. The emphasis on legitimization or
realism fades, and remediation drifts from a fallback to a conscious stylistic
choice, a tactic for evoking and re-interpreting the medium’s past, an
expert vehicle for the homage, the parody, or the genre revival. This is
where remediation meets retro. The technique is relatively new to gaming,
but it is richly developed in other media like film and music. For example,
in the film Pleasantville (Gary Ross, 1998), two present-day teenagers are
transported into a black and white, suburban 1950s-style alternate reality.
The monochrome presentation of the world evokes its mid-century
American naïveté, and as viewers we understand this connection because
of our familiarity with actual television shows of that period. The original,
technical requirement of black and white film and broadcasting is long
gone, but in our historical memory it is closely associated with the content
it represented. The twin sociological and technological transitions of the
past five decades become the backbone of the film’s symbolism: as ele-
ments of 1990s modernism slowly seep into 1950s innocence, the world is
literally colorized, one character, building, and flower at a time. La-Mulana
extends this logic from film hardware to game hardware: it is an MSX
platform remediation, and as we have seen, evocation through technological
aesthetics is similarly central to its origins.

But in terms of both aesthetic presentation and formal ambitions, per-
haps a more apt film comparison than Pleasantville would be avant-garde
film-maker Guy Maddin’s The Saddest Music in the World (2003). Shot in a
varying pastiche of early film tropes, including black and white (with some
color sequences), heavy film grain, and fuzzy iris lens-induced edges, the
plot centers on a bizarre musical competition set in 1930s Winnipeg, and
“evokes Busby Berkeley musicals, silent melodramas and Depression-era
studio fantasies of wealth, romance, and intrigue.”13 Most notably, a shock
of temporal displacement marks the critical reception of both Saddest
Music and La-Mulana, with reviewers in each case expressing the disorient-
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ing (and undeniably striking) simultaneity of a technologically dated pre-
sentation paired with a contemporary sensibility:

La-Mulana: “You get the feeling that the history of video games went awry
about 20 years ago, and that La-Mulana somehow came to us through
a wormhole from a beautiful parallel universe.” (ActionButton.net)
Saddest Music: “[S]eems to pop out of an otherworldly time capsule. It is a
tribute to, and a sendup of, old movies that never quite existed. . . . delving
into a past that never was to prophesy an alternative vision of the future of
movies.” (Scott)

That the retro mode created by the remediation of La-Mulana and The
Saddest Music in the World is expressed in science fiction or mystical terms
of “time travel” belies the degree to which we historicize the aesthetics of
our technologies. This notion of generative retro views the past neither
reverently nor quaintly, but instead, as Elizabeth Guffey says, with an
“unsentimental nostalgia.”14 Retro is delineated from the more classical
form of revivalism, which while taking great pleasure in the past nonethe-
less considered it from a detached perspective, as a “completed” protocol
rather than as a still viable branch of evolution. This retro strategy is to
mix up recognizable components of past aesthetic styles and genres,
reassembling them into previously unseen forms.

From these examples, we see retro as a unique subset of artistic inspir-
ation and influence: retro carries with it a source of discontinuous influ-
ence, resemblance coupled with temporal distance. This is distinct from
the more generally incremental nature of game design, such as the step-by-
step evolution of the “matching tile” puzzle game genre over more than
20 years, traced by Jesper Juul from Chain Shot! (Kuniaki Moribe, 1985), to
Dr. Mario (Nintendo, 1990), to Bejeweled (PopCap Games, 2001).15 Retro
media, on the other hand, is not that which innovates upon its direct
parents, but rather those ancestors which are unequivocally “outdated.” Of
course, the determination of currency vs. obsolescence is itself imprecise
and up for debate. But broadly speaking, creative industries that are
structured upon cyclical change have a particular predilection to retro as
phenomenon and rhetoric. This is no doubt why fashion was at the center
of the term’s establishment by 1970s French critics (Guffey, 14). Gaming
hardware may not be quite as pliable as fabrics and colors, but the break-
neck leapfrogging of technology and periodic turnover of game consoles
provides a built-in obsolescence that almost guarantees the emergence of
retro gaming. The aesthetic potential of a game platform is only beginning
to be understood by the time it is discontinued commercially.
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Beyond Commercial Conservatism
A comparison to the field of titles marketed by the commercial game
industry under a “retro” moniker can help to further contextualize
La-Mulana’s distinct approach and originality. Generally speaking, there
are two forms that currently dominate commercial retro gaming: emula-
tion, and remakes. Today, the commercial emulation product with the
most exposure is probably the Nintendo Wii’s Virtual Console. This ser-
vice allows players to purchase individual titles that originally appeared on
older game platforms of the 8-bit and 16-bit families (and beyond), includ-
ing Nintendo’s own systems (the NES, Super NES, and Nintendo 64), as
well as those of past rivals such as Sega’s Master System and Genesis,
NEC’s TurboGrafx-16, and even the MSX itself (available only to Japanese
Virtual Console customers). Games on Virtual Console range from $5 to
$10 apiece, and the service has been widely successful, generating
$33 million on sales of 7.8 million titles in its first two years of availability.16

The games on Virtual Console are emulated, which means that even
though the game program is “hosted” for the player on the contemporary
Wii platform, the original game code is maintained, running via an inter-
mediary program (an emulator) that simulates the CPU, graphics chips,
and other computational functions of the original platform for which it
was compiled. In this sense, emulation attempts to re-create the “real
experience” of particular classic games. Because the game’s code is the
same, its rules and mechanics are identical to the original, and it should
(theoretically) respond to player input in exactly the same way. In most
cases, the graphical pixels of 2-D games are also accurately preserved. Of
course, emulation never produces a true replica of a native platform: input
devices with differing material qualities and control layouts affect the play-
er’s physical interaction; the need to up-scale graphics for display on
higher resolution screens alters the quality of their appearance, and so on.
And emulators can consciously introduce new capabilities to the platform
as well, such as the Wii’s ability to instantly suspend or “save state” at any
point during play (rather than relying on the individual game’s own save
mechanisms), increasing convenience and easing the difficulty level.
(However, it is worth noting that unlike more flexible emulators, the Vir-
tual Console does not allow the player to save several states individually,
instead providing for only one state to be saved at a time—in other words,
a global “pause” button rather than a “rewind” function.)

An important distinction of philosophy and operation is that while
emulation actually enacts a platform at the computational level, La-Mulana
selectively imitates the platform’s aesthetic hallmarks as a vehicle for
stylization. La-Mulana’s developers may have carefully followed the
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MSX1’s most immediately visible properties (such as resolution, palette
selection, and spatial color distribution), but there are many technical
aspects of the platform that are not adopted or enforced. These include
fundamental low-level structural elements, such as the maximum address-
able memory space, or the lack of a linear frame-buffer representation for
the video display—often significant hurdles to programmers writing real-
time graphics code on an actual MSX. And while these limitations could be
dealt with through skilled coding, La-Mulana’s programmers, developing
on the much more “friendly” and flexible environment of the modern
Windows-compatible PC, were able to conveniently skip these challenges,
and instead implement only those ultimately resulting visual artifacts
which they deemed relevant and necessary to their goal of aesthetic associ-
ation. In some circumstances, such differences in the production process
may not be detectable to the player at all. Yet in other cases, La-Mulana
does flaunt some MSX1 specs, bending the color distribution rules for the
player sprite of Professor Lemeza (adding a thin black outline to make the
character more legible), and ignoring the flicker caused by more than four
simultaneous sprites per line. It is possible that the extra color employed
for the player sprite might be achievable on the MSX1 through multi-
sprite overlay techniques (in which two sprites are stacked upon one
another) or other tricks. But La-Mulana’s pixel artist gave himself the
benefit of the doubt, and left us with a hypothetical question.

Microsoft’s Xbox Live Arcade (XBLA), the downloadable game arm of
the Xbox 360 console, is an illuminating contrast of a different sort. Unlike
the Virtual Console, XBLA is not an exclusively retro service, and con-
temporary original titles are featured alongside classic games of the 1980s
and 1990s. Nonetheless, a significant portion of the catalog is comprised of
older titles, including many of its bestselling games in 2007, such as the
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles arcade game (Konami, 1989), and Castleva-
nia: Symphony of the Night (1997, PlayStation).17 While the retro appeal of
the two services is similarly title-nostalgia-centric, XBLA’s retro strategy is
not based purely on emulation of existing code and audiovisuals. Instead,
many titles are offered as remakes (also known as ports) that have been
rebuilt for the Xbox 360 from the ground up, incorporating all-new
“enhanced” graphics that leave behind low-res pixels in favor of a visual
aesthetic more in-line with today’s mainstream commercial games. Some-
times this means a new set of high-resolution 2-D images that aim to
preserve the stylistic spirit of the original, such as with Yie Ar Kung-Fu’s
(Konami, 1985 [2007]) self-proclaimed “stunning hand-painted models
and backgrounds.”18 In other cases like Jetpac Refuelled (Microsoft Game
Studios, 2007) and Prince of Persia Classic (Ubisoft, 2007), the hand-drawn
2-D sprites have been replaced entirely with renderings of 3-D models.
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While maintaining the look of older games is a basic assumption on Nin-
tendo’s Virtual Console, there is no such preference for historical fidelity in
these XBLA titles. (It should be noted however, that not all XBLA classics
feature altered graphics; some of the lesser known titles like Cyberball 2072
(Midway, 1988 [2007]) and Root Beer Tapper (Midway, 1983 [2007])—
those which would most likely attract a smaller niche nostalgia crowd—
retain the original visuals, and most of the enhanced titles still offer this
option as well.) On the contrary, from a marketing standpoint, the shift in
representational modes of these “re-skinned” remakes is an unequivocal
attraction unrelated to their nostalgic authenticity:

Jetpac Refuelled: “The completely updated graphical look of the game gives you
a truly hi-def and in-depth gaming experience.”19

Prince of Persia Classic: “This new version features updated character designs,
animations, visuals, and lighting effects, all transforming the game into a fresh,
close to 3-dimensional look.”20

In many regards, Virtual Console and XBLA are both valuable and popular
services that regard classic gaming seriously not only as a commercial
enterprise, but also as an important element of game culture. And both
have made interesting contributions to the nascent field of retro gaming:
XBLA adds a layer of community-oriented features on top of its classic
remakes, taking advantage of a networked environment to offer online play
(a novelty for titles of the 1980s), leader boards (top scores that can be
viewed by players across the world), and “achievements” (game-specific
goals that display accolades on a player’s online profile, creating a frame-
work for comparison across disparate titles). On Virtual Console, Nintendo
has ventured beyond the strict nostalgia market by offering games like
Battle Lode Runner (Hudson Soft), a 1993 title for the PC Engine (the
Japanese market name for the TurboGrafx-16) that was previously
unreleased in the USA. Yet when we pull back to a larger perspective, both
services are also fundamentally conservative because they are focused on
recycling existing game designs (or in more business-oriented terms, their
goal is to maximize existing intellectual property (IP) value through
re-packaging). Virtual Console is at best about preservation. XBLA recog-
nizes the opportunity to re-contextualize retro games in new ways that
resonate with today’s gamers, but adopts the predominant, self-sure indus-
try view that technology is the path to improvement: it is time to dust off

those old neglected games and bring them up to snuff. Both are based on
title-specific (sometimes franchise-specific) nostalgia, intended to attract
players by evoking childhood memories of particular games.

La-Mulana’s MSX platform remediation turns this notion inside-out.
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Nostalgia still plays a key role, but the focus is shifted from specific game
content—recognizable characters, trademark game mechanics, worlds, or
storylines—to the more abstract concept of platform-centric nostalgia.
La-Mulana could be called an anti-XBLA game: rather than arranging
contemporary technologies around a kernel of historical gameplay, its
developers have flipped the proposition, creating an original title that is
driven by the aesthetic guidelines of past technological constraints. Both
approaches are viable, and the comparison is theoretically interesting
because it helps us to examine the interdependence between alternating
formal, historical, and technological game elements—and the effects of
changing one, but not the others. The commercial view of retro as a hobby
of collecting things is certainly a commonly accepted one outside and
irrespective of games; it is popularly expressed in trends such as “vintage”
clothing at thrift stores, or 1960s plastic and glass furniture at higher-end
boutiques. But La-Mulana is a more transformative interpretation: like the
best retro precedents, the game “challenges positivist views of technology,
industry, and, most of all, of progress itself” (Guffey, 13).

Indie Retro: The Stylistic Traces of Materiality
La-Mulana has been my primary example of this “indie retro” trend in
part because it is such an excellent game, but also because it is so well-
defined in its approach to technology and genre. But the phenomenon is
fast-growing, and there are many creative indie games that employ the
platform remediation calling card to varying degrees, with styles that span
the past 20 years; new specimens appear weekly on blogs like The
Independent Gaming Source, and IndieGames.com: The Weblog. The
tongue-in-cheek Shotgun Ninja (2008), for instance, is a fast, precision
action platformer that borrows its 16 color palette and oblong-shaped
pixels from the Commodore 64 (C64), the beloved 8-bit home computer
(far more popular worldwide than the MSX, in fact, with roughly six times
as many sales). Designed by Jonatan Söderström, a prolific Swedish indie
developer known online as Cactus (creator of the Independent Games
Festival 2008 finalist Clean Asia (2007)), the game is both clearly inspired
by the C64—the executable filename is c64ninja.exe—and also blatantly at
odds with it: the C64’s pixels were similarly rectangular, but they were fat,
horizontal rectangles (at 160 × 200 resolution), while Shotgun Ninja’s are
tall and thin (with an effectively 320 × 120 screen). It is the kind of mis-
matched, technical mash-up found in Maddin’s The Saddest Music in the
World, which caught reviewer A. O. Scott off guard with its silent film-era
visuals acting as vehicle for a heavily vocal musical.

Another commercially abandoned genre that maintains a strong indie
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following are “shmups,” shoot-’em-ups in the style of classic 2-D scrolling
shooters such as Gradius (Konami, 1985) and R-Type (Irem, 1987), in
which the player usually controls a “ship,” navigating complex patterns of
“bullets.” While there are a dizzying number of indie shmups of all techno-
logical stripes (2-D and 3-D), HoneyBlaster (LowFuel, 2007, featuring a
honeybee theme) and Guxt (Pixel, 2007, with a more genre-traditional
aircraft) are two that employ a monochrome gradient look. They mimic
the washed-out colors and ghosting artifacts of primitive, unlit LCD
screens, such as those found on the original handheld Game Boy platform
(released 1989). Moreover, their pixel resolutions are even lower than La-
Mulana (120 × 160 and 160 × 100, respectively). Beluga Mk II (T. Matsu-
shima, 2008) takes a different approach: a horizontal shooter with an
astronaut protagonist, it has a four-color palette of bright, fully-saturated
green, blue, red, and yellow, and uses an unusual fuzz filter that gives the
graphics a blur and bleed strongly reminiscent of 1980s CRT (cathode ray
tube) televisions. Each of these games is notable in foregrounding the
physical effects of earlier display technologies, going beyond the aspects of
color and pixel resolution governed by CPUs and graphics chips to
embrace the optical properties of the screen itself. Beluga Mk II recalls a
childhood spent 12 inches from the TV screen.

In the indie retro titles above, platform association is evoked vaguely,
but not as a priority. La-Mulana is still rare in its explicit coupling to a
specific platform, and this has made it a focused example—a more com-
mon strategy is to cherry-pick 8-bit hallmarks without aiming to re-create
a holistic platform aesthetic. Beluga Mk II cheerfully proclaims “FOUR
COLORS SYSTEM” and “8BITS COLOR COMPUTER” on its load screen,
but targets no particular brand of console or home computer. The inspir-
ation is not limited to computers of the 1980s though, either. Cave Story (a
widely used English translation of the original Japanese title, Doukutsu
Monogatari) (Pixel, 2005) is an action-adventure platformer that shares
many genre qualities with La-Mulana, and garnered extensive gaming
press following its release in 2005 (rare for an indie title, then and now). Its
technological aesthetic is a “16-bit” analog to La-Mulana’s 8-bit MSX, with
a full 256 color palette, higher 320 × 240 resolution, smooth high-speed
scrolling including parallax background layers, and hundreds of sprites
across a continuous multi-screen space, suggesting the era of the Super
NES and Genesis consoles. Cave Story’s lush backgrounds and detailed
characters recall Hayao Miyazaki’s Studio Ghibli films such as My Neighbor
Totoro (1988) and Princess Mononoke (1997)—the game’s graphics are key
to its personality and mood, and the endearing characters that make its
story come to life simply could not be created under La-Mulana’s 8-bit
conditions.
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In theoretical terms, there is nothing about this game design strategy
that makes it inherent (or limited) to independent producers. And
encouragingly, we can find small pockets of the commercial industry
where such a style is possible: notably, Game Center CX (Namco Bandai,
2007) for the Nintendo DS, a clever retro game inspired by a popular
Japanese television show of the same name. In the TV series, the comedian
Shinya Arino plays (and often completes) games from the 8 and 16-bit
eras, his progress charted in a reality show format. The DS game is an
outlandish adaptation in which you play as an elementary school-aged
gamer, taking on short (but not mini) 8-bit-style games in the most popu-
lar console genres of the 1980s, including shmups, platformers, top-down
racing, and even an RPG. As with the indie games discussed so far, Game
Center CX’s “faux retrogames” (as Chris Kohler describes them21) are
carefully-crafted throwbacks through and through, from their look to their
gameplay (in this case the NES is the clearest platform of reference). But its
most impressive twist, reminiscent of La-Mulana’s extensive (and crucially
helpful) 1980s-era instruction manual, is the inclusion of an overarching
meta-game that requires the player to peruse fake magazines (in-game, on
the DS screen itself), seeking out hints and cheat codes necessary for

Figure 9.9 Beluga Mk II evokes a fuzzy Cathode Ray Tube television with its blurry and cheerfully
bright blue, green, red, and yellow colors.
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completing specific challenges—like “Clear Floor 4 without losing a single
life”—within each sub-game (Kohler). As is La-Mulana’s aim, this last
structural element ties contemporary influence (think Xbox Live’s
achievements) back into a firm retro grounding, commenting on gaming’s
history in parallel.

Yet Game Center CX’s retro creativity is still very much a commercial
exception. On the whole, indie developers have considerably more freedom
to play with our aesthetic expectations. Without the same financial pres-
sure or corporate structures, they are able to push game genres, platforms,
interfaces, and audiovisuals into unusual (sometimes unintended or
counterintuitive) territory, presenting juxtapositions that might be com-
mercially risky, unviable, or illogical. Neither are they bound by traditional
development cycles—indie designers like Cactus often complete games
from start to finish in under three days, a radical, one-off approach far
beyond even the most progressive forms of rapid prototyping employed
by commercial development houses. Indie retro creates a new field of
production, maturing the medium of video games by moving off-axis
from commercial concerns.
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CHAPTER 10
“This is Intelligent Television”

Early Video Games and Television in the Emergence of the
Personal Computer

SHE ILA  C .  MURPHY

My essay’s title is taken from an advertising campaign for Mattel’s
Intellivision, a home video game system that was first launched in
1979–1980. When writing about gaming, television, and computers, I
could not resist Mattel’s “This is intelligent television” slogan, which sim-
ultaneously encapsulates the bad object status of television and promotes
the game system as an engaging and cultured alternative to watching
reruns. Mattel’s print and television advertisements for the system,
which starred erudite pundit George Plimpton, sought to brand the Intelli-
vision as a thought-provoking, “smart” video game system, something
that current advertisements for Nintendo’s BrainAge series (2005–2007)
continue to do today. While the Intellivision was released later than
most of the systems I am discussing here, the system and its promo-
tional campaign perfectly demonstrate the rhetorical “muck” that early
video game systems were caught in when making both figurative and
literal connections between television, gaming, and computers. And it is
these connections—between discreet media that share certain
commonalities (most notably, a screen)—that I am concerned with here.
For rather than theorize a particular genre, mode of interactivity, or
process of identification, I suggest we look more closely at video game
systems themselves—as media apparatuses, as sites of representation, and



as the starting points for what scholars today now refer to as “media
convergence.”1

I began this essay as part of a larger project that places the history of
video games into the context of digital media theory and the histories of
computers and television. While computers, video games and digital media
are often part of the same set of conversations, the medium of television is
usually only given passing consideration as, quite literally, a “medium”
through which this other, newer media “flows.”2 I believe that television’s
role in digital media history, especially its place in the historical develop-
ment of digital entertainment technologies like video game systems and
computers, should instead be emphasized and understood as crucial to
new media history and theory. For the then-new technologies of the 1970s
like the personal computer and video game, television lent more than a
basic display apparatus; instead, one finds that the literal links between TV
sets and (home or video game) computers were established in relationship
to the cultural baggage already associated with television by that time.3 We
can see the way television and video games were imagined together in the
inside-cover illustration from the 1982 Atari catalogue. Centered in the
image and hovering above an Atari Video Computer System, a television
set displaying a Pac-Man start screen is the destination for rows of games
streaming towards it. Underneath, the Atari system rests atop a Tron-style
white grid on a black background. The message of this game catalog
is clear—together TV and Atari can offer numerous, enjoyable routes
towards interactive fun.

Often lauded as a “breakthrough” period for television programming
and technologies—with the emergence of PBS, “quality” situation comed-
ies and the rise of cable—television in the 1970s was also understood as
a time of cheap formats and exploitative series that former FCC Chair
Newton Minow had dubbed the “vast wasteland” of TV in 1961.4 Such a
repositioning of television has crucial theoretical ramifications for video
games and video game theory because it expands our understanding of
video game theory to include television as a medium, technology, and
space of encounter for digital gaming.

Why Not Convergence?
It is crucial to disentangle some of the assumed and seemingly naturalized
connections between television, personal computers, and video game sys-
tems in order to better understand the relationships between these media
forms. In order to carefully approach 1970s gaming systems and television,
there are certain key questions to ask: what were the connections between
television sets, video games, and personal computers during the first home
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video game craze in the late 1970s? How was the public reception of video
games and computers linked to television? And in what ways did these new
technologies promise to remake and reframe TV?

The idea of technological and cultural convergence is relevant here and
requires some explanation.5 “Convergence” is one of those techno-buzz
words that seems both to emblematize and to mystify new technologies.
Yet if we take the idea of convergence seriously, it can be a quite useful way
of approaching the field of digital culture/new media studies. One diction-
ary definition of convergence describes the term as it relates to mathemati-
cal, biological, and physiological studies, as well as its common definition
as “a point of converging, a meeting place.” In each of its subject-specific
definitions, convergence is described as a kind of merging of data—be it
the establishment of a finite limit in math, the physiological “turning of
the eyes inward to focus on an object at close range,” or its biological
definition as the “similarity of form or structure caused by environment
rather than heredity.” What all of these definitions share and what is useful
here is that this coming together—this merging—results in a new group-
ing or formation—a new model for understanding previously disparate
data or information. It is also crucial to my enterprise to understanding
gaming, computers, and television that we take note that in these scientific
fields convergence describes pre-existing formal shifts discovered and
detailed using field-specific methodologies. By using a term like “con-
vergence” we risk perpetuating the notion that cross-media configurations
are themselves naturally occurring phenomena rather than the result of
technological innovation, business strategies, and larger economic and cul-
tural forces.

Other theorists have also noted the cultural and economic shifts leading
towards media “convergence.” The list of what we might call “convergence
theorists” includes Paul Virilio,6 Siegfried Zielinski,7 Friedrich Kittler,8

Henry Jenkins,9 and Brian Winston,10 among others. Winston traces out a
history of media technologies that connects telegraphy, telephony, radio,
television, videocassette recorders, computers, cable and satellite transmis-
sions, and the Internet into a history of technological innovations con-
nected together by their use as communications media (Winston). While
Winston does not predict that these technologies will merge, he does make
deep connections between them and ends by predicting that holographic
television will be part of the future of these technologies. Siegfried Zielinski,
however, does theorize that visual/media culture is progressing towards
“advanced audiovision,” which will combine the cinematic and the tele-
visual into “a complex kit of machines, storage devices, and programs for
the reproduction, simulation, and blending of what can be seen and heard,
where the trend is toward their capability of being connected together in a
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network” (Zielinski, 19). Henry Jenkins describes how much of the dis-
course around convergence relies upon what he has termed the “black box
fallacy” that all media will eventually flow through a singular black box
into the home. According to Jenkins, “media convergence is not an end-
point; rather, it is an ongoing process occurring at various intersections
between media technologies, industries, content, and audiences.”11 Media
use has changed in ways that, as Jenkins tells it, exceed the much-hyped
“digital revolution.” Jenkins’ (Fans, 155) essay details just how “new media
technologies . . . enable consumers to archive, annotate, transform, and
recirculate media content.” While academic interest in media convergence
is relatively new (and roughly contingent with the emergence of the field
of new media studies), gamers and computer users have been practicing
convergence for decades as they connect televisions, computers, con-
soles, speakers and other media equipment into work/life/entertainment
systems.

I should also note that, while varying technological components may be
merging with one another and have been doing so since the very first oscil-
loscope/computer game moment, actual media convergence implies that
the representations and images produced by each apparatus would also
converge.12 Yet, in the case of television, computers, and gaming, one can
use one technology in conjunction with another to produce discrete media
forms and experiences—a game or a television program, a spreadsheet or a
game—not both at once. One can now switch between a device’s various
modes, experiencing the television receiver as television, computer, game,
each with its discrete modes of reception and interactivity. I cannot play an
episode of Maude (CBS, 1972–1978) with any greater success than I can
watch a game of Asteroids (Atari, 1979).13 Instead, the act of switching
between these functions becomes a crucial semiotic link, remapping the
machine as the screen flashes, blinks, goes black, ready to become my
computer and not be my television set—at least not at the same time.14

Resetting the Set: Making Television a Game Computer
Much like Stephen Johnson’s compelling discussion of video games and
cognition in Everything Bad is Good For You: How Today’s Popular Culture
Is Actually Making Us Smarter,15 my argument is that some of the most
crucial technological and cultural innovations of video games have largely
gone unnoticed while other, more “readable” aspects of gaming continue
to garner media attention.16 What I am not arguing here is that video
games are culturally, morally, or aesthetically good or bad.17 Instead it is
essential to understand how the history of video game systems intersects
with the history of television. By understanding the connections between
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early home gaming systems, TVs, and computers, one can re-situate the
televisual apparatus within the common historical and theoretical narra-
tives of new media/gaming. Crucial to this discussion is understanding
how the boom of the early video game industry brought computers into
the home and then connected them (the game system/computer) to the
television set during the mid to late 1970s. In many ways, the television
receiver served as a stable and familiar referent for consumers and users
who were first learning to read the semiotics of the new personal com-
puters and video game systems being connected up to more recognizable
television set.

While the 1980s are widely lauded for the rise of multinational, post-
industrial corporations, the widespread use of personal computers in
domestic and professional environments and the emergence of the “cultural
logic of postmodernism,” the 1970s were when key computing inventions
and innovations occurred, in both academic contexts and by individual
computing enthusiasts who “homebrewed” their own devices.18 Developed
by early adopters, researchers, and hobbyists, these first personal com-
puters were spectacles as much for what they did as for the very fact of
their existence. While the Homebrew Computing Club members were
building computers from kits, developments in the leisure industry were
leading to some similar innovations.

At the same time that these ostensibly more serious and task-oriented
personal computers were being developed, entrepreneurs were producing
home gaming systems that attempted to capitalize upon the popular 1970s
video game arcade trend. Home console games connected to a television
set, which was used as the visual display or screen that enabled game play
to take place, just as video game systems with external software programs
continue to do today. Console games have programs hardwired onto the
technology itself, as exemplified by the early Sears Home PONG (1975)
manufactured by Atari and the Magnavox Odyssey (1972). Home gaming
systems might include such hardwired games or are programmable “low
level home computers” whose users can swap out cartridges (“carts”) to
play new games or use ancillary devices to expand the functionality of the
gaming system (Winston, 232). Contemporary home gaming systems like
Microsoft’s XBox 360, Sony’s PlayStation 3, and the Nintendo Wii all
function according to these same technological structures: they plug into
the television or “home theater system” directly, game software is run off

of compact disc or digital video disc media played using a basic computer
in conjunction with stored data such as memory cards loaded with previ-
ously saved gameplay (or on-board memory and a hard drive). The user
then interacts with the game using a range of input devices like paddles,
joysticks, or other handheld controllers. Like the early Atari, Magnavox,
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Fairchild, Coleco, and Mattel systems produced between 1972 and 1983,
contemporary home gaming systems utilize the television receiver as the
“gaming computer’s” visual display.19

Television’s Role in the History of Video Games
Research and development of home video gaming systems began as early
as the mid-1960s (not counting Willy Higginbotham’s oscilloscope Tennis
for Two “video game” displayed in the sole location of the Brookhaven
National Laboratory in 1958). In 1968, engineer Ralph Baer applied for the
first video game patent20 and began to develop the system that would
eventually be released as the Magnavox Odyssey in 1972.21 When Baer
began to approach television manufacturers to market and sell his gaming
system he was surprised to find that he had to deal with the public percep-
tion that television was for watching, not playing.22 According Leonard
Herman’s Phoenix: The Rise and Fall of the Video Game, “Baer quickly
learned that it wasn’t just a simple matter of calling up a television manu-
facturer and telling them that he had a great new product that would
interest them. He first had to make people realized that games could be
played via a television set and that nothing could go wrong with the televi-
sion should the player do something wrong” (Herman, 7). Television was
perceived as a mysterious technology, one that brought media into the
home but whose internal workings were complex. This perception of tele-
vision technology as strange and mysterious was a legacy from the first
waves of television’s domestic postwar popularity, when viewers were
unaccustomed to such complex electronic home technologies.23

By the time that Atari’s breakthrough Sears Home PONG console was
released, consumers were ready to play with and on their TVs. This shift
towards seeing the television as a playable consumer device is crucial.
While the histories of both computing and mass media contain important
contributions from amateurs and hobbyists, the widespread public accept-
ance and use of home video game systems by a broader audience indicates
that consumers were rethinking television’s role as a home technology in
the mid-1970s. Gaming systems at this time were proto-computers, hard-
wired to play certain games and were often promoted in connection to
promised future features that would allow the systems to function as per-
sonal computers with keyboards and other input devices. By the time Atari
released its Video Computer System in 1977, people were ready to see TVs
as more than just an “idiot box” for viewing. Instead one could approach
television as part of both a larger entertainment system and as an inter-
active “computer.” At the same time, network television programming was
in the midst of its own shift in cultural rhetoric, with the appearance of
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social relevant “quality” television programs and televisual events like the
Norman Lear and MTM sitcoms and the mini-series Roots (ABC, 1977).
Using today’s parlance we might say that television, as a techno/cultural
apparatus, was in the midst of an “extreme makeover” during the latter
part of the 1970s. By being able to repurpose television receivers with add-
on technologies like video gaming systems, one could, quite literally, trans-
form the television set, turning it into a computer or, more precisely, a
computer peripheral.

This shift in attitudes towards TV technology was largely on a con-
ceptual level—part of an imagined nexus of home connectivity that did
not yet exist at that time. We see this even in the naming of Atari’s system.
Video game historian Leonard Herman notes, “Although it has the word
computer in its name, the VCS was not a computer in the fullest sense. The
only thing that console could do was play games with the insertion of a
cartridge. It had no other practical purpose” (Herman, 27). Practicality,
utility, and function eventually became defining elements of personal
computers, while the leisure-based and non-utilitarian “toy” aspects of
interactive digital devices that connected up to visual displays would
become elided with video game systems and the nascent gaming industry.
As Charles Bernstein has noted, video games can be understood as a spe-
cific kind of computer, one that is “neutered of purpose, liberated from
functionality.”24 This division of work/computer and play/video games
quickly became entrenched. Yet there were overlaps between gaming
systems and personal computers on many fronts—perhaps most notably
in the employment of computing entrepreneurs Steve Jobs and Steve
Wozniak at Atari, where, under Nolan Bushnell, the two raised funds for
their garage-based Atari company by designing early Atari games like
Breakout (1976). So, literally, video games were a technical and economic
starting point for the personal computer industry.

The history of 1970s and early1980s home video game systems—histori-
cally labeled by fans through reference to the “generations” of hardware in
a system—is riddled with domestic technologies that promised to do more
than simply play games.25 Instead, these systems were sold as high-priced
toys that might also be linked to other, more “productive” activities like
writing, coding, or playing music. While this is speculation based upon my
research, I believe that video game and toy manufacturers were anxious
about the relatively high cost and potentially limited replayability of their
devices, so promises were made about add-on features that were rarely
developed in order to justify the high price of a gaming system. Likewise,
the connotation of games or toys could be improved through an associ-
ation with computers and educational technologies. In the first decade of
the video game industry’s commercial penetration into the home market,
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gaming companies also produced home computer models, most notably
the Atari 400 and 800 PCs and the Colecovision version of the company’s
ADAM home computer.26

The list of video game systems with promised or realized computer
elements is long. It includes the Mattel Intellivision’s keyboard component
that was eventually scraped, the Atari 400 and 800 line of 8-bit computers,
the Magnavox Odyssey2 with its alphanumeric keyboard (1978), the
Colecovision ADAM (with add-on parts for gaming system and stand-
alone computer versions produced), Sega’s SC-3000 (computer) version
of its SG-1000 video game system (1983) as well as the SG-1000 Mark II (a
1984 Japanese release), a game system with a keyboard.27 Later Sega also
licensed their Mega Drive/Genesis hardware for inclusion in the Mega PC
produced by Armstead and marketed as a home gaming computer in
1992–93 for a European/UK market, and Microsoft’s 2001 XBox entry into
the video game market significantly included a hard drive, Ethernet net-
working capabilities and “all in one” features that blur the distinctions
between gaming system, home theater/entertainment system, and com-
puter, turning the software giant into a new player in the hardware busi-
ness.28 These system designs indicate an industry-wide investment in
framing gaming systems in relation to both computers and television. As
German media theorist Siegfried Zielinski has declared, these efforts were
“an expansion of the traditional television experience” in which television
receivers and, eventually, dedicated computer monitors, were “new percep-
tion surfaces” for “the interface of man and media-machine” (Zielinski,
228). Atari’s efforts to link gaming, computers, and television are an
instructive example of how such multi-media efforts played out.

Candy and Colleen: The Atari Line of Personal Computers
In this history of now mostly forgotten gaming computer systems, I want
to foreground Atari’s efforts to produce computers for the domestic
market during the 1970s, largely because Atari’s eventually failed home
computers were designed with television in mind (see Figure 10.1). The
systems were configured to hook up to a television receiver and use it as a
monitor, much like home video game systems do. Atari’s 400 ($499) and
800 ($999), also known by the internal nicknames Colleen and Candy
(after two Atari employees), were 8-bit computers—the 400 had a mem-
brane keyboard and had less RAM (16K) than the more functional 800,
with its typewriter-style keyboard and 48K of RAM. Both were released
with ancillary technologies like a disk drive, datassette drive, and dot-
matrix printer (Herman, 37). The 400 and 800 were able to display better
graphics than Atari’s VCS and the company released several games for the
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systems but on cartridges that were incompatible with the VCS (Herman,
37). Like Atari’s earliest home consoles, the 400 and 800 were sold primar-
ily at the company’s retail partner, Sears, which had mandated the produc-
tion of the cheaper 400 machine (Herman, Appendix A, “Computers”).
The Atari computers competed in the marketplace against video game
systems and similarly designed early PCs, such as those produced by Texas
Instruments, Radio Shack, and Commodore. As seen in Figure 10.2, com-
puter companies like Commodore produced personal computers like the
Commodore 64 model that was also designed with the television-set-as-
monitor set-up in mind.

The Atari 400 and 800’s computer/television receiver configuration and
the accompanying constraints that the Federal Communications Commis-
sion places upon television technology (as well as the limitations of that

Figure 10.1 The Atari 400 home computer. (Photograph by Marcin Wichary, used with permission.)
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technology itself) framed the personal computer apparatus in a specific,
televisual way. They also affected how competitive the Atari units could be
against companies like Apple, who did use dedicated computer monitors
as displays. Atari’s line of computers, like other “multi-functional” gam-
ing/computer devices produced at the time when personal computers were
first viable consumer products, were difficult to market (Is it a computer?
A game?) and caused customer confusion over which device one should
purchase. Marketed as computers and games for average users, these sys-
tems appeared to have added value and could bring the esoteric art of
programming into the home. One Atari advertising slogan for the 400 and
800 told consumers, “You don’t have to be a genius to use one,” playing up
the ease-of-use of these home computers. The 400 and 800 systems stand
as examples of cross-purposed devices—they are neither the best version
of a gaming system or a computer. As Nintendo of America President
Minoru Arakawa said of Coleco’s similar ADAM line of dual-use com-
puter/game systems: “It [the Coleco ADAM] was a big mess. How do you
define the line between computer and video games? We had a difficult time
trying to satisfy both of them” (DeMaria and Wilson, 97). In the case of
Atari’s 8-bit computers, the company did not try and separate out com-

Figure 10.2 The Commodore 64, released in 1982, was a home computer that used the television
set as monitor. (Photograph by Dr John Smith, used with permission.)
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puter and gaming functions. Leonard Herman notes that the release of
certain games “cemented the position of the Atari 400 and 800s as a deluxe
home arcade machine that was also capable of productivity and business
tasks” (Herman, A-2). These cross-purposes were depicted in advertising
that framed the systems as part of a larger discourse about familial,
domestic technologies that could bring families together around the
machine, reiterating the “family circle” notions first circulated about tele-
vision in the late 1940s.29 Advertisements, game catalogues, system man-
uals and other documents depicted multi-generational groups of users
huddled around the television set using the new Atari devices, echoing the
advertising rhetoric of the 1950s that positioned families around the televi-
sion receiver, placing the technology at the center of the domestic dis-
course. Now such home spaces were re-imagined as sites of play and work,
made possible by the presence of the computer in the home. This new
technology promised to be a nexus for family bonding and shared experi-
ences in the realms of play, education, and household management, with
Grandpa cheering Junior on as he attempted to achieve a high score.

This approach towards television as an expanded site of work and play
was also used for systems more clearly marked and marketed for gaming.
In 1978 Atari ran a series of television advertisements that starred major
athletes of the day, each paired with sports games. Pete Rose and Kareem
Abdul Jabaar told their fans, “Don’t watch television tonight, play it!”
These spot ads, for games like Home Run (Atari, 1978) and Basketball
(Atari, 1978) closed with a shot of the television set crowned by the Atari
VCS, which was perched on top of it. The athletes’ endorsement of the
games and encouragement to play rather than watch TV re-imagines both
the set and its viewers as part of an interactive entertainment discourse.

Television and New Media Studies
For scholars approaching digital media from within film studies or film
and media studies, certain historical precursors and analogies have
appeared as seemingly intuitive frames of reference for understanding
what marks new media as new and what still grounds it in broader histori-
cal and theoretical fields. The early years of cinema have been mined as
crucial analogies for understanding the early years of digital media and its
uncertainties of format, exhibition, and aesthetic. Scholars like Richard
Grusin and Jay David Bolter compare the present conditions of digital
media to Tom Gunning’s much-cited “cinema of attractions” model30 in
their key text Remediation: Understanding New Media.31 “Software studies”
theorist Lev Manovich draws heavily upon the history of early cinema and
its theory, particularly Soviet cinema and montage, for defining the very
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Language of New Media.32 Manovich keenly points out the similarities
between film and computer media and their points of convergence, such as
Konrad Zuse’s recycling of film stock for computer storage media in his
early programmable analog computer (Manovich, 25, 330–331). While it is
surely true that the early days of cinema and its period of development are
instructional for understanding the current state and development of
digital media technologies, this overemphasis upon the parallels between
so-called “old media” (namely cinema) and New Media (such as com-
puters, digital devices, computer networks, and a range of other technolo-
gies, not all of which are image based) leaves out a crucial historical
predecessor of new media: television.

From a strictly technological standpoint, television is closer to the com-
puterized components of digital media culture than cinema. Television
receiver screen size and orientation and computer monitor size and orien-
tation are similar to one another, largely because they rely upon similar
technologies—first the cathode ray tube and later the liquid crystal dis-
play.33 As stated earlier, many early personal computing technologies were
first manufactured to connect to existing televisual technologies, turning
the television receiver itself into a computer monitor. We can also note the
way that projected cinematic images differ from the scanned images seen
via a cathode ray tube or on a contemporary computer or televisual dis-
play. By situating the personal computer as a device accessible through the
TV screen, this strategy of TV-as-monitor, born out of the pragmatic and
financially motivated ingenuity to retrofit old technology to new, signifi-
cantly situates computers within popular culture. The TV-as-monitor
strategy allowed manufacturers and users of early personal computer sys-
tems to inadvertently naturalize the computer as domestic technology with
links (both literally and metaphorically) to television.

This repositioning of television within digital media discourse not only
grounds discussion of the digital in the everyday, it also allows for a
reconsideration of television in the home itself. While outside the scope of
this essay, these computer-television connections necessitate further study.
We need to rethink accepted notions about the gendered reception of
contemporary television, especially in light of the emergence of high-tech
domestic home theaters and gamer environments as Do-It-Yourself home
media worlds that complicate the history of separately-gendered domestic
media/leisure spheres.

As I stated at the outset, repositioning the role of television within our
analysis has implications for how video game theory deals with the very
medium of gaming and the spaces in which one games. It also creates a
link between video game theory and the field of television studies. While
the ramifications of such a link are an unanswered question at this point,
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there are academic advantages to approaching video game theory from
a perspective informed by television studies. Television scholars have
successfully charted out a field with particular attention to social history,
reception/viewership/usership, and media politics. Several prominent tele-
vision scholars, most notably Henry Jenkins, have even morphed into
advocates for the study of new media like games and gaming (Jenkins,
Fans). As points of technological and content-driven convergence continue
to increase, understanding how television and its history is embedded
within video game culture is ever more critical. While these early examples
of televisions harnessed into home computers give some indication of how
one technology helped to create a domestic space for others, it is also
important to note more recent attempts—successful or not—to bring
computing, gaming, and television together.

From the 1990s through to the present day, the TV as part of the home
computer system strategy was taken up again by leading computer manu-
facturers and software development firms. Contemporary personal com-
puters can, if outfitted with the proper video card, process and display
television. Apple Computer even released the unsuccessful Macintosh TV
in 1993—a black case computer equipped with a 14-inch Sony Trinitron
CRT monitor and a built-in television tuner card and remote. Apple pulled
this expensive (retail price was over $2,000 in 1993) and poorly-selling
device from the market only five months after it was released, guaranteeing
its place in history as a collector’s item.34 The start-up company WebTV
first produced its WebTV “set-top box” as a computer/interactive web
browser accessed via a television receiver. Like the Apple project, WebTV
met with limited success upon its debut in 1995. However, Microsoft saw
potential in the marketplace for a home web browser and multimedia
system accessed via the television and purchased WebTV in 1997, retooling
the original technology and releasing updated versions as MSNTV and
MSNTV2. While recent set-top boxes like WebTV are designed with the
Internet in mind, gaming, in both its pre-existing connections to television
and computers, seems like a more logical way to make TV into a computer
and vice-versa. Yet, perhaps because gaming remains misunderstood as
simple play, the rhetoric of televisual-computational convergence rarely
mentions this medium, even while the technologies do in fact converge.

Ultimately, the discourse of convergence, change, emergence, novelty,
and innovation that surrounds digital media technologies must be tem-
pered with a careful reconsideration of older media technologies like tele-
vision and cinema. Without sensitivity to the historicity of media and its
experience, seemingly natural comparisons and connections between
media emerge as though out of a vacuum. Yes, media do become deeply
entwined formally and technologically but our tales of convergence
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must be situated in a framework that accounts for each form’s specificity
and use.

The literal and symbolic connections to media forms that already have
established formal qualities, methods of distribution, and models of recep-
tion provide an anchor for emergent technologies, a starting point for
framing how one plays/uses/works on/interacts with/spatially locates and
understands computers and video games as part of personalized, domestic
environments. And, while the rhetorically condescending attitude towards
television was certainly intentional when Mattel deemed their Intellivision
game system “intelligent television,” it is crucial to understand how televi-
sion shores up, serves, and frames both the computer and video game
media through the strategies I’ve mentioned here. TV continues to provide
a framework for digital media experience in an era when we are told, once
again, to engage with “smart TV.” Without repositioning television into
the history of digital media, one cannot pause in front of and amidst the
connections between the elements of our digital home media systems to
consider the seemingly inevitability of digital media platforms and the
array of experiences they promise.
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CHAPTER 11
Too Many Cooks

Media Convergence and Self-Defeating Adaptations

TREVOR  ELK INGTON

Within the general trend of media convergence, the relationship between
the film, television, and video game industries present a particularly inter-
esting love–hate dynamic. On the one hand, visual and interactive media
show increasing aesthetic and procedural similarities. Video games have
generally become more narrative-based and increasingly draw upon film-
like special effects and celebrity-power to stand out in the marketplace.
Likewise, the technologies used for computer-generated imagery (CGI) in
film are more and more often the same technologies used to develop video
games, to the point that artists and technicians are able to move between
the two industries with increasing fluidity. This process of convergence is
expedited by the rapid expansion of the video game market and the hori-
zontal integration of the media industry. The parent companies that own
film and television studios are also increasingly invested in video game
development, making synergistic collaborations between film, televi-
sion, and video game developers commonplace. Major film releases like
Spiderman 3 (Sam Raimi, 2007) and the The Lord of the Rings films (Peter
Jackson, 2001, 2002, 2003) are accompanied by video game adaptations,
classic films like The Godfather (Francis Ford Coppola, 1972) and Scarface
(Brian De Palma, 1983) are licensed for interactive media, and more video
games are adapted to film, such as Doom (Andrzej Bartkowiak, 2005) or
the Tomb Raider films (Simon West, 2001; Jan de Bont, 2003). And yet,



licensed adaptations are commonly dismissed by critics and players as
nothing more than cynical attempts to cash in on hype. Films based on
video games usually do not fare well among critics and audiences, though
they are capable of performing well at the box-office. Likewise, video games
based on films receive a generally hostile reception from game reviewers
and players. Rather than successfully drawing on the synergistic advantages
of cross-media development and promotion, licensed film-to-game adap-
tations in particular must overcome a long history of critical and com-
mercial failure.

But are licensed adaptations, when viewed as products in themselves
and not as part of a larger media trend, qualitatively any worse or better
than their competitors? Does the perception that licensed adaptations are
inferior in quality bear up to analysis? And if so, then why is this the case?
In order to answer these questions, it is useful to narrow the scope of
inquiry. The challenges faced by video games adapted from film and televi-
sion licenses can be seen as a problem of integrating often incompatible
industry processes and potentially resistant social orders. That is, the con-
sistent critical panning of licensed games can be framed as the result of
incompatible production practices between film studios and game studios,
as well as the resistance of critics and fans with incompatible expectations
drawn from the original medium. The process of making a good film is not
the same process as making a good game, and the elements that make a
film good may not translate well into game form. Consider, for example,
the mixed reception of films that attempt some level of interactivity such
as Clue (Jonathan Lynn, 1985), in which audiences could choose from one
of three endings and which was largely received as a vaguely interesting
publicity stunt. Likewise, various attempts to use home video technology
for interactive movies, where the home viewer is offered decision points
throughout the film, have never developed into more than a minor niche
market of video sales. In light of these tensions, it is useful to think in
terms of what film scholar Mette Hjort, under a different context, has
referred to as self-defeating productions.1 In discussing the process by
which many films are co-developed across national lines, Hjort advances
the idea that film co-productions, in her case among Nordic nations, are
potentially self-defeating if they fail to account for the split interests of
their audiences. Serving two or more sets of audiences risks antagonizing
the divisions within those audiences by serving too many masters and
none well. The concept of self-defeating productions can be usefully
broadened to apply to cross-media adaptations as well, in which products
created to appeal to more than one audience of consumers can conceivably
fail to appeal to any by including multiple elements that please one audi-
ence and actively antagonize another, such that no audience is wholly
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satisfied. Video games based on film and television licenses must attempt
to appease two audiences: fans of the original license, who expect a certain
adherence to its details, and fans of video games, who expect adherence to
common notions of gameplay. Reconciling these expectations presents a
fine line bordered on one side by numerous possible mistakes and on the
other by a long history of previous failures.

Critical Reception of Licensed Games: The Numbers
But how pronounced is the problem, really? Licensed games with narrative
components continue to appear on the market at a rapid rate, which would
seem to suggest that success of some form can be found here. If these
games are so unpopular, why would companies continue to make them?
Would not sales reflect the problem, and thus discourage this kind of
development? After all, game publishers are in the business to realize a
profit. Clearly, successes do occur, and sales charts are filled with games
based on the most recent blockbuster film titles. However, sales of this type
are difficult to separate from the general level of marketing saturation
associated with most leading film licenses. Licensed video games often
benefit from the “opening weekend” strategy that has been at play in the
film industry over the last decade and more: film studios, particularly in
the case of blockbuster action titles of the type licensed games are com-
monly based on, look to recoup their investment in the initial days of the
films’ international opening, as a way of counteracting any potentially
negative word of mouth.2 As part of this media barrage, games based on
movies can accomplish something similar, debuting with strong sales well
before the critical reviews reach consensus and word of mouth spreads. As
such, commercial success would seem at least initially to be a poor measure
of game quality for anybody other than the game publishers that benefit
from those sales, for whom financial success will always necessarily be the
bottom line.

Where the problem of evaluating the “quality” of a game becomes most
clearly identifiable is in the reception among critics and game-playing
audiences. Compiling a broad sample of product reviews provides a useful
index of how critical audiences, and potential consumers, are reacting to a
particular game or a particular genre. Warner Brothers Interactive Enter-
tainment took this logic to its extreme when it announced in May, 2004,
that in order to discourage game developers and publishers from dam-
aging their intellectual property by developing poor quality games, it
would begin using a fluctuating royalty rate for game publishers based on
critical response, drawing from results in sites like GameRankings
(www.gamerankings.com) and Metacritic (www.metacritic.com). The
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policy, devised by the division’s chief Jason Hall as an attempt to hold
publishers responsible for producing inferior products, was wildly unpopu-
lar among game developers and game critics, who argued that game qual-
ity did not have a direct correlation to game sales, with many high-rated
games selling poorly and many low-rated games selling well, and more
tellingly, that game reviews are far from objective.3 Attempting to pin an
objective royalty scheme to a subjective index presented game developers
with a seemingly impossible situation. Games that reviewed well but sold
poorly would not have significant revenue to draw royalties from, and
games that sold well but ranked poorly would be punished by the policy.
So why use critical response as an index of industry status at all? While
game reviews are subjective, and any one review is a poor indicator of the
game’s reception by other reviewers or its potential sales, game reviews do
offer a sense of the perceived quality of particular games and a specific
genre. As consumers themselves, video game reviewers provide some
insight into consumer reception that reaches beyond sales figures. More
importantly, despite developer assertion that quality and sales are not
necessarily related, a recent study found that there is in fact a direct rela-
tionship between reviews and sales, with highly-rated games selling up to
five times better than titles with lower-scoring reviews.4 Developers, pub-
lishers, and licensors should be paying attention to review scores, as they
seem to suggest how a game will perform in the marketplace, individual
exceptions aside.5 Moreover, the problem that Hall attempts to address,
poorly-developed games damaging healthy intellectual property, is not
simply a matter of video game developers and publishers exploiting trust-
ing film studios by foisting inferior products onto unenlightened audiences.
Rather, the problem is systematic, a flaw engrained within the current
methods by which licensed games are developed, and game reviewers and
audiences are keenly suspicious of the role film studios play in this process,
as will be discussed below.

In this light, analyzing the review statistics compiled on Metacritic
proves a useful case in point. The site collects reviews from stable game
sites and compiles the results into aggregate statistics based on a 100-point
scale, with separate rankings for critic reviews6 and fan reviews, resulting in
a meta-review that gives a broad sense of what people are saying about a
particular game. Of the thousands of games reviewed on the site, hundreds
are developed directly from a film or television license, whether as part of a
major release like the video game adaptation of Spider-Man 3 (Treyarch,
2007) or a retroactive attempt to market an older license, such as the
quickly forgotten adaptation of Miami Vice (Atomic Planet Entertainment,
2004). At the time of writing, reviews for over 1500 games developed for
the Sony PlayStation 2 (PS2) between 2000 and 2007 are aggregated on the
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site.7 Review data was collected initially on September 10, 2005, and again
on October 10, 2007. Average scores for PS2 games are relatively stable
across time, dropping slightly from 69.1 in 2005 to 67.9 in 2007. These
scores put the average game review within the “Mixed or Average Reviews”
category for the Metacritic site.

However, the aggregate review numbers for video games paint a very
different picture. In September, 2005, there were 1099 PS2 games listed on
the site; of that number, 106 were directly based on a film or television
license, a ratio of roughly 10:1. Of the licensed games, the average aggre-
gate score was 61 out of 100, a full eight points below the average, though
still within the “Mixed to Average Reviews” category. However, these num-
bers do not immediately reveal that nearly one quarter of the games
reviewed, 22 out of 106, fell on or below 49, in the “Generally Unfavorable
Reviews” category. By October, 2007, the picture is notably different. In the
intervening two years, an additional 448 games were aggregated, resulting
in an overall average of 67.9. Of those additional games, 109 were based on
film and television licenses. For all scores in the database, the ratio of all
games to film and television adaptations drops to roughly 7:1; more sig-
nificantly, the ratio of all games to adaptations released between September
2005 and October 2007 drops to nearly 4.5:1. Most tellingly, the average
aggregate score of film and television license-based games developed
between September, 2005 and October, 2007, fell to 56.9.8 Three conclu-
sions become clear. One, that film and television adaptations consistently
score lower than the average across the reviews aggregated by Metacritic.
Two, film and television adaptations are occupying a larger portion of
games released in a given year. Three, and most importantly, these games
are receiving lower and lower scores over time. Put succinctly, video game
developers and publishers are releasing more film and television adapta-
tions at a faster rate, as a larger percentage of their release schedules, and
these games are less and less popular with critics. It begs the question:
Why? Are the commercial incentives simply too great? As noted above,
critical reception and sales numbers show direct correlation. Are pub-
lishers simply willing to ignore critical response and keep delivering the
same unpopular product in the hopes of finding a statistically exceptional
hit with consumers? Or is the baseline of sales for lukewarm titles still
enough to make them profitable? The evidence would seem to suggest
both rationales as distinct possibilities.

Self-defeating Adaptations
So why do film and television adaptations fare so poorly with critics? Two
possibilities seem likely: either the games are truly worse than other games
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on average, or critics just do not like adaptations, whatever their individual
merits. Setting aside the second possibility for the moment, the possibility
remains that film and television adaptations are simply not as good as
non-adaptations, that there is something intrinsic in the adaptation pro-
cess that results in an inferior game. Perhaps the difference between the
media is too vast; the parameters of video games are too vastly different
from film to make for good adaptations. And yet, both critical and finan-
cial successes do occur. So what’s the secret? Or rather, what’s the problem?

In an interview for the video game industry site Gamasutra, Rodney
Greenblat, the artist who helped shape the groundbreaking PaRappa the
Rapper rhythm game for the Sony PlayStation (NaNaOn-Sha, 1997), dis-
cussed the franchise’s development across media. The game’s success
in Japan spawned an animated children’s show, but for Greenblat, the
results were messy. Conflicts over design and copyright among different
branches of the franchise owner, Sony, led to continuity errors, narrative
inconsistencies, and a sacrifice of the original game’s vision. As Greenblat
notes:

Sony Creative owned the copyright, and Sony Computer had ownership of just
the game . . . they didn’t care, because it was raking in all this money for Sony
even if it was just two different divisions . . . but when the animation people
came in, and then Fuji TV . . . it just got [to be] this whole mess. Just too many
people.9

When the series appeared on Japanese television, it became clear that
significant differences between the game audience, comprised largely of
adolescents and above, and the animated series, which was targeted at
children, made it difficult to realize any cross-media synergy. Fans of the
game were not interested in a children’s television show, and fans of the
series found it difficult to master a game designed for adolescent develop-
mental skills. This internal conflict of franchise management resulted in a
self-defeating project. The term underscores the idea that media con-
vergence, despite its apparent ability to smooth over differences in media,
actually creates an increased awareness among audiences of the particular-
ities of form and content across media, and consequently requires devel-
opers to be more aware of the limitations of each medium and more
responsive to the vicissitudes of various audience demographics. Media
convergence is not an industry curative that makes production conditions
easier; if anything, it increases the level of complexity. Thus the term “self-
defeating” suggests projects in which the different goals of the various
license-sharers stand in direct conflict, even contradiction, to each other, so
that not only do they sacrifice consistency and continuity, they effectively
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achieve negative synergy, as each product antagonizes the contrasting
audience.

So how do adaptations commonly defeat themselves? It is useful to look
at the critical reception of four film-to-game adaptations from the height
of the previous console generation: Van Helsing (Saffire, 2004), Enter the
Matrix (Shiny Entertainment, 2004), The Lord of the Rings: The Third Age
(Electronic Arts, 2004), and The Chronicles of Riddick: Escape from Butcher
Bay (Starbreeze, 2004).10 By analyzing specific critical response to these
games, certain common faults and uncommon strengths in design as well
as central challenges facing the current models for adapting films to video
games begin to coalesce. The relative success and failure of individual cases
suggests three things: one, games have arrived as a culturally and aesthetic-
ally competitive narrative space to film and television as opposed to a
simple licensed ancillary; two, that players reject video games that rely
heavily upon cinematic conventions; and three, that what video game con-
sumers seek from adaptations is not a simple, interactive rehearsal of film
events but in fact further expansion of a narrative world via an engaged
relationship with an interactive medium. Failure to accommodate these
factors results in a poorly-rated game.

The most common form of film-to-game adaptation is the direct
adaptation, in which a video game closely, even slavishly, follows the film
narrative by directly turning film events into interactive experiences. While
certain exceptions do occur, they are generally the most criticized games
on the market, seen as cynical attempts to exploit the hype of a particular
film release. Saffire’s Van Helsing adaptation exemplifies common weak-
nesses of the genre. Van Helsing receives a 63 on Metacritic, based on
32 professional reviews. Comments about the game ranged from luke-
warm to savage, with one reviewer concluding, “Van Helsing is a shining
example of what’s wrong with games based on movies.”11 So what went
wrong? Critics point to shallow, unchallenging gameplay, mediocre graph-
ics, and a narrative based directly on film events, eliminating any element
of suspense. More importantly, critics point to the limited options offered
players as they are shuttled along a linear level design in order to work
through events mandated by the film; any notion of emergent or creative
gameplay is limited by the strictly linear narrative, thus stripping the title
of a crucial interactive element. And finally, critics point to perhaps the
most common complaint about film-to-game adaptations: an over-
reliance upon cut-scenes. This design weakness means that players are not
rewarded by events within the interactive game space, but in fact play up to
a certain point, at which the game engine takes over and delivers a canned
cinematic. Not only does the design choice rupture the flow of interactive
space, it also undoes the basic idea of games, which is that they are subject
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to player control.12 It is a flaw seen repeatedly in the games discussed
below.

A second type of film/game convergence can be found in what Henry
Jenkins has called “transmedia storytelling,” in which each media product
contributes to an overall narrative world, suggesting that single storylines
are less important than the unfolding of an entire narrative world. The
most notable example of this genre is the various products associated with
The Matrix films (Andy and Larry Wachowski, 1999, 2003, 2003), where
the various short films, games, books, and other products supplement and
expand the world established by the films. Interestingly, critical and com-
mercial reception of The Matrix Reloaded and The Matrix Revolutions was
notably more negative than for the original film. Despite earning collect-
ively over $800 million at the box-office, revenue fell markedly from the
second to the third film, and both films saw significant drop in revenue
after the opening week, suggesting a word of mouth effect that cooled
interest from the first film. Critical reception of the films focused on the
tangled narrative, apparent plot holes, undeveloped tangents, and shallow
characters. Roger Ebert tempers his admiration for Revolutions by noting
“the awkward fact that I don’t much give a damn what happens to any of
the characters” before concluding with a significant wink that “finally I
measure my concern for [Neo] not in affection but more like the score in a
video game.”13 Likewise, the video game component Enter the Matrix
received a lukewarm 65 across 34 reviews, and Jeff Gerstmann writes in his
GameSpot review that “the game serves as little more than an advertise-
ment for the film—it doesn’t have a story that stands on its own, and the
gameplay doesn’t really offer anything that we haven’t seen in better
games.”14 Similar to Joe Dodson’s review of Van Helsing, Gerstmann notes
the game’s tendency to sacrifice gameplay for special effects and cut-
scenes, emphasizing the significant error of taking interactivity out of the
hands of the player at key moments. In other words, the reviewers of the
game and film argue that in trying to be more like each other, the texts
manage to sacrifice the strength of their own medium without realizing the
strengths of the other, thus leading to a self-defeating project achieving
negative synergy.

A more positive example of transmedia storytelling can be found in
Electronic Arts’s The Lord of the Rings: The Third Age. While the initial
games from The Lord of the Rings project are typical interactive walk-
throughs of the film events, EA’s The Third Age attempts something near
transmedia storytelling by allowing players to direct original characters
pursuing their own adventures in the larger world of Middle-earth.
Characters at times intersect with film events, providing the larger picture
of what happened before, elsewhere, or after the heroes of the movies
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pursue their quest. Reactions to the game were generally favorable, and the
title received 75 across 38 reviews. Criticism, when offered, focuses specif-
ically on the common flaw of mirroring narrative and cinematic conven-
tion over interactivity. In her review for GameSpot, Bethany Massimilla
notes the game’s tendency to communicate narrative exposition through
cut-scenes in which Gandalf reveals information about characters and
events, rather than through characters interacting with each other or the
game world. She argues that “you are explicitly told what has happened
and what will happen instead of actually seeing it happen, and it serves
to somewhat distance the player from the whole experience.”15 However,
in general, this critic concludes that game play compensates for the
weakness and offers a compelling experience, and more importantly, fans
of the books and films will enjoy the chance to explore Middle-earth and
interact with the major characters while augmenting the clear narrative
lines set by Tolkien. Where The Third Age fails is in its attempts to be more
like a film; where it succeeds is where it plays upon the strengths of the
game medium and offers players the chance to fully explore a larger
fictional world.

Escape from Butcher Bay offers a third category of film/game con-
vergence, drawing upon the Chronicles of Riddick world initially launched
by the sleeper success Pitch Black (David Twohy, 2000) and its sequel, The
Chronicles of Riddick (David Twohy, 2004), but pursuing a separate narra-
tive not directly reliant upon film events. The game receives an aggregate
score of 89 across 84 reviews, placing it high among games reviewed for the
Xbox console. GameSpot reviewer Greg Kasavin notes:

The Chronicles of Riddick: Escape From Butcher Bay is one of those exceedingly
rare types of games that delivers exceptionally high quality through and
through and single-handedly ups the ante for all similar games. The fact that it
also happens to be based on a movie franchise—something that’s usually a bad
sign for a game—makes it all the more incredible.16

Escape from Butcher Bay is often framed as that rarest of products, the
critically successful film-to-game adaptation. Players guide Riddick as he
escapes from the maximum-security prison Butcher Bay, a necessary off-
stage event that takes place prior to the events in the films. The obvious
advantage for developers here is that, beyond general faithfulness to the
film world and the facts established by the films, they are not hemmed in
by the film narrative. They can more easily avoid the temptation to make
the game like a film, as in this case, there are no specific film events that need
to be related within the game narrative and there are no film sequences to
be directly adapted as cut-scenes or gameplay elements. Instead, players
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shift from the film’s third-person perspective to an interactive first-person
perspective in order to further explore an appealing fictional world with-
out being hampered by the specific constraints of the film or by the film
medium. Unlike other transmedia storytelling, in which games like Enter
the Matrix and The Third Age contribute one piece that directly relies upon
the contents of the films, Escape from Butcher Bay takes one relatively
minor detail and expands it into its own narrative territory without being
too reliant on the films it licenses.

So what does this review of reviews tell us? To return to the example
provided by Rodney Greenblat, it becomes clear that media convergence
does not play out on a level field. Far from it. Film and television license-
owners have to date largely dictated the course of game development,
treating video games more or less like traditional ancillaries. Most of the
qualitative problems arise from treating video game development as an
afterthought, leaving developers hard-pressed to devise ways to work
around the film schedule and agenda. The most common strategy, the
direct adaptation, is also demonstrated to be the least popular among
game players, resulting in a self-defeating project in which the film and
game do not achieve synergy beyond name recognition and initial hype.
Those games that do break out of this basic mold, like Escape from Butcher
Bay, not only receive critical praise, but seem better positioned to reap
comparable financial reward. Indeed, as Henry Jenkins argues in Con-
vergence Culture: Where Old and New Media Collide,17 story worlds are
increasingly more important than individual stories, as consumers become
fans of fictional characters and settings and look to the individual texts, be
they films, video games, or novels, to offer further details and stories
within those worlds. Creating a game that is a straightforward rehashing of
the film or television product offers nothing new to the consumer in terms
of new ideas or details, instead trading on an oversimplified appeal to
interactivity in place of novelty. This rings particularly true for licenses
within already popular narrative settings like Tolkien’s Middle-earth, the
Wachowski Brothers’ Matrix universe, or J. K. Rowling’s Harry Potter
world. Part of the appeal to film studios and video game publishers for
adapting works within these settings is that they come with established
fanbases pre-disposed to buying additional products that further develop
these worlds. However, as suggested by critical response, many of these
video games in fact serve to further alienate that fanbase. Given the recep-
tion of games like Escape from Butcher Bay, it is clear that adaptations can
succeed critically as well as financially. So why do so many of these games
go wrong? As the reviews above suggest, some of this is directly due to the
design of the games themselves, potentially hampered by their over-
reliance upon the original intellectual property and upon the aesthetics
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of film and television in the first place. However, there is more than an
aesthetic problem at stake here.

It is possible that in fact there is nothing qualitatively wrong with film
and television adaptations, and that this is simply a case in which video
game reviewers are negatively prejudiced against adaptations from the
outset. As the reviews above suggest, many critics work from the assump-
tion that adapted video games will be of inferior quality unless proven
otherwise, and note with pleasure when a game overcomes that expect-
ation or knowingly report when it does not. Perhaps the problem lies less
with the games than with the critics. Maybe a game based on a film or
television license simply cannot get a fair assessment. There are many
possible reasons why reviewers might be ill-disposed toward adaptations.
The legacy of poorly reviewed adaptations alone suggests that further
adaptations will simply go on to fit the established mold. Likewise, Eric
Peterson, a game developer who has specialized in adaptations such as
Flushed Away (Monkey Bar Games, 2006), points out that most video game
adaptations are based on children’s film and television and are targeted
toward that audience, which immediately affects their reception among
adult reviewers:

Reviewers frequently don’t give kids games a fair shake—some don’t even
bother to review them, either because they aren’t “cool,” or don’t appeal to
their demographic. When these games are reviewed, they are often compared
to games for older audiences, and which have longer development cycles.18

It is not surprising that a game like Flushed Away, with its appeal to juven-
ile humor, would not resonate with an adult reviewer. Indeed, the same
study that found a correlation between high reviews and high sales also
found that mature-rated titles have the highest average Metacritic scores
and the highest average gross sales. This may be a reflection of the age
and interests of the average game player skewing toward the ESRB M-
for-mature rating. A broader consumer base, paired with a quality game,
should result in higher sales. Reviewers, as average game players, may not
understand adapted games targeted at children and thus review them
negatively, while the kinds of games that reviewers do favor, mature-rated
games, fare best commercially. Children’s games fare poorly among critics
already; with many adaptations falling into that genre because of their
licensed material, it is predictable that their average review scores would
also average below the norm. Nevertheless, games based on children’s
licenses such as Happy Feet (Midway Games, 2007), while receiving a 49 or
“Generally Unfavorable Reviews” score on Metacritic for its PS2 version,
have performed very well in the marketplace. The game shipped 1.8 million
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copies by January, 2007 (Seff, 2007).19 So while mature-rated games rate
high and sell well, other games that do not rate high nevertheless can offer
financial incentives, which is a clear motivator for why they continue to be
released despite general panning among reviewers.

Interestingly, despite noting that children’s games rate poorly among
reviewers, Peterson goes a long way to offering additional reasons why
adapted games generally receive poor ratings and are expected to be of
poor quality by reviewers. As he states the case, adapted games like Flushed
Away are expected to be “just another movie-based game with shallow
gameplay that was rushed out the door” (Peterson). But as Peterson
admits, these types of games, whether for children or otherwise, usually
have shorter development cycles, meaning that less time is available to
develop innovative game design and polish the overall quality of the game.
For better or worse, most adapted games are rushed out the door, with
most being pushed to ship simultaneously with the release date for the
film. But even games that are not rushing to ship for a box-office date,
games like Miami Vice where the original intellectual property is already in
the marketplace, are still reviewed poorly. In an example similar to Rodney
Greenblat’s experience on PaRappa, Peterson discusses his experience
developing Dinotopia: The Sunstone Odyssey (Monkey Bar Games, 2003).
Early in the development cycle, the licensors decided that the game should
reflect coming narrative changes planned for the series. When these
changes proved to be unpopular among series fans, they held the game
accountable. “Dinotopia fans were outraged because they thought that we,
as developers, had decided to change the world they loved” (Peterson).
Moreover, because licensors were co-developing unreleased content with
the game developers, it meant a high level of involvement from multiple
parties during the game development cycle, with changes to the series
directly impacting the design of the game. “We were like taffy, being pulled
between licensor, sub-licensor, and publisher, all of whom wanted some-
thing different. We still got the game done, but at a heavy price. Everyone
felt like they were forced to make a game they didn’t believe in” (Peterson).
The resulting game scored poorly in reviews, receiving a 50 on Metacritic.
Development experiences like Greenblat’s and Peterson’s go a long way to
suggesting why many game adaptations are of such poor quality. Game
developers, often working under shortened production schedules, are put
in the middle of conflicting interests from licensors, publishers, and other
parties such as celebrities connected with the game. Whereas constant
change is often the rule in film development, the impact of last minutes
changes and ongoing design fluctuation is far more detrimental to game
development, where design, art, and programming efforts often take
months or years of work to produce results. The problem, in a nutshell, is
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that game development cannot respond well to competing interests and
the design fluctuation it brings. In trying to serve so many masters, from
the licensors on one end to the fans on the other, the potential result is
a self-defeating product, a game that pleases nobody, be they licensor,
publisher, developer, fan of the property, or fan of games. In order to
understand the problem better, it is useful to turn to a developer that has a
history of getting it right, the studio behind The Chronicles of Riddick:
Escape from Butcher Bay.

Too Many Cooks Working Too Fast
Johan Kristiansson, CEO of Starbreeze Studios, the developer behind
Escape from Butcher Bay, offers valuable insight into the licensed-game
production cycle. He identifies two specific issues that compromise the
quality of games based on film and television licenses: one, conflicts of
development time and schedule, and two, conflicts within the design
approval process.20 The average Hollywood film takes roughly twelve
to eighteen months to move from pre-production to completed post-
production, depending upon a myriad of complex factors including the
completeness of the script when green-lighted, necessary revisions, pro-
duction factors like set-building and special effects engineering, and
post-production elements such as digital effects and post-processing. The
average AAA-title game, a nomenclature reserved for industry-leading
titles from major publishers intended for the broadest audience usually
across multiple platforms, averages 24 months or more to move from the
design stage to a release-ready gold disc. Immediately, one can see the
direct conflict in schedules. More often than not, a game developer would
need at least a six month lead in order to deliver a game ready to be
released simultaneously with a film. But if the project has not yet been
greenlighted, there is no license or approved concept to work with. This
leaves most game developers with two options: remain faithful to the film
production schedule and shorten their own development cycle, or ship a
game potentially months after the marketing campaign for the film is over.
Generally, developers choose to capitalize upon film marketing by main-
taining the film’s release schedule, and attempt to make up the difference
in a variety of ways, by either hiring more employees, working extra hours,
underdeveloping parts of the game, or adapting their design. The last two
factors, in particular, can result in inferior game quality: art assets seem
incomplete, music is of poor quality, game play is simplified, and narrative
content closely mirrors that found in the film. However, depending upon
the status of the script, securing a license for a greenlighted project is no
guarantee that the film concept is firmly in place. Film studios routinely
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revise scripts, sometimes to a significant degree, right up to and through
the production phase. Unfortunately, game development is much less flex-
ible in its design phase, as it can take weeks of multiple employees’ efforts
to institute features mandated by the film design. An off-the-cuff decision
by the filmmakers can potentially run into weeks of wasted effort for game
developers. Change, however, is inevitable, and if the film changes, then the
game must change accordingly or run the risk of design discontinuity and
potential self-defeating status.

Kristiansson provides an example in the development of Escape from
Butcher Bay. Starbreeze Studios secured the license to make games based
on The Chronicles of Riddick universe before the sequel script was com-
plete; not having seen the script for the film, the team based its game pitch
on what it knew of the Riddick character from the original film, Pitch
Black. Faced with a 20-month development schedule, unusually long for a
film because of its abundance of special effects and CGI sequences, the
team debated setting its game as a sequel or a prequel to the films; given
that the film script was still undergoing development, they ultimately
opted to avoid direct conflict by developing a prequel to film events, leav-
ing them a greater degree of design freedom. However, conflicts were not
completely eliminated. For example, game designers created a backstory
that explains Riddick’s ability to see in the dark that did not correspond to
the explanation ultimately reflected in the script. The game developers
were fortunately able to change their design accordingly (Kristiansson),
but the potential for significant problems increases the further along in the
development process conflicts take place. The more developed a game is,
the greater is the impact that design changes can have.

The second issue that Kristiansson directly identifies as problematic
for developing games based on films is the increased complexity of the
approval process. Unlike a traditional game or film, in which approval
generally follows a hierarchy limited to and within the production com-
pany and the publisher/studio, licensed games, in this case film-based or
otherwise, must gain approval from parties outside the direct line of game
development. In the case of a game based on a film or television license,
the approval process usually has three major steps: studio/publisher,
license holder/film production team, and talent, usually the film’s director,
major stars, and similar parties. In addition to the usual game development
approval steps that entail several levels of designers and executives within
the studio and the publisher, a licensed game design must clear two add-
itional hurdles: the license holder and film production team, and the
talent, usually the film’s director, major stars, and similar parties. In the
case of Escape from Butcher Bay, the approval process outside the studio
included the publisher, Vivendi Universal Games, and the film production
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team as managed through Vivendi Universal Films. Vin Diesel was also
entitled to his own approval; fortunately in this case, Diesel has a well-
documented interest in games, so much so that he created his own com-
pany, Tigon Studios, to oversee his involvement in this and future game
projects. Each step in the approval process includes the possibility of sug-
gested changes, which, as already stressed, presents a time-sensitive set of
variables in game development.

The approval process is particularly thorny when dealing with
independently-owned corporations sharing aspects of an IP license, as
in the case of Escape from Butcher Bay, for which Starbreeze Studios
contracted with Vivendi Universal to produce a game. Multimedia enter-
tainment corporations with divisions devoted to the various aspects of
contemporary entertainment would seem to have a clear advantage. Sony,
as one example, has divisions devoted entirely to film, television, music,
and games, and as such, would seem ideally positioned to streamline the
design and approval process. However, even here, the possibility of con-
flicting creative visions is clear, as Greenblat found during the develop-
ment of the PaRappa television series, where competing divisions within
the same company behaved in ways similar to a licensors pulling the devel-
opment in different directions.

Process-based conflicts like those described by Kristiansson do not
entirely account for games like Miami Vice, American Chopper (Activision
Value, 2004), or The Great Escape (SCi Entertainment Group, Pivotal
Games, 2003). While all three are based on successful and potentially valu-
able film and television licenses, they are not entirely subject to the same
production or marketing pressures as the usual film-to-game adaptation.
Miami Vice was published years after the television show ended, presum-
ably leaving the development team free to dictate its own schedule with
ample time for developing a polished game, and yet the game received an
abysmal 27 rating on Metacritic. American Chopper, based on a successful
series already well established on television by the time the game was in
development, likewise presents a different scenario from adapting a sum-
mer blockbuster. The cost of producing a reality-television series is sub-
stantially less than that of producing, for example, the Van Helsing film,
and as such, the possibility that the greater financial stakes involved in
filmmaking necessarily dictated design process does not necessarily apply
to the American Chopper television license. One could imagine that the
game developers would be on a more level playing field with their televi-
sion counterparts, consequently able to negotiate a favorable design and
schedule. And yet, the game received a 47 rating on Metacritic. Likewise,
The Great Escape, based on a film classic with an established following, is
nevertheless an older license that has long since recouped its investment
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through theatrical release, video sales, and other licenses. In theory, it
would present a prime opportunity to invest the time and care necessary to
develop a high-quality game capable of reviving the license’s appeal. The
game received a 57 on Metacritic.21 Individually, these games have their
specific flaws; collectively, they suggest that the game industry is still seen
by the larger entertainment industry as a place to realize easy money by
developing quick products that attempt to exploit license appeal without
providing game quality.

The challenges discussed above are largely procedural issues, but the
one element they all have in common is essentially a social factor: the
current “illegitimate” status of the game industry. Despite healthy profits,
explosive growth, and significant future market potential, many people still
envision the typical game player as an antisocial seventeen-year old sitting
on the living room sofa. This perception of diminished social significance
pervades the entertainment industry. In her address at the 2005 Game
Developers Conference, game development guru Kathy Schoback outlined
predicted cost of AAA-title development for next-generation consoles,
anticipating that costs could go above $20million, mandating a break-even
sales number of roughly one million copies. Despite the social and eco-
nomic significance reflected in these kinds of numbers, as Schoback
quipped, “we’re still not as cool as Hollywood.”22 Likewise, in his opening
“state of the industry” address at E3 Expo 2005, Douglas Lowenstein, at the
time President of the Entertainment Software Association (ESA), made a
point of dispelling the urban myth that the game industry is larger than
the film industry, noting “it never has been true. . . . In truth, the world-
wide film industry stands at about $45 billion and the worldwide video
game industry checks in at around $28 billion.”23 In the same address,
Lowenstein outlines six fundamental issues in establishing social legitim-
acy for the video game industry, or as he puts it, “what will it take for the
game industry to be as big or bigger than the film industry at some point
in the future?” Among these issues, Lowenstein identifies the need to
expand the market base for games, and in general his agenda calls for
increasing appeal to female and casual gamers through better and different
game design, arguing that more variety in what is offered to game buyers
will increase the variety of people who will buy games. But what remains
significant about Lowenstein’s remarks is the pointed assumption that
games are currently seen as a less socially acceptable or legitimate form of
entertainment media. As he states the case:

Acceptance in the culture is the key to legitimacy. None of us were alive when
film first came on the scene but historians will tell you it was not regarded with
great and instant acclaim. Our industry is just thirty years old and has
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produced more than its fair share of classics. No doubt, many more will come.
But if we as an industry aspire to the same cultural and artistic credibility and
stature achieved by other major forms of entertainment, our creative com-
munity and our publishers will have to eschew some of the historically easy
and successful formulas for commercial success and draw consumers into
some new kinds of interactive entertainment experiences that more often
ennoble our industry.

Remarks like Schoback’s and Lowenstein’s reflect the position of the con-
temporary entertainment industry, that it often plays the little brother role
to the larger film industry. While making such clear-cut distinctions
between the two industries is problematic given the sizeable investment of
companies like Sony, Vivendi Universal, etc. in both media, nevertheless,
when it comes to licensed adaptations development, video games clearly
take a backseat to film and television. It is standard procedure that a game
studio developing a licensed franchise gives some level of creative approval
to the licensor; paradoxically, the reverse is hardly ever true. Even Bungie,
creators of the enormously successful Halo (2001, 2004, 2007) franchise
and with all of Microsoft’s business acumen behind it, eventually gave up
creative control of the Halo film license to Universal and Fox, though
reports assured that Microsoft executives and designers would be guaran-
teed “ ‘extensive’ consultation.”24 Eventually, the film was postponed due
to conflicts within the project.

Developers like Kristiansson and Greenblat describe in clear terms
the challenges presented to game development when their creative agenda
is subject to the approval of a party whose agenda is set by film or tele-
vision dynamics, completely different media with different production and
audience demands. This is perhaps understandable, given the differences
in potential revenue. But the situation does give rise to avoidable con-
flicts in creative agendas, conflicts that potentially result in self-defeating
productions.

A Suggested Solution: Centrally Managed Development
The failures of transmedia development, as best seen in the critical recep-
tion of video game adaptations of film and television licenses, have and
will continue to call for central project management. Current industry
practice resists this kind of central planning by allowing the initial or most
costly Intellectual Property (IP) commodity to set the agenda for the rest
of the associated products. The film or TV script is written, the production
schedule is planned, and it is up to the other associated developers to find a
way to work around or within that frame, regardless of how this might
impact their usual development practices. However, to successfully develop
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a project across media, the various development parties would benefit
from ground level coordination in order to create a fictional world in
which there are equal opportunities for high quality products across
media. If these projects are not centrally managed, they quickly degenerate
into situations where what is good for the film or television series is not
good for the game and vice versa, pitting the interests of each medium and
each license-holder against the central concept of the intellectual property.
Rodney Greenblat’s experience with PaRappa provides further illustration
of this point:

When PaRappa 2 came out, the animated series came out in Japan, and [there
were] too many people involved for me . . . [The show’s producers] decided
that they wouldn’t let anyone from the game team side work on the TV side,
they didn’t want to pull anyone from the game development for the TV show
development. And then they wanted to slate the show for little kids, 5 year olds
or something, mostly to sell toys.

And I wasn’t into that, because I was like “Everyone knew teenagers loved
PaRappa, so let’s do a teen show.” But [Sony] wanted to sell toys, so [the show’s
producers] made a little kids version of PaRappa. (Hawkins)

Greenblat goes on to note how, because of the lack of central design
and franchise management, the various parties quickly pursued design
decisions that best fit their medium and market needs, regardless of how
these development decisions fit into the larger franchise:

I would get rushes for each episode and make corrections, and they wouldn’t
even do anything about it! Characters kept on changing and messing up . . . in
the game PaRappa could drive a car so you figure he’s 16 or 17, but in the show
he’s sitting in the third grade and his antics were based on what 8 or 9 year olds
are doing? It just got all nutty . . . and then I think [all the various parties] all
fell apart . . . [A]ll those companies just scattered and did their own things.
(Hawkins)

The problems created by a lack of central project management are more
than simple issues of continuity. When the various products within a fran-
chise pursue different goals and, in this case, different market demograph-
ics, the result is a self-defeating project in which any original audience is
actively alienated by the new products, while a new, cohesive audience is
difficult to achieve, as the products no longer make sense with regard to
each other. What appeals in the game is contradicted by the television
show, and vice versa. Again, what is realized is the worst of both worlds
with the advantages of neither; the sacrifice culminates in a loss of franchise
synergy.
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This kind of central project management calls for central roles for the
design and production teams. One suggested solution is the New Studio
Model offered in October of 2004 by Stuart Roch, a ten-year games indus-
try veteran and producer of Enter the Matrix.25 Roch’s model revolves
around a core team of developers that build the game technology, allowing
the studio to bring in guest designers to lead the game design. The goal of
his model is to allow IP originators from other media like film or print to
direct games based upon their fictional universe and accentuate their nar-
rative strengths without falling into the traps discussed previously in this
essay. The New Studio Model also places the administrative hassles on the
shoulders of the publishers and producers, who are best suited for these
tasks, rather than the artists creating the game. It is perhaps no coincidence
that Roch is an executive producer at Shiny Entertainment, the developers
of Enter the Matrix, as this model would serve well for a Matrix-like pro-
ject. However, this model is designed specifically as a solution for develop-
ing games. It does not entirely account for the demands of transmedia or
multimedia development, in which multiple projects are developing simul-
taneously, potentially pulling the core creative talent in numerous direc-
tions. A more radical solution is required: a central design and production
team that develops the core narrative world including game and film
scripts, characters, art design, gameplay, and other elements in order to
insure that each element logically fits into the larger whole without sacri-
ficing one text’s needs for the demands of another. The implementation of
these designs can then be managed by the individual studios. Projects like
Enter the Matrix, The Lord of the Rings, and The Chronicles of Riddick have
already moved definitively in this direction. Likewise, game publishers and
developers are becoming savvy to the advantages of co-developing original
content with film and television partners from the earliest stages. Midway’s
The Wheelman 26 is a case in point. Intended as a new creative franchise for
Vin Diesel and developed in tandem with his game development company
Tigon Studios, the initial idea was conceived as a game and film project
from the beginning. The game was developed first, with the film script
then written based on the game design.27 This allowed the game developers
to work closely with Diesel and deliver a solid game that is still consistent
with the film. The film then becomes an additional text within the fictional
world initially introduced in the game.

The challenges to this model are in part financial and pragmatic. Who
provides the capital and assumes the risk for a transmedia project of this
nature? How are the profits shared? Who has final say over the inevitable
conflicts? To date, these risks have largely been shouldered by the film
studio, as the majority of licensed adaptations or transmedia projects are
generated by film narratives. Moreover, most transmedia projects to date
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are based on pre-existing franchises in an attempt to minimize risk, the
logic being that if an audience for this narrative world already exists, then
sales for new commodities within that world are more likely than for
original IP. Working from existing narrative worlds also allows film and
game developers to capitalize upon works already created and essentially
“market tested” by fans. Working from a pre-existing world reduces the
time and money required to develop intellectual property, and appealing
to an established fanbase likewise reduces the risk of developing original IP
that consumers may ultimately find uninteresting or unconvincing. As
such, it seems likely that licensed franchise development will continue
hand-in-hand with media convergence for the foreseeable future.

The larger issue at hand is the necessity of changing the perception of
the video game industry as a lower stakes, less legitimate offshoot of the
entertainment industry in general. As Douglas Lowenstein summarizes the
issue, “acceptance in the culture is the key to legitimacy.” Acceptance of
this kind largely comes with time, as successive generations embrace video
games and developers emerge to address different market demands,
expanding the video game market beyond its current demographics and
encompassing older, gender-balanced, and ethnically diverse audiences.
Moreover, the continuing success of the game industry will be in part its
own solution to the problem of legitimacy. As the cost of developing video
games increases at the same time that the video game buying market is
expanding, studios will necessarily have larger financial stakes in co-
developing licensed franchises and will be better positioned to demand
better terms for development, potentially leading to higher quality games.

The term “media convergence” carries with it the idea that all media are
moving toward the same spot, a central ground in which texts begin to
behave similarly, thus mandating a similar approach to developing a film, a
game, or any other related product. However, not only are the narrative
and design demands different between a successful game, a successful film,
or any other medium, each medium likewise offers different strengths and
weaknesses. Moreover, the successful management of a film, television
series, or game presents its own practical production challenges. It requires
different skills, resources, and schedules to develop different media com-
modities. Rather than thinking of film-to-game adaptations as a pale,
interactive imitation of the original film, they should be conceived of as
their own legitimate products requiring their own forms and deserving
quality development. In order for the evolving practice of transmedia
storytelling to result in works that will be well-accepted by consumers and
reviewers alike, the production methods and social positioning have to
evolve accordingly.28
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CHAPTER 12
Fear of Failing?

The Many Meanings of Difficulty in Video Games

JESPER  JUUL

Winning Isn’t Everything
It is quite simple: When you play a game, you want to win. Winning makes
you happy, losing makes you unhappy. If this seems self-evident, there is
nonetheless a contradictory viewpoint, according to which games should
be “neither too easy nor too hard,” implying that players also want not to
win, at least part of the time. This is a contradiction I will try to resolve in
this essay.

• Question 1: What is the role of failure in video games?
The simplest theory of failure states that failing serves as a contrast to
winning, that failure thereby makes winning all the more enjoyable. There
is, however, much more to failure. The study of players discussed in this
essay indicates that failure serves the deeper function of making players
readjust their perception of a game. In effect, failure adds content by mak-
ing the player see new nuances in the game. Correspondingly, the study
shows that players have quite elaborate theories of failure as a source of
enjoyment in games.

Even so, given the negative connotations of failing, would a game be
better received if players did not feel responsible for failing, but rather
blamed failures on the game or on bad luck?



• Question 2: Do players prefer games where they do not feel responsible
for failing?

This study strongly indicates that this is not the case. Players clearly prefer
feeling responsible for failing in a game; not feeling responsible is tied to a
negative perception of a game.

In effect, this sharpens the contradiction between players wanting to
win and players wanting games to be challenging: failing, and feeling
responsible for failing, make players enjoy a game more, not less. Closer
examination reveals that the apparent contradiction originates from two
separate perspectives on games: a goal-oriented perspective wherein the
players want to win, and an aesthetic perspective wherein players prefer
games with the right amount of challenge and variation. Nevertheless,
these two perspectives still present opposing considerations—the goal-
oriented perspective suggests that games should be as easy as possible; the
aesthetic perspective suggests that games should not be too easy.

To examine this, I will look at the role of failure and punishment. I am
writing here about single-player games.1

Failure and Punishment
Failure means being unsuccessful in some task or interdiction that the
game has set up, and punishment is what happens to the player as a result.
We can distinguish between different types of punishment for player
failure2:

• Energy punishment: Loss of energy, bringing the player closer to
life punishment

• Life punishment: Loss of a life (or “retry”), bringing the player
closer to game termination

• Game termination punishment: Game over
• Setback punishment: Having to start a level over and losing

abilities.

Losing energy brings the player closer to losing a life, and losing a life often
leads to some type of setback. In this perspective, all failures eventually
translate into setbacks, and the player’s use of time and energy is the most
fundamental currency of games.

Whereas early video games in the arcade, on the home console, or
for personal computers, tended to force the player to replay the entire
game after failing, many home games from the mid-1980s and later
became much more lenient by dispersing save points, allowing the player
to save the game, or letting the player restart at the latest level played even
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after game over. As a recent example of this design principle, after reaching
game over in Super Mario Galaxy (Nintendo EAD Tokyo, 2007), the player
loses of coins and collectables, but not overall progress in the game.

In the new area of downloadable casual games,3 there is a movement
from life punishment to energy punishment, with many games featuring
energy bars, timers, or other types of soft evaluations of player perform-
ance as with the timer in Big City Adventure: San Francisco (Jolly Bear
Games, 2007) (see Figure 12.1).

The psychological attribution theory provides a framework for examin-
ing different types of failure and punishment in games. According to attri-
bution theory, for any event, people tend to attribute that event to certain
causes. Harold K. Kelley distinguishes between three types of attributions
that people can make in an event involving a person and an entity:

• Person: The event was caused by personal traits, such as skill or
disposition

• Entity: The event was caused by characteristics of the entity
• Circumstances: The event was based on transient causes such as

luck, chance, or an extraordinary effort from the person.4

Figure 12.1 Big City Adventure: San Francisco—a timer gradually runs out. (Jolly Bear Games,
2007).
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In the case of receiving a low-grade for a school test, a person may decide
that this was due to the (a) person—personal disposition such as lack of
skill; (b) entity—an unfair test; or (c) circumstance—having slept badly,
having not studied enough. This maps quite well to many common
exclamations in video gaming: a player who loses a game can claim that “I
am terrible at video games,” “This is an unfair game,” or “I will win next
time.”

During the research for this essay, I developed the hypothesis that energy
punishment is being more widely used because it makes the cause of
failure less obvious: If the game is over due to a single, identifiable mistake,
it is straightforward for the player to attribute failure to his or her own
performance or skill (circumstance or person), but if the game is over due
to an accumulation of small mistakes, the player is less likely to feel respon-
sible for failing, and the player should be less likely to experience failing as
an emotionally negative event. This is the second question mentioned in
the introduction: do players prefer feeling less responsible for failing?

Video Game Theory through Game Prototypes
To elaborate this discussion, a game prototype study was conducted. This
is not without precedent. In a study made 25 years ago, Thomas W. Malone
explored the question “Why are computer games so captivating?” by creat-
ing a number of game prototypes with the same core game, but with
different features (music, scorekeeping, fantasy, types of feedback).5 In
order to explore the attraction of the variations of the game, he let some
children play these prototypes and examined how long each prototype
was able to keep the attention of young players. From this, he deduced a
number of guidelines for developing games and interfaces.

Following Malone, the questions in this essay can be approached as
empirical questions—What do players prefer? They can, however, also be
approached as aesthetic questions—What is a good game? These are two
historically separate approaches that I nevertheless believe can inform each
other in the following.

In collaboration with the game company Gamelab, I developed a game
prototype specifically designed to gather data on how players perceive
failure. The custom game could be described as a combination of Pac-Man
(Namco, 1980) and Snake (Gremlin, 1977): using the mouse, the player
controls a snake that grows as the player collects pills; the player must
avoid opponents; and a special power pill allows the player to attack
opponents for a short while (see Figure 12.2).

The game was designed with two game modes, an energy punishment
mode where the player would lose a tail part when hit by opponents, and a
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life punishment mode where the player could make only a single mistake
before losing a life. In both games, the player has three lives, and the game
consists of four levels. We attempted to balance the two games so that they
were equally hard (as measured in the number of levels that players would
complete). Another reason for developing a new game was that this would
give insight to the players’ initial experience of learning a new game, and
be less a reflection of their previous experience with that game.

First Test, Offline

A preliminary test was conducted offline. Five males and four females from
Gamelab’s tester base participated. All participants had some experience
with and interest in games, and came to the Gamelab offices (see Appendix
1 at the end of this essay for a description of the test procedure). Players
were asked how they would rate the game had they found it on the Inter-
net. The rating scale went from 1 to 10, with 10 being the best rating.
Additionally, players were asked open questions about their views on
failure in games.

Contrary to expectations, this small sample gave no indication that
players preferred the energy punishment version of the game. On the other
hand, there were indications that the players’ ratings were closely tied to

Figure 12.2 Game prototype for the test.
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their performance in the game, such that a player performing badly would
dislike the game, a player performing fairly well would like the game, but a
player performing very well would also dislike the game. Given the interest-
ing implications of this result, it was decided to focus on only one version
of the game (energy punishment), and run a new test online with a bigger
sample.

Second Test, Online

A total of 85 players were recruited online6 and asked to play the game and
answer a questionnaire (see Appendix 2 for a description of the test pro-
cedure). The players recruited were overwhelmingly male (73 out of 85),
and the majority had a game console in their home (also 73 out of 85).
Players were generally avid game players (see Figure 12.3).

Game Rating vs. Performance

Based on automated registration of player performances, player responses
were placed into three categories, from a bad performance to a good
performance:

1. Players that did not complete the game
2. Players that completed the game, losing some lives
3. Players that completed the game without losing any lives.

Figure 12.3 Game-playing frequency.
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By comparing the average game ratings with the performance of the
players (Figure 12.4), we can see an indication that winning isn’t
everything: the most positive players were the ones that failed some, and
then completed the game. Completing the game without failing was fol-
lowed by a lower rating of the game (the statistical significance was the
slightly weak p<0.06 for all three categories of player performance
combined).

This runs counter to the simple idea that players enjoy a game more
the better they do, but it vindicates the game design imperative that
a game must be neither too hard nor too easy as argued by, for exam-
ple, Fullerton et al.7 This returns us to the second question, of whether
feeling responsible for failing in a game will make players like the
game less. In the test, players were asked why they failed or succeeded.
Categories were based on attribution theory, but expanded into smaller
subcategories:

• Person was split into “I am bad at this kind of game” and “I am
bad at games in general” to capture difference between general
player skills and player knowledge of specific genres

• Entity was asked via “The game was too hard”
• Circumstance was split into “I was unlucky” and “I made a mis-

take” in order to distinguish between the experience of losing due
to chance and losing due to a strategic mistake.

As can be seen in Figures 12.5 and 12.6, players were slightly more likely to
report being responsible for success (“figured out how to play right”) than
being responsible for failure (“made a mistake”). This is well-known phe-
nomenon called attribution asymmetry, whereby individuals are more

Figure 12.4 Player rating of game as function of performance.
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likely to attribute success to personal factors, and failure to external factors
(Försterling 87–91).

Do players prefer games where they do not feel responsible for failing?
This seems not to be the case. On the contrary, even though players
presumably on some level disliked being personally responsible for failing,
the feeling of being responsible for failing was nevertheless tied to a positive
rating of the game (see Figure 12.7).

Since players who never lost a life are not relevant, and too few players
answered “I was unlucky” or “I am bad at this kind of game” for the results
to be meaningful, we can see how players who answered “The game was too

Figure 12.5 Player attribution of success.

Figure 12.6 Player attribution of failure.
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hard” rated the game compared with those who answered “I made a mis-
take.” In this case, there is a clearer significance of p<0.016. In effect, this
answers the second question of this essay—players prefer feeling responsible
for their own failure. Or at least the negative emotions from failing are
more than cancelled out by other factors. This result is parallel to a study of
players playing the bowling mini-game in Super Monkey Ball 2 (Amuse-
ment Vision, Ltd., 2002), in which players exhibited positive reactions when
falling off the edge of the playing field, but negative reactions of watching
the replay of the same event.8 Although players do not want to fail, they
may nevertheless enjoy it when feeling responsible for it.9

Players Reactions When Not Failing

Do players have theories of the function of failure, and in that case, how
do they frame them? To find out, players were asked if they had ever
experienced a game that was too easy, and “How do you know if a game is
too easy?” Answers were seen as falling into four categories based on their
primary content. These are listed in Table 12.1 with example answers and
percentages.

The first response type, “lack of challenge,” is somewhat tautological.
Response (4) gives room for more interpretation: if a game being too easy
is experienced as the game being shallow and uninteresting, it means that
the role of failure is much more than a contrast to winning—failure pushes
the player into reconsidering strategy, and failure thereby subjectively adds
content to the game. The game appears deeper when the player fails; failure
makes the game more strategic.

Figure 12.7 Rating as function of failure attribution.
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The next question is to what extent the results from this experiment
map to players of published commercial games. In a discussion of the
initial disappointing reception of the game Shopmania (Gamelab, 2006),
Catherine Herdlick and Eric Zimmerman discuss how much of the criti-
cism of the game came from the fact that it was perceived as too easy:

In the original version of Shopmania, we approached the first several levels of
the game as a gradual tutorial that introduced the player to the basic game
elements and the core gameplay. This approach was based on the generally held
casual game wisdom that downloadable games should be very easy to play, and
that the frustration of losing a level should be minimized. However, the prob-
lem with going too far in this direction is that the game ends up feeling like
interactive muzak: you can play forever and not really lose, and the essential
tension and challenge of a good game are lost. From our analysis, players were
telling us that the first seven or eight levels felt like a tutorial. By the third or
fourth level, we had playtesters exclaiming out loud, “I get this game. Can I
skip the tutorial?”10

One of the negative comments on Shopmania was about having seen the
whole game too early:

“After 20 minutes, I felt like I saw the whole game . . .” (Redesigning)

Table 12.1 Example answers and percentages

Answer type Examples

1. Too easy, as lack of a
challenge (36%)

“Not challenging enough.”
“Boring . . . doesn’t provide further challenges.”
“I don’t feel challenged. Of course that’s a pretty
predictable answer, but it’s hard to put it any other way.”
“I get bored.”

2. Too easy, as not failing
(6%)

“When you never die. And beat it in a day.”
“It doesn’t seem to challenge me—I never lose.”

3. Too easy, as not being
measured on
performance (5%)

“I can do things I know are ‘wrong’ and don’t get
punished.”
“A game is too easy when you are progressing through the
game automatically no matter how good you are playing.”

4. Too easy, as not
having to rethink
strategy (27%)

“When I know exactly what to do and I can do it
optimizing the result without (big) effort.”
“No challenge, going through the motions to complete it
without any thought.”
“If the challenge and thought required to complete its
objectives become second nature quickly or there is no
need for such contemplation.”
“If the method for solving it is obvious and never fails.”
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The “saw” here probably does not refer directly to concrete graphics or
level layouts, as much as it ties into some of the player comments in my
experiment: The players complain about the game not pressuring them,
not threatening with failure. Again, while players may dislike failure, not
failing can be as bad as never succeeding.

Flow: The Standard Theory of Failure and Challenge
The standard psychological explanation for game failure and challenge is
Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi’s theory of Flow (see Figure 12.8), according to
which the challenge of a given activity forms a narrow channel in which
the player is in the attractive flow state.11

While flow theory does suggest that the player may oscillate between
anxiety and boredom, it poses the banal problem that the standard illustra-
tion suggests a smooth increase in difficulty over time. Noah Falstein12 has
refined this to say that game difficulty should vary in waves—sometimes
the game should be a little easy, sometimes a little hard, and that irregular-
ity leads to enjoyment, as illustrated in Figure 12.9. An irregular increase in
difficulty makes the player more likely to experience both failure and
successes.

Conclusions: The Contradictory Desires of Players
I initially discussed a contradiction between the observation that players
want to win and the observation that players prefer games where they lose

Figure 12.8 The flow channel. (Based on Csikszentmihalyi, 1990, 74).
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some, then win some. This leaves us with several opposing considerations
indicating that games should be both easier and harder than they are:

1. The player does not want to fail (makes player sad, feel
inadequate).

2. Failing makes the player reconsider his/her strategy (which makes
the game more interesting).

3. Winning provides gratification.
4. Winning without failing leads to dissatisfaction.

Points (1) and (3) suggest that games should be very easy, whereas points
(2) and (4) suggest that games should not be too easy. The actual relation-
ship of game design and game playing is probably not as antagonistic as
this seems. A more productive view is that games derive their interest from
the interaction between these different considerations, and that the appar-
ent contradiction comes from the fact that games can be viewed from two
distinct frames of reference (see Figure 12.10). Playing a game entails (a) a
goal-orientation as part of the activity, but a player also has (b) an outside
view of the game that entails an aesthetic evaluation of game balance. This
is the source of the contradiction discussed in the introduction, between
players wanting to win, and players wanting not just to win.

The second question at the start of this essay is whether players would
prefer not feeling responsible for failing, and whether the success of casual
games consequently could be attributed to the fact that they tend to have
energy punishment rather than life punishment, making failure seem

Figure 12.9 A better flow. (©2004 Noah Falstein).
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less of a direct consequence of player actions. This idea seems to be largely
disproved—player appreciation of the game was tied positively to feeling
responsible for failure. This suggests that I had been focusing on the wrong
part of the punishment system, and that the attraction of casual games is
better explained as sparing use of setback punishment: failing in casual
games is rarely tied to any substantial setback, and never to having to
mechanically replay a game sequence.13 Players still feel responsible for
failing, but they are less likely to feel stuck in the game, being forced to
replay a part of the game.

Finally, this research points to another layer of complexity in player
behavior. That failure and difficulty is important to the enjoyment of
games correlates well with Michael J. Apter’s reversal theory, according to
which people seek low arousal in normal goal-directed activities such as
work, but high arousal, and hence challenge and danger, in activities per-
formed for their intrinsic enjoyment, such as games.14 This yields an extra
complication in relation to the game Shopmania discussed previously: if
the role of failure is to force players to discover new strategies in a game,
why is this even necessary? Given that players enjoy a challenge, why do
players not simply challenge themselves by finding new ways to play the
game? Game designer David Jaffe goes as far as asserting that players are
basically lazy and “WILL NOT use ANY mechanic they do not need to use.
They will take the path of least resistance to get from A TO B.”15

Figure 12.10 Goal-oriented and aesthetic perspectives on a game.
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The conclusion must still be that players want to fail as well as win, but
that players of the single-player games discussed here do not seek out
additional challenge or depth if they do not have to. Perhaps single player
games are perceived as designed experiences that players expect to be cor-
rectly balanced without having to seek additional challenges themselves?

Conversely, although the focus here has been on single player games,
Jonas Heide Smith has documented how players of multiplayer games fre-
quently handicap themselves to create an even playing field, effectively
opening themselves to failure (Heide Smith 217–227). Multiplayer games
and more open sandbox games seem to encourage players to undertake
more challenge-seeking behavior.

The study raises a number of additional questions, but I believe the
following are the most obvious ones to explore further:

• Is the relation between game rating and performance also consist-
ent if the game is made easier or harder?

• How do players perceive difficulty in games without time pressure
or failure states, such as “endless” mode in Bejeweled 2 (PopCap
Games, 2004) or Sudoku?

• In game development experience, it is certain that small changes
to game designs do matter to players. To what extent can indi-
vidual elements of a game design be isolated?

• To what extent can we extrapolate from one game to all games?
• Will the results of the test be different with a more “casual”

audience?

I have argued that failure is central to player enjoyment of games. This is not
that surprising, given conventional wisdom that a game should be balanced
to match the skills of players. However, it is notable that failure is more than
a contrast to winning—rather failure is central to the experience of depth in
a game, to the experience of improving skills. The study supports the idea
that that growth, the experience of learning, of adjusting strategies, of trying
something new, is a core attraction of video games.16 Hence the desire for
game balance, losing some, winning some—the experience of variation in
the challenge and difficulty of the game. Failure adds content.

If the classic tenet of storytelling is Aristotle’s, that a story should have a
beginning, a middle, and an end, the core tenet of games must be this: a
game should be neither too easy nor too hard. This is more than the simple
truism it sounds like. It reveals much deeper and more complicated facts
about games, and players.
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Appendix 1: Offline Test Procedure
Participants were tested one at a time, and did not see or talk to other
participants. Participants were informed that “We are working on a game,
and we would like to hear your input. This is not a test of your skill;
we would simply like to know what you think about the game.”

Each player was asked to play the game until the game was over. It was
noted on what levels players lost lives.

Each player was asked “Why did you fail?” and “Why did you complete
the level?” The explanations were coded as being either due to ability
(personal factor), performance (circumstance), or the game (entity).

After one game had been played, the player was interviewed.
Each player was asked to rate the game as follows: “If this was a game

you found on the web, how would you rate it on a scale from 1 to 10, with
1 being the worst and 10 being the best?”17

Each player was asked to explain if he or she had ever played a game that
was too easy.

Each player was asked how he or she could tell if a game is too easy.
Participants were not paid, but as game testing is often described as a

way of entering the game industry, testers may have strong motivation for
pleasing the company. This affects the confidence in the absolute judg-
ments of the players, but since the testers’ interest in pleasing the company
will be statistically uniform, the data can be used relatively in correlation
with other data from the test.

Appendix 2: Online Test Procedure
Players were recruited via the author’s blog.

Players were told that “This is not a test of your skills, but a test of
how you feel about playing a little game experiment”; players were not
aware that the test concerned failure.

Players were directed to a page with instructions, as can be seen online
at http://www.jesperjuul.net/test/rpt2/.

Players were directed to the game. The game consisted of four levels.
The player had three lives.
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When a player reached Game Over, either by completing all four levels
or by losing all three lives, the player was directed to an online question-
naire. In the questionnaire, the player was asked to rate the game as fol-
lows: “Say you found this game on the Internet. On a scale from 1 to 10,
with 1 being the worst game ever, and 10 being the best game ever, how
would you rate this game?”

Only players who completed the entire questionnaire were included.
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CHAPTER 13
Between Theory and Practice

The GAMBIT Experience
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In the first Video Game Theory Reader, Walter Holland, Henry Jenkins, and
Kurt Squire described how the Comparative Media Studies (CMS) pro-
gram at MIT was beginning to integrate game design into its humanities
curriculum. The program had embarked on a resource-restricted journey
to the frontier of video game theory: “Our students are working through
games on paper, examining existing games, brainstorming future direc-
tions, and through this process, trying to address central issues about
games and education.”1 The essay drew an analogy to the work by Lev
Kuleshov and his students in the early days of film studies; without any
experience or access to film-making equipment, they produced thought
experiments and insights that came to influence a generation of Soviet film
makers. Through the Games-to-Teach research project, CMS students gen-
erated game designs as a form of theory through practice. The program
sought to supplement academic theories of games with more “vernacular”
theories, asking its students to think through real-world challenges facing
practitioners. The essay also anticipated a near future in which CMS and
other academic programs would build the resources and expertise needed
to turn prototypes into polished games, training its students to become



game designers, much as Kuleshov’s training paved the way for Pudovkin
and Eisenstein.

The Games-to-Teach program evolved into The Education Arcade in
2003. Student researchers developed Revolution,2 an ambitious modifica-
tion of the Neverwinter Nights (Bioware Corporation, 2002) engine that
transported players to Colonial Williamsburg on the eve of the American
Revolution. More recently, a partnership with Maryland Public Television
began collaboration between students and professional development stu-
dios on a game designed to teach math and literacy to middle school
students.

For CMS, the establishment of the Singapore-MIT GAMBIT Game Lab
in 2006 marked the next leap in its continuing exploration between game
theory and practice. Jointly created by CMS and the Media Development
Authority of Singapore, GAMBIT is a five-year project to research video
games, develop new and innovative games, and prepare students from
Singapore’s universities and polytechnic for entering the games industry.
The GAMBIT name describes the project’s many axes of inquiry: Gamers,
Aesthetics, Mechanics, Business, Innovation, and Technology. Adhering
to the principles of “applied humanism,” the conceptual core of the
Comparative Media Studies program, GAMBIT translates research into
practical application, testing theoretical precepts in contexts outside of
academia. GAMBIT sought ways to move students from writing and study-
ing games towards developing and testing playable games.

In the run-up to development, Jenkins described the laboratory as “a
space where we can move swiftly from pure research into compelling
applications and then partner with the games industry to bring the best
ideas to market.”3 What follows is an analysis of the methods used by
student and faculty researchers to build games in the academic context.
This is also, in the spirit of video games, an attempt to hit a moving target.
The pilot year saw tremendous experimentation with new methodologies,
with continual testing, revision, and radical rewrites of design and devel-
opment procedures. Embracing change, GAMBIT continually refines every
process used in the lab. This essay does not have a universal recommenda-
tion for university-based games research. Rather, it is a snapshot of our
own navigation through the unique challenges facing academic game
developers.

Across Countries and Cultures: Singapore and MIT
The games of the Singapore-MIT GAMBIT Game Lab are merely its public
face. Internally, the lab has the mission of furthering the strong research
relationships between Singaporean institutions and MIT. MIT has a ster-
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ling international reputation as a producer of scientific research, invention,
and entrepreneurship. It is also both a proven incubator for new ideas and
a proving ground for individuals who are encouraged to think differently.
For MIT, Singapore is a partner that understands the importance of educa-
tion and research for economic development, willing to take calculated
risks for potential rewards.

On the other side of the world, Singapore is a modern and technologic-
ally forward-thinking nation that has made substantial investments in
education in order to position itself as a hub for technological industries in
South-east Asia. Singapore students and researchers are methodical, tech-
nically proficient, and driven with a relentless work ethic that rivals the
tireless reputation of the MIT student body. For Singapore, MIT is a gate-
way to high-level faculty and research conducted throughout the USA. For
both parties, the partnership presents an opportunity for international
cultural exchange.

The GAMBIT partnership is an initiative of Singapore’s National
Research Foundation (NRF), tasked with the mission of identifying new
economic opportunities for the country.4 Traditionally dominated by
manufacturing and trade, the Singaporean economy has faced declining
manufacturing numbers in recent years. Singapore’s neighbors in South-
east Asia have also created significant competition for international trade
routes. As a result, the government of Singapore set aside public funds
for research and development aimed at identifying and exploiting new
economic strategies. An earlier research program centered on bio-
technology had proven to be successful, encouraging Singapore to launch
new initiatives in other areas of research, with the NRF inviting proposals
from universities across the world to fund collaborative work with
Singapore.

By 2006, Singapore had clear, recognizable strengths in environmental
and biological technologies. Both fields were highlighted for expanded
research and funding. Interactive and Digital Media (IDM), however, was a
significantly different challenge for Singapore. The past decade had seen
several Asian countries carve out successful and lucrative niches across a
variety of digital media forms such as animation and games. Japan, Korea,
China, and India had all identified distinctive niches for themselves within
global media flows, developing content that reflected their unique aesthetic
and cultural traditions. However, despite having a competent and modern
IT infrastructure, creative industries in Singapore were struggling to
develop a coherent global strategy.

Despite the emergence of new digital distribution channels that pre-
sented new opportunities, Singapore’s nascent game industry had yet to
understand how to leverage and market its strengths. The government of
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Singapore hoped that a solid funding push in IDM research and develop-
ment would allow Singapore to identify competitive advantages and attract
strategic partners needed to push this industry to the next level. With a
history of successful educational collaborations such as the Singapore-MIT
Alliance (SMA), Singapore approached MIT with a cross-section of its
national research challenges. The faculty of MIT responded with hundreds
of proposals for collaboration, including one proposing a “games innov-
ation lab,” authored by Henry Jenkins and William Uricchio, the co-
directors of CMS. The proposal reasoned that it would be impractical for
Singapore’s game developers to compete head-to-head against market
leaders in the production of mainstream games. Growing Singapore’s
game industry would require a different approach, one that took advantage
of Singapore’s educational, cultural, and technological strengths.

The Media Development Authority of Singapore (MDA) expressed
interest, working with CMS to expand the document into a detailed five-
year plan. By the middle of 2006, the IDM Steering Committee of the NRF
approved the funding of the Singapore and MIT components of the game
lab. However, the success of the lab would clearly hinge on its relevance to
the Singaporean game industry and to the rest of the world. Public money
was about to be spent on academic research instead of direct industry
subsidies. To prove its value to Singapore, the lab could not just write
about game theory or suggest abstract recommendations. GAMBIT would
have to provide concrete examples of innovation that will help make
Singapore successful in an international market. As Jenkins explained,
“The next generation of game designers will need to be able to communi-
cate in a global context and appreciate the cultural diversity that character-
izes current game production” (Kohler).

Lost in Translation: Video Game Theory and Practice
As GAMBIT forges its links between East and West, it also seeks to bridge
the gulf between video game theory and practice. Despite the growth of
game studies as an emerging academic field of research, commercial game
companies have generally remained disinterested in what academics have
to say about the medium. In a widely circulated editorial, Microsoft
researcher John Hopson posited several explanations for this disconnect,
providing recommendations for academics who wished to get their ideas
through to game makers.5 His most forcefully expressed point was the
imperative: Prove it. He challenged researchers to come down from
the ivory tower and demonstrate the value of their theories through the
building of actual games. In a similar response to Janet Murray, Mark
Barrett describes his frustration, “I need to know how to make things,
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and that means I need practical solutions and reliable techniques to draw
from.”6

Some academics, such as Torill Mortensen, responded to subsequent
talks on the same topic by pointing to the high barrier of entry for aca-
demic researchers.7 Commercial video games can have production budgets
of millions of dollars and require years of work by large, highly skilled
professional teams of developers. Most educational institutions are not
on the same playing field with such multinational media corporations.
Hopson stated that academics had to implement their ideas to gain the
attention of the game industry; academics argued that they lacked com-
munication and credibility with the very practitioners whom they needed
to implement new ideas (Hopson).

Furthermore, if academia limited all research to that which could be
implemented and tested in a commercial project, it would throttle the
richness of game scholarship. The giant development budgets in the game
industry enable the creation of massive virtual worlds and astonishing
visual effects but the studio mode of production currently dominating the
game industry requires sure-fire blockbusters within genres already recog-
nized and valued by the hardcore consumers. Helen Kennedy comments,
“[Academic researchers] contribute a great deal to the potential meanings,
issues, and frameworks which might be applied to the medium . . . thus
opening up a field which might appear quite closed, autonomous, and
potentially rather self-determining.”8 In short, academic research was
valuable because it was not commercially driven, because it could point
towards and could explore roads not taken by the mainstream industry,
thus holding open alternatives for the future of the emerging medium.

Both perspectives reflected the realities of academic and industrial
environments. However, both perspectives also grew from an earnest desire
to explore the breadth and depth of the medium of video games. At best,
game companies want academia to blaze a trail that they can follow, allow-
ing them to colonize, populate, and profit from new possibilities. Chris
Crawford describes the worst case scenario: “the academics are rushing to
study games, and the industry doesn’t much care.”9 If academics wish for
their research findings to influence the industry, researchers need to
acknowledge and work within the limitations of the practice. They need to
make games.

However, academics can be strategic about how they approach their
goals. Instead of relying on professional developers to demonstrate
their ideas, they can take advantage of the industry’s own inventions to
make very different types of games. In 2007, new inexpensive commer-
cial technologies and prototyping practices became widely accessible to
the independent, low-cost game developer. New platforms and online
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distribution methods allowed small games with great ideas to reach new
audiences. This presents academic and independent video game develop-
ers with a similar opportunity to that exploited by the first generation of
independent filmmakers, many of whom had emerged from film produc-
tion programs in universities. Rather than beat Hollywood at its own
game, they identified and filled gaps in the marketplace ignored by the
bloated studio films.10

Key to GAMBIT’s ongoing success would be its ability to articulate
academic research questions and execute modestly budgeted game devel-
opment projects, strategically positioned to avoid having the smaller
games directly compete against industry products. However, as with all
educational initiatives, GAMBIT has another avenue to influence the
industry: the MIT and Singapore students, who will become the game
designers, programmers, and artists of the future. GAMBIT research fuels
the development of video-game-related classes within the MIT curric-
ulum, enabling new partnerships between the Comparative Media Studies
Program and the Computer Science Department. Based on the framework
developed by the Education Special Interest Group of the International
Game Developers Association,11 every research question and development
project sponsored by GAMBIT needs the support of curriculum and
coursework necessary for students to develop their own understanding of
games. Even though the long-term effect may only be felt after students
graduate and enter the industry, education, development, and research
may still enable effective dialogue between academia and industry.

Attempting to bridge the gap between industry and academia is no
particular accomplishment in itself; it is a common approach in other
disciplines such as engineering. However, the video game industry itself is
young: it is constantly adapting to new business models and production
schemes. Furthermore, video game scholarship is still in the process of
defining itself as an academic discipline, formulating its relationship to
other areas of study. Any bridge built between industry and academia
would likely be a little unstable for the near future. However, GAMBIT is
not facing this challenge alone. To name some other efforts, the Game
Innovation Lab at USC, the Entertainment Technology Center at Carnegie
Mellon, and the Experimental Game Lab at the Georgia Institute of
Technology, all have similar gaming research projects.

GAMBIT’s goal of establishing relationships at an international level
adds a unique layer of complexity to the whole project. To illustrate this
complicated process and the benefits and drawbacks of GAMBIT’s early
execution, an instructive example would be the story of AudiOdyssey, one
of the games developed during the first year of GAMBIT.12 AudiOdyssey
represents an early attempt by the project to create these bridges—between
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theory and practice, between education and industry, and between
Singapore and the USA. Analyzing the production of the prototype game
sheds light on how industrial methods influenced the academic paradigm
and vice-versa. In embracing change, unexpected success went hand in
hand with informative failures.

Defining Hard Questions: Audio Games Research
Experiments test hypotheses: the results of well-designed experiments will
shed light on their hypotheses, and both failure and success can be equally
illuminating. Thus, the choice of the hypothesis often has greater bearing
on the relevance of the experiment than the outcome. Even with a success-
ful experiment, a poorly chosen hypothesis will fail to address the concerns
of practitioners in the field. In the game industry, many practitioners
already conflate experimentation with “blue sky” speculation, the explor-
ation of game design possibilities unencumbered by the technological and
market constraints of the real world.

To build the bridge between research and practice, GAMBIT needed to
adopt an attitude of innovation to guide its experimentation. Innovators
speak the language of the industry and desire to improve the experiences
of the end-user through the creation of products. Innovators build on
what has come before, acknowledge the real world challenges, and help
move industry forward in iterative cycles. Innovators aim to stay for the
long haul, allowing the reality of practice and the results of experiments to
inform their exploration and the future development of the medium.

At GAMBIT, innovation begins with the selection of the right research
question, trying to find the “sweet spot” where an academic endeavor can
have the most impact. For its first year of operation, GAMBIT culled game
research concepts over a semester, engaging CMS students and faculty in a
process of conversation, investigation, background research, collaboration
with other academic departments, and finally, the submission of written
proposals. As required by the terms of collaboration, the lab would only
support proposals that attracted mutual interest from faculty at MIT and
the consortium of Singaporean institutions. However, the final selection
criteria proved to be the most stringent: which proposals would be viable
within the harsh timeline of three-month development cycles? How could
GAMBIT translate the research questions into quickly and inexpensively
produced games, using gameplay to communicate the ideas to the indus-
try, receiving feedback from practitioners and players, and allowing those
results to inform multiple iterations?

During a brainstorming session with several CMS-affiliated researchers
in the beginning of 2007, GAMBIT collaborators from MIT noted the
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challenges facing the Singapore game industry, identifying the risks
involved in building console and PC games given the competitive advan-
tage enjoyed by the well-established game industries in the USA, Japan,
China, and Korea. However, Singapore’s wireless infrastructure and good
relationships with regional markets gave it an edge in the development
of games for mobile phones, particularly games with multiplayer capabil-
ities. Since mobile phones had technological limitations in terms of
computational capability and graphical power—good mobile games dis-
tinguished themselves with simple gameplay and elegant design instead of
photo-realistic 3D graphics—the mobile platform presented a level playing
field for market newcomers, independent game designers, and academic
research projects.

Further examination of the capabilities of mobile phones noted that
they generally had more sophisticated audio features than visual process-
ing power due to their telephone ancestry. Games that stressed sonic art-
istry over visual detail presented a further opportunity for Singapore to
sidestep the graphical arms race and to access a different audience. Music
and rhythm games like Guitar Hero (Harmonix Music Systems, Inc., 2005)
and Dance Dance Revolution (Konami Corporation, 1998) were already
proving to be popular products among mainstream gamers despite their
modest visuals.13 Conventional industry wisdom assumed that music
games represented a niche genre; fans of Guitar Hero and its sequels proved
otherwise. Yet, the mainstream game industry was not actively exploring
other potential forms of audio entertainment, such as radio drama and
comedy. Even within existing audio game genres, few designers had fully
explored the expressive capacities of the soundtrack.

There was a second motivation for exploring audio game entertain-
ment. The global game industry had noted Nintendo’s great success in
expanding the market beyond the “hardcore gamer” demographic.14 Con-
fronting declining games sales in Japan, Nintendo and its competitors had
spent significant time and money on games designed to appeal to women
and the elderly. Casual games, simpler control schemes, and inclusive mar-
keting were all becoming increasingly visible in mainstream publications
such as Time and Newsweek.15 However, blind users were not included in
this expanded games market. Game industry research over the preceding
decade had focused heavily on improving visual sophistication, such as
high-definition displays and 3-D acceleration, or on designing new inter-
faces that were reliant on visual feedback, such as touch screens and wire-
less pointing devices. The global game industry had showed little interest
in courting visually-impaired players.

A huge percentage of Americans (18.6 percent of Americans aged
16–64, according to the 2000 US census) have some form of disability,
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ranging from mental, motor, or sensory challenges.16 Small but vocal
groups of disabled gamers have been clamoring for accessible games and
accessible controllers on websites such as AudioGames.net, eagerly sharing
detailed reviews of the few examples that exist. Few of these games were
engaging to both sighted and visually-impaired players. Some games
designed to be accessible to the blind became inaccessible to sighted players.

For example, the primary challenge in first-person shooter games is to
shoot an opponent before being shot, often combined with the challenges
of navigating a complex environment of cover and traps. The audio-only
alternatives were largely limited to basic movement and navigation, where
finding and successfully walking through a door based on stereo cues
would be a great achievement. Such games do not match the level of
challenge presented by similar games designed for sighted gamers. As
another example, a generic racing game would have players driving rapidly
through twisting courses and exotic locales to edge out the competition.
Blind-accessible versions simply offered a variation on “Simon Says,” with
the player dodging objects rendered as stereo sounds, receiving little feed-
back about their vehicle’s speed or their surrounding environment.

Most creators of blind-accessible games were independent developers
and hobbyists working with limited budgets, yet even so, these few titles
were in high demand among a group of consumers that had embraced
high technology, such as Shades of Doom by GMA Games, who wished to
participate in experiences taken for granted by their sighted counterparts.
The professional industry generally ignored the potentially large market,
underestimating and under-serving the growing population of visually
impaired gamers.

Through this process of identifying the strengths of Singapore develop-
ers (mobile phones), examining how those strengths could be extended
(audio games), and describing the market opportunities to be explored
(accessible games for the blind), GAMBIT constructed a research proposal
that was firmly grounded in reality and could help to expand the under-
standing of games as a medium. Singaporean researchers were eager to
collaborate on an “Audio Games” project. Game developers visiting
GAMBIT quickly understood the potentials and challenges that such a
project represented. Such a project might be too “risky” for most com-
panies to undertake; yet practitioners indicated that they would be inter-
ested in seeing the results, particularly in the form of a playable game.

Exploratory interviews with the blind community in Boston and other
developers for blind-accessible games identified unexplored opportunities
that enabled the team to refine guidelines, serving as a basis for a proto-
type. Such a game needed to allow visually-impaired and sighted users to
share a common gaming experience. The game had to be accessible to both
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sighted and visually-impaired users, regardless of the severity of their
impairment. An online multiplayer component would allow the sighted
and blind to play together without being aware of the visual status of their
fellow gamers. The game would aim to make alternative spatial control
schemes accessible to blind gamers. On top of all that, the game needed to
be fun, challenging, and engaging, relying more on audio than visuals to
produce an exciting experience.17

Adopting Industry Practices: Agile Game Development
For the Summer of 2007, GAMBIT selected over 30 students from Singapore
based on the strength of their academic records, portfolios, and their dem-
onstrated passion for video games to travel to Cambridge, Massachusetts
for a nine-week internship, working with MIT graduates and undergradu-
ates to develop six new games. The summer program was an experiment in
itself. GAMBIT staff sought to address Hopson’s challenge and Mortensen’s
worries: How could an academic project create polished video games
within an environment of extreme limitations of time and development
expertise? Academic theorists and researchers had very few examples of
finishing and releasing complete games. Released games from academia
historically lacked in documentation, stability, and usability. The short
development cycle and sheer variety of projects in GAMBIT put organiza-
tion and management of teams at the highest priority. GAMBIT needed a
process that facilitated polish and testing for student-developed games,
one that drew a high level of commitment from students without burning
them out before the end of the summer. Top-down supervision of the six
summer teams was out of the question; each team needed to be relatively
self-sufficient and able to respond to their projects’ unique challenges with
extreme flexibility and competent crisis management.

GAMBIT chose not to solve this problem in a vacuum. Instead, by
researching evolving management practices among practitioners, GAMBIT
identified the “Scrum” project management model as an increasingly
popular industrial solution for similar problems in commercial software
development.18 The model presented a strategy for scoping and executing
projects that required agile product development on complex tasks that
required teams to act on new findings, unexpected outcomes, and user
feedback. It seemed ideal for game prototyping and game developers
across the world were beginning to take note.19 GAMBIT thus embraced
the “Scrum” model to structure its first summer of game development.

The GAMBIT summer teams were small by game industry standards.
Each team had seven members: two programmers, two artists, a game
designer, a test lead, and a project manager. In addition, a two-person
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sound and music team provided services to all of the development teams.
After a week of brainstorming and lectures, the teams subsequently
adhered to an iterative cycle, dividing work into four fortnightly sprints
and demonstrating a playable build of their games every two weeks. This
allowed teams to periodically gather user feedback and honestly examine
their progress.

Each team worked with one or two researchers to design and build a
game to demonstrate a single research idea. The team and researcher
would collaborate to produce a list of design and technical features. The
researcher would prioritize the list according to the relevance of each fea-
ture to the research question. The team would select a few top-priority
features to implement over the following two weeks, breaking them down
into individual tasks and development strategies. After each fortnight, the
team would demonstrate new functionality in a single software build to the
researcher. Such an approach pushed team members not just to produce
assets (code, concept art, music, design documents) but to also integrate
these features into a working prototype every other week.

Before embarking on another sprint, the team and researcher would
discuss which methods and strategies worked best and which failed to
serve their specific needs. Like their commercial counterparts, teams
needed to strategically scale back projects that were too ambitious to meet
the deadlines printed on their return airline tickets. Rather than releasing
unfinished games with a lot of potential, this process allowed students to
focus on the most feasible and engaging ideas. As a fully funded edu-
cational research project, GAMBIT students and researchers would share
their games without charge. Unlike commercial games that are regularly
compared against their competition feature by feature, free games are gen-
erally just reviewed on their implemented functionality. Thus, the students
had the space to polish their existing features to perfection instead of
worrying about the ones that are missing.

Part of the GAMBIT experiment in project management included the
minimization of “crunch time,” when developers are subjected to weeks or
months of perpetual overtime. Crunch time is a source of great discontent
among professional game developers. Conventional industrial wisdom
considers it unavoidable. Crunch time causes premature burnout in
employees, decreases their average quality of life and work, and tends
to drive experienced practitioners from the game industry into other
fields. Crunch conditions may also reinforce the homogeneity of game
development workplaces, driving out all but the young “rock star” devel-
opers who have few aspirations outside of their professional lives.20

GAMBIT staff consistently discouraged overtime to engender a healthy
workplace environment and test a model of sustainable development.
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Teams were required to freeze all new feature development in the last two
weeks, reserving the last sprint for polishing or cutting existing features. In
this manner, GAMBIT staff emphasized the importance of competent pro-
ject management, in the hopes of demonstrating that it would be possible
to complete a game development project with minimal crunch.

The creative ability of each team to design gameplay and solve problems
was crucial for fulfilling the goals of each researcher. For many students,
this was their first experience in a comprehensive production environ-
ment. Alongside the efforts to turn theory into practice, GAMBIT also
aimed to enhance the education of practitioner-theorists. The summer
program periodically featured lectures about game design, usability,
animation, and technical issues. Local Boston game industry professionals
visited the students to share insider perspectives on design challenges and
commercial work. These sessions aimed to expand the intellectual and
professional horizons of the students while helping the game development
teams refine their designs and techniques.

An academic environment should be more tolerant of mistakes than in
industry; GAMBIT assumed that teams would make many mistakes as they
ventured into unexplored territories of game research. At the same time,
the academy must provide the scaffolding for students and researchers to
learn from their mistakes, and this challenge is not unique to education. In
practice, while a game designer may envision a beautifully complex game,
the expertise, time, and resources of the development team limits its ability
to fulfill that vision. Many commercial projects are stillborn because of the
inability of team leaders and members to reach compromises that reflect
the realities of their production context and to adapt to new information
once a plan is set into motion.

From Challenge to Reality: AudiOdyssey
The progress of the Audio Games project from research through develop-
ment illustrates our process of translating theory into practice. Ambitious
experimental hypotheses quickly gave way to reality. The original concept
of the project straddled mobile platforms, audio-based gameplay, novel
control schemes, and accessibility for blind gamers. Despite the consider-
able audio capabilities of mobile phones, however, the limited system
memory of such devices in 2007 made them unsuitable for storing and
playing back multiple sound channels. GAMBIT staff decided to dedicate a
separate student team to exploring online gameplay on mobile phones
with Backflow.21 This freed the Audio Games team from the constraints of
mobile platforms to develop AudiOdyssey, a music rhythm game that runs
on Windows PCs.
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The player takes on the role of a club DJ. Each level in the game is a
different song. The player matches sounds in the music with the arrow
keys on the keyboard or by moving a motion-sensitive controller for the
Nintendo Wii. Successful matches with the music adds layers of instru-
ments, rewarding the player with a richer musical composition, the cheers
of an appreciative dance crowd, and a new rhythmic challenge to meet.
Completing all the challenges results in a “freestyle” mode, where the
player can improvise without constraints. Inevitably, the overexcited crowd
accidentally bumps the DJ’s turntables, requiring the player to build up
tracks for the next freestyle.

The two-person sound team delivered high quality music that the
AudiOdyssey team worked hard to integrate. Testing proved the game to be
fun for both sighted and blind players, satisfying the primary goal for the
project. However, an online multiplayer component proved too difficult
and time-consuming to implement. Furthermore, while the motion-
sensitive Wii controller provided a new experience for blind gamers, the
minimal familiarity with the Nintendo Wii also meant that blind testers
needed coaching in the use of the motion controller. The keyboard con-
trols were generally easier for all players to understand.

Figure 13.1 AudiOdyssey. (Copyright 2007, MIT.)
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Scrum aimed to reduce crunch time by basing project manage-
ment decisions on realistic expectations. However, by giving the students
ownership over the game design, the increased commitment still resulted
in students putting in more hours than were required. Motivated students
found it difficult to sacrifice ideas for the sake of personal health, and many
only discovered the need for polish time at the end of the project. For
instance, once the AudiOdyssey team completed a fully functional game
with an automated installer, a functioning menu system, and well-
implemented gameplay, the team decided to add a new song to the game at
the last minute. Despite having made a working game that met all of the
GAMBIT standards of quality, they chose to end their development cycle
with an extremely difficult level that was practically impossible to play.
Recovering the earlier version for public release required an unnecessary
amount of unanticipated work by members of the team.

Although the resulting game did not address every design challenge, the
careful selection of the core hypotheses allowed failures to provide valuable
information about the limits and possibilities of future audio games. The
realities of production and the risks of venturing into new design territory
informed the translation of theoretical concepts into a complete game. The
academic participants better understood the challenges of creating some-
thing truly new and the need to balance novelty against the prior expect-
ations and experiences of the audience. What design paradigms would
offer similar experiences to sighted and blind players? What control
schemes do blind players prefer? How would menus work? Instead of
theory and speculation, GAMBIT responded to the challenge by providing
concrete examples that the industry could easily understand and adopt.

AudiOdyssey became an effective research tool and an artifact for
communicating new ideas in accessible gameplay. As a playable game,
AudiOdyssey increased the visibility of the core research in both the indus-
try and the press. Demonstrated at the Games Convention Asia 2007 in
Singapore, industry professionals were able to pick up a controller and
interact with a research concept that, three months earlier, only existed
in academic writing. Though imperfect, AudiOdyssey provided the team
of students and the researchers with valuable educational insight, and
the game successfully represents the unique constraints of the research
question and the personalities of its development team.

Learning from Students: From Narbacular Drop to Portal
GAMBIT’s student designers benefited greatly from adopting industry
methods and confronting high professional standards. It demonstrated
that academics could translate their research into a form called for by
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industry leaders. However, how will the industry respond? Will game com-
panies in Singapore and around the world be willing to adopt fresh ideas
from students in their pursuit of mainstream audiences? The advantages of
industry acceptance could be huge: professional game companies could
observe new kinds of play, expand on them with better production values,
deploy them with stable and sophisticated internal tools and engines, and
leverage existing distribution networks to bring them to market.

This is precisely what happened in 2007 with the game Portal (Valve
Corporation, 2007). In 2005, students from the DigiPen Institute of Tech-
nology released a game named Narbacular Drop,22 developed as a school
project. The player must navigate a series of environmental puzzles by
manipulating a portal between two exits in space. To get the character to a
high ledge, one could place a portal exit above the ledge and another on a
wall close to the character. The player then directs the character to walk
through the portal to the previously inaccessible location. The effect is
thrilling and uncanny, representing a brand new way of moving through a
game space. The above description does the game little justice—one needs
to see the game in action to understand its twisted physics, and one needs
to play the game to understand its appeal.

Even though Narbacular Drop suffers from coarse graphics, buggy

Figure 13.2 Narbacular Drop. (Copyright 2005, Nuclear Monkey Software.)
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gameplay, and unexceptional sound effects, the core innovation shines
through in a functional game that made the rounds at conferences,
won awards at independent game festivals, and found its audience through
free online distribution. It quickly caught the attention of Valve Corpor-
ation, the developer of the popular Half-Life (Valve L.L.C, 1998) series of
first-person shooters. The students demonstrated the game to company
executives, who hired them on the spot to work on a new game, Portal,
combining the concept of Narbacular Drop with Valve’s advanced 3-D
technologies and substantial professional resources.23

In high-profile games such as Grand Theft Auto III (DMA Design
Limited, 2001) and Jak and Daxter (Naughty Dog, Inc., 2001), the industry
has shown a tendency to take a kitchen sink approach to game design,
stuffing as many features and mechanics into as large a virtual world as
possible. While the game industry is largely supported by profits derived
from sequels of popular game series, this process begins by the creation of
hit games based on new intellectual property. Most games meet with
commercial failure and smaller innovative games suggest smaller amounts
of financial risk.

If for no other reason other than necessity, academic and independent
game developers are comfortable with identifying and honing a single
concept to perfection. With both Portal and Narbacular Drop, the designers
started with a core innovation and built their entire game around it. Game
producer Kim Swift notes that an established studio risks tarnishing their

Figure 13.3 Portal. (Copyright 2007, Valve Corporation.)
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reputation if they release an insufficiently polished product. In contrast,
the expectations for an independent or student game are low, allowing
players to forgive the rough edges and focus on the ideas.24 With online
distribution, independent video game companies and research projects
such as GAMBIT can affordably produce and share playable prototypes
that explore new creative territory, knowing that word-of-mouth advertis-
ing will allow the most interesting concepts to find their audiences.

So far, no game developed by GAMBIT has yet achieved the visibility of
Narbacular Drop. As we write, the program is less than one year old. We
will learn through successive years of experimentation and innovation. In
the meantime, AudiOdyssey unearths strategies for designing satisfying
game experiences that can be shared by blind gamers and their sighted
friends. With this approach, GAMBIT will continue to explore issues and
possibilities that exist just off the industry’s radar screen.

Post-mortem
The first summer of game development laid the ground for the iterative
development process at the Singapore-MIT GAMBIT Game Laboratory. In
adopting industry practices, GAMBIT also adopted the convention of the
professional “post-mortem.” When a developer finishes a new title, the
team meets with others in the business to discuss what they learned from
the process, highlighting both their successes and their failures. Each of the
GAMBIT teams prepared post-mortem presentations, listing the five things
they did right and the five things that could have been improved. Like the
student teams, the GAMBIT staff also prepared a post-mortem to identify
process improvements. Some mistakes were technological, such as a poor
software setup for student laptops. Others were methodological: the forma-
tion of the teams was rushed and resulted in some poor matches between
student abilities and project requirements. More time was also needed for
early brainstorming. The role of the test lead needed more definition. How-
ever, despite the hiccups in the process, most teams succeeded in designing
and implementing a playable game around an innovative core idea.

In the post-mortem, the GAMBIT staff applied the same transparency,
reflexivity, and adaptability that was required from the students to the
operations of the lab itself, extending the same welcoming embrace of
change that resulted in the successful development of the game prototypes.
In this manner, the Singapore-MIT GAMBIT Game Laboratory will con-
tinue to respond to changing circumstances and new challenges to build
bridges between academic research and industry practice, negotiate differ-
ent priorities and cultures, and contribute to the global growth of the
medium of games.
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Science, Simulation, and Instruments
In this essay, we argue that synthetic worlds would be very useful for social
scientific experiments. In stating our argument this way, we are implicitly
putting some very restrictive stakes in the ground, stakes that strongly
define the claims we are making.

Science
When we say “scientific,” we are referring to a certain kind of knowledge. In
some schools of thought, we might get away with saying that we are talking
about facts, or truth, or reality. Other schools do not admit that such things
even exist. At best, they say, we can have agreement about a proposition
(though no amount of agreeing, it is said, ever makes a proposition abso-
lutely true). We accept this more limited vision of science, that it is about the
pursuit of intersubjective reality, that is, truth claims that many people agree
with. We say that virtual worlds can be used to establish this sort of claim.



The reasoning is simple: a virtual world can be used to replicate
research. It is like a Petri dish. It can be made the same way by anybody. If I
build a virtual world and run it on a computer, then send you the code and
the machine, you can run the same world. You may have different people
in yours, but (a) it is easy to determine whether that matters, and (b) there
are methods for reducing differences. It is easy to measure differences
across people in things that matter—sex, race, family origin, even culture
and politics. And since these things can be measured, it is easy to pre-
screen participants and make sure that you have the same mix in your
experiment as I had in mine.

Thus, if I use a virtual world to establish a truth claim, and you do not
believe it, you can simply make the same virtual world and conduct the test
yourself. Anything said to be generally true should be true in all replicated
experimental environments. Thus if you come to different results, you may
feel free to disbelieve my claim. But if your results match mine, you ought
to agree with my conclusions. In agreeing, you share a truth claim with me.
This is the minimal standard of truth-making by which natural science has
advanced so far. Virtual worlds enable the same simple intersubjective
persuasion tests to be applied to macro-level social phenomena. The
domain of the tests is new, but the method is very old, and very successful.

Experiment
When we say “experiment,” we refer to a particular way of establishing an
intersubjective truth claim. An experiment is an exercise in the real world
in which some proposition of the mind is tested. Virtual worlds, you might
say, are not in the real world—how could they be used to conduct an
experiment?

But the premise that virtual worlds are not real is utterly false. Virtual
worlds are in the real world: they are populated by real people. The inter-
actions between people are real, wherever they happen. Two people kissing
on a steel ship in the Caribbean are no less in love than two people kissing
on a papier-mâché boat in an Indiana cornfield. While mediation does
affect things—kissing with a mask on is certainly different from kissing
without one—those affects are not enough a priori to reject the potential
reality of all possible mediated interactions. Many human interactions
while wearing masks are completely comparable with ones without them.
It resolves to an empirical question: for some, not all, human interactions,
the presence of masks creates significant issues of generality, and the ques-
tion is simply: When do masks matter? However, such questions do not
affect our claim.

Our claim is not “activities in the virtual world are always generalizable
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to the real world.” That is the simulationist’s claim, and our claim is not a
simulationist claim. Our claim is a scientific methodology claim:

“Events can be induced among humans in virtual worlds that bear relevance
for broad truth claims regarding human society.”

Consider the same claim made in natural science:

“Events can be induced among bacteria in Petri dishes that bear relevance for
broad truth claims regarding bacterial cultures.”

That proposition is beyond all arguing. Now consider this one:

“All bacterial events in Petri dishes are simulations of bacterial events outside
Petri dishes.”

This second claim is absurd. It is used to criticize the idea of using virtual
worlds for experiments, because, it is said, virtual worlds are not good
copies of the real social world. But by examining this case when applied
to natural science, we see that the claim is not only absurd, but its
simulationist objectives are actually an impediment to scientific progress.
If we were to accept this claim, we would be less, not more, successful at
doing science. The simulationist objection says that the Petri dish does
not contain anything like that which is on the outside. Well, of course,
that is the whole point! The purpose of the Petri dish is not to recreate
conditions on the lab’s countertops. On the contrary: the purpose is
to purge the experiment of those conditions. Recreating the conditions on
the countertop is not only a waste of time, it is bad science. The word
people use is “contaminated.” The Petri dish must contain bacterial cul-
tures that are different from the real world, in very special, controlled,
observable ways.

Similarly, the purpose of a virtual world deployed for an experiment
would be to differ from reality in very special, controlled, observable ways.
Once we understand this, the objection that virtual worlds are not perfect
simulations of the real world reveals itself as the product of a mind that
grossly misunderstands what science is all about.

Science is an attempt to establish the truth of propositions. An experi-
ment is a test of a proposition. A Petri dish is a tool for performing the test.
To make claims about the validity of any one of these elements by them-
selves is a logic error. Again, consider:

“You cannot use a glass dish for natural science experiments.”
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Rubbish. But many people respect, ponder, and weigh the analog:

“You cannot use a virtual world for social science experiments.”

Rubbish. It makes no sense to reject any experimental implement a priori.
The validity of an implement depends on both the nature of the imple-
ment and the nature of the proposition. Does the implement allow you to
isolate the causal effects of interest? Is it reasonably secure from outside
interferences? Do the initial conditions in the implement match those of
your theoretical assumptions? Will you affect things by observing?

We accept that many virtual world environments would fail these tests,
just as many glass dishes would be perfectly unsuitable for a rigorous exam-
ination of bacterial phenomena. But we are puzzled that anyone would
deduce from the unsuitability of some or even many potential implements,
the conclusion that there can be no suitable implements whatsoever.

Yet the simulationist objection is the one most commonly voiced to
the idea of using virtual worlds for research. “But those places just
aren’t real!” Our claims, however, are not about realness, and realness in
the experimental environment is not a good thing. From the perspective of
sound scientific method, the simulationist objection is hard to understand.

Very Useful
We are not claiming that all virtual worlds are right for experiments, but
rather that it is possible to deploy virtual worlds usefully, indeed, very
usefully, for tests of social scientific propositions. Here we are open to
objections of practicality. Virtual worlds might be theoretically useful, but
not in practice.

Virtual worlds are expensive and hard to build. They are complex. That
much is true; the human societies we would study in them are also com-
plex. This leads some to say that there is no point in pursuing controlled
experiments in virtual worlds. Human society is so complicated that
there is no possibility of controlling the right factors. There is no hope of
observing the right things. It is too expensive to replicate an experiment.
The project might be theoretically allowable, but practically impossible.
Human society is so varied, so manifold, so changing, so bizarre, that it is
not possible to study it the way one studies the natural world.

This also strikes us as an odd objection. Cultures of bacteria are com-
plex, as are the tools one uses to observe their subcellular elements. So are
collections of subatomic particles, and the supercolliders one needs to
study them properly. The complexity of virtual world societies and the
difficulties one might have in isolating and observing effects are no more
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severe than in these cases from the natural sciences. Yet, much has indeed
been learned about bacteria and subatomic particles.

Moreover, the relative return to experimenting in social science is
extremely high at time of writing. The social impact and scientific value of
Galileo dropping his weights was massive compared to the impact of
someone ramming muons together today. But, that is only because Galileo
was establishing the first set of facts. By the law of diminishing marginal
utility, the value of the first fact is immense compared to the value of the
10 billionth fact. When humanity knows nothing at all, the value of learn-
ing even one thing—fire!—is huge. And when it comes to social science we
are very close to being at a “first facts” stage. Social science is stuck in 1600:
lots of conjecture, some observations, and some experiments at the micro
level, none at the macro level. In this light, we have deep and renewed
respect for the many small-scale experiments that have been done in social
science by game theorists, political scientists, economists, and others.1

These typically involve 2–20 students at a university, working through
simple interactive situations over the course of an hour or two. Such
experiments speak well to micro-level issues, questions of human motiv-
ation, communication, and information processing. What we seek to add
are the macro-level experiments. And as far as macro-level studies, we are
very much at a first-facts stage.

Thus the value of conducting research in virtual worlds, which present
entire societies for study over many months or years, under controlled
conditions, is unquestionably high. True, it is costly and complex. But is
everything interesting in society so complex that it cannot possibly be
studied using experimental methods? Or, rather, are there not simple first
facts of extremely high value? Boyle’s pneumatical engine, made in 1659,
did nothing more than produce a vacuum. At the time, it was considered a
costly and complex thing to do. Yet the value of the vacuum as an experi-
mental environment is beyond calculation. Similarly, the value of a virtual
world that, say, simply controlled the conditions under which people talk,
is almost certainly beyond calculation.

It Has Not Been Tried Before
In the end, we are merely repeating Francis Bacon, “There are two ways of
seeking and finding truth. The one method (A) leaps from sense and
particulars to the most general axioms and from these principles invents all
intermediate axioms. The other method (B) collects axioms from sense
and particulars gained by various experiments, so that in the end it arrives
at the most general axioms. This latter is the only true one, but it has not
been tried before.”2
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The general axioms to which macro-level social experiments lead—on
the progress of disease, the management of conflict, the encouragement of
human well-being—are of great significance. And they have not been tried
before.

In the remainder of this essay, we sketch out protocols and affordances
for this new method. The reader will note changes in voice, tone, and
direction. This is because the team writing this essay comes from an
incredibly diverse array of fields: anthropology, new media, library science,
psychology, economics, informatics, and communication. We considered
writing and rewriting the essay until it had a single voice. We decided
instead to leave the different voices as they are. Our diversity signals to the
reader two very important things. First, it shows how many disparate fields
stand to gain from using synthetic worlds for experiments. Second, it
points to a certain kind of model for social science research, one in which
large teams of scholars work together on large projects. That model is
comparatively rare in social science today. Our diversity sends the signal
that this research tool will require more social scientists to work together.

Why do we not just run an experiment in the real world? We begin by
examining current limitations on social science experimental research. Let
us imagine that we face some sort of practical research question—how
does information about a disease propagate? How many people choose to
vote under a given set of political institutions? How do people regulate
competition over a scarce resource? Our task is to find some way to run an
experiment about that question.

Islands Apart
Our first step might be to use an accepted experimental environment, such
as a Petri dish, in which to run our experiment. While Petri dishes are
handy, they cannot hold people. Therefore, let us move to something that
can—an island. The task is to create an experiment. The first step is to
furnish the island with a diverse array of inhabitants. Although this would
in itself be a chore, we will assume the logistics of this endeavor are well-
handled, and a sizeable group of random individuals are found to populate
the island, the first time around.

At the end of the project there would be a definitive answer to our
question, assuming guidelines had been followed, but little else of use. Our
observations would only speak to this particular island and its people. This
is the first hurdle, creating external validity, the ability to generalize and
apply results to a host of other situations. So of course, we would have
concurrent experiments running.

Now we shall introduce a pair of beachfront properties instead, bringing
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a nearby island into the fold of our project. But that island does not possess
as many game animals or domesticable plants as our initial island. Here is
the issue of ecological validity. Without replicating the circumstances and
conditions in each portion of the experiment, results concerning external
validity are once again threatened. There is room here to perform com-
parison and contrasts about the activities of our islands in these slightly
different scenarios. There could certainly be large differences in what
we find on each island concerning the outcomes—there would only be
correlation, unless we expand further.

We will upgrade to an archipelago.
A chain of islands, all with a random assortment of participants at each

location is now before us. This greater population increases the possibility
of external validity—that the information garnered will have applicability
to more situations and populations. But the ecological problem from
before persists even more now. Some islands continue to have less wildlife
and horticultural opportunities than others. Land mass and shelter from
storms also vary from one location to the next. Not only are the dissimilar
islands breaking the ecological validity of the project—the sameness of the
experimental conditions, they in turn threaten the internal validity as
well—that what is supposed to be measured is done so accurately and
without interference or bias.

Realizing they have neighbors, some groups of islanders feel the need to
“outdo” others in a competitive manner, reminiscent of the Hawthorne
effect—a change in attitude due to the nature of being under scrutiny. The
storms endanger the lives of other islanders, threatening the issue of mor-
tality, and now that may strongly effect the end results. Death tends to cast
a pall over even the most committed of participants. Then, some crafty
persons fashion a canoe to visit nearby residents and taint both groups
with knowledge of the happenings on their islands. Things have deterior-
ated quickly.

How were we going to answer our question?
The out-of-the-way nature of the islands is supposed to be a boon of

non-interference to the research, but the peril here is one from within—us,
the researchers—our presence affecting the internal validity by
unconsciously influencing the subjects. There is the solution of dropping
everyone off after pre-testing and subjecting all the participants to a bar-
rage of surveys, interviews and questionnaires upon the completion of a
time period, but several dangers lurk here as well.

Conditions may have at first been unbearable upon the island, but after
a time when the situation improved, the latter stages may weigh more
heavily upon the mind of our islanders. This maturation of the subjects is
often troublesome concerning maintaining internal validity—it also allows
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for a “rewriting of history,”3 the memory of bad times, such as struggling
over resources at the beginning of the stay may be slowly eroded by recol-
lections of better times when goods were plentiful near the end. Anthro-
pologist Clyde Kluckhohn,4 who warned against relying too much on
“snapshots” of events, encouraged thinking about a larger temporal pic-
ture. All the information that goes missing in the interim is of great
import. In order to have the whole picture, the project should follow a
more procedural current, which again puts pressure on the need to main-
tain internal validity by not having researchers unwittingly influencing
outcomes. A smaller number or a single researcher would be more suitable,
but would not have the benefit of verification from others—Quis custodiet
ipsos custodes?

While this scenario borders on the fantastic, it does illuminate the prob-
lems of validity facing social science experiments. It is difficult to replicate
conditions, especially the more groups and instances occur. The power to
manipulate the environment for control groups or to answer particular
questions has its own barriers. And, the way in which information is gath-
ered is left wanting in many areas—so much can interfere with trying
to take proper measurements from the subjects, researchers, and the
environment. While many of these problems are addressed through vari-
ous and clever means in the current, divergent paradigm of social science,
it is a heavy task.

Given that that a chain of islands would invariably produce so many
problems with an experiment involving social science, why use it as an
example? Simply that if all the problems, variables and obstructions could
be cleared away, it would make for a splendid blueprint for research . . . if
we could but encapsulate these remote places into a laboratory, with all the
benefits and few of the encumbrances of logistics involving such a huge
undertaking—then we might find something new.

The Example: Common-property Resources on a Better Island
It turns out that social scientists have devoted much thought to the
difficulties of conducting experiments, not on islands, but in small social-
interaction labs. Our proposal is, in effect, to use synthetic worlds to
elevate these small-scale experiments to true macro-level experiments:
island-sized. If we make this move, issues of external and internal validity
arise. While it is tempting to discuss all this in the abstract, we feel it would
be better to keep a particular case in mind as well. Therefore in the follow-
ing section, we consider how these problems play out in a specific case:
what if common-pool resource problems, which are heavily tested in small
laboratories, were tested in a synthetic world?
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Validity
First, let us discuss in general what “validity” means in an experimental
context. There are two primary concerns subsidiary to external validity.
These are: the ability to generalize results based upon the experimental
environment (ecological validity) and the population used for the experi-
ment (population validity). Internal validity, on the other hand, involves
accurate control of measurement. In order to preserve internal validity,
or accurate measurement, a researcher must simplify and regulate the
experimental environment. There is thus a trade-off between these two
forms of validity: when an experimental environment is simplified and
contrived, things are easier to measure (internal validity), it becomes
difficult for the researcher to generalize the results outside of the experi-
mental setting (external validity).

In the next few sections, we will argue that synthetic worlds provide a
very handy tool for dealing with the dilemmas of external and internal
validity in social science research: they greatly enhance external validity at
no cost to internal validity. They are controlled environments with far
more complexity, scale, and persistence than is possible in a small lab.
In order to ground the discussion, consider the following example, an
experiment that is fairly typical in small-scale social science labs today.

The Example: Common-pool Resource Problems
Let us suppose that we would like to create an experiment for the following
question: “Does cooperation increase when a common-pool resource is
managed by the resource stakeholders as opposed to a central authority?”
This is a fairly unspecific question, which actually makes it better suited for
a traditional experimental environment but at the same time difficult to
generalize to, for example, forest users in Brazil. Before we can attempt to
develop an experiment to answer this question, it is appropriate to first
define some of the key terms. A common-pool resource will be defined as a
resource from which it is difficult to prevent or limit access by users.5 In a
common-pool resource situation, the game-theoretic outcome or Nash
equilibrium6 of the game is for players to descend into what is called “the
tragedy of the commons.”7 This is often an unfortunate result. In a “tra-
gedy of the commons” situation, players will act in a self-interested fashion
and maximize short term gain even if it means long term loss and the
degradation of the common-pool resource. Understanding the game-
theoretic result provides two ways to measure cooperation. First, by the
player’s ability to avoid the Nash equilibrium (player payoff) and also by
the health (based on units) of the common-pool resource.
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The Traditional Laboratory Experiment
Before we can begin to forge our experiment from the example above,
perhaps it would be best to layout the setting and tools available. The
experiment will be conducted within a typical university research lab. Here
we have access to networked computers and the means to provide our
players with anonymity. Through a research grant, we have been provided
with a few thousand dollars to provide participants (university students)
with monetary incentives to play the game; with enough left over to pro-
vide a reasonable stipend to a programmer who will develop the computer
interface. Finally, a trained experimental researcher must be present to
manage the environment and conduct data analysis. Assuming the pretest
is completed with satisfactory results, participants can be brought into the
laboratory and provided with the instructions based upon the following
game:

10 players share a common-pool resource. This resource holds 120 tokens that
do not replenish. Play proceeds in rounds and during a round each player has
the opportunity to extract between zero and four tokens from the resource.
Additionally, each player’s actions are hidden from the other players; a player
learns only the amount left in the pool at the end of the round. The order in
which players are allowed to extract resources from the pool is determined
randomly and the game is played until the resource pool is depleted. At the end
of each round players must exchange the tokens which they extracted for a
monetary payout as follows: 1 token = $1.00 dollar, 2 tokens = $3.50 dollars,
3 tokens = $4.50, 4 tokens = $5.00.

As we have said before, cooperation can be monitored by the ability of the
players to avoid the Nash equilibrium and the health of the resource. In
this situation, the resource does not replenish itself and therefore we only
need to monitor each individual player’s ability to avoid the Nash equi-
librium. In this situation, like in many common-pool resource situations,
the Nash equilibrium is for players to act in a self-interested fashion. This
means extracting the highest amount of resources per round to effectively
“get them while they can.” If each player harvests four resources in each
round the maximum payoff per player is $15.00 (3 rounds × 4 tokens). In a
situation where players cooperate fully and no players defect, the players
will gain $21.00 (6 rounds × 2 tokens). With these payouts one has to
wonder, “Why don’t the players cooperate all the time, since it is clearly to
their advantage to do so?” To answer this question, imagine that you are
one of the players within the game. It is the first round of play and you are
the first player to choose. You know, based on the payouts, that it is best for
each player to take only two tokens, but you know that there is a possibility
that another player might defect and take four, leaving you with only $3.50,
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the other player with $5.00 and two less resources in the pool for sub-
sequent rounds. Based upon this train of thought, it is easy to understand
why a player would resign himself to taking 4 tokens per round.

Next, the two forms of governmental control must be added to the
game. To begin, the central authority; to simulate many common-pool
resource situations in the field, such as forest resources, we shall assume
that our central authority does not have the ability to perfectly monitor the
resource boundaries and that the odds of catching a perpetrator are
around one in eight. We will use one in eight as an arbitrary decision
because the resource has large boundaries and the central government is
not adequately funded, making it difficult to monitor the resource. Each
time a player takes more than the allotted amount of resources, an eight-
sided dice will be rolled; if the roll comes up 1, the player is punished and
loses one-half of the resources they took that round. What is important to
keep in mind is different numbers can be used by researchers in an attempt
to understand different situations. A lower or higher possibility of being
detected could be used as well as a lower or higher penalty.

To simulate a situation in which players can monitor each other, we can
enact a situation in which a player may pay a fee to find out the moves of
the other players for example, a fee of $0.10. Players would also be given
the ability to sanction one another. For a fee of $1.00, a player would be
able sanction another player for half of their earnings. Once again, it is
important to remember that these values can be adjusted depending on the
situation the researcher wishes to examine.

As we have seen, the above question was set up to be conducted in a
laboratory environment. This environment requires that a researcher sac-
rifices some of the ability to generalize from the experiment into the real
world in order to preserve internal validity. It would be difficult to make
any predictions, such as how villagers in India might treat a forest
common-pool resource under the same situation. Of course, this example
only skims the surface of contemporary experimental methods. For a more
detailed report of a similar common-pool resource problem, the reader is
encouraged to read the work of Elinor Ostrom.8 The reader could query
this sort of experiment in all sorts of ways, but criticizing this kind of
research is not our goal. Rather, with this example in mind, let us consider
what synthetic worlds could add. First, we consider the tools synthetic
worlds provide and then give a brief how-to. We follow that with caveats
and concessions, and then point to the future.
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Synthetic Worlds and Aggregate Behavior
Suppose we were considering a common-pool resource problem in a syn-
thetic world. What kind of tools are available? How do the tools in a
synthetic world work to perform these kinds of experiments?

When attempting to establish macro-level behavioral trends in social
institutions, contemporary social science research averages the data of
individuals. Individual behavior tendencies are averaged in order to
describe aggregate trends, which are then used in depicting the behavior of
larger social bodies. For example, in macroeconomics, practitioners aver-
age rates of inflation and unemployment. These variables, along with
others, are then applied to describe macro-level institutions, such as the
national economy. Further, the strength of such an approach to knowledge
production is directly related to the precision and accuracy of the data
collected—indeed, the validity of any claims on a national census is lost
when only a third of all citizens are polled.

By their nature, synthetic worlds are ideal tools for this research
method. In order to allow for vast, persistent worlds, the servers on which
such environments are stored must keep track of an innumerable amount
of data. Among many other variables, this data includes player ability
statistics and assets, auction inventory and market prices, resource deple-
tion, and the randomized appearances of rare goods. Additionally, besides
tracking information on the state of the world and players, databases may
also be used to monitor nearly all of the socially interactive content of the
synthetic world. This includes components such as chat logs and player
emotes (commands for the visual display of emotive avatar animations).
All of this information can be stored, and later, mined for aggregate trends
in player behavior.

Thus, the massive databases and monitoring capabilities of synthetic
worlds offer the possibility of rich, in-depth data. This includes informa-
tion on player interactions with the environment (such as resource har-
vesting, migration, and exchange with non-player character merchants), as
well as information on player interactions with one another (including
conversations, bartering, and structured alliances). By establishing trends
in the data, just as is done with data extracted within laboratory experi-
ments, conclusions can be drawn about the behavioral tendencies of larger
populations and social institutions.

In addition to tracking and storing vast amounts of behavioral data,
synthetic worlds also permit the experimenter a great deal of control. All
manner of methods by which players interact with the environment and
each other (including exchange rates, rates of resource renewal, communi-
cation channels, and market locations) may be manipulated, allowing for a
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wide range of potential experimental variables. In controlling for world
conditions, experimenters may then observe the dependent effect on par-
ticipant behavior. We argue that these observations are significant because
of the inherent complexity of the social environments in which they occur.

Complexity
When people who are unacquainted with the technology think of synthetic
worlds, what usually comes to mind is a relatively simple video game.
However, your average online first-person shooter, for example, consists
of a basic combat system and a map of terrain over which to engage the
enemy. This is a relatively bare-bones form of sociality. The social
environments found within synthetic worlds, on the other hand, are much
more complicated. Elements of game play include not only a persistent
terrain, but rules for the creation and maintenance of assets, as well as
avatar-based communication systems. These spaces exist as places for
people to meet, engage one another, and interact. Therein, users may gen-
erate intricate and meaningful relationships, and social institutions may
emerge. Further, the societies that develop in these worlds are almost
entirely left to the users to regulate and shape for themselves. Research into
such socially-oriented worlds tends to be ethnographic, with significant
conclusions being drawn about user behavior through observation.

However, for researchers desiring a more experimental approach, there
also exist synthetic worlds that offer a greater deal of designer control.
These types of environments may be more achievement-based in their
structuring. Specific user objectives, dangers, and lore may be coded into
the world from its beginning. In these environments, even more complex
social institutions emerge, including standardized player markets and
elaborate political alliances. Unlike the more socially-oriented worlds,
designers of these environments rely heavily on predetermined content to
shape the societies that are formed. And they do this through specific tools.

Control Mechanisms
Depending on the extent to which a designer wishes to guide and control
for user behaviors (vs allowing for those behaviors to emerge on their own),
he may make use of a number of different elements common to these
environments. Specific tools for the creation of social institutions include:

• Social Roles—the mechanics of role-playing allow an entire com-
munity to mutually validate itself as a society of people who serve
functions defined by the world.
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• Advancement Systems—through regulated achievement and
rewards (including prestige, alliance, power, and wealth), players
can be induced to invest in a number of different types of action.

• Status—though often starting on equal footing, player status dis-
parity results as players take differential paths of advancement.

• Risk and Danger—upon failing in a given task, a player may be at
risk of losing previously acquired advancement or status, while
danger further validates any accomplishment.

• Scarcity and Forced Cooperation—by making specific resources
and activities scarce, designers can provide incentives for players
to either cooperate or come into conflict over them.

• Messaging—designers can subtly embed messages to players
through the very structure of the world, implicitly suggestive of
specific community norms.

• Personalized Content—even perfectly-crafted societies leave
people wanting something special to do or have for their own, and
thus designers often include content which can validate them as
individuals within a group context.9

Through these mechanisms, designers can motivate and guide player
behavior patterns. Let us consider the common-pool resources problem. It
would be trivial for the designer to establish an advancement system that
rewards players for monitoring and controlling access to the common-
pool resource. Moreover, it would be easy to alter the monitoring and
incentive system in various ways. By dividing the players among servers, it
would be easy to contrast how different incentive systems affect the health
of the common-pool. And all of this could be done on a population and
time scale that is much greater than available in a small-scale lab. The lab
offers perhaps 100 people in interactions lasting a few minutes or hours
(sometimes days). The synthetic world offers potentially millions of people
interactions lasting years. The two situations are equally controlled, but
one is simply larger.

It should be understood that these tools did not just spring from the
ground, nor are they the contention of the authors alone. These tools are
the product of a gradual development in games and synthetic worlds over
the past few decades. Today, the combination of these innovations allows
for environments that are Earth-like in their richness and complexity.

Social Institutions
The available mechanisms in synthetic worlds extend beyond simple
reward systems. Because of their time and population scale, synthetic
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worlds are amenable to alterations in social institutions. Social institutions
certainly do arise within these environments. Many of them, some explicitly
designed so by their world-builders, support player cooperation rather
than conflict. These worlds allow for, and sometimes even require, the
formation of bodies such as crafting guilds, social clubs, and political
alliances in order to achieve certain objectives. Further, since everything is
not free, players must behave appropriately with others in order to
cooperatively get what they want. To this extent, reputation is key.

Interestingly, though many synthetic worlds are filled with these sorts of
explicit grouping mechanisms, the majority of them do not have explicit
justice systems or governmental structures. It would seem that most devel-
opers prefer to leave such social institutions uncoded, so as to place
emphasis on, and drive the need for, reputation systems and the informal
norms they support (Castronova). That is, players use the conditions of
the world to establish their own cultural conventions and institutions.

This survey of structures available to synthetic world researchers indi-
cates that the individual shards or servers, acting like society-sized Petri
dishes, can be subjected to an incredibly wide variety of useful interven-
tions. In manipulating a given variable through the tools described above,
experimenters may account for distinct patterns of player action and even
differential emergence of social institutions. As is the case with bacteria,
control and experimental conditions may yield alternate forms of culture.
Indeed, to this extent, researchers constructing and studying synthetic
worlds are able to design for and test hypotheses regarding the emergence
of specific social behaviors.

The Experimental Process
Given the state of synthetic worlds today, and their likely future evolution,
what exactly are the protocols for conducting an experiment using this
tool? The tools provide the building blocks of experiments but do not
provide a model of the process of how to perform the experimentation.
Once again, returning to the laboratory, you need to prepare your experi-
mental environment, duplicate that environment, and then conduct the
experimentation. This process can be replicated in synthetic worlds.

In a microbiology laboratory environment, agar (a gelatinous organic
medium) is added to each glass or plastic Petri dish. The agar that sits in a
Petri dish acts as a controlled medium. Added to this medium is a
microbial agent and then it is heated, cooled, or otherwise experimented
on. Unlike the laboratory table, the contents of the Petri dish are controlled
so that the factors of causation can be determined. The biological agent is
then added to multiple Petri dishes. These create experimental instances.
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These instances should be as exact matches as possible. The control
instance is then left alone, and any number of experimental instances are
experimented on. The results are then compared with the control and
conclusions generated.

Synthetic worlds provide an analogous model to this. With the tools
mentioned above, it is possible to create multiple experimental instances of
controlled exact duplication. The word exact can be used here because
unlike multiple Petri dishes (prepared by humans) the data that replicates
a synthetic world environment, stored in a database, can be perfectly repli-
cated as many times as you have memory space. Then you also have great
control of what any objects in the world can and cannot do. So, like the
biologist, you can load your virtual Petri dish with the exact same content.
You can also control the data gathered and how it is stored in automated
and systematic ways. Observation, through databases, can be done in a
systematic, automated way. Finally, then, the results can be viewed from
that date in real time or in a longitudinal view.

For example, consider the common-pool resource problem, performed
in a synthetic world as a game. Build an environment in which the players
become emotionally engaged in some kind of quest or adventure. Perhaps
they need to go kill a dragon. In order to kill the dragon, they need
weapons and armor. To make weapons and armor, they need metal and
wood. Metal they can get from a nearby mine. It is a perishable, non-
renewing resource, but you design it so that they will never run out. Wood,
on the other hand, comes from a small forest: a perishable, renewing
resource. You design the forest so that anyone can go in and execute the
command “LOG.” That command places some wood in the player’s inven-
tory, but it also reduces the amount of wood belonging to the Forest object.
The Forest object is programmed to grow at a rate that depends on how
much wood is still in it. In particular, if all the players go in and log the
forest, the amount of remaining wood gets too low, and the forest does not
replenish at all but rather dies. Then the dragon cannot be defeated.
Indeed, you should probably set it up so the dragon eventually comes and
eats the whole village if the wood runs out.

You have given the villagers a common-pool resource problem. You
have set up the incentives so that they care about it indirectly. That is,
nobody is explicitly playing the game because they want to manipulate
common-pool resource problems, they are playing because they like killing
dragons. To them, as to people in the real world, the common resource is
just an input to other things that we want to do. We need to manage it so as
to make our lives, which are focused elsewhere, happy.

What will the villagers do? Well, you can give them a voting power such
that whoever they elect to the office of “Forest Ranger” can control who
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gets to log, and when. Or you could do nothing. Or you could put a fence
around the forest and make anyone who enters pay a fee, in gold pieces, to
use the forest. Any of these options allow endless variations. You could
post information, or post no information. You could “seed” the com-
munity with people who talk endlessly about how shameful it is that some
people log so often, and try to create social norms. You could allow players
to attack and kill one another, or impose a small sanction of one gold piece
on any violators they see. All of these mechanisms will matter to the
players, because they have become immersed in a world where killing
the dragon is of most significance. Because of that, they will want to solve
the forest problem. And at that point, we can expect them to deploy what-
ever tricks and stratagems real people would deploy, given the institutional
framework you have created (such as voting, not voting, sanctions, etc.).

For outcomes, you measure a number of things. First, record the time
when the dragon is killed—that is a measure of how rapidly the forest
problem was managed effectively. Second, record the forest’s health over
time—see whether there was a risk of the forest dying. Third, record
the per-capita wood harvest and its distribution—did you create wood
inequality? Finally, record some measure of interpersonal conflict—did
you spark battles and hostility, or was the village able to manage the forest
peaceably?

All that remains then is to replicate the environment 1, 2, or 100 times.
On each version, set out a slightly different set of institutions. Run the
experiment, and then tabulate the above measures across shards. From this
table, you can make direct causal inferences. You can state, unequivocally,
that such-and-such an intervention on shard 17 was directly responsible
for the rapid death of the dragon (the rapid level of development) on that
server.

Limitations and Concessions
In many ways, having such a direct evidence of causation is a lodestone for
social science research. Causation at the societal level is extremely hard to
establish. But there are limitations. For synthetic worlds to be used effect-
ively, it is important to understand these limitations and evaluate the
method for its fit to the research question at hand.

Concessions

Certainly, not every question can be answered in an experimental instance.
The method is most powerful for collecting quantitative information, usu-
ally exported by the system itself. These data are generated by players’
actions in the space and are seldom identified with the individual. Thus,
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collecting qualitative information regarding in-world actions may not be
possible for some questions and in some systems. The questions best
answered in these digital spaces are ones informed by theories, which can
be answered in quantitative ways. Data which requires qualitative explan-
ations may not be interpreted from the pure system data for multiple
reasons (lack of an actor’s identity, environmental mechanics which do not
facilitate textual reporting, etc.). By implementing sometimes-used tech-
niques, such as questionnaires at the log-in screen, it may be possible to
draw some modicum of qualitative data from the player base.

Experimental instances must be used to conduct studies with covariant
variables. For example, if we want to answer whether or not changing the
price of an item in a virtual economy will influence how often the item is
purchased, we cannot also change the amount of money dropped by
mobile object block10 (mobs) in the space, at the same time we must also
make sure that the rate at which currency enters the system remains con-
stant. In this way we can make sure to control for the co-variation between
price and amount of currency so that the results are not skewed. Changes
in the frequency of purchase could be influenced by mob drops but
also by other secondary mechanical factors or virtual cultural factors.
Experimental instances are most effective for isolating the direct outcome
of a variable change when the experiment is conducted in this limiting
way. This is not to say that the variable can only be adjusted or altered in
one way. Running parallel mirror instances, with a different variation of a
variable in each one, will be valuable as well, and will allow for mass
reproduction of experiments simultaneously.

It must also be noted that this experimental model is not intended to
extract data about participants. Rather, we should see these experimental
instances as opportunities to observe changes in the system, the system in
which the avatars merely function as actors. The “digital Petri dish” func-
tions as a system which can be manipulated to measure outcomes of that
system, but not the personality or attributes of the actors in the dish. The
outcomes of the system may be generalized to be applied outside the
environment (inflation, for example) but the specific behaviors are the acts
of avatars, and thus cannot be generalized to describe behaviors of people
outside the virtual space.

Limitations

Virtual worlds used as experimental instances must allow for: manipula-
tion of variables, data export, and parallel spaces (that is, a control and an
experiment). For example, studies of proxemics (personal social space) in
virtual worlds have shown that avatars demand similar amounts of per-
sonal space as their human counterpoints.11 However, these studies seldom
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include the limitations created by the environment’s mechanics—How
difficult is it to navigate an avatar to be near another? Do the avatars have
attachments such as large weapons which might inhibit physical proxim-
ity? Can avatars collide or can they walk through one another? How
do users manipulate their camera angles to view other users?—A deep
understanding of the social mores and conventions of the space, as
well as the ways in which the mechanics of the space might influence
actions, are critical to the researcher’s choice of environment as well as the
construction of the experiment.

In addition to mechanics, one must also be conversant with what vari-
ables are available for testing. Questions of economics cannot be tested in
spaces where no economy exists. Numbers of male or female avatars can-
not be counted if the avatar’s gender is not declared as a data element (or if
gender is malleable). Of course, if the environment is being custom-made
to conduct the experiment, then the desirable factors may be built into the
system.

Then there is the issue of attracting a population. Designing and attract-
ing players to games is in and of itself a complicated venture. Players must
want to play the games used for experiments or the experiment will fail.
The design and creation of the game will take time and a large amount of
financial resources. Without proper funding, the creation of a world may
stall indefinitely and therefore experiments may never come to fruition.

Player populations in massively multiplayer online game (MMOG)
environments are fickle, and will move from game to game if unhappy,
disengaged, or otherwise discouraged. The MMOG market is a highly
competitive and financially large area in which to exist. For these reasons,
extra care must be taken when designing and developing virtual worlds
meant to be used solely for research purposes. The worlds must be fun and
engaging enough to maintain at least the minimum population required
for the experiments. Care must also be taken to engage a variety of player
types, from achievers who prefer to gain levels, points, and other status
symbols, to killers who desire to gain satisfaction through Player vs Player
interaction.12

In this same vein, there must be enough content created to allow the
player base to explore, and if so desired, create groups and participate in
coordinated events such as raids. Natively attracted populations (users
who are attracted to virtual worlds and games due to their own personal
interest) may only be considered a limited random sample, that is, a ran-
dom sample from the demographic of interest for the experiment. While
random assignment of individuals to shards makes cross-shard inferences
valid, if the samples are all drawn from a limited population—college
students, for example—the ability to generalize results comes into question.
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Some research questions will be affected by this more than others of
course, and a very large body of work already relies on such limited popu-
lations—indeed, college students—without engendering much criticism.
If self-selection remains a problem, selection bias models should be used to
correct for the direction of biased effects.

Warnings
There are a few final warnings that must be presented, when considering
using virtual worlds as social science research tools. These are not specific-
ally prohibitive, but they are nonetheless vital to mention.

The first of these cautions is this: to truly be able to understand the
results of the experiments, the researcher must understand the culture
created within, and surrounding the synthetic environment. This includes
both the in-game and meta-game elements. If using a pre-existing world,
extra time must be spent to learn the ways in which users interact with
both the environment and each other. Most of the limitations we just
mentioned may or may not be significant, depending on the nature of the
population, the nature of the research question, and the nature of the
world. A deep understanding of the research tool is necessary for making
judgments about validity. You have to understand both the Petri dish, and
the bugs, and the counter-top, and the air in the lab, as well as the question
you are studying, in order to decide whether you are really learning
anything at all.

In the same vein, some players choose to role-play while online. Does
this matter? Sometimes it will, sometimes it will not. Taking on a persona
and acting in a different way may still provide valid research results;
however, for some questions they will not be representative of a sample
population (if a specific sample is required for the study), rather, they will
represent the population that the role-player puts themselves into via
choices in persona, play, and communication. A person role-playing an elf
is probably going to have the same reaction to a rise in the price of swords
as anyone else. His reaction to a Bible reading is likely to be different,
though, if he is role-playing.

Another warning involves fun. The synthetic world has to retain a large
population in order to deliver on its promise. Clearly, commercial com-
petition in the MMOG genre, and in games in general, is fierce. A major
concern for all game developers (academic and commercial) is that of
enjoyment. The player base must desire to play the game (explore the
environment, participate in the world’s action, etc.), and be motivated to
engage with it. If this requirement is not met, the fickle population
will move on to other games. Therefore, the researcher must strive, when
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building or selecting a world to work in, to find an environment that will
hold, at the very least, enough interest to fulfill the goals of the research to
be committed. Any experimentation can be rendered meaningless if a valid
sample population cannot be achieved or maintained.

The final warning to be presented is a caution on the subject of cheat-
ing. As Consalvo has identified, there are many categories of cheating and
feelings on the subject of cheating.13 Regardless of the rule system or game
structure that is built, there will always be some form, in some amount, of
cheating. This will range from finding exploits and abusing the game sys-
tem (with potentially disastrous economic or social effects), to spending
enough time to find an extremely efficient way to achieve a goal (such as
killing monsters) that some consider cheating. In its most extreme form,
cheating can ruin an entire set of data; in its least offensive form, it will be
seen as no more than power gaming. When cheating matters, and when it
does not, will, again, depend on the experiment.

Future
Even as we write this, the number of experiments using virtual worlds is
growing rapidly. None of this is published research yet, but we are aware of
experiments in virtual worlds going on at Cornell, Emory, Georgia Tech,
Stanford, USC, Harvard, and University of South Florida. Agencies that
have funded, are funding, or seem likely to fund virtual worlds experi-
ments include the National Science Foundation, the MacArthur Founda-
tion, the Department of Defense, the Department of Homeland Security,
the Department of Education, the Corporation for Public Broadcasting,
the NASB, and the Federal Reserve. Major companies getting involved in
virtual world experiments include Cisco, IBM, Intel, Google, and Sony. We
are certain that there are also others.

It is a natural step for a graduate student in the social sciences to think
about using a virtual world to conduct an experiment. We predict that
within five years, papers will be published in mainstream academic jour-
nals that were born as virtual worlds experiments in PhD dissertations.
Within five years, virtual worlds’ experiments will have become a main-
stream method in many fields of social science.

There are numerous scenarios in which this future would not happen,
of course. Perhaps academic hierarchies will not accept reasonably valid
results, simply because of the association between virtual worlds and video
games. Perhaps the world-building middleware industry, that seems to be
on the road toward bringing down the cost of virtual world creation to a
very modest level, will not deliver on this promise. More likely, it may be
the case that the most valuable scale for a virtual world experiment will be
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very, very large, requiring populations in the tens of thousands, worlds so
big as to break the budget of even the largest of funders. In that case,
progress will depend critically on the formation of consortia of researchers,
groups large enough to come together and share large virtual worlds in the
same way that physicists share supercolliders.

With this in mind, a good direction for future research is to continue to
ponder and critique the uses and affordances of synthetic worlds as
research tools, while making simple worlds by which one can test the ideas
in this essay.
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CHAPTER 15
Lag, Language, and Lingo

Theorizing Noise in Online Game Spaces

MIA  CONSALVO

About once a week in Vana’ diel,1 the world stops spinning. I am in a group
with five other people (based around the USA, or the world) killing mon-
sters; I am casting my spells, and with little warning, the action stops. My
avatar is standing there, my party members are standing there, and sure
enough, the monster is still there. We are not frozen like a paused Tivo
image, but the battle has stopped, and so has the text stream on the bottom
of my screen. And I know, with certainty, that the battle is continuing
somewhere, just not in front of me. My computer is disconnecting from
its Internet connection, and I am going to have to reboot my game before
I can rejoin my party, hopefully before they either all die, or (worse)
replace me.

Most often I get back into Vana’ diel, wave with my avatar and say “I’m
sorry” and am allowed to rejoin the party. It happens to everyone, and is
considered an unremarkable event. At such times, one or more party
members will usually point to a member who appears to be disconnecting
(there is a status icon that flashes next to your avatar name to indicate
connection problems) and note (usually without alarm) “the white mage is
d/cing [disconnecting]. Wait to fight, please.” Likewise, players often note
the presence of lag in busy zones or during peak play times, their difficul-
ties in logging into the game world on particular days, confusing use of
the auto-translate system by other players, and similar communication



challenges. Such mundane problems are often seen as minor (occasionally
becoming a big deal) and not worthy of extended discussion by players.
Researchers tend to take the same approach. But should we? How do
communication difficulties and challenges shape the game space and the
resulting game experience? And how can we best theorize these activities?

From text-based non-commercial MUDs to 3-D, globe-spanning vir-
tual worlds, game studies scholars have entered such spaces to study
the communities and cultures that have been built, how aspects of identity
like gender and race are negotiated and played with, as well as the changing
terrains of the “lands” themselves (among many other inquiries).2 One
of the principal ways that has been done is through the study of communi-
cation—including interactions between players, between players and
game administrators, and also interactions between players and NPCs
(non-player-characters) and/or bots. While work has been done to analyze
the structure and legal status of such worlds,3 as well as graphical represen-
tations and interaction options available,4 communication structures those
interactions, and helps players makes sense of such spaces.

But although communication is used as a lens, it is rarely the focal point
of study itself. And particularly when communication breaks down, we are
obligated to look more deeply at how we are studying communication in
game spaces, not simply the events themselves.

Structural and Post-structural Approaches in Game Studies
In developing the field of game studies, many scholars have argued for a
ludological approach, which sees games as distinct from other media and
technology forms.5 Such an approach is necessary, they believe, to account
for the distinctiveness of digital games—their interactivity, their reliance
on rules, their formal structures. While this approach is useful to a certain
extent, we can also draw from, while carefully adapting, other theoretical
lenses from established fields and disciplines in order to better understand
the multifaceted nature of games, and their production and reception.
For example, philosophical theories have much to contribute to debates
about the magic circle concept as applied to games,6 while work in audi-
ence studies and fan cultures in particular can help us better understand
elements of the game playing public.7

As communication scholars have also shown,8 wholesale transfer of a
model or theory from one discipline to another can result in complete
misapplication, or misunderstanding of key elements of the theory or
model. Yet, just as we should not unquestioningly cut and paste theories
from one area to another, neither should we completely abandon them in
the search for the entirely new. Likewise, as the appendix of this book
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shows, game studies has already proven to be interdisciplinary in scope,
asking questions of games and game cultures that draw from economics,
law, sociology, and psychology, to name just a few areas.

In response to the growth of structural approaches, other game
studies scholars have argued for looking beyond the rules or construction
of games to the context surrounding them. Scholars such as Taylor,
Steinkuehler and Williams, and Malaby9 advocate study of the com-
munities, cultures, and play found within and around game structures and
rules as better ways to understand the play situation. Special issues of
journals such as Games & Culture’s 2006 examination of the MMOG
World of Warcraft (Blizzard, 2004) also point to the many ways we can
analyze games, game players, and game culture.

Through such efforts, we have successfully challenged the belief that
online/offline distinctions can easily be drawn,10 and have pointed to the
many ways that game players have utilized in-game and out-of-game
communication methods and channels to blend those worlds into satisfy-
ing experiences. However, we need to go further in examining how we
understand and study “game communication” and the omissions and
elisions we unknowingly ignore or smooth over, which can indicate poten-
tially troublesome communication issues.

This essay addresses theory and practice related to how we study com-
munication and how commonly overlooked issues or features must be
taken into better account to understand game communication. So
although we now draw distinctions between various types of servers for
MMOGs (such as Player vs. Environment or Player vs. Player) and the
different types of play styles that can emerge in those places, we have done
little to examine such things as the use of out-of-game communication
methods to enhance in-game play or communication, such as Instant
Messaging, Ventrilo, e-mail, and forum browsing. Likewise, issues such as
ping time and lag challenge our understandings of how synchronously or
not players are communicating with each other. Finally, systems of auto-
translation bring to the fore notions of culture and how it is interwoven
with game code and player communication to allow as well as inhibit
particular types of expression.

This essay takes on several of those issues, delineating important chal-
lenges to game communication, and exploring how we can theoretically
account for them in order to better understand communication online. In
doing so, it points to how theories and methods must continually adapt to
changing technologies of communication, as well as different uses by par-
ticipants. It identifies some key questions to explore, and it also reminds
us that communication is not transparent, and our attempts to under-
stand what is “really being said or done” online are likely to only ever be
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partial and incomplete, but are still demanding of investigation and
theorization.

Communication Theory, Origins, Extensions
One theoretical area that should be integrated into games studies is com-
munication theory, which is concerned with the field of human as well as
computer-mediated communication. In particular I want to draw on a
fairly old (and even somewhat discredited) theory of communication to
illustrate how such modification can work, and still allow for meaningful
transfer of a theory’s ideas and concepts.

In 1948, Claude Shannon conceived of a general “theory of communi-
cation” which approached communication from an engineering, or math-
ematical, perspective. Shannon wrote that “the fundamental problem of
communication is that of reproducing at one point either exactly or
approximately a message selected at another point.”11 Shannon, an engineer
for Bell Laboratories, created a mathematical theory that accounted for the
transmission of signals along a communication system, which included an
information source, a transmitter, the channel, the receiver, and the destin-
ation. He was particularly interested in reducing or eliminating the prob-
lem of noise, which led to signal degradation and inaccurate reproduction
of messages. It is important to note, however, that for Shannon, “semantic
aspects of communication are irrelevant to the engineering problem”
(Shannon 1948, 623).

A year later, Warren Weaver attempted to broaden the scope of Shan-
non’s theory, arguing there were three levels of communication problems,
including “how accurately can the symbols of communication be transmit-
ted (the technical problem) . . . How precisely do the transmitted symbols
convey the desired meaning? (The semantic problem) . . . [and] How
effectively does the received meaning affect conduct in the desired way?
(The effectiveness problem).”12

Through his introduction to Shannon’s work, Weaver re-deployed an
engineer’s mathematical theory into a much broader theory for use by
social scientists. No longer just a question of transmitters and signals relay-
ing information, Weaver wanted the theory to address issues of semantics,
therefore of meaning. He believed the theory had “deep significance”
which could apply to multiple levels of communication (Weaver). He was
particularly interested in concepts such as entropy, which he saw as more
than the statistical distribution of symbols within a system, and instead
advocated for the study of messages for their level of entropy, which later
researchers did, showing how similar many mass media sources are in their
messages presented to the public (Ritchie).
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Other communication theorists such as Lasswell developed similar
theories of communication, including his famous model “Who said what
to whom in what channel with what effect.” That framework further
tasked communication researchers with investigating various parts of the
system of communication. Those efforts led to a generation of com-
munication researchers studying gatekeepers of news (“who”), the con-
tent of messages (“said what”) and most frequently the effects of such
messages on audiences (“with what effect”), or rather, they investigated
how well the signals had been transferred.13 Although the original
Shannon-Weaver theory has fallen largely into disuse since then, the
effects tradition it led to still remains strong in the field (Finn and
Roberts 1984; Ritchie).

Weaver’s original model of communication emphasized a system that
was linear and could be interrupted, disrupted, blocked, or (perhaps) was
completely successful. It emphasized the structural features of communi-
cation systems, much as some ludological theories point to the importance
of the structures of game systems, for defining them as games and under-
standing their operation.

Responding to the dominance of transmission-based views of com-
munication, theorists such as James Carey and Stuart Hall called for
competing paradigms for understanding communication—including
understanding how communication can function in ritualistic ways and
how the meaning-making process of communication is never fixed, and
can never completely close off potential meanings in particular messages.14

While my past work follows more closely the lines of Carey and Hall, I
believe there is value in re-visiting the work of early communication the-
ory, particularly for its attention to the concept of noise. While Hall, for
example, has argued that meanings can never be fixed in messages, either
in the encoding or decoding process, there has been little in the field of
communication studies, or in game studies, which seriously addresses
issues pertaining to noise. Slow Internet connections or cable modems,
electrical storms, language fluency problems, wording abbreviations, and
software and hardware bugs could add noise—all play a role in how we
think about and theorize, as well as study, games, and game players. There-
fore, we must theorize noise in the game situation.

Therefore, I want to again re-visit and re-interpret the Shannon-Weaver
theory and see how it can help us better understand communication as it
occurs in online games, and to do so I invoke and re-deploy their concept
of noise—as both a technical and semantic challenge to communication.
At the same time, I will investigate how the theory can live alongside
competing approaches and paradigms, perhaps even complementing
them. To do this, the essay draws examples from past research, and builds a
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more integrative theory of digital game communication from those vari-
ous understandings.

Game Studies Meets Communication Studies
The little research done that has studied communication in digital games
has found that players often have difficulty using tools that developers give
them. Stromer-Galley and Martey found that in The Sims Online (Maxis,
2002), players rarely used avatar gestures or movements to indicate mean-
ing, relying on textual address to communicate their intentions.15 Likewise,
gamers using an early iteration of the Xbox Live Voice System expressed
frustration with certain elements of the medium, often developing worka-
rounds on the fly to communicate with their friends and teammates
more effectively.16 When such systems are better implemented, as found in
Williams, Caplan, and Xiong’s work with the MMOG World of Warcraft, it
was found that trust and liking increased among player groups, in particu-
lar for participants who could use both text and voice during gameplay.17

Lori Kendall has explored communication in the virtual spaces of
MUDs and conducted an online ethnography of one space, BlueSky, which
is a text-based, persistent world (Kendall). In her study of the space and
discussions of her methodology, she argues that such research is more than
a textual analysis of a chat/text log. Instead, context is key to understanding
how actors relate to each other in particular (specific) virtual spaces, and
not knowing their conventions can lead to misunderstandings and
miscommunications.

More widely, Rasmussen suggests that the study of communication has
become critically important to understanding society, and one way to
understand that system is by seeing “the Internet structure as a theoretical
idea or model of society.”18 He argues this because both society and
the Internet recognize the “importance of communication in the self-
production of societal function systems” (Rasmussen 2003, 445). Rasmus-
sen acknowledges the work of Warren Weaver in popularizing Claude
Shannon’s work and stresses the focal point of that model as “whether or
not a message that has been transmitted reaches its destination” (Rasmus-
sen, 447). He uses that insight to argue for the redundant functioning of
the Internet, and its distributed nature. For the Internet, communication is
too important to suppose that everything is working perfectly—instead,
noise and trouble must be expected, and therefore redundant systems and
workarounds are requirements for the system. Additionally, communica-
tion is conceptualized as always in danger of breaking down, always at risk
of being overwhelmed by noise.

And to back up redundant structures or help with the understanding of
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what is irretrievably lost, “support for communication is supplied from the
environment in the shape of media, culture, and a number of other social
phenomena that society invents to keep itself going. In such a perspective,
sociology should not hide in idealized versions of communication but
should assume noise. . . . In this way, sociology may uncover how com-
munication takes place in spite of its improbability” (Rasmussen, 449).

Communication theories, and the transmission model of communica-
tion, have much to say to game studies and ludology. For the most part,
game researchers have focused on communication as a linear process,
perhaps conveying more than information (we look for evidence of com-
munity formation, of identity play, and of teamwork) but seeing it still as
something transparently understood. And critically, we have largely
ignored the “noise” that gets in our way. Lag (by which I mean slow-downs
in the performance of Internet-based activities, due to technical factors) is
written off or ignored. Language difficulties may be noted in passing, but
not studied systematically. Lingo (here defined as the use of terminology
specific to a medium or space) may be evidence of community formation,
but is not studied as a challenge to communication and gameplay itself. To
do so I wish to expand our conceptualization of noise, perhaps creating a
definition of noise that is overly broad (certainly in relation to prior com-
munication theorists), at least for present purposes. But in focusing on
various phenomena, both technical and cultural, that might be considered
as noise in the process of communication, we can in turn gain an even
better understanding of the rich cultures, contexts, communities, and
spaces that have been and are still in the process of being formed in online
games. From there, the concept of noise can be redefined, yet initially it can
serve as a test case, pointing to areas that are now not well explored or even
questioned.

A General Note on Theory
A final problem to be faced is the role that theory is supposed to play for
game studies. As Jay David Bolter argues so convincingly, the purpose of
theory changes as we move among disciplines, approaches, and para-
digms.19 In the field of mass communication, for example, theory can be
used to predict and explain behavior if one takes a social scientific perspec-
tive, or it can be used to explain or critique, when approached with a
critical, humanistic lens. Likewise, in areas such as visual or graphic design,
theory is a set of design principles, used to aid creators in shaping better
(more user-friendly) products and designs. Bolter (2003) argues such
shifts in meaning are particularly troublesome in new media studies, where
academic critics can also serve as creators, attempting to critique through
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production—what happens then to theory? He argues that “what we
need is a hybrid, a fusion of the critical stance of cultural theory with
the constructive attitude of the visual designer” (Bolter, 30). That would
seem to result in hybrid practices, as well as hybrid theories and
theorists.

In game studies, we have seen a variance in approaches to theory, with
only a few of Bolter’s proposed hybrids. More usually we find effects
scholars who are interested in predicting and controlling behavior in rela-
tion to violent video games, and are thus focused on building a very
particular type of theory.20 Likewise, humanists such as Henry Jenkins see
theoretical concepts such as knowledge communities, fan cultures, and
poaching as guides for explaining how individuals use media, as well as
how to understand those practices as part of a larger system of media
culture. Writers such as Kline, Dyer-Witheford, and De Peuter take a dif-
ferent approach, using more traditional political economy theories to cri-
tique game production systems they see as exploitative.21 All take different
approaches, use different theories, and find different answers.

As such, theory can both help us understand player behavior and per-
haps provide a critique of systems, practices, or designs. To that end, this
essay draws on communication theory to better understand one more
corner of gaming activity, as well as critique current systems and question
limitations or options perhaps not fully explored.

To do so, this essay takes its point of departure (and data) from an
extended virtual ethnography of Final Fantasy XI Online, a Massively Multi-
player Online Game (MMOG) released by Square Enix in 2002, which
currently claims over 600,000 players in Japan, North America, Europe,
and Australia (Consalvo, Cheating). The initial study focused on daily life
in the game’s fictional world of Vana ‘diel, but this essay refocuses its
findings and critiques on the systems of communication used by gamers
within and across this virtual and the physical world. More specifically, it
problematizes our often-unstated assumptions that such systems of com-
munication are transparent or easily understood, and that they do not have
particular constraints that can impact what we know about how gamers
communicate online.

In the next sections, I explore three types of noise that emerged through
extended gameplay and experience with the player community of Final
Fantasy XI Online. They are different in origin (one is technical, two are
cultural or social), yet all factor in the daily life of a Vana’ diel inhabitant,
in some way or another. Players have attempted various workarounds to
the challenges of these types of noise, which I also detail. Their practices,
and the original noise itself, demonstrate how both structure and context
co-construct successful and problematic game experiences.
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Three Types of Noise
Lag Kills . . . Don’t Let Lag Happen to You

Lag, or temporal disturbances in the flow of communication, can create
minor to significant challenges for players in battle, in chats, in community
building, and other venues. Noise can be conceptualized here as a lack of
information being received, its untimely arrival, or its disruption of the
normal flow of text chat and game information as it scrolls up or down a
screen. Lag is a technical problem encountered in any networked play
environment which players experience and manage on a regular basis.
While often not noticed or encountered, players can experience temporal
disturbances shared (or not) by their fellow players, due to slow graphics
cards, inadequate RAM, clogged cable modem lines, DDOS attacks, or
other factors. Noise here relates to problems with information transfer, for
which players must create workarounds, or simply deal with on a (more to
less) regular basis.

Players understand the potentially serious problems engendered by lag,
as seen in regular posts to message boards such as those found at
Allakhazam. Regular readers of the site invariably encounter posts by new
or potentially new players, asking if their home Internet connection, which
is either a satellite modem or a dialup connection, will be too slow for
enjoyable (or even functional) play. Posters are concerned that they will
not be able to take part in regular game activities, or that lag will disrupt
parties and other group actions at levels unacceptable to both the indi-
vidual player as well as other players.

Such regular, yet under-theorized problems can result in changing tem-
poral mechanics which impact the gameplay experience. While players
have long complained about the unfortunate effects of lag (like the death
of your avatar) when playing games like Counter-Strike or Halo online, lag
can also play an important role in shaping perceptions and misperceptions
about social communication in virtual worlds. In worlds built with text-
based interaction, for example, the ability to write and respond, and to
receive communications from the game and other players in a timely man-
ner is vital to building and maintaining communities, from the temporary
pickup group or alliance, to longer-term groups of friends, family, and
acquaintances.

It is quite common, for example, for players to chat simultaneously
with the party members they are grouped with, their Linkshell (guild)
friends, and perhaps one or two individual friends within a game, along
with listening to the general public conversation in a busy zone. At times,
such conversations can be difficult to keep up with, even when the text is
flowing smoothly. Yet add lag for a player, and things can quickly turn
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challenging or even overwhelming. Large chunks of text can fly up and
past the cutoff buffer, followed by long moments of seeming inactivity,
when communication fails to materialize. If a player is engaged in battle
she likely will not stop the activity to open the larger text window and see
what went past, but instead wait until a rest period to catch up.

While lag causes problems during battles, it also interferes with less
obviously time-sensitive situations, such as when a group is traversing a
difficult zone. Players who do not receive warnings or directions at the
right time, due to lag, may put a party in needless danger. Likewise, players
who get messages late during a battle may miss their timing for executing a
special attack, either from a delay in receiving the directive or from their
own lagged response to one. Repeated lag can make players feel incompe-
tent, as if they are hurting group progress, and their actions may be judged
that way by other members who are not experiencing such disruptions.
Such actions do not even need to be fatal to a party or group to cause
frustration and less-than-optimal fighting, with too many such episodes
leading some players to log off from a game for the night or perhaps even
suffer a reputation as a poor player.

While it may seem trivial or annoying to the non-gamer, such experi-
ences can cause deep frustration and anger in players heavily invested in a
game, or in a certain event or experience within the game. Such disrup-
tions may knock an individual out of a flow state they may have been in,
where they were experiencing an optimal form of gameplay.22 While game
studies scholars have not (yet) extensively studied the entrance and exit
conditions, as well as re-entry requirements to gain access to a flow state,
lag would certainly be a key inhibitor to achieving such a state.

Yet even in more casual situations, where battles are not raging and
the player is not engaged in any critical activity, lag can cause frustration
and potential dissention among players. Lag can lead to the loss of
opportunities for input into discussions and exchanges. A player may find,
when lagged communication finally appears on the screen, that conversa-
tion has moved to a different topic. Or her witty remark has been ignored
because it appeared after several other Linkshell members’ similar
responses, or appeared after a new topic has been introduced. Players can
begin to self-censor (and remain silent) when lag is bad, to avoid the
appearance of always being too late with conversational remarks or out of
step with a quickly moving discussion.

For such players, the technical barriers to entry (like the noise of lag) of
the online conversation have risen to bothersome or perhaps unscaleable
levels. Beyond negotiating language competency, typing skill, and in-game
lingo, the flow (or lack of proper flow) of the conversation prohibits or
discourages easy participation. Players often express frustration at such
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times when they are temporally out of step with their fellow gamers. But
we do not really know yet what the tipping point is for various gamers,
relative to their tolerance for such environments. Do younger or older
players accept lag in better stride? Men or women? Are there differences at
all? Do such problems inhibit the creation of communities in game spaces,
for individuals who experience severe lag regularly? Can lag be a contribut-
ing factor in disputes, or the dissolution of groups? If so, with what
frequency? These are questions we need to consider in more depth.

As we can see, lag, even when constructed by players as a regular,
inescapable (yet annoying) part of gameplay, is an important com-
ponent of that gameplay to consider when studying how game-players
make sense of their gameplay, how it impacts their communication and
miscommunication, and leads to fractures in the cohesiveness of the
game world.

JP Onry? Cross-Cultural Communication and the
Auto-Translator System

Language differences can also create noise when individuals who speak
different languages are situated on the same servers, and translators either
fail or are not present. Players can create workarounds to this form of noise
by developing language guides, by relying on bilingual friends, or learning
rudimentary foreign language skills, yet problems (and noise) usually
remain.23

Such fluency problems could be characterized as cultural noise. Here,
noise mutates from the technical to the cultural/social. It is not the sys-
tem’s method of information transfer that is problematic, but rather the
grouping of individuals with little to no way to compensate for cultural
barriers to communication.

While most MMOGs have servers segregated by region (North America,
Asia, Europe), Square Enix chose to have all players log in to the same
server spaces, regardless of player language. Given the globalizing nature of
gameplay and the variances now even within countries for language pref-
erences and abilities, language could play a vital role in game success,
community formation, and general game world atmosphere. While many
developers limit such interactions (as in Blizzard’s World of Warcraft) a few
others such as Linden Lab’s Second Life embrace a global community. And
while no virtual worlds I have found require game communication to be
conducted in any specific language, some games encourage particular lan-
guages and some players see rules where none actually exist.24

So for a game like Final Fantasy XI Online, the use of both Japanese
and English is common and unremarkable for its players. Players in
Japan buy a version of the game that allows them to write with kanji,
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kana, and roman letters, and which has an “auto-translate” system (ATS)
built-in. In North America, players receive a version of the game without
the Japanese character sets enabled, but with the ATS as well. The ATS
allows for translation between English and Japanese, with players starting
to type a word, hitting the Tab key, and then having the word or phrase
finished for them, or several choices for finishing appear. The player, to
signal acceptance of a choice, hits enter to choose that term, and then
hits enter again to send the communication into the game world. Players
tend to use the system in two ways—as an instrumental tool, when
grouping with players who do not speak their language, to exchange vital
battle information or request help; and to play with the limits of the
translator.

One form of noise that players often face is the fairly limited range of
the ATS. It offers a pretty extensive list of terms, phrases, questions, and
answers for player to choose from, but most choices are instrumental,
rather than social or interpersonal. So, a Japanese player can ask an
English-speaking player if she wishes to join an experience points party in
the Valkurm Dunes, but cannot offer comments about her difficult day at
work, or enquire as to why the English-speaking player decided to play this
particular MMOG. The ATS thus allows some types of communication, yet
not others.

Likewise, the ATS can also introduce conflicts and confusion—another
possible type of noise—into the system, rather than reduce it. For example,
English-speaking players often use the ATS for the word “Reward” in
shouts to the general player community to indicate they are offering pay-
ment for an item or service. However, the direct Japanese translation of
Reward using the ATS is actually “Pet food.”25 Other confusing translations
also exist, but some have been acknowledged and worked around. Rather
than “Pulling” for example, the person charged with bringing a monster to
fight back to a party’s camp goes “Fishing.”

In response to such problems and challenges, some players have
attempted workarounds of varying complexities. Some English-speaking
players who play on a PC have figured out how to enable the use of
Japanese characters in their game interface, allowing them to switch
back and forth, using both roman and kanji/kana words as they wish. This
of course presupposes some knowledge of the Japanese language. The
majority of English-speaking players do not possess this skill, but a certain
minority group does. Those bilingual players can be called upon to trans-
late for their friends and family, when others have communication difficul-
ties for which the ATS fails them.

Likewise, for those players who are not fluent in Japanese but wish to go
beyond the ATS, there are guides to useful Japanese using romaji characters
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available thanks to dedicated fans of the game. The website Shigemo.com,
for example, has a “FFXI Japanese Language (Nihongo) Guide” listing
basic greetings, simple phrases, grammatical tips, and Japanese translations
for virtually every job class, race, item, and ability, as well as very specific
gameplay phrases (Do you want to level together? = Isshoni level age-
masuka?; I’m going to my mog house = mogurimasu) to help players more
successfully interact.26

Yet for other players, such communication challenges prove to be too
much, and they decide to group only with those players who can speak
their language. This has led to (specific) charges of racism in game forums,
such as when North American players encountered Japanese players who
indicated, either directly or through a search comment they have attached
to their “seek party” message, that they wish to group with “JP Only” (JP
Onry) or “English Party: No Thanks” (which, ironically, they use the ATS
to spell out). Likewise, some North American players have written and
talked extensively on game boards as well as in-game about their own
preferences for grouping with English-speaking players, as it makes parties
(they feel) more efficient as well as more enjoyable, due to the ability to
make small talk with the other players. Such activities might at first blush
seem to revolve around language, yet when they persist, they often draw on
racist discourses in those forums.

What such practices suggest is that language will always be a challenge
and a potential form of noise, and players will have different thresholds of
comfort and ability for interacting with those who do not speak their
particular language. While some players may go to great lengths to learn to
communicate with others, some may feel no such drive, and actively seek
to stay with those of their own language group. While I have not touched
here on the cultural differences that have also arisen in gameplay styles, I
think this is an important area to consider in the construction of online
communities in games. With the global blending of crowds, trouble as well
as cross-cultural exchanges can occur.

Thus, cultural noise (read as bias) adds another layer of complexity with
which to grapple for communication and game studies scholars. Although
technical communication may be successful, culturally meaning can break
down, introducing variable levels of noise into the system.

In-Game Lingo, or How I PWNed Dark Spark to Get My RSE Gloves

LOL. Phat Lewt. PWN. Train to zone! Help . . . aggro! W00t—finally got my
RSE pants, which give me +32 MP. Yeah, but ur a lvl 60 BLM and you don’t
have your AF hat—totally gimped. Can I get a tele? A D2? Why don’t you just
OP? But Ose’s timer is up soon—last ToD was 18 hours ago. Whatever—gotta
log to use w/c. Wtf???
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Finally, game lingo may be noise to the new, casual, or returning MMOG
player. It can serve as a shortcut or a marker of status or signal community
membership. It goes beyond basic gameplay terms to encompass game-
specific terminology, slang, and emerging forms of expression. “Leet
speak” is one variant, but each MMOG has its own highly specific, arcane,
evolving version of lingo. That lingo can come from both game developers
as well as game players, making it another cultural or semantic form of
noise found in game systems. Too much lingo can create unacceptable
levels of noise for the newbie, or the infrequent player, but player facility in
learning lingo is crucial to becoming a part of a particular MMOG
community.

For example, in learning the job of Black Mage, a player must learn the
names and functions of dozens of spells, from the obvious (“Sleep”,
“Stun”) to the arcane (“Elemental Seal”, “Tractor”). Additionally, players
have created shortcut names for some spells, such as “D2” for “Warp 2”
(the ability to send other party members directly to their home location).
The origins of the term “D2” are player-based, yet players still debate if it
was a Japanese abbreviation, or North American, and how “Warp” came to
be associated with “D.” That confusion is regularly reflected in new Black
Mages (or “BLMs”) frequently asking others why strangers are requesting
a “D2” from them, when they have no such spell in their ability list.
Additionally, aspiring Black Mages need to learn which stats they should
boost or enhance for optimal efficiency, including “INT” or Intelligence,
which increases magical spells’ damage, and “MP” or Magic Points, which
are their supply of magical power. The list goes on, and many formal lists
of such lingo exist to help the aspiring BLM.

To overcome that noise and become an active participant in a virtual
world like Final Fantasy XI Online, individuals must master levels of game
fluency that can seem endless, non-intuitive, and deeply frustrating. While
Internet language conventions are growing more familiar to the general
public (in certain parts of the world, at least), the terms and communica-
tion style employed in MMOGs is another magnitude of complexity
entirely. Beyond even job specific lingo such as that mentioned above, the
world of Vana ‘diel bombards new inhabitants with more new vocabula-
ries to assimilate in order to function successfully: multiple areas or zones
which are each individually named, various additional races and jobs,
armor sets, weapons, racial abilities, NPCs/bots/mobs of varying levels of
importance to gameplay or game narratives, a history of the game world,
various types of battles, events, holidays, days of the week, and activities
like crafting, fishing, and mining.

Add to all of that the experience occurring in real-time, with various
developer and player abbreviations, players of various languages and
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writing abilities, and it is a wonder anything at all is accomplished or
shared. Yet we have not truly explored the lingo of game worlds, and how
its complexity (or relative simplicity) may play a part in creating enjoyable
experiences, group solidarity, and outsider confusion in various players.
My own experiences suggest the joys as well as frustrations involved in
knowing or not knowing how to “talk the talk” of a particular virtual
world.

In response, many players have created guides for various forms of not
just gameplay or game activities, but of game lingo. Such products are
similar to Shigemo’s language guide, but instead serve to translate game
world lingo into a physical world vocabulary. The regular production of
such guides by players has become a ritualistic part of game community
formation. Linkshells (such as ClanBEB) become famous for their detailed
maps and careful walkthroughs, as well as explanations of the game world
to new or returning players. So while players may participate in contribut-
ing to the noise of lingo, they also help other players see through the noise
with sophisticated, detailed translations.

This form of noise and players’ work to overcome it should make us
pause and consider many things—how does such language help create and
sustain communities? For who is that fluency level too high? Are there
different levels of game fluency, and are those differences significant in any
way? Does the presence or absence of “interpreters” (helpful game friends)
make a difference, or play a role in lingo acquisition? Does crossover flu-
ency (dialects) exist between the various MMOGs, and are those dialects
becoming more similar, or more distinct, over time?

This final level or type of noise is dynamically co-constructed by
game developers and players, shifting and changing over time to meet the
demands of gameplay as well as the idiosyncratic preferences of players. In
global games such as Final Fantasy, that lingo is also cross-cultural, created
through the interface of three separate languages—Japanese, English, and
the vocabulary of Vana ‘diel. Players often work diligently to overcome this
form of noise, and if they have prior experience with other MMOGs, there
may be some transfer of knowledge. However, there will always be particu-
lar terms, abilities, and kinks in specific games to learn, and if such learn-
ing fails to occur, noise is the result.

Conclusions
The three types of noise I have talked about include a technical form (lag)
and two cultural/semantic forms (language and lingo). I have discussed
how these types of noise function in one MMOG, how players and devel-
opers have created workarounds where possible, and questions for further
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research and theorizing that they bring up. These likely are not the only
types of noise, but they demonstrate how noise gets constructed, or
deployed, in different contexts. They also show how the concept of noise
can be thought of in technical as well as non-technical ways, and how it
can impede both linear communication (the physical disruption of Inter-
net signals, for example) and ritual communication (such as when veteran
players use extensive lingo, and newer players feel left out, and confused).
Noise can also demonstrate how players can come together to overcome its
limitations, or perhaps feel a shared sense of community in understanding
its limitations. Noise thus can function to both connect as well as separate
players from one another in the game space.

I have argued elsewhere for the importance of considering context in
gameplay (Consalvo, Cheating; Consalvo, Circle). Yet context is never
divorced from the structures of the game itself. And context can develop to
compensate for deficiencies in game structure. Structural problems that
are too serious can also hinder and perhaps destroy meaningful contexts
for gameplay.

Games allow players to create those meanings and contexts. Players
develop communities and cultures, and discover emergent aspects of
gameplay. Some of those elements are in direct relation to the game design,
and some are in direct relation to structural problems, here identified
as noise.

We must see noise as a regular part of gameplay, and interrogate how
gameplay can workaround or deal with that limitation. By doing so,
we can add to the field of game studies. While the Shannon-Weaver
model is linear, this essay argues that the concept of noise, as distinct from
the model, can suggest ritualistic functions as well, in varied cultural
and semantic contexts. Noise also raises methodological issues that theor-
ies must account for. We cannot see communication in MMOGs as
a straightforward linear model. It is reciprocal, redundant, contextual,
and imperfect. Compensation is mandatory, and ritual elements of game-
play can emerge to respond to such challenges. The Shannon-Weaver
model and communication theory are thus valuable additions to our the-
orization about games and the field of game studies, by reminding us of
the imperfections in our chosen forums of study. And those imperfections
are valuable components of study in their own right.
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CHAPTER 16
Getting into the Game

Doing Multidisciplinary Game Studies

FRANS  MÄYRÄ

This essay will focus on interdisciplinary dialogue and multi-methodology
research as an inherent characteristic of game studies. Drawing from the
author’s experience as the leader or partner in numerous research projects
in games and digital culture, it is pieced together as a travelogue of an
ongoing trip into conducting game studies within the contemporary, highly
competitive and often project-based academic environment. In practical
terms, it aims to provide some advice on how to avoid the pitfalls waiting for
those venturing into interdisciplinary games research, as well as to point out
some of the benefits that can be obtained from such approaches. The essay
will conclude by providing some recent examples from interdisciplinary
game studies, highlighting the associated methodological challenges and
their solutions, followed by summaries of the key findings.

The highly interdisciplinary character of game studies can partly be
seen to be born out of necessity: since there is not yet very long history of
game studies as an independent discipline, much of the current academic
work needs to rely on approaches and findings provided by and rooted in
other academic fields. The situation is now quickly changing as the aca-
demic communities are starting to provide game studies with a conceptual,
theoretical, and methodological corpus of its own, but still for many years
most of the academics working in this field will be graduates from other
disciplines.



Studies in the sociology of knowledge as well as scholars working in
science and technology studies (STS) have long focused on the social,
political, and discursive aspects apparent in different academic practices.
Doing academic research in games and play is no exception in this sense;
researchers who have their background in different disciplines will also
most probably carry with them the explicit and implicit assumptions
about the nature of knowledge, the proper research questions or subject
matters for study and the overall goals of academic enterprise, that are
typical to their native disciplinary communities. Particularly when left
unspoken, these kinds of differences can produce confusion and conflict
among various partners or stakeholders in game research.

I have long been a firm believer in the value of interdisciplinary dia-
logue in game studies, and in this essay, I will ground the need for such
academic boundary-crossing to the fundamental character of games and
play themselves. As I have also argued in a textbook (An Introduction to
Game Studies: Games in Culture), games are best conceived as multiple-
layered systems and processes of signification that mix representational
and performative, rule-based and improvisational modes in their cultural
character. In methodological terms, for most uses and purposes, the analy-
sis of a game as an abstract structure without any consideration of its
playing practices would be deemed insufficient, as would a study of game
players not informed by some systems-oriented analysis and understand-
ing of the ludic nature of this particular game and its gameplay.

In addition to the application of social sciences and humanities
approaches in interdisciplinary game studies, this essay will also briefly
discuss some methods derived from the field of design research, and
emphasize the potential of game studies as a radical, transformative form
of scholarly practice. Encouraging active interchange with different player
communities, involvement in experimental game design practices, as well
as critical participation into discussions about the role of games in culture
and society, interdisciplinary game studies can make manifest its impact
on the future direction of games cultures. My final conclusions will never-
theless also modify and set certain preconditions for the interdisciplinary
operation of game studies.

Interdisciplinarity: Benefits and Pitfalls
The current wave of academic interest in and discussion of interdiscipli-
narity reaches at least back to the 1960s, when Thomas Kuhn published his
influential study The Structure of Scientific Revolutions (1962).1 An early
OECD-commissioned report found five main reasons for the increasing
rise of interdisciplinarity during the late 1960s: the development of
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science, the needs of students, new demands set by professional training,
new kinds of needs by society, and challenges faced by contemporary uni-
versities in economic and administrative levels.2 Academic institutions
faced an increasingly complex world with new challenges and require-
ments for their core activities.

The disciplinary nature of academia itself is rooted in antiquity. While
Plato had been a proponent of unified science, his pupil Aristotle had tried
to establish clearly delineated areas of inquiry, such as “Poetics,” “Politics,”
and “Metaphysics.” The modern university system evolved from medieval
cathedral schools, where both letters and sciences were traditionally
taught, under the customary divisions of the trivium (grammar, logic and
rhetoric) and quadrivium (music, geometry, arithmetic and astronomy).
Already ancient Romans had been concerned about the dangers of over-
specialization, but the classical educational ideal considered the integra-
tion of knowledge to take place through both a community of disciplines
of knowledge (Universitas Scientiarum) and a community of teachers and
students (universitas magistrorum et scholarium—the original root for our
word “university”).3

The disciplinary organization of learning, and interdisciplinary or
counter-disciplinary tendencies can be seen as embodiments of two main
forces shaping the academic world. On one hand, reality rarely keeps
within the domain of any single discipline, and advanced study into any
subject will soon uncover various potentially significant connections to
other phenomena, processes, or ideas that are currently discussed within
some other discipline. On the other hand, intellectual continuity and
pedagogical clarity generally tend to reinforce disciplinary structures. Even
while today many universities feature interdisciplinary research centers,
most undergraduate and graduate education continues to be offered
within established disciplinary structures like subjects organized into
degree programs, departments, and different faculties.

Thomas Kuhn called “normal science” the form of operation among a
scientific community which is based on shared assumptions about what
the world is like. Normal science is likely to suppress fundamental novelties
in thought, because such innovations threaten the very fundamentals of
those forms of learning which are committed to disciplinary convention
and organization (Kuhn, 5). The emphasis on original innovation in the
increasingly competitive research world has led to putting more weight on
novel work that would be boundary-breaking or otherwise transformative
to the existing state-of-the-art. Within such rapidly-inflated discourses of
science policies, “paradigm shifting” innovations are often considered an
added value for national competitiveness and therefore also rewarded in
public calls for research grants in government-funded research programs.
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Work in emerging areas of knowledge is often situated in boundary areas
between established disciplines, leading some innovation-oriented thinkers
to call for rejection of traditional disciplines altogether. Often termed
“transdisciplinarity”, this approach to scholarship would involve working
more or less permanently in the stage “beyond disciplinary boundaries.”4

This is the context in which contemporary game studies emerged in the
late 1990s and early 2000s. An entire generation of scholars with fresh
interest moved to study digital games for multiple reasons, which have
already been discussed elsewhere.5 One fundamental factor has been the
personal experience gained while playing digital games; in what constitutes
a qualitatively major step beyond most classic board or card games, many
digital games provide players with sense of entering an alternate, game-
related world, while being engaged in various challenges, often in high
speed action in which the player is immersed in simulation that is often
audiovisually spectacular.6 The impact of games in culture or society, for
technology or economics, could no longer be ignored. It still remained a
major issue, though, what form and content the study of games would
adopt when entering academia.

Games as Inherently Interdisciplinary Objects of Study
Games appear as deceptively simple objects for analysis, perhaps explain-
ing why art and cultural studies, social sciences, and many other fields
took it so long to address them in a proper manner. This is also an issue
of public perception; during the 1970s, 1980s, and 1990s when digital
games spread out from the mainframe computers and research labora-
tories, first into gaming arcades and then into people’s homes as televi-
sion games, console video games, and home computer games, critical
awareness of games as an art form remained rather limited. Games like
PONG (Atari, 1972) or Pac-Man (Namco, 1980) may have appeared too
trivial and considered “low” forms of commercial electronic entertain-
ment not worthy of thorough artistic analyses. Some mathematicians
and economists made use of mathematical game theory, and some
anthropologists and historians paid attention to the rich cultural history
of games and play, but apart from them, the full potential of games was
left untouched by most disciplines.7 This might also be due to the fact
that in addition to being stigmatized as “low” cultural forms and being
discussed (mostly in public forums) in relation to violence and harmful
media effects, games are also rather difficult and complex objects for
study.

Looking at the case of Pac-Man for a moment, the surface or represen-
tational level of the game is simple enough: a colorful maze is drawn
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electronically on the screen, inside of which a rather rudimentary drama is
acted out between a player-controlled yellow blob (the Pac-Man figure,
constantly devouring the dots that initially fill the maze) and four ghost
figures chasing it. It is possible to look at a session of Pac-Man gameplay
recorded in video, and proceed to analyze the game on that basis—a story-
line focused on the theme of eating and survival would emerge, and a
rather stereotypical narrative or cultural analysis would continue from that
to discuss this game as a metaphor for consumer society or predatory
qualities of capitalism. But when actually played by the researcher person-
ally, the game as an object suddenly gains a different kind of character. The
“drama” taking place at the representational level of the maze, ghosts, and
hunt does not necessarily vanish, but it is displaced or superseded by the
dominance of gameplay—all those feelings, considerations, and actions
that come along when accepting the challenge of trying to navigate a
maze while eating dots and avoiding ghosts. The prominent structures in
the game are no longer the precise shapes in which its graphical surface
appears, but rather the underlying dynamic system of forces and counter-
forces in which player actions are opposed to programmed challenges, or
(as in multiplayer versions of games) the actions of other players. When
gamers discuss games, they generally acknowledge both of these aspects,
critiquing the story-world, graphics, and audio of the game, but often they
are most focused on how the game actually plays out—its dynamic game-
play core.

I have named this totality the dual structure of games; as ludic simula-
tions coupled with a digital audiovisual medium, digital games provide
players access to both a “shell” (representational layers) as well as the
“core” (the gameplay).8 This is also where the inherent interdisciplinarity
of game studies is rooted. As both representational shell and core gameplay
contribute to player’s experience with the game, neither cannot be ignored
while researching and analyzing games. In a sense, games do not exist in
separation from their players—except possibly as gameplay video displays
shown while in an “attract mode” or during similar non-interactive dem-
onstrations; games as games are something that happen only during the
interplay, when a player takes actions within a game, and the playful per-
formance brings a pile of dead code alive, transforming it into what we
recognize as a digital game. This is a rather obvious philosophical point, but
one that is worth discussing here: games are inherently and principally
events and processes, not static objects. A game is inseparable from its
playing. In conceptual terms this line of thinking has its foundation on
both hermeneutical and phenomenological traditions of thought, including
the work of Edmund Husserl, Martin Heidegger, Hans-Georg Gadamer,
Wolfgang Iser, and Maurice Merleau-Ponty, to mention some key figures.
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Gadamer, for example, argued in his major work Truth and Method that
the mode of being of the work of art is rooted in the concept of play. “The
mode of being of play does not allow the player to behave towards play as if
towards an object,” Gadamer writes.9 But it should be noted that, even if
one agrees with the basic ontological claim that games’ existence as works
of art (or even the existence of works of art in general) is based on the
phenomenon of their play, there are multiple conclusions one can draw
from it. Scholars involved in hermeneutics and phenomenology have held
differing views regarding what is the right the level of abstraction that
scholars should derive from experience of phenomena, and regarding the
need for immersion for the understanding of people in their lifeworlds.10

One approach would be to adopt the critical gesture called “hermen-
eutic reduction”; rather than aiming to study all kinds of empirical actual-
izations that games become when they are played out, a researcher would
instead focus on some “typical” or “ideal” form, derived in expert analysis.
Espen Aarseth has spoken in favor of such approach. In his DiGRA 2007
conference paper, Aarseth takes as his starting point the concept of the
“implied reader” that Wolfgang Iser introduced to the field of literary
studies and calls for critical attention to its ludological counterpart, the
“implied player.” Rather than a historical, flesh-and-blood person, the
implied player is a “role made for the player of the game, a set of expec-
tations that the player must fulfill for the game to ‘exercise its effect.’ ”11

Aarseth also pays attention to the “methodological divide” between formal
and informal methods, and notes how humanities and social sciences dif-
fer in their conception of the player when applied to game studies. Being a
social scientist means, according to Aarseth (131–132), being focused on
the player as historical, situated, and flesh and blood, while being a human-
ist game scholar involves seeing the player as “a necessary but uncontrol-
lable part of the process of creating ludic meaning, a function that is
created by the gameplay as well as cocreator of it.” Within this broader
divide, both humanists and social scientists are then further divided as to
whether they adopt formal methods (statistics in social sciences, game
ontologies in the humanities) or case-study-based informal methods (field
work in social sciences, close playing/reading in the humanities).

I basically agree with much of Aarseth’s analysis, but rather than seeing
alternative approaches as oppositional and mutually exclusive, I perceive
much more room for collaboration. This is mostly based on my personal
experience of doing much of my games research within multidisciplin-
ary teams, rather than on some a priori preference for interdisciplinarity.
In terms of theoretical underpinnings, there is nothing stopping us
from using approaches derived from multiple philosophical, scientific, or
scholarly traditions together in our work. Often termed “methodological
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triangulation,” the multi-perspectival practice of combining different
research approaches is generally considered to be one of the key ways of
increasing the reliability and applicability of findings. In addition to using
several methods to study a single phenomenon, there also exist the options
of data triangulation (researching the same phenomenon at different times
or in different locations), and investigator triangulation (using multiple
observers of the same phenomenon). For the fourth type of triangulation,
multiple theory triangulation, it is hard to come up with examples without
leaving the field of single disciplines and venturing into the complex, truly
interdisciplinary regions of study.12

The main argument in this essay is that since games involve both repre-
sentations and actions, both variously coded structures and their actual
instantiation during the performance of play, there is an inherent need for
multi- and interdisciplinary collaboration in the area of game studies.
Dipping into the terminology pool, one could put this in terms of the
semiosis, or meaning attached to games as sign systems, and ludosis, or
games’ meanings experienced as dynamic processes of play, being insepar-
able, and therefore multiple approaches being inherently important for the
study of games. Some disciplines are, because of their intellectual history
and key focus, more strongly equipped to study particular aspects or
dimensions of games as multi-layered complexes, but no single discipline
yet exists that would cover them all. I will next highlight some forms that
this interdisciplinary work within game studies can take in practice, even
while I will readily admit that there exist many dimensions of interdisci-
plinarity in game studies that will not be discussed here.

Doing Game Studies in Practice
Practical realities in academia are conditioned by the surrounding world,
as are practices in many other areas of life. It is difficult to maintain the
idea of totally isolated or ivory-tower-style academic practice, particularly
in these days as universities are under increasing pressure to explicitly
prove the value of their work to the surrounding society. On the other
hand, academic research continues to enjoy relative autonomy and in prin-
ciple it should be primarily rooted in the free pursuit of knowledge—a
central principle in most European universities who follow the “Hum-
boldtian model.” Established in institutional form by Wilhelm von Hum-
boldt, founder of the Berlin University, this freedom of students and staff

has its strong ideological roots in German philosophical idealism.13 In
many countries there have been various challenges to academic freedom,
with many of them arising today from economic concerns. The “impact”
of research, for example, may be evaluated in terms of benefits to industry
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or economical competitiveness, rather than solely on scientific terms.
Interdisciplinary game studies can be one way to navigate through these
troubled waters of academic inquiry.

I will briefly discuss here three examples of games research projects that
we have carried out at the University of Tampere, focusing mostly on
methodological solutions and how interdisciplinary collaboration bene-
fited or otherwise affected this work.

Starting the Interdisciplinary Study of Games and Play
The first case study featured here is a research project entitled “Children as
Actors of Games Cultures”—here abbreviated as “PeTo” (shorthand
derived from the original Finnish name). Carried out in the years 2003–
2004, this work had its basis in the study of games cultures which our
group had initiated already in the 1990s, and more immediately in work
related to such areas as mobile communication, interactive television, the
Internet, and gambling, which had been in the focus of our work during
the years 2000–2002. The work in 1990s had been institutionally located in
the Department of Literature and the Arts, and most of our work was
decidedly humanistic scholarship in nature, even if those early approaches
to games as hyper- or cybertextuality were already seasoned with a touch
of cultural studies. The institutional change at our university around the
turn of the century involved several key people moving from their original
home base of literary studies into the Hypermedia Laboratory, the new
media department, which had a much more interdisciplinary profile. This
combination of contexts might be considered typical for contemporary
game studies; particularly many European games scholars have been
trained in established humanist disciplines, above all within literary stud-
ies, and then have moved to focus on game studies in their own terms.
The establishment of new research centers to address particularly the
promising interdisciplinary areas falling in between classic disciplinary
formations is also typical of the wider institutional changes touching
contemporary universities.14

In the case of the PeTo study, we wanted to understand how digital
games are currently played, what the particular holding power factors are
that make digital play such an engaging experience, and also to situate such
an inquiry within a concrete context of daily life. The initial research topic
and focus of this study thus consisted of an entire constellation of inter-
related elements that we wanted to learn to know better: what kind of
objects or phenomena games are, how game players perceive them, what
we can learn about gameplay experiences, and how games are situated in
real life contexts. In institutional and practical terms, we had a history of
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several rejected research grant applications behind us—it had proved
exceedingly difficult to attract funding for doing basic research in
theoretically-oriented subjects related to games. It was impossible to gain
support for a study which would had situated games within digital cul-
tures and explored them in terms of their artistic and aesthetic qualities
or structures—possibly considered a paradoxically “highbrow” or serious
way of approaching such a “low” subject matter. On the other hand, there
were already established research groups within our university working
on themes such as information society and children. The research plan
for PeTo was thus born half out of necessity, as our interest of doing game
studies was faced with academic and financial structures that necessitated
working within socially-sanctioned research themes. But it was possible to
turn necessity into virtue; our research proved to be beneficial and was
strengthened, both methodically and in terms of the value of our find-
ings, through the interdisciplinary collaboration in which we became
involved.

The consortium in which we carried out our PeTo study was entitled
“Children and Information Society” and it consisted of several research
groups working on interrelated subjects. The central partners for our study
were researchers coming from the fields of Early Childhood Education,
Social Psychology, Computer Science, and Work Research. The entire
consortium was coordinated by a new, interdisciplinary center, the Infor-
mation Society Institute. Early on, an internal research seminar was estab-
lished as a forum to discuss the methodologies, findings, and coordination
of collaborative efforts within this broad-ranging group. The close inter-
disciplinary relationship was not without its challenges, and early on two
partners left the consortium, due to fundamental differences of opinion
regarding the practical goals and theoretical starting points of research.

The movement between humanities-based interest in game aesthetics
and structural analysis on the one hand, and the social sciences related
interest in the real contexts of gameplay on the other, formed the under-
lying basis of this study. It also contributed to the dynamic tension which
proved important for its success; rather than being happy with our initial
conceptions of games and digital play, we were constantly challenged by
contact and discussions with our informants, as well as by our colleagues
from other fields who with their questions particularly raised our interest
towards the wider societal changes which surround and define the role of
digital gaming today. Finding a way to address all these directions in our
inquiry, we played a wide range of different games ourselves, discussed
them among our team, and used them to test various models we derived
from game studies literature. In the next step, our research dialectic
involved social sciences methodologies, and we launched a moderately
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sized survey study, followed by a smaller selection of in-depth interviews.
This negotiation between perspectives offered by multiple disciplinary
approaches was effectively engaging us in a circular or spiraling process,
which is essential for any true hermeneutic inquiry, as we only later realized.
The movement from our preconceived notions to interpretation and then
to a revised understanding can even be considered essential for our entire
existence in the world, as Martin Heidegger has pointed out.15 Hermeneutic
inquiry has a certain playful and experimental character built into it, which
is one more reason to adopt it while doing game studies. The term “her-
meneutics” relates back to Hermes, the famously mischievous trickster
spirit, carrying with also it associations of complication, multiplicity, jokes
and puzzles (Moules). In our case, the joke or trick perhaps was us man-
aging to smuggle fundamental theoretical game studies work into an
applied project done under the information society research banner.

The multiple findings of our research were directed to many different
audiences, a logical consequence of our multiple starting points. We were
able to gain a better understanding of the key holding power factors in
digital games and play through this dialogue between humanities-oriented
theory and different kinds of player-informants—we interviewed both
children and their parents, who were typically middle-aged Finnish women
and men. The full range of concepts like “action”, “exploration”, or “build-
ing” that emerged from interviews were organized into a conceptual map
during analysis, clustered with the help of factor analysis, and the ensuing
categories were then synthesized back into an integrated model of game-
play experience. We then moved on to compare the findings with earlier
published studies that were coming from the fields of ludology, the psych-
ology of virtual environments, and human-computer interaction (HCI), to
mention the key ones, and clarified our conceptual terminology so that
while publicizing the results we could properly address relevant ongoing
scholarly discussions. An extensive research report focusing on games and
digital play was finally produced, including entire chapters dedicated to
such issues as digital play in social contexts, learning in games, games as
engagement in fantasy, gameplay immersion, game violence, and issues
related to the control of game playing within the context of everyday family
life.16 As a joint effort with our interdisciplinary research consortium, we
also produced a book which soon was referenced in public discussions as a
source of information on children, games, and information society alike.17

The Pitfalls and Benefits in Doing Interdisciplinary Game Design Studies
Looking back at this first exploration into doing interdisciplinary game
studies, we remain rather encouraged by the results. We were both able to
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contribute to the theory formation and scholarly discussions within game
studies as a specific field of inquiry, while also being engaged in a more
wide-reaching form of academic collaboration. We were also able to
address several issues that had received ample attention among the general
audience, such as game violence, socialization, and learning effects discus-
sions. We also gained some experience about the pitfalls waiting in this
road. First of all, for interdisciplinary collaboration to be truly successful,
all involved parties need to be genuinely interested in learning new things,
new ways of speaking, and looking at issues they already thought they
knew very well, and also willing to change themselves during the process. I
might be wrong about this, but young researchers appear more inclined to
make such jumps across conceptual and paradigmatic chasms rather than
those already well established in their careers; exceptions, of course, exist,
but mostly they just prove the rule.

A more specific catch waits for those who bravely combine socio-
cultural game studies with technical or engineering-oriented research
work. This can be immensely rewarding, as will be described below in
more detail, but a certain mutual mixing of horizons is a precondition for
starting such inquiry. Our team has been involved in joint research efforts
where all parties have set off with high ambitions, but the results have been
disappointing. Often this has been due to original technical research being
set up as the prerequisite for human-oriented researchers starting their
work. A typical dependency might be that a novel software or hardware
solution is planned to provide totally new kinds of game experiences,
interaction modalities, or other features which then become required for
the more game- or player-focused part of study to move forward. Accord-
ing to my experience, these kind of development and implementation
efforts very rarely conclude with anything functional within the available
timeframe, or if a functional technical prototype is successfully imple-
mented, it comes too late to be actually useful in any actual game design or
player studies. This is a paradox caused by competitive research funding
schemes: in order to be ranked at the top in evaluations, the research grant
application needs to include such a level of ambition in all areas of its
interdisciplinary spectrum, that all its promises can be considered as “sig-
nificant contributions” or “original innovations” by the evaluating experts,
technical and non-technical alike. A more realistic starting point is to use
off-the-shelf, available and reliable technologies while implementing any
design experiments or player interaction studies that are to be carried out
during research. Of course, close collaboration with cutting edge technical
research can be mutually beneficial, and particularly effective it can be
used for attracting funding in an environment increasingly supportive of
interdisciplinary research activities. Openness to interdisciplinarity can
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thus be seen as a survival tactic for game studies within an “impact
driven” research policy environment. However, for the realities of research
practice, no functional “future technology” is needed to gain an adequate
sense or experience of future technology. To take one example, it is per-
fectly possible to simulate interaction with an intelligent computer system
with the help of a hidden, real person remotely playing the role of com-
puter—an arrangement known as the “Wizard of Oz experiment.”18

There are several benefits also to be gained by the joining of forces
between software or hardware engineers, game designers, and game scho-
lars. I will highlight these next by discussing several interdisciplinary, game
design oriented research projects our team carried out from 2003 to 2006.
By now, we had established a research group focused on digital games
within our department, but I still remained as its only member who was
counted among the (more or less) regular faculty of the university. There
were no new job openings, as the Finnish government continued to cut its
basic funding from universities, and to move the available resources into
competitive research funds. Our group proved to be successful in applying
for such grants, concluding with a situation in which our team of young
game researchers was the single largest group within the department and
one of the largest within the Faculty of Information Sciences, but the
overall agenda for carrying out research on issues essential for our under-
standing of digital games and play continued to be strongly affected by
accidents of funding, rather than be solely based on a consistent vision or
autonomic evaluations by the academic researchers themselves.

In some cases the research funding programs may also provide lucky
accidents. From our perspective one of those was the large-scale effort
within European Union to focus research resources on ubiquitous, mobile,
pervasive, or ambient media and technology. From our earlier history,
which included collaboration with Nokia, the Finnish mobile phone giant,
we gained some understanding of these fields. With the trickster Hermes
again as our guide, we rephrased some of our ongoing research concerns
within such topics as game analysis, player studies, and gameplay experi-
ence in terms of future game design. The nature of gameplay experience
and fundamental research into games’ interactive ontology (that is, their
way of existing as interactive events) could now be pursued under the
heading of “user experience evaluation” for next generation mobile and
pervasive media, and reverse-engineering some of the work carried out
in game analysis provided us with fresh starting points for doing game
design research. The essential continuity of research interests was thus
maintained, but adjusted to fit within the rapidly changing academic
landscape.

A highly interesting interdisciplinary collaboration was carried out
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within a research consortium which the Academy of Finland—the most
prestigious sponsor of scholarship in Finland—decided to fund. This
involved the concept of “proactive computing” which stands for a future
paradigm of information processing, promoted by the microprocessor
industry and which is primarily designed to harness the powers of thou-
sands of embedded processors surrounding each individual, supposedly
in the rather near future.19 Our team joined forces with the Tampere
University of Technology and the University of Art and Design Helsinki
to look into how proactive technology could be implemented in ordin-
ary homes and how to design it in a manner that would empower
people rather than leave them at the mercy of some autonomous, semi-
intelligent sensor-actuator network. Adopting methods developed within
the field of design research, we experimented with a “cultural probes”
approach (delivering into people’s homes packages of cameras, booklets
containing tasks, and other means of self-documentation) to gain a bet-
ter understanding of how homes and “homeliness” are currently experi-
enced among our informants. On the other hand, drawing from the
philosophy of ethics and science fiction studies, we created hypothetical
scenarios of future technologies and provisional guidelines for the design
and implementation of them. Finally, our engineering team created dif-
ferent “semi-autonomous” objects and environments that we could offer
people to live with in their daily lives. Our key findings are reported in a
book and a series of articles.20 In them, we emphasized that a promising
direction for the design of future technology was the full exploration of its
ludic potential, rather than the more traditional security or health solu-
tions that have been discussed in numerous “smart home” studies. We
also observed spontaneous play behaviors that families created around
“smart cushions” which we had introduced into their homes. We con-
cluded that ambient, embedded technologies might help in turning
everyday environments into places more supportive of spontaneous,
playful social interaction and intergenerational play than is common
today.

The methodological lessons derived from this collaboration were next
applied to a study we did in collaboration with Veikkaus, the company
which holds the monopoly for the arranging of lottery and betting games
in Finland. Our main focus here was on how the rise of digital games is
going to mix with and affect the world of traditional lottery games, but to
gain an overview, we launched a new kind of cultural-probes-inspired
research approach. This time we designed and delivered to our informants’
homes a “game-like cultural probe” package, complete with playing
instructions, cards, and other materials. We had effectively turned partici-
pation in a sociocultural study of games into the playing of a research
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game. After our informants had used the cultural probe game for a certain
time, the derived materials were analyzed, and the main conclusions were
synthesized in light of theoretical literature and used as an inspiration in
design concept workshops we organized with professionals of the field.21

The design concepts, in their turn, were used as starting points for game
prototype implementations, in which our goal was to use Adobe Flash to
quickly develop small “hybrid” games, meaning that they would draw
together elements which would speak to both lottery gamers and video
gamers. The interdisciplinary scope thus further expanded to include
graphic design, sound design, and interaction design, as we developed and
applied the process of iterative game design, testing our earlier work on
game design and games’ holding power factors. In this study, as well as in
some later work we have conducted, the traditional “Lottery culture” has
appeared as a major and rather distinctive cultural formation in its own.
Only rather recently have similar kinds of hybrid implementations (that
we experimented with in our research) appeared commercially, most
notably in the field of so-called casual “skill gaming.”22

A third game-design-focused research initiative I want to discuss here
is a large European Union funded project, the Integrated Project on Per-
vasive Gaming (IPerG for short), which further expanded our scope of
interdisciplinary collaboration in doing game studies. Here we joined
forces with experimental game art groups like Blast Theory from London
and Swedish larp (live action role-playing) artists, leading information
technology and computer science laboratories from Britain, Germany, and
Sweden, as well as the in-house research and development groups of Nokia
and Sony. Rather than taking responsibility for any single area in this
extensive research collaboration, we were uniquely positioned to be given
the overall research lead in game design and evaluation studies through the
entire project. Gaining access to many different kinds of experimental
games played a major role in broadening the way our team currently thinks
about games as an expressive and cultural form. The games designed and
evaluated during the project included multiple avant-garde larps,
enhanced with sensors and communications technologies, team-based
games which spanned across multiple media while making use of both
narrative and musical elements, socially adaptable games which were sup-
posed to scale down or up in order to appropriately engage different kinds
of people, as well as citywide art games that exploited player movement,
emergent behaviors, and social dynamics as parts of the game event.23

The main outcomes from this work were organized around a new
theoretical model of what defines “pervasive games” (games blended with
the environment), and how they expand Huizinga’s classic concept of the
“magic circle” in multiple ways, including temporal, spatial, and social
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expansions of gameplay.24 The specific lessons for interdisciplinary col-
laboration relate here particularly to the benefits of scale: as dozens of
researchers, designers, and experts of various kinds were jointly working
with multiple aspects of pervasive games, a joint framework allowed both
specialization and theorization to take place. Theoretical contributions
from our team were important in providing a shared language and in
harmonizing the divergent research goals between different teams. Mean-
while, it was also obvious that a computer scientist, sociologist, or media
researcher all today continue to work within their own disciplinary fields
and are therefore liable to produce results that are recognized and con-
sidered valid scholarship only when evaluated as such using the standards
of their particular fields. Doing papers that are “pure ludology” or rooted
only in the discussions within the core field of contemporary game studies
are not necessarily within the interest of any such established discipline.

Conclusion: The Need for Disciplinary Game Studies
The conclusions I will draw from the above discussion of the role of
interdisciplinarity within and around game studies are somewhat mixed
and ambiguous. On the one hand, there are obvious benefits to be derived
from wide interdisciplinary collaboration. The results and understanding
we have been able to reach regarding digital games’ ways of existing, of
different kinds of players, their experiences, and the social and cultural
structures that surround games and play would not have been possible
without theoretical and methodological influences, as well as lessons
derived from earlier studies originating in the humanities, social sciences,
design research, and software engineering, just to name a few. On the other
hand, this interdisciplinary activity is at least partly stimulated by the
contemporary vogue within the academic funding structures, and not
always entirely motivated by reasons derived from the needs or goals of
research itself.

As our example hopefully proves, game studies can successfully be
carried out within a highly competitive research environment. It is also
possible to successfully make contributions to fundamental conceptual
and theoretical discussions of game studies while engaged in various inter-
disciplinary and collaborative efforts. At the same time, interdisciplinarity
as a concept is based on dialogue and intermixing of disciplinary forma-
tions. As noted above, already within the classical educational ideal a dis-
cipline was understood to be based on both a certain unified organization
of knowledge, as well as on a community of academics who maintain,
renew, and transform such formations through their scholarly practices. If
there is no discipline at the heart of game studies, it will remain uncertain
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what kind of interdisciplinary dialogue it can be involved in. The character
of interdisciplinary scholarship has been compared to the figure of
web, network, or archipelago (Klein, Interdisciplinarity, 19). A web never-
theless requires certain kinds of holding points as its nodes, or it will
quickly become so loose that it will easily appear both immaterial and
insignificant.

I will therefore conclude that in order to truly benefit, and be beneficial
for others, game studies needs to build up a certain kind of identity of its
own. This will consist of concepts, theories, and critical discussions which
everyone working within the field of game studies will be expected to
know about (even while not necessarily agreeing with them). The busy
ongoing activity within publication in the  field of game studies, resulting
in volumes like the present one, is one key element for such a knowledge-
based identity to emerge. The other aspect of disciplinary identity is based
on regular venues of communication that are required for the formation
of a functional scholarly community. This development is also underway,
as is evident in the creation of games-focused scholarly journals, confer-
ence series, and academic associations like the Digital Games Research
Association, DiGRA.25 It is perhaps a paradox, but based on my experi-
ence, I need to conclude that game studies can best maintain its inter-
disciplinary role by strengthening its disciplinary self-image. Only that
way can games scholars enter into collaborative research efforts on their
own terms, and contribute something genuinely new to the broad field of
scholarship.
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Appendix
Video Games through Theories and Disciplines

The interdisciplinary nature of video game studies means that ideas and
concepts from a variety of theories and disciplines can be usefully and
insightfully applied to the study of video games. What follows is a list
(neither comprehensive nor exhaustive) of these areas, each with a brief
survey of concepts and how they relate to video game studies. The entries
are intended to show the overlap between fields and provide starting
points for interdisciplinary research. Together, they provide an overall pic-
ture of the way video game studies is positioned among, and inter-
connected with, a wide range of fields of inquiry. Included in this list
are entries for Anthropology, Art and Aesthetics, Artificial Intelligence,
Business/Industry (includes Marketing), Communication Theory,
Computer Graphics, Computer Programming, Cultural Studies, Design,
Economics, Education, Ethnography, Film Studies, Game Theory, Gender
Studies (includes Feminism), Genre Studies, History, Human-Computer
Interaction, Interdisciplinary Studies, Law, Literary Theory, Ludology,
Media Ecology, Medicine, Methodology, Narratology, New Media
(includes Interactivity), Phenomenology, Philosophy (includes Morality
and Ethics), Politics, Psychoanalysis, Psychology (includes Cognition,
Emotion, and Pleasure), Reception Theory, Semiotics, Sociology, Sub-
creation Studies, Television Studies, and Theater and Performance Studies.



Aesthetics
(see Art and Aesthetics)

Anthropology
As an academic discipline, anthropology came into being in the late nine-
teenth and early twentieth centuries. In the American tradition it is typic-
ally seen to be composed of four subfields: cultural anthropology (also
known as sociocultural anthropology, and as “social anthropology” in the
British tradition and in many other non-US contexts), linguistic anthro-
pology, archaeology, and biological anthropology (also known as physical
anthropology). There are also many focused fields of interest, such as
medical anthropology, legal anthropology, economic anthropology, and
the anthropology of science and technology.

In its most fundamental sense, anthropology is concerned with the
study of anthropos, or human beings. It purposely defines “the human”
in very broad terms, because a common theme in most anthropological
research is in interest in the cross-cutting domains that define human
experience: How is religion political? How is economics shaped by gender?
This fascination with the intersectional nature of social life has helped
make anthropology a highly interdisciplinary discipline, in constant con-
versation with a range of other disciplines and strongly motivated to draw
techniques and theoretical frameworks from outside anthropology itself.
It is for this reason, for instance, that different schools of anthropological
work can be classed with the natural sciences, the social sciences, and the
humanities. Anthropology also has a longstanding interest in questions of
social inequality, and has often helped contribute to activist projects of
exposing and redressing forms of injustice.

It is primarily cultural anthropology and linguistic anthropology that
have contributed to the study of video games. Video games are created
by human beings and thus fall within the purview of anthropology. They
are also played by human beings—often in groups, even “massively multi-
player” groups. Even when played alone, video games are still a social
phenomenon in that the player is in dialogue with the game’s creator and
with broader cultural assumptions built into the game itself. What anthro-
pology brings to the table is an interest in how video games can constitute
cultural spaces with their own cultural assumptions, and also an interest in
how the cultural assumptions created and experienced in video games link
up to cultural logics beyond video games themselves, including environ-
ments of gameplay.

Methodologically, the primary technique anthropologists have brought
to the study of video games is participant observation—the long-term,
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intensive commitment to engaging in the everyday lives of the persons
under study, so as to become as familiar with their cultural perspectives
as possible. Anthropologists also make use of a range of other methods,
including interviewing, historical and archival research, and textual
analysis, but these are usually deployed in the service of participant
observation. For instance, few anthropologists would use interviewing in
isolation—without pairing such interviewing with participant observation
data—because this pairing allows the researcher to investigate the crucial
relationship between what people say they do and what they actually do in
everyday life. This methodological insight links up to the general anthro-
pological interest in social life as multiply and contextually constituted.
Just as humans cannot speak without speaking some language, be it
English, German, or Japanese, so humans cannot live except through the
experiential prism of one or more cultures. Video games can now help
constitute such cultures. And just as English or Japanese is a historical,
social product for which no gene could possibly be discovered, so the
cultures associated with video games are social phenomena, phenomena
that anthropology can help us better understand.

Tom Boellstorff

Art and Aesthetics
An ongoing popular debate regarding the legitimacy of video games con-
cerns the claim of the video game as an art form. As such, video games are
often associated with and compared with other media, especially cinema,
since both are audiovisual media that rely on similar aesthetic conventions,
and often depict diegetic worlds in which narratives take place. Just as
cinema struggled to gain legitimacy when it was new, video games now
face the same questions regarding their artistic status.

Differences of opinion underlying the debate can be explained by the
ambiguity surrounding the notion of art, and the hybrid nature of the
video game medium. Examining the medium’s aesthetics, we can observe
three broad categories of the “artistic” in video games: the video game as
a technical craft, as an audiovisual medium, and as an interactive and
ludic practice.

First and foremost, the video game is a technical art, as video game
creation requires expertise in various domains such as computer science,
design, animation, and so on; such skills are often seen as proof of the
artistic merit of video games. Great achievements in concept art (seen in
the numerous game-art books), character animation, level design, and
game physics reveal the creative richness of video games. However, this
interpretation of art as a technical prowess departs greatly from the notion
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of “Art” as understood in Art History and (Philosophical) Aesthetics. Yet,
over the twentieth century, popular media like film and video expanded
the notion of art in contemporary aesthetics, and succeeded in demon-
strating the aesthetic possibilities and expressive potential of the editing of
images and sound.

As an audiovisual medium, video games represent their diegetic worlds
through graphics and sound. Stories are told by means of character devel-
opment, plot, and settings. Within this realm of representation, an enor-
mous variety of design possibilities are available. Graphics are the result
of many stylistic choices and influences; sounds can be used for different
aesthetic and expository ends; and virtual cameras provide a variety of
point of views. Level designs can involve disciplines such as architecture
and geography.

Video games are also defined by their rules and the interactivity
between the game and the player, making them different from traditional
arts like cinema or theatre, and requiring new methods of analysis different
from those used for traditional media. Video game aesthetics cannot be
limited to the way a game looks or sounds, but must take gameplay into
account. The player’s gameplay experience, both within the diegetic world
as well as with non-diegetic features (such as menus, inventories, control-
lers, and so on) depends on the various design choices made by the game’s
developers. Bad designs can lead to an unpleasant gameplay experience.
Gameplay defines the interactive experience of the video game, and can
also contribute to the emergence of aesthetic expressions one expects to
find in an art form.

Although this tripartite nature of video games (technical, mediatic, and
ludic) is acknowledged in discussions of the artistic nature of the medium,
curiously video game aesthetics as such have been underexplored in video
game studies. The reason may be due to the aforementioned debate about
the legitimacy of video game as a cultural and art form, but also probably
because of the low esteem of the “aesthetic” as a dated classical discipline,
which in the twentieth century was associated with subjective and obsolete
notions of “Beauty” or the “Sublime.” Questions about genre, narrative,
emotion, space, time, graphics, style, game design, and even gameplay, have
all been affiliated with video game aesthetics. These various approaches
imply a more profound need in video game theory for a poetics of the
video game and a better understanding of the functioning of art and
aesthetics within it.

Martin Picard
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Artificial Intelligence
Artificial Intelligence (AI) attempts to reduce intelligent reasoning into
problem solving. It is therefore not surprising to discover the wealth of
applications video games have provided for AI techniques. In most video
games, the player controls a character that interacts with and affects a
virtual world. Virtual opponents must find ways, within their constraints,
to reach the player’s character, to follow and anticipate its moves, and even
to collaborate between themselves to respond to its actions. The player-
character may also be assisted by virtual allies, who can collaborate to
reach a common goal, such as in team sport games. It is therefore crucial
for the virtual characters, including the player-character, to act with
human-like intelligence. They must avoid being too predictable, and adapt
to varying strategies. There is also a fine line between challenging and
crushing the player-character, therefore maintaining the player in a stimu-
lating game interaction.

AI has also provided a number of standard techniques to cater to the
needs in virtual believable intelligence, from the simplest to the most
sophisticated ones. Examples include A* and dynamic A* algorithms for
path planning, flocking and schooling for motions of many opponents,
state machines and agents to respond to actions, needs, and constraints,
neural networks to learn the behavior of a main character, etc.

In certain types of games, the game itself consists in affecting the evolu-
tion of virtual worlds. Evolutionary computation, genetic algorithms, and
emergent behaviors are combined to create variations in events and strat-
egies. Similarities with actual evolutions might even hint that these simula-
tion tools could be used to understand and model past and present real
world situations.

More than just applying these AI techniques to game situations, new
challenges will need to be addressed to respond to the real-time nature of
the game actions/reactions, as well as to adapt to the incredible complexity
of complete worlds of constraints. Moreover, the notion of stimulating
game play and adaptability to the player become crucial notions rarely faced
by AI techniques. They must offer good and bad surprises, provide effective
attachment to the characters, motivate to surpass oneself, control emotions,
etc. All these new challenges need to be recast within effective AI techniques.

Pierre Poulin

Business/Industry
The study of business as practiced in business schools typically comprises
several disciplines such as management (including strategy, innovation,
entrepreneurship, human resources, and organizational behavior),
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marketing (including product development—which overlaps with the
study of innovation in management), finance, and operations research/
operations management. The discipline of management most closely
relates to the understanding of the workings of the video game industry.
Management has been heavily influenced by the “mother” disciplines of
sociology (with institutional theory), economics (with resource theories of
the firm), and psychology (in studies of employee behavior in organiza-
tions). Generally speaking, most business research, at least as practiced
in research business schools, is arcane and aimed at a higher level of
theorizing. It is at this level that the research is least focused on specific
industries like video games, unless by happenstance, and therefore, least
useful. More grounded studies done qualitatively (such as case studies or
ethnographies), or more quantitative, applied economics-based studies of
how industries evolve or develop, can however offer a useful lens into the
workings of video games or creative industries in general. Specific works
on creative industries by Richard Caves, or on Hollywood’s economics by
Arthur De Vany, are good examples (these were written by economists but
could have easily come out of researchers in business or public policy
schools). The former illustrates how intermediaries act as powerful “gate-
keepers” to creative individuals and firms (as would be the case in video
games), while the latter offers an example of how the “hits” nature of
movies can be quantitatively characterized. Case studies offer another lens
into a lower level of phenomena than the industry—one that offers insight
into the strategy of a particular firm. An earlier Harvard Business School
case on Electronic Arts offers one example of this. In this way, phenomena
can be studied at either the firm or organizational level, the industry level,
or the product level. At the product level, studies of product development
in video games could offer insight into how games can be produced “bet-
ter,” that is, more efficiently. The role of creativity in product development
is also broached by research on product development—something that is
also of potential value to video game studies.

Feichin Ted Tschang

Cognition
(see Psychology)

Communication Theory
Communication theory first developed in the 1940s, in part to understand
questions related to wartime propaganda, and the growing influence of the
media on society. Theories take into account human communication,
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mediated communication, and most recently computer-mediated com-
munication. While the field includes theories that study how pairs or
groups of individuals interact, the study of mediated and computer-
mediated communication is where most work in relation to the study of
video games is occurring, with valuable findings.

The richest area in video game studies so far for communication
theory has been the study of multi-player communication, particularly
communication found in online, persistent games such as massively
multiplayer online games (MMOGs). Researchers have successfully em-
ployed theories such as social information processing theory and media
richness theory to help explain user behavior in games. Information pro-
cessing theory predicts that computer-mediated communication users
adapt to media over time and they work with them strategically to com-
pensate for a potential lack of richness. Relatedly, media richness theory
predicts that there is a general ordering of media from rich to poor (with
face-to-face communication being the gold standard, and numerical
information being the most poor), and that the more cues a medium has,
the better suited it is for maintaining relationships. Thus, communication
theories can help us see how various additions to online games such as
voice chat can enrich the experience for players, as well as how users can
strategically choose which type of chat works best in particular situations.

Drawing from the same set of theories, the study of avatars as part of
computer-mediated communication has generated provocative findings
for game studies research. Research has found that avatars are generally
considered to be as rich as audio and video, and further that avatars might
be a valuable tool for contextualizing social interaction and relaying
non-verbal information, rather than simply providing a high-resolution
transmission channel for visual information. Thus, avatars can help us
communicate better online by returning some of the non-verbal cues that
were initially removed when moving away from face-to-face communica-
tion. Research has also found that avatars in online games as well as offline
games influence not only how we play games and interact with others in
the game, but also how we might be bringing particular expectations into
our offline lives as well, based on the avatars we have chosen.

Communication theory also looks at issues related to the context of
communication, including social factors such as race, gender, and class.
Work in this area has found that such identity markers continue to be
important in how individuals perceive games, how they play with others,
and how the industry itself constructs its market. Just as with other forms
of new media, older power structures often remain, and are only slowly
being challenged or changed.

Such a range of theoretical approaches within communication theory
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suggests the value of this avenue for understanding how gamers interact
while playing games, and also how games can help us explore our identities
as well as how games can shape our offline selves. As MMOGs continue to
grow in popularity globally, such theories will become critical to exploring
the interactions that occur in such spaces, as well as how different sorts of
spaces, with different affordances and constraints, can offer players richer
or poorer sites for communication, community building, and identity
exploration.

Mia Consalvo

Computer Graphics
Video games and real-time computer graphics have been closely related
since their early days, even though communication between the two com-
munities was not always as strong as one would expect. One reason for this
distance is that development on video game consoles involved costly spe-
cialized environments and expertise not easily accessible to the academic
field. However, the fast evolution of affordable, high performance, and
general graphics hardware, supported by common APIs (application pro-
gramming interfaces), has stirred up synergy between the two communities.

Computer graphics is generally divided into modeling, animation,
and rendering, with certain overlaps between these fields in many applica-
tions. The challenging real-time requirements of video games have pushed
both communities to adapt their techniques and introduce new solutions.
The impressive progress of efficient graphics pipelines, combined with
faster CPUs and larger memory, have paved the way to new and improved
algorithms. On the graphics hardware side, flexible use of texturing and
programmable pixel, vertex, and geometry shaders have offered new
opportunities to simulate increasingly complex visual effects: sophisticated
lighting and shadowing, complex reflections and refractions, skin sub-
surface scattering, attenuation in participating media, and so forth.

A common method uses pre-rendered textures and various approxima-
tions to display visual effects in static environments, and updates only the
effects that are critical to the limited movement found in the game. This
includes global illumination effects captured by light maps, glossy reflec-
tions by environment maps, and other effects.

More than just rendering real-time images, video games also require
control of real-time movements. Motion-capture databases for articulated
bodies are decomposed and reorganized in motion graphs, interpolated to
respond instantly to player actions, and adapted to the surrounding
environment with inverse kinematics. Skinning allows games to generate
smooth polygonal meshes adapted to the joints between articulated bodies.
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To better immerse characters in their environments, real-time collision
detection and response is computed between the characters themselves as
well as between characters and their environments. Physics-inspired sec-
ondary motions are associated with cloth motion, skin deformations,
breaking objects, and so forth, as well as inanimate objects falling and
breaking, liquids flowing, smoke swirling, and so on.

Typically, game environments are becoming more and more complex,
and many strategies have been developed to efficiently stream the neces-
sary data from slower disks and to release memory space from occluded
structures. Another important solution to the ever-increasing require-
ments of memory and disk space consists in generating believable complex
worlds, and the behaviors occurring within them, from procedural genera-
tive algorithms.

A good understanding of computer graphics, its capabilities and limita-
tions, is crucial to determine what can ultimately contribute to gameplay.
The mutual contributions of video games and real-time computer graph-
ics go hand in hand. Efficient simulation of game worlds, illumination,
and movement contribute to better immerse the player in believable
worlds, and improvements in their quality widens the realm of game
design possibilities.

Pierre Poulin

Computer Programming
Video games and computer programming have had a very intimate rela-
tionship since their inception, and early computer scientists even used
games to test different algorithms and ideas. Computer programming
within the context of video games encompasses many varied topics,
ranging from low-level, machine-based concerns to more abstract, math-
ematical pursuits. One cannot understand how video games are
developed without knowing basic concepts in three-dimensional math-
ematics, fundamentals of computer memory, and the role and impact
multi-core processing has for games.

Video games involve the placement, rendering, and animation of game
objects in a highly interactive fashion. Three-dimensional coordinate
systems allow developers to describe the location and orientation of one
object relative to other objects, and video game developers typically use a
Cartesian coordinate system for their work. This coordinate system allows
one to define a location in space through the use of a tuple of coordinates:
x, y and z. Each of these values represents the position of an object on
each of three orthogonal lines, or axes, that extend from the center of a
coordinate system out to infinity. These values define vectors, from which
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three-dimensional polygonal geometry, and the space of the game world, is
constructed. Developers oftentimes refer to several different spaces in
which objects reside, depending on how objects relate to one another.
For example, “world space” indicates where an object is relative to a cen-
tral, world coordinate system, whereas “model space” indicates where a
part of an object is relative to the object’s coordinate system (for instance,
a character’s mesh has its points defined relative to a central location on
the character).

Video games process a lot of information every time they update,
ranging from where enemies are relative to the player, to texture-mapped
scenery, to how a player should react to being shot. All of these require
the use of low-level computer memory. Memory is always limited, and the
amount available depends on the gaming platform. For example, the
Xbox 360 has 512 MB, the PlayStation 2 has 32 MB, and the Nintendo
Wii has 88 MB, while PCs have varying amounts of memory. A game
developed for any of these platforms will need a set amount of space for
animations, textures, meshes, game data, etc., leading to strict memory
budgets.

Because games are real-time, interactive simulations, all of this memory
and data must be processed very quickly. For example, a game running at
60 frames/s must complete a new frame every 16.7 ms, with each frame
the product of processing input, AI, physics, animation, networking, and
graphics. Furthermore, in a given frame, a game might request 400–500
memory allocations of various sizes. For all those allocations to complete
in under 1 ms (6 percent of a frame), they would each need to be com-
pleted in an average of 0.002 ms. Clearly, memory allocations must be
engineered to be efficient for high-performance games.

To engineer efficient memory systems, game software engineers must
understand the role of memory alignment and memory caches. All com-
puter processors access memory in chunks of certain sizes. The more
aligned a chunk of memory is to the size required by the processor, the
more efficiently it can be processed. Memory caches help facilitate more
efficient processing of data by proving a relatively small storage space in
which to place the most recently accessed data. Cache memory sits between
the processor and the main memory. It is a small amount of very fast
memory whose job is to store memory recently accessed by the processor.
A “cache hit” occurs whenever the processor accesses memory and finds
the data in the cache. This is the ideal situation and bodes well for game
performance. A “cache miss,” on the other hand, is when the processor
attempts to access certain data, but it does not reside in the cache. In this
case, there is a recognizable performance hit as the system must copy the
requested data from main memory into the cache. Taken infrequently,
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cache misses are not much of a problem, but as more and more game data
is processed in a game, cache misses can quickly become a bottleneck to
game performance.

A multi-core processor combines two or more independent processing
units, or cores, into a single package. Some of the more common multi-
core configurations to date are dual-core (containing two processors) and
quad-core (containing four processors). Many current generation game
consoles and PCs contain multiple cores, and it is the responsibility of
game developers to organize their game data and code to use them. At
first glance, it may seem that twice the number of processors will speed
up the execution of the game by a factor of two. In practice, this is
almost never the case. First and foremost, game software must be writ-
ten to take advantage of multiple processors; if not, there will be no
performance gain. Additionally, the performance gained by the use of
multi-core processors depends on the type of problem being solved and
the algorithms and data used to solve it. Current generation consoles
and PCs, with their multiple cores, have introduced a new paradigm in
game software development, which has a direct impact on the overall
process of game development. Game developers can no longer assume
that games will be processed in a serial nature. To fully utilize multi-
core processors, all software must be written with parallel processing in
mind.

Current generation games also demand high levels of interactivity with
the game’s world. Game physics plays a central role in providing this
immersive experience, and can generally be divided into two major com-
ponents: collision detection and collision response. Collision detection is
the process of determining what objects, if any, intersect with one
another. This step uses lightweight data structures to approximate an
object’s geometry (for example, a character’s body can be surrounded
with simple capsule versus a complex mesh of triangles). Fast spatial
algorithms then use these data structures to check for intersections. If an
intersection is found, several pieces of data detailing the intersection are
saved for processing in the next phase. Developers must constantly keep
in mind that the more complex the geometry used to represent a game
object, the more time it takes to process the interaction of this object with
other objects.

Collision response is the task of determining what to do to the intersect-
ing objects found in the previous step. It is in this phase that the laws of
physics are applied to the rigid bodies that approximate the intersecting
game objects. While current generation physics engines can detect and
resolve collisions very quickly, there is always a tradeoff between the accur-
acy and the speed of the simulation. Providing the immersive experience of
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a fully interactive game world to the player, without sacrificing perform-
ance, is the black art of game physics.

Michael Seare

Computer Science
(see Computer Graphics, Computer Programming, Human-Computer
Interaction)

Cultural Studies
Although cultural studies is not a unified field and overlaps with a variety
of fields including media studies, gender studies, political science, phil-
osophy, and anthropology, its central concerns involve such things as ideol-
ogy, ethnicity, nationality, and social structures, and the way these interact
with cultural values. Cultural studies also looks at processes and issues that
shape these concerns, including power relations and the production of
cultural meaning and identity. Applied to video games, cultural studies
can examine how cultural values are reflected in video games and in their
marketing; how games can be seen as cultural artifacts as well as how they
fit into industry as commercial products, or in the case of experimental
and independent games, how they function outside of the industry.

Used to examine individual games, cultural studies can help reveal the
way games embody ideologies and fit into larger political structures and
projects, and the way that games can train players to think in certain ways
and possibly to accept behavioral rules and procedures, in much the same
way that sojourners into foreign cultures learn and sometimes adapt to
their ways. Because cultures (and cultural stereotypes) are often repre-
sented within video games themselves, through characters, artifacts, cus-
toms, and game design in general, cultural studies can also be used in form
and content analyses of games and game series as well. How games are
received by different cultures and what this reveals about those cultures
could also be examined. The retrogaming movement, which brings back
old games and their aesthetics, and involves the creation of new games
according to dated aesthetics and technological limitations, is also ripe for
cultural analysis since it underscores the cultural differences of bygone eras.

Cultural studies can also be applied to the surrounding context in which
games appear, including the way people use games, both individually and
socially in fan communities. Different modes of video gaming require
different kinds of study, from the public gaming done in arcades or on
mobile phones or handheld units, to the private gaming on home systems.
In cases of massively multiplayer online games which have hundreds of
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thousands or even millions of players, cultural studies maybe even be
applied to the cultures that arise within the games’ worlds and used to
examine their customs, lingo, social groups and classes, and other dis-
tinguishing social and cultural features, and also compare them to trad-
itional cultures.

Mark J. P. Wolf

Design
Design, as an area of theory and practice, tries to derive universal or
elemental principles that can be usefully applied in any design context,
from websites to street signs, corporate logos to public spaces. The field
draws from architecture, classic composition, psychology, sociology, engi-
neering, literary theory, and countless other fields, and as such, often
presents itself as an eclectic assembly of general rules and best practices to
be deployed or disregarded as needed. Nevertheless, design theorists and
practitioners point to the tendency of certain principles to appear repeat-
edly across wide-ranging contexts as evidence that they are universal, or at
least nearly so. The overlap between design studies and video games pulls
in several directions: the analysis of video games as a way to derive and
support general principles of design; the study of specific video games for
how well they follow design principles and how that affects their impact;
and the application of design principles by game developers to guide and
potentially improve their games.

Examples of design principles commonly applied in video games
include such basics of classic composition as the rule of thirds, where
design spaces are divided into a grid of nine equal blocks, with rules
dictating the placement of primary design components resulting in a visu-
ally interesting relationship between those elements. The golden ratio, in
which the larger part of a whole forms a ratio of 0.618 to the whole itself,
is found throughout the natural world and has likewise found its way into
world of art, becoming a main principle of classic design. Similar com-
positional guidelines exist for the ratio of waist to hip, the head to the
body, and for the relationship of elements in the human face, with the
manipulation of the those ratios thought to have predictable aesthetic
results. While these principles have long been understood by artists and are
present throughout art and design, more recently derived concepts such as
the application of the Fibonacci sequence or the manipulation of figure-
ground, also known as figure-field, perception as discussed in Gestalt the-
ory show the ease with which design practitioners engage new areas of
thought to their advantage. Originally derived by an Italian economist to
discuss distribution of wealth, the 80/20 rule, which contends that 80
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percent of the effects generated by any large system are due to 20 percent
of the variables in that system, might be used to anticipate how players
interact with game interfaces. Similarly, understanding psychological and
sociological dynamics such as bias toward faces that are classically attract-
ive or infant-like in appearance, the tendency to look for closure and
alignment among related elements in a design, or the tendency to look for
confirmation rather than contradiction of previously drawn conclusions
when confronting new evidence can all be usefully employed in game
design. Similarly, game designers have recently drawn upon disability stud-
ies to improve the accessibility of their games. These are just a few
examples of design principles that have been effectively borrowed from a
wide range of intellectual fields and applied to video games.

Commonly-used design principles might be seen to compete or even
contradict in their potential application, and not all design principles are
applied equally or in all contexts. The role of the designer is to know which
principles to apply and when and how to apply them. Nevertheless, design
theorists would argue that many design principles will appear regardless of
intent. While it is common in popular game reviews to comment on art
and game design and whether it is “good” or “bad,” usually to the point of
assigning numerical ranks in an attempt at objectivity, less attention is paid
to the reasons why that design is more or less pleasing to the viewer. The
study of design in a game context would base that appraisal upon an
understanding of why game design is effective or not, due to the effective
application of design principles and a given game’s adherence, variance,
and creativity in deploying them. The application of design concepts to
game studies then offers the advantage of a common language that draws
upon the fruits of many other fields.

Trevor Elkington

Economics
Contemporary mainstream economics is a social science that relies on
rigorous argumentation and mathematics to produce formal models of
economic phenomena: those relating to the production, distribution, trade
and consumption of goods and services. The advantage of the mathemat-
ical approach is that it delivers tangible, quantifiable results that can poten-
tially predict future outcomes. The downside is that the models involve a
large number of assumptions that may or may not hold true, limiting the
applicability of the results in practice.

Taken at face value, many video games involve activities that bear a
resemblance to economic phenomena: buying and selling items, using
money, consuming, gathering raw materials, etc. Sometimes economic
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terms are used in the narrative; in other cases the rules of the game make
economic analogies apparent. Could economic analysis be applied to video
games to yield some useful new understanding about them?

One could analyze the economy of Super Mario Bros. as follows: “The
factors of production are Mario’s labor and boxes. By expending Mario’s
labor on the boxes, a player can produce goods such as mushrooms and
flowers. The goods are perishable and must be consumed immediately.
Consumers generally prefer flowers over mushrooms.” However, this
analysis is not very useful: it does not provide us any new insights beyond
what we already know about the mechanics of the game and player
behavior.

More complex game economies can be much more difficult to under-
stand and explain. For example, in massively-multiplayer online games,
interactions between large numbers of players, goods, production pro-
cesses and consumption activities can lead to unexpected consequences.
Prices can crash or skyrocket, goods can become sparse or over-
abundant, characters can end up penniless or ridiculously rich, and
players can lock into unintended behavior patterns. From a designer’s
point of view, it may be difficult to anticipate the consequences of a
small tweak or a new feature in the economy. In these cases, economic
analysis may be useful.

The branch of economics that deals with large-scale aggregate measures
such as total production and general price level is called macroeconomics.
Existing macroeconomic models can rarely be applied to game economies,
because the game economies’ resemblance to real national economies is
only superficial at the macro level. Instead, macroeconomic analysis of
game economies is carried out using models tailored for each game. One
notable macroeconomic phenomenon observed in games is called “mud-
flation”: a situation where the aggregate amount of goods in circulation
increases faster than the number of consumers. In the real world this is
called real economic growth and gladly welcomed, but in a game economy
it can spoil everything by making the game too easy.

The other main branch of economics is called microeconomics, and it
comprises a variety of theories and approaches for analyzing economic
phenomena on the level of markets and individual decision-makers. For
example, supply and demand curves explain how equilibrium prices of
goods are determined on the market. This can be used to predict how a
market reacts to shocks, such as the developer making some raw material
twice as hard to obtain.

In addition to the analysis of purely economic phenomena, in recent
decades there has been a trend of extending economic analysis to areas that
used to be the exclusive domain of disciplines such as sociology or social
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psychology. For example, rational choice theory and game theory have
been used to analyze families and human relationships.

Game theory focuses on situations where the most favorable behavior
of a decision maker depends on other decision makers’ choices. In video
games, game theory can predict typical player behavior, and how that
behavior changes if the rules are changed. Applications include analyzing
multiplayer rulesets, optimizing AI player behavior and understanding the
dynamics of cooperative play in the presence of conflicting incentives.

While this discussion focused on economic analysis of video games
conducted with the purpose of understanding, predicting and developing
games, an interesting related research strategy is the use of video games to
develop economic theory. Rich behavioral data from massively multiplayer
games can be used to test and possibly improve the models and assump-
tions regarding human behavior on which economists so often rely.

Vili Lehdonvirta and Tuukka Lehtiniemi

Education
Education can be defined broadly as pedagogy, or an interest in the activ-
ities of teaching and learning. Therefore, a pedagogical approach to video
games is an attempt to understand the use of video games for teaching
and learning across multiple contexts. Although pedagogy is often con-
fined by definition to Elementary and Secondary environments, education
and the study of video games involves teaching and learning in both
in-school and out-of-school contexts (for example, at home), in K-12
and post-secondary classrooms, and in work and professional training
opportunities. There are three important theoretical considerations related
to the study of video games from an educational perspective.

First, educational video game researchers look at both direct and
indirect instruction of video games. Direct instruction describes learning
with games that focus on concrete teaching or learning of concepts, skills,
or knowledge. An example of direct instruction would be a student learn-
ing math concepts through an educational mathematics game or a busi-
ness professional learning sales techniques through a sales game. Indirect
instruction can be defined as learning concepts, knowledge, or skills with a
game where the main goal of the game is something other than learning
those particular concepts, skills, or sets of knowledge. An example might
be teaching social studies in a commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) role-
playing game or improving surgical dexterity through the use of a hand-
held sports game.

A second important pedagogical consideration is the notion of what is
actually being taught or learned. Many educational researchers focus on
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the use of educational or COTS games to teach content; in doing so, they
focus on the psychological notion of cognition. The content learned, per-
ceived, or reasoned could be knowledge or skills and the content is applied
to a home, school, or work environment. Training future medical doctors,
teaching students math and science, and improving students’ reading and
writing abilities are all examples of content-based pedagogy. The content
or skills learned could come from direct or indirect instruction.

Conversely, for other researchers, the “what” being learned relates to
psychological features outside of cognition; oftentimes these elements of
study relate to social and emotional characteristics. Exploring one’s iden-
tity, confronting issues of race and gender bias, and investigating happi-
ness, depression, or violence after video game play are all examples of a
social and emotional approach to research. Again, this type of learning
could be direct or indirect.

A third and final important differentiation in understanding the peda-
gogical study of video games is to understand the purpose for the game
itself. There are three subcategories within this final pedagogical differen-
tiation. First, some educational researchers are interested in educational
game design. These researchers often draw on the field of instructional
design. Instructional design is the systematic development of instruction
drawing on adapted and adopted theories of learning. Educational
researchers explore what pedagogical theories can be applied to various
gaming environments to create the most effective teaching and learning
conditions. For instance, educational game researchers might be interested
in the importance of a training level for player motivation, enjoyment,
and learning.

A second use of the video game is actual video game play itself. Video
game play has become an important pedagogic tool for instruction and
research because most theories of learning highlight the importance of
play. Current and past pedagogic theories have suggested that play provides
a safe and motivational environment for learners to try out knowledge and
skills they have gained. Many researchers and theorists have argued that
play—and video game play—provides a point of interaction between learn-
ing and doing, thus enabling the practical application of concepts, skills,
and knowledge. The fact that these gaming environments are enjoyable
for users provides continued motivation to support their learning.

A final notion of video game use is video game development. Although
much of the educational research focuses on game design and game play,
innovative tools allow even young learners to create video games without
having to understand complex programming languages. Video game cre-
ation is important because it provides learners with authentic opportun-
ities to create artifacts of their learning as well as opportunities for others
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to learn from their creations. Developers end up having to learn content
and skills as they prepare to create a meaningful and engaging environ-
ment for teaching and learning.

Richard E. Ferdig

Emotion
(see Psychology)

Ethics
(see Philosophy)

Ethnography
Ethnography, literally the “writing of culture,” is properly speaking not a
method but the product of a method. It is a literary form that aims to
present a comprehensive understanding of a culture, or at least of some
aspect of a culture. Ethnography is strongly linked to a particular discip-
line, cultural anthropology, but sociologists, cultural studies scholars,
political scientists, and others sometimes produce ethnographic work as
well. It is also strongly linked to a particular method, participant observa-
tion. In participant observation, a researcher strives to involve herself or
himself in the everyday lives of the persons whose culture is the subject of
inquiry. In doing so, the researcher works to elucidate cultural assumptions
and logics that may be implicit or unspoken, and thus cannot be under-
stood through elicitation methodologies like interviews.

As products of a methodology founded in participant observation, eth-
nographies typically seek to present the reader with a sense of what it is
like to live as a member of the culture described. Many ethnographies
employ vignettes or first-person narratives in service of this goal. However,
most ethnographies also draw upon historical data, textual analysis, and
quantitative data to round out their analytical frameworks. Originally,
ethnographies often sought to present a complete picture of a culture. But
even in the early work of classic researchers like Bronislaw Malinowski,
ethnographers have found it necessary to focus their analyses. For instance,
while originally aiming to present a complete ethnography of the Trobriand
islanders (near Papua New Guinea), Malinowski ended up with a series of
ethnographies: one focusing on trade, one focusing on agriculture, one
focusing on law, and so on. Cultures are so complex that an ethnography
that attempted to cover every aspect of even a small, localized culture
would become so large as to be impractical. As a result, contemporary
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ethnographers almost always focus on particular aspects of a culture,
although typically they remain attentive to how other cultural domains
impinge upon and shape aspects of the culture under consideration.

Ethnography was a relative latecomer to the study of video games,
which early on was dominated by both quantitative and literary
approaches. However, ethnography is now a major modality by which
researchers present analyses of video games. This can include treating a
video game as a culture in its own right, particularly in the case of mas-
sively multiplayer online games that persist as virtual places whether or not
any particular participant is logged in. Contexts of video game play, from
arcades to living rooms, can also be described and analyzed through eth-
nographies. As the study of video games continues to expand, there will
undoubtedly appear whole new genres of ethnographic writing that pro-
vide new perspectives on video games, their embeddedness in cultural
contexts, and how they can become cultural contexts themselves, with a
profound impact on social life.

Tom Boellstorff

Feminism
(see Gender Studies)

Film Studies
Film studies is an interdisciplinary field of research which examines films
in eclectic ways, exploring their formal, aesthetic, and rhetorical devices
toward an understanding of the medium’s properties and conventions. As
it has developed a variety of conceptual frameworks and useful tools for
analyzing how images and sounds function, film studies represents a fertile
ground for transmedial approaches which theorize about audio-visual
media, including video games. It is even possible to imagine video games
as a remediation of many other art forms, including film. As a result, it is
primarily on the basis of a comparative analysis that looking at video
games through the lens of film studies can prove valuable.

As an audio-visual medium, video games share some common ground
with film when it comes to visual and sound design. Shared features such
as camera angles, framing and composition, camera movements, lighting,
sound, and optical effects are used in creating cohesion, through specific
points of view, between the player and the digital spaces and worlds
explored in games. Video games also exploit elements of mise-en-scène in
terms of the arrangement and movement of figures in game space, as well
as editing patterns to establish spatial, temporal, and rhythmic relations
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between virtual “shots.” Video games also use filmic sound conventions to
build an emotional setting. From the blood-chilling atmosphere of a sur-
vival horror game to the action-packed sequences of a first-person shooter,
games rely on soundscapes and musical scores resembling those designed
for movies. Formal analyses rooted in film theory are not only useful for
analyzing and understanding a video game’s pre-rendered non-interactive
structures such as cut-scenes, but can be used when studying interactive
sequences as well since they can highlight key differences between movies
and video games.

While video games do not always rely on a narrative structure, many
mainstream games have backstories based in elaborate fictional settings,
and their depictions often follow cinematic conventions. Since video
games can be seen as a new form of storytelling, it is not surprising that
they borrow elements from the narrative structures of films, even though
such applications may need to be adapted to the non-linear structures
found in some games. Likewise, tools from film theory used for the analy-
ses of spectator interpolation, suture, and audiovisual conventions can be
used to analyze video games.

The video game industry also has economical and institutional parallels
with the film industry, and replicates its modus operandi in the areas of
pre-production, production, and post-production, and likewise shares
the pressure of release dates. Finally, similar marketing processes are used
for promoting films and games. Indeed, both share the same venues,
including theatres and rental stores, and compete for the use of the televi-
sion in the home.

Although some may resist using film theory to study video games due
to the differences between film and video games, the cinematic nature of
so many games and their borrowing from the film medium, both formally
and in terms of content, make film theory a useful approach to study
video games that can (and should) be used in conjunction with other
approaches.

Guillaume Roux-Girard

Game Theory
How do, or how should, strategic participants in a multi-player game
behave? Game theory attempts to answer this question. This is perhaps a
more ambitious goal than it at first seems, since the range of games is vast.
For example, tic-tac-toe, auctions, economic markets, and trade negoti-
ations are all considered “games,” and game theory originated as the
mathematical study of such human interactions. Today, massive multi-
player video games belong to the most complex classes of games, and here
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we will discuss three aspects of game theory that have particular relevance
for video games: game design, game dynamics, and complexity theory.

First, let us consider game design. More specifically, we focus on one
particular aspect known as mechanism design. The central question in
mechanism design is how to design a game to ensure desired behaviors or
outcomes? For instance, in multi-player games, if players act in a purely
self-interested fashion then the resultant outcome may be poor for society
as a whole and, perhaps surprisingly, even for every single individual player,
too. To see this, consider a fisherman deciding how many fish to catch in
a season. It is clearly in his short-term interest to catch as many fish as
possible. However, if every fisherman makes such a decision then the fish
stock may become depleted or even exhausted. Evidently, this is a poor
outcome for the fishermen as well as the fish! A similar issue arises with
congestion effects in road networks. Commuters decide whether or not to
drive to work, and if so which routes to take; if too many commuter choose
to drive along the same roads then the resulting congestion could end up
delaying all the drivers (as well as decrease the air quality for everyone).

One goal of mechanism design is to alleviate these problems by
changing the rules of the game before it is played. This may be achieved by
attempting to change the inherent incentives to the players in the game.
In our examples this may be achieved via the sale or auction of fishing
permits and by introducing road tolls. The additional costs may influence
behavior by making certain options relatively less attractive. These
examples illustrate that even subtle changes to the game may have drastic
effects on behaviors or outcomes. In most social contexts the goal of
mechanism design will typically be to try to encourage nice or cooperative
behavior. Note, though, that mechanism design can also be used for the
opposite effect if that would improve the playability of the video game!

A second important area of research concerns dynamic games, into
which category most video games fall. The game situation and the partici-
pants may change over time. How does this affect strategic decision mak-
ing, especially in the context of repeated interactions between players?
From a practical perspective, this question is still not at all well understood.

Finally, consider complexity theory, a well studied concept in computer
science. For time and/or communication complexity reasons, many game
theoretic concepts and prescriptions may not be appropriate in games
played over a short time period or in real-time games. Determining what
concepts may be applicable to video games therefore requires some under-
standing of the computational powers of the game participants (be they
humans or computers). As an illustration, consider the game of chess. It is
known that optimal strategies for the players exist. In fact, chess has a
value: either white can always force a win or black can always force a win,
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or both players can always force a draw. However, the sheer number of
possibilities involved implies that neither the value of the game nor the
optimal strategies are known. Moreover, it is unlikely that they ever will be
known, and this is despite the fact that chess is a relatively simple game.
This observation has big implications. For example, can we expect players
to choose strategies the finding of which may be computationally beyond
them? Complexity issues also have major consequences for the other two
topics discussed, such as which mechanisms have a realistic chance of
being successful. Algorithmic game theory is a field that attempts to
address and quantify these issues.

Adrian Vetta

Gender Studies
Video games intricately intersect with gender and represent a compelling
arena in which to explore, advance, and contest feminist agendas. Digital
games emerged as an obscure, novel form of play for adolescent males and
have evolved into a major form of entertainment. Although both girls and
boys and adult women and men play games, many game genres remain
male-oriented, and the industry male-dominated.

Considerable research has focused on questions of what female players
want in a game. In the mid 1990s, female entrepreneurs introduced
the first “Pink Games” tailored to ultra feminine girl interests. Some
feminists object to games which emphasize stereotypically feminine inter-
ests, seeing them as ghettoizing girl games, reinforcing stereotypes and
limiting girls’ choices. In the current industry context where almost all
commercial game designers are male, some feminist research looks at
the kinds of games girls create as a way of understanding their preferences
and interests.

Feminist theories consider how social structures contribute to gender
inequalities. As games become increasingly sophisticated and pervasive,
the tendency for boys to spend vastly more time playing games perpetuates
a technology gender gap. Games are considered a gateway for young people
to technological skill and interested in computer programming. Playing
games, particularly complex games, and constructive associated activities
such as modding and machinima serve as trajectories to technological
expertise. In ways that never happened with television or movies, those
who seek to empower girls and women see that goal advanced by playing
games, and impeded by lack of gaming experience.

As digital games come to be designed and used for purposes beyond
entertainment as games for learning and games for physical and cognitive
health, feminist theories motivate and inform studies of whether all players
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are equally well served by the design of games and the social contexts in
which they are played.

Gender studies of the representation of females in games, both as non-
player characters and player avatars include content analysis of hypersexu-
alized physical representation, gender-stereotypical roles, and implicit
values, overt themes, and game narratives involving violence and sex
including violence against women.

Post-structural feminists object to the essentialization of gender, includ-
ing assumptions of innate and universal differences. Post-structural femi-
nist theorist Judith Butler introduced the notion of “gender play,” meaning
that both girls and boys, and men and women, experiment with gendered
expressions. Class, ethnicity, and other cultural factors influence an indi-
vidual’s developing gender identity. Gender is “performed” in different
local contexts. Gaming activities are not neutral or isolated acts, but
involve a person’s becoming and acting in the world as part of the con-
struction of a complex identity.

Post-feminist theorists study how individual players perform gender
within a particular game and within a particular social context. Games
permit players to role play, to try on different identities, to choose and
customize their avatar. Thus, depending on the game, players can choose to
appear to be female, male, or androgynous. Games involve competition,
cooperation, (virtual) violence, and (virtual) sex. Game play occurs not in
isolation but in a social context with its own gender-related complexities.

Gender differences research looks at essentialist differences between
female and males, such as studies of 3-D rotation abilities, functional brain
analysis, and competitiveness. An extreme example are evolutionary biol-
ogy perspectives looking back at presumed gender roles in prehistoric
hunter-gatherer societies. Feminist scholars tend to take issue with viewing
gender differences as immutable socio-biological imperatives, arguing that
such approaches ignore cultural, contextual, and individual differences,
reinforce stereotypes and limit possibilities.

Carrie Heeter

Genre Studies
Historically, genre constitutes a key way of understanding a variety of
literary and artistic forms. The concept is of importance to video game
scholars because genre conceives of the relations between texts as central
to the production of meaning. As John Frow points out in his book
Genre (2006), genre remains “a set of conventional and highly organized
constraints on the production and interpretation of meaning.” In light
of the narratology/ludology debate, video games may no longer be
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unproblematically analyzed as simply “texts” that produce “meanings,” as
this is only a part of their operation. Video games complicate ideas of
genre that rely on narrative structure (like literary genres) or iconography
(like visual genres), by hybridizing narrative and visual iconography, with
concerns unique to the video game medium: virtual representation of
spaces, movements, and actions, and well as non-representational elem-
ents, particularly modes of interaction. Thus, whilst Halo: Combat Evolved
(Bungie Studios, 2001) and Sid Meier’s Alpha Centauri (Firaxis, 1999) are
both games with a science-fiction narrative and iconography, the two
games’ spaces, movements, and actions are completely different. Rather
than being considered of the same genre, they are more usefully each
placed in a genre with other games that share similar game elements; Halo
with a long series of iterations of first-person shooters going back to
Wolfenstein 3-D (id Software, 1992), and Alpha Centauri with other turn-
based strategy games like Civilization (Microprose, 1991) and Master of
Orion (Simtex, 1993).

Much as in other media, genre comes into play in video games in the
form of a tacit agreement between video game designers, publishers,
and promoters, and the audience or players. Thus genre acts as a notion
that cues players to previous experiences of play, and publishers to success-
ful market demographics. However, these categories are not always so
neatly delineated that they produce endless imitations. Mass Effect
(BioWare, 2007), for example, is a role-playing game that draws on
elements from the first-person shooter genre. Mario and Luigi: Partners in
Time (AlphaDream, 2005), also is considered to be a role-playing game,
however, it also shares many spatial, and aesthetic similarities with plat-
form games. The parameters of genre are blurry, and the categories
themselves are often flexible enough to accommodate games which have
substantial differences.

Genre in video games walks a fine line between repetition and innov-
ation. Often, successful games that experiment with genre conventions
establish their own genres or subgenres, as the video game industry
seeks to capitalize on the initial game. For example, Grand Theft Auto III
(Rockstar North, 2001)—which is itself one in a series of several sequels—
has become a more or less a subgenre into itself, spawning a number of
imitators that follow its very successful genre conventions: True Crime:
Streets of LA (Luxoflux, 2003), Saints Row (Volition, 2006), and The
Getaway (Team SOHO, 2003). The following of generic conventions has
become a standard practice in the video game industry, however, the audi-
ence will also often criticize games that are perceived as relying on genre
conventions without also introducing an innovation or twist.

Thomas H. Apperley
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History
At a very basic philosophical level, it is impossible to separate the present
and the past. History, then, is the vital discipline of interpreting the ever-
present past. Historians sift, sort, select the past (what is available to them
anyway) and patch together a story that helps make sense of current condi-
tions. They may also take already-interpreted evidence and re-interpret it.

While historians do not have many formally titled methodologies, cer-
tain definitions and techniques are foundational to historical research.
All history is based on the analysis of textual evidence: written and printed
documents, photographs, videos, film, audio recordings, and interviews
with eyewitnesses of historical events or conditions. Historians distinguish
between primary and secondary sources: the former are direct records of
an event and the latter are either much later accounts or interpretations
of primary sources. Naturally, primary sources are of critical importance
for developing historical accounts. Historians can also study the work of
other historians: this is called historiography. This kind of activity can be
very useful for analyzing the ideological bias and cultural blindspots of
history writers.

Practically any kind of history can be filtered through any kind of
social theory or ideological perspective: gender theory, Marxism, post-
modernism, liberalism, post-colonialism, a wide variety of religious world-
views, and more. However, the second half of the twentieth century saw a
general shift of perspective within the discipline, largely related to the rise
of postmodern ways of thinking. This resulted in a number of different
emphases, such as a focus on interpretation rather than objectivity and the
consideration of human agency rather than deterministic explanations.
One of the biggest shifts has been from a top-down account of history—a
biography-style narrative of great political, economic, and military
leaders—to a bottom-up account, which stresses the experiences of social
groups as a whole, with special attention given to so-called ordinary people.

What can the study of history do for the study of video games? In a
general sense, it helps to avoid reducing the study of games to simplistic,
mechanistic, and deterministic explanations. For example, why are the
leading companies so successful? Economic, psychological, and techno-
logical explanations go part of the way, but all these forces occur within a
particular context. Good history reveals the incredible complexity of any
social activity.

What kinds of things are worth historical study? The most obvious is
also the most heavily done: biographies of the pioneers of the game indus-
try. But the shift to a bottom-up perspective in history suggests that much
more is possible. Social histories of the games industry would emphasize
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the socioeconomic context of the pioneers, none of which worked in a
vacuum. There could be histories of play: games are not just made—they
are used.

There could be attention to marginalized voices. Progressive scholar-
ship, for example, examines the voices of underprivileged social groups. A
feminist history of gaming might be an example. Social Construction of
Technology theorists argue that any solid history of technology investigates
so-called failures just as much as the successes. Spectacular flame-outs like
the Virtual Boy or Daikatana are widely documented, but game historians
could also examine the multitude of unremarkable AAA-budget games
with C-level sales or the projects that started and never finished. Another
possible avenue is focusing on very local histories of gaming or histories
outside of the centers of power in the USA, Europe, and Japan.

Historiography can also contribute to video game studies. Most obvi-
ously, this would mean an analysis of the growing field of game history.
A little less obviously, this might also mean an intellectual history of
scholarship that could give some perspective to the still-establishing field
of video game studies.

It is not just video game studies that can benefit from historical theory—
the relationship works the other way too. One of the most interesting things
that games do to history is they tend to shift attention to historical social
systems and historical environments as opposed to an emphasis on events
and narrative coherence. And games about history wreak havoc with
deterministic conceptualizations of the past—as such, they are an interest-
ing window into the controversial area of study theory called virtual history.

Kevin Schut

Human-Computer Interaction
Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) is an interdisciplinary field focused
on the design and evaluation of user interfaces for computational systems.
HCI is concerned with methodologies for designing, prototyping, imple-
menting, evaluating, and comparing interfaces; developing new hardware,
software, styles, and techniques for interaction; and developing models
and theories of interaction, including those concerning the behavior, goals,
capacities, and limitations of the human users of interfaces.

A point commonly made is that, from the user’s point of view, the
interface is the (software or hardware) product, since the interface is, in
some sense, all the user ever sees. This principle applies at least as much to
video games as to office productivity software, since the act of interacting
with the game probably contributes more to the user’s overall enjoyment
than achieving a high score. Given this importance of user interfaces, and
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the challenges of designing for a variety of users with different back-
grounds and skill levels, HCI has adapted or developed several methods to
support the stages of an iterative design life cycle. These include: methods
for gathering information about current interfaces and requirements for
new interfaces, such as observational techniques and task analysis;
methods that enable users to directly influence the design process, such as
participatory design; methods for quickly prototyping interfaces, using
paper or using software that allows interfaces to be quickly “sketched”; and
methods for evaluating designs and prototypes, such as usability testing,
heuristic evaluation, or cognitive walkthroughs. Most of these methods
could be applied to video game design with some adjustment.

HCI also studies traditional and novel input and output hardware
devices that could eventually make their way into video games. Examples
of input devices include keypads and keyboards for both sitting and
mobile use; pointing devices (mice, joysticks, trackballs, touchpads, hand
guns, wands, and so on) with 2, 3, or more degrees of freedom; micro-
phones for audio input; and cameras, eye tracking devices, and motion-
capture (mocap) devices that could be used in multimodal or perceptual
interfaces. Output devices include screens, projectors, stereoscopic displays
(involving LCD shutter glasses or head-mounted displays, for example),
3-D volumetric displays, speaker and headphone systems for audio
output, and haptic devices for touch output or force feedback. At the time
of writing, haptic output is common in gamepad controllers, and the
recent Nintendo Wii has been surprisingly successful in popularizing a
non-traditional pointing device. At the same time, the mouse stubbornly
remains the most common pointing device used in desktop video games,
in part because of its pointing performance. Fitts’ law predicts the average
time required to point at an on-screen target using a pointing device, and
can be used to characterize the performance of a pointing device in terms
of an index of performance. Studies using Fitts’ law have shown that the
mouse has an excellent index of performance, outperforming most other
pointing devices.

On the software side, HCI investigates many interaction styles and
interaction techniques that have been or could be applied to video game
interfaces. Topics include natural language interfaces, window manage-
ment, direct manipulation, gestural interaction, two-handed interaction
(for example, with two mice), and techniques for navigating 2-D and 3-D
worlds. One interesting example is radial menus (also known as pie
menus), which are a non-traditional kind of menu enabling a fast, gestural
style of input. Radial menus have been slowly adopted in an increasing
number of software applications, and probably achieved the greatest and
earliest penetration within video game interfaces. There are, nevertheless,
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much more sophisticated interaction techniques that remain almost com-
pletely unused outside of the HCI research community. HCI also studies
new and better ways of rendering visual information on the user’s display
device, making use of 3-D depth cues, transparency, animation, zooming,
and techniques from information visualization for visually depicting large,
dynamic sets of abstract data.

An additional area within HCI of increasing relevance for video games
studies is Computer Supported Collaborative Work (CSCW), which
studies the design and use of interfaces when multiple users collaborate
to complete tasks. Video game interfaces increasingly support multiple
players who may be co-located or situated remotely over a network.
Within a game, players communicate, collaborate, coordinate, and com-
pete. Outside a game, they may share, buy, and sell custom modifications
or user-created game content. CSCW has design methodologies, inter-
action techniques, and theories which could be directly applied to video
game design.

Michael McGuffin

Industry
(see Business/Industry)

Interactivity
(see New Media)

Interdisciplinary Studies
Interdisciplinarity is a wide phenomenon, covering all those multiple forms
of research and education that fall between established academic discip-
lines, or which exploit multiple disciplinary perspectives and methodolo-
gies in productive ways. Interdisciplinarity is a natural part of new,
emerging fields of science and scholarship, including video game studies.

Interdisciplinary studies of games and play have sometimes included
studies of games where the “ludological” analyses of interactive (ludic)
structures have been enmeshed with concepts that are originally derived
from within literary, film, or television studies. Other fruitful encounters
have taken place at the disciplinary borderlands surrounding disciplines
such as computer science, psychology, sociology, education research, legal
studies, and economics. Given the broad disciplinary range that has been
typical for game studies conferences and seminars, it is perhaps indeed
more difficult to find some discipline which has not been applied to the
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academic study of games, than to give a comprehensive list of those
which have.

The most challenging and overt form of interdisciplinarity involves
crossing major academic division lines, like those between natural sciences,
social sciences, mathematics, humanities, and the arts. It is easier for a
humanist to collaborate with a colleague trained in another humanist
discipline, than to write a paper together with a physicist, for example. Yet,
such a striking combination of disciplinary perspectives might actually
lead into more original and surprising outcomes.

The main obstacles in doing interdisciplinary game studies are the same
as for interdisciplinarity in general: there are cultural barriers between
academic disciplines that make it sometimes hard for scholars even to
understand what differently trained colleagues are speaking about. The
fundamental values as well as practical aims and mindsets of doing
research might also be at odds with each other. The discussion and debate
necessary to sort out the communicational stumbling blocks take time,
and might just lead researchers to realize better their fundamental dis-
agreements, rather than to help them in creating a productive partnership.
Operating within one’s native discipline is often an easier, quicker, and less
risky way of doing research.

Why then, does interdisciplinarity remain one of the buzzwords of
twenty-first century academia? To start with, the multi-perspectival pro-
cesses that are involved in doing interdisciplinary research will result in
more information being collected about the subject of study. Next, as the
researchers are comparing their results, the knowledge they create will
also stand in a more solid ground and be more likely to endure the tests of
time and critique. Finally, as interdisciplinary work needs to be conversant
with multiple theoretical and conceptual dialects and generally free from
domain-specific jargon, it is in good position to make an impact beyond
the narrow circles of specialists. It is also possible to argue that as parts of
our world are becoming increasingly interconnected in many different
ways, most research work will eventually need to develop into inter-
disciplinary directions to keep in pace with the change. As everything is
(or could be) connected with everything else, only an interdisciplinary
team or researcher is able to make sense of it.

Doing interdisciplinary game studies is typically teamwork, but it is also
possible for a single person to develop competencies in multiple fields. The
danger of eclecticism is, however, something that needs to be taken into
account; a dilettante who dabbles in multiple research traditions, without
really understanding the core fundamentals from any of them, is only a
caricature of truly interdisciplinary research. It is advisable to consider
carefully whether some genuine research problem or shared interest makes
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it necessary to bring multiple theories, methodologies or discourses into a
single study, or if satisfactory results can be perfectly well be achieved
within some single, established approach.

It is difficult, then, to set limits as to how innovative and productive
interdisciplinary video game studies can be; if game researchers, for
example, combine approaches from sociology, geography, and computer
science, they might find interesting ways of studying situated play in mixed
reality multiplayer games. The combination of perspectives and research
traditions derived from anthropology and game design research might
inspire researchers to address the potentials of game engines for preserving
the art and traditions of native storytelling. Other innovative applications
of interdisciplinary (or even transdisciplinary) approaches to doing game
studies can easily be found from the proceedings of recent games confer-
ences. Interdisciplinarity currently appears to be a key part of studying
digital games and play.

Frans Mäyrä

Law
The framework of law, in particular law and society, is an important area
for future video game research. The video gaming industry is economically
massive and continues to grow in earnings capacity. Furthermore, with
advancements in technology, games are increasingly becoming realistic
and interactive. While law is a relatively new academic lens in the study of
video games, it holds a key vantage point given the intersection of law in
many areas of our everyday life.

There are also many ways to approach the study of law and video games.
Adopting the traditional legal approach, one might examine case law on
video games. Here a video game researcher will enter the realm of free
speech, copyright, anti-trust, game violence, criminal liability, and even
personal injury (whereby some claim that specific games cause epileptic
seizures). In case law, however, one will find debates about probability and
“evidence” to be qualitatively different from discussions of probability and
“statistical strength” in other disciplines. In the traditional approach to
legal research, individual cases are treated as data, which differs from the
conceptualization of research data found in other areas, such as the aggres-
sion literature on individual dispositions towards violence.

While case law is the classic approach, and a worthy avenue to pursue,
there are many different ways to conceptualize the intersection of law and
video games in everyday life. One approach taken previously by this author
was to examine issues of governance and self-regulation in the video game
industry (see Gray and Nikolakos 2007, Canadian Journal of Law and
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Society). The self-regulation of video games, and issues of voluntary
compliance by game companies, is an important but so far relatively
untapped area of video game research. More research is still needed on
the everyday compliance aspects of the system of self-regulation in the
video game industry (which is governed by the ESRB—Entertainment
Software Rating Board).

There are also many high-profile cases involving specific video games
(such as the banning of the game Manhunt in several nations) which could
form interesting socio-legal studies. Indeed, there is a host of issues just
waiting to be pursued by the next generation of game researchers. Overall,
future research should begin to pay special attention to how video games
are increasingly being legislatively debated, governed, and regulated across
and within various nations.

Garry C. Gray

Linguistics
(see Semiotics)

Literary Theory
A common feature shared by narratology and ludology is a tendency
towards formalism. If according to Jesper Juul, games “are formal systems
that provide informal experiences,” certain trends in recent literary theory
can be insightful in the elaboration of non-formal approaches to video
games, players, and gameplay.

Upon the influence of both European semiology and American prag-
matism, and modern hermeneutics, literary theory has radically unfurled
the classical definitions of its main object, the text, making it applicable
not only to a body of written discourse, but to any cultural object that
produces meaning through interpretation. Such a generous paradigm
has already welcomed manifestations as diverse as dance choreographies,
in situ performances, TV shows, and video games. Textual analysis, in the
broadest sense, could be defined as a way to view a piece of work as the
expression of certain tensions, hence the classical opposition between
spoken language and its mechanical inscription through writing and
print, the hermeneutic circle going back and forth between the global
comprehension of a work and the local interpretation of its parts, or
Derrida’s deconstruction of great philosophical oppositions present in a
given text.

Analyzing video games as texts, one could observe how some feature
tension between game and narrative, emphasized in sandbox games, which
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offer large-scale virtual worlds as well as intricate plots embedded in them,
therefore offering the player the dual possibility of free-roaming at will in a
digital playground and casting himself as a character in a Byzantine crim-
inal fantasy. One could also observe tension between thematic elements in
games, as in the example of the already familiar juxtaposition of ancient
gothic figures and postmodern technological nightmares in horror series.

Possible and fictional worlds theories, which were shaped by the appli-
cation of modal logic to literary works, can also be applied to video games.
Game worlds themselves stand as challenges to these theories, for, albeit
fictional, they are not purely logical and imaginary constructions built by
authors and readers, but dynamic environments that players can explore,
interact with, and, in the case of MMOG and Internet-based virtual worlds
like Second Life, even alter.

Perhaps the most vital contribution of literary theory to video game
studies comes from the willingness of scholars from the past fifty years
to include the reader in the analysis of texts, thereby construing literary
works through the process that breathe life into them. Applied to video
games, literary theory invites a kind of player-response criticism, which
would never allow players to be insulated from gameplay. That means
never forgetting, while observing game dynamics, that gameplay isn’t
solely about what games make the player do, but about how and why he
does it, what it does to him, and what he makes of it retrospectively. The
opposition between heuristic and hermeneutic readings drawn by Michael
Riffaterre in his 1983 book, Text Production, translates appropriately to
gameplay, and clarifies the fundamental interplay of actions undertaken
by the player while following the strictly logical nature of the game as a
formal structure, and of actions informed by the player’s thoughts and
sensibilities about the game world, which he enters with his own set of
ideas, values, and beliefs. This dynamic speaks for itself in recent games in
which a player’s actions, ethically measured, can modify gameplay settings
and plot evolution.

All in all, literary theory represents a standpoint—not the only one, but
a good one—upon which players can be seen as thinking as well as acting
subjects, and video games can be studied as meaningful cultural objects.

Samuel Archibald

Ludology
In the context of video games, ludology was first coined by Gonzalo Frasca,
and initially meant “the study of games.” Around the year 2000, ludology
was the idea that the interesting phenomenon in digital culture was not
interactive television or virtual reality (many people really did think that),
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but video games; that video games were important enough to be their own
field of study, with their own vocabularies, theories, observations, and
questions to be asked.

Part of that initial movement was hence to deny video games studies as
being simply a subcategory of media studies, film studies, narrative studies,
or new media studies. This led to many of the first ludological texts
(Frasca, Eskelinen, Juul) being vehemently anti-narrative, as narrative was
the default concept being applied to video games at the time. This gives
ludology its two different meanings today:

1. Ludology. The study of games as such; the study of games as a
separate field with its own theories that are sensitive to the spe-
cifics of the medium and the game-playing activity.

2. Ludology. The study of games as distinct from narratives.

The second definition became part of what was known as the conflict
between ludology and narratology. Ludology was here typically contrasted
with the works of Janet Murray or Henry Jenkins, even if the contrast was
simplistic and somewhat ironic as all early ludological texts used narrative
theory to demonstrate that games were distinct from narratives. Three
simple observations illustrate this distinctiveness:

• Stories are predetermined sequences; games are not determined
(otherwise they would not be games).

• There are games without stories.
• There are great games with terrible stories and bad games with

great stories.

These were points often emphasized by ludology early on: how far did
narrative theory extend in the description of games? What were, not just
the similarities, but the differences? To be fair, a more practical version
of that discussion had already been played out in game development
circles some years before (Crawford, Costikyan, and others), and the
ludology-narratology front was quickly softened. Still, the importance of
that discussion was to format the field of video game studies, and to force
those working with narrative and games to take a step back and reconsider
their assumptions.

The next step for ludology has been to describe games positively rather
than in contrast to other cultural forms. What is a game—is it an amorph-
ous cultural category or can anything more detailed be said about what
games are? How does time work in games? What is it like to play a game?
How are games structured? Is there a specific attitude that a player has
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towards a game? What is the “magic circle” around a game—to what
extent is a game a separate world? What are game rules and how are they
made? What does a game mean? What emotions do players experience?
How have games changed over time? In what way are video games games?
What is a good game? How and when do players understand games? How
are games developed? Are there different player types or playing styles?

These are the types of questions that ludology asks. This makes ludol-
ogy intensely interdisciplinary since no discipline is irrelevant for ludo-
logical inquiry, while ludology at the same time tries to build a unique field
in which games can be discussed.

The first meaning of ludology is probably the most important today:
ludology is the continuous reminder that video games are to be taken
seriously and that one cannot do wholesale applications of theories from
other fields onto games. If early ludology was against broad applications
of narrative theory onto games, ludology today should be wary of
simplistic applications of the next field that tries to colonize video games.
Ludology is about being observant and unprejudiced, taking things ser-
iously, players and games.

Jesper Juul

Marketing
(see Business/Industry)

Mathematics
(see Game Theory, Computer Science)

Media Ecology
In 1964, Marshall McLuhan released Understanding Media, still famous
for pithy and cryptic aphorisms like “the medium is the message.” As
much as this is a ground-breaking and well-known work, however, other
publications around the same time, like Eric Havelock’s Preface to Plato
and Jack Goody and Ian Watt’s article “The Consequences of Literacy”
were actually propounding similar theoretical views. In fact, earlier
authors, such as Harold Innis, Edward Hall and Lewis Mumford had
already published ideas along the same lines. Today, this significant body
of theoretical literature and many subsequent publications have coalesced
into a school of thought called Media Ecology (or, in some quarters,
“medium theory”).

The unifying theoretical point that winds throughout this work is
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that the tools of communication, by their very structure—as opposed to
the messages they carry—shape communication and culture. Media are
the environment in which human symbolic interaction plays out. Just as
a tropical climate and an arctic climate lead to fundamentally different
ways of material lifestyle, a society with photography and a society without
will have powerfully different ways of communicating, and those differ-
ences will shape culture, and perhaps even individual patterns of thought.
Neil Postman, for example, argues that an image-saturated culture prefers
associative, emotional discourse over the linear, expository discourse
common to print culture.

Note that this perspective does not require a belief in technological
determinism, even though that is a frequent charge. The best Media Ecology
scholarship recognizes that media are not static, and are not independent
of human activity. In fact, media are more than technology: they are the
entire set of physical and cultural tools that we use to communicate. Thus,
to say that media are a symbolic environment or a stage upon which our
cultural acts out social drama is not the same thing as saying that media
brainwash or program cultures. In fact, McLuhan’s dictum aside, a
medium can communicate multiple messages, so its power is not a dicta-
torial one. Rather, individual media—and a society’s overall collection of
media and their interplay—encourage certain possibilities and discourage
others. Creators and users are free to fight against these tendencies, mean-
ing that at best, we can call this a soft determinism. Perhaps the term that
captures this idea best is Innis’ term “media bias.” An angle or slope can be
conquered, given sufficient effort—just as the construction of a medium
does not lock down a culture and its communicative possibilities.

Media Ecology has a natural fit with the study of video games.
Specifically, it can contribute a focus on the medium itself, as opposed to
game-making and game-playing. These latter two foci are, of course, abso-
lutely crucial. But making a game is different than, say, making a movie,
and playing game is not reading a book. Nor, for that matter, is playing a
game on a computer the same as playing on a physical board. If we study
production and interpretation or use while pretending the medium is
completely neutral or malleable, we get a very incomplete picture of com-
munication. A media ecology analysis of the structure of digital games
gives us a better idea of what kind of interaction is possible and likely.

This kind of analysis will be crucial in helping us understand our cul-
ture’s evolving digital landscape, as computer and video games are key
components of computer-mediated culture. McLuhan argued that print
society was linear and rational in nature, while television culture was more
associative and free-flowing. Whether he was right or not, a similar analysis
of games has profound implications. What is the nature of video game
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interactivity, and what kind of cultural implications does that character-
istic have? What about the systematic nature of the rules systems that
even the most abstract of games have? While narratives are clearly not a
necessary part of games, many incorporate them; how does the medium
transform deployment and understanding of story? How are the fictional-
world-building capabilities of a video game different from how other
media create imaginary places? How does computer networking and the
Internet transform the possibilities of game-player interaction? This is just
a small sampling of the questions raised by Media Ecology theory.

Kevin Schut

Medicine
The field of Medicine is concerned with people’s physical health and
well-being and its restoration (the term “medicine” comes from the Latin
medicina, meaning “healing”). The overlap between medicine and video
games, then, mainly concerns the use of games and their interfaces, and
the effects this can have on a person’s health.

As early as the 1980s, writings appeared on repetitive stress injuries
(RSI) caused by video games, such as “Space Invader wrist” and “Gamer’s
thumb,” which were the result of repeated joystick use and button-pushing.
More recently, the term “Wii elbow” has already been used to describe pain
or numbness caused by excessive use of the Wiimote controller.

Ever since their earliest days, video games have also been accused of
promoting a sedentary lifestyle and taking players away from other more
vigorous activities, such as sports. Some games have challenged these
assumptions, including Konami’s Dance Dance Revolution game series
(which have been used in physical education classes), and especially those
made for the Nintendo Wii. While its Wii Sports and Wii Play games are
making players move around (and even giving players warnings suggest-
ing they take a break after the system has been in use for awhile), the new
Wii Fit game, with its Balance Board, aims at combining exercise and
entertainment. Video games have already been used to help people
overcome phobias, and now hospitals are beginning to use the Wii as a
therapeutic tool in rehabilitation and physical therapy routines for patients
recovering from illnesses, strokes, accidents, and combat injuries. Besides
encouraging exercise, video games can also help players question
unhealthy eating habits, like Ian Bogost’s online game Fatworld (2007)
which examines America’s obesity epidemic.

Thus a knowledge of medicine will be useful to video game studies
researchers studying such things as ergonomics, the player’s posture, and
possible effects of video gaming including headaches, eyestrain, epileptic
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seizures due to flashing screens, carpal tunnel, nerve damage caused by
vibrating haptic controllers (like Nintendo’s Rumble Pak), fatigue and lack
of sleep due to excessive online activity, and the use of video games in
therapy or exercise regimens. As more of these aspects are addressed by
video game hardware designers and as newer games and game systems
continue to incorporate new types of interfaces, the overlap between medi-
cine and video games will continue to be a fruitful area of research, and
one which may find ways to improve the health and well-being of video
game players. Projects like Games for Health (www.gamesforhealth.org),
which wants to help foster and support the community that uses video
games and game technologies, and encourage game development talent to
find new ways to improve the management, quality, and provision of
healthcare worldwide, are already working in this direction.

Mark J. P. Wolf and Bernard Perron

Methodology
Research into video games is continuously expanding and evolving, pro-
viding opportunities for the development of original and innovative
research methodologies. Two factors, multidisciplinarity and interdiscipli-
narity, afford both challenge and opportunity to researchers as a nascent
field struggles to define its own overarching methodology. Due to both of
these factors, there are ongoing debates within the field of games studies as
to the nature of the paramount methodology for the study of video games.
The questions raised in game studies research often bridge disciplinary
boundaries merging issues of effects, meaning, context, and structures.
As a result, disciplinary boundaries are not always easily maintained in
applied research circumstances. An interdisciplinary lens may be best
suited to the field of games studies.

As this appendix shows, video games provide an object of study for a
variety of disciplines. This poses a variety of challenges in researching
video games given that scholars typically employ unique methodologies
specific to their field of study. Individual researchers approach the video
game not only through their disciplines but also through theoretical
positions. Video games can be viewed in a variety of forms, as spaces,
encounters, relationships, a set of mechanics, or as artifacts. Therefore the
position of the researcher will often inform the methodological framework
which then influences the research methods that are chosen. It may be
argued that no single research method is the most appropriate for the
discipline of game studies because each method offers advantages contin-
gent upon the research question and approach. There is a wide range of
criteria to consider when deciding which method to employ.
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A variety of approaches are employed in games studies. Three common
approaches are positivistic, interpretive, and critical theory. Positivistic
research focuses on testing theories of human behavior by establishing
hypothesis about relationships, measuring variables, and then analyzing
the data, typically employing methods that are quantitative in nature.
Interpretive research is often underpinned by philosophical traditions
such as phenomenology or hermeneutics. Usually interpretive research
is qualitative in nature; for instance, ethnography, ethnomethodology,
and semiotics. Understanding video games through a critical theory
approach would look at how some groups might attempt to enhance their
interests at the expense of other less powerful groups. Critical theorists
often work with historical material, comparative studies, and analysis of
secondary data.

Both qualitative and quantitative methods are employed in the study of
video games. The ways that data are collected varies according to the
methodological framework. Qualitative research does not privilege a single
methodology but employs multiple methods. Some ways in which qualita-
tive research data is gathered is through participant observation, direct
observation, interviewing, case studies, focus groups, discourse analysis,
narrative analysis, and psychoanalysis; while quantitative methods employ
statistical content analysis, questionnaires, surveys, and experiments.

It has been argued that answering many of the questions that are rele-
vant to game studies requires multiple methods. Quantitative methods are
appropriate for examining broad trends in groups of people. For example,
research obtaining statistical data can show that particular genres of video
games are played by particular demographics of gamers. However, qualita-
tive research can be used to explore nuanced, contextual issues seeking to
understand individual responses to particular games in specific situations.
Accordingly, qualitative researchers deploy a wide range of interconnected
methods in an attempt to achieve a deeper understanding of the subject
they are researching. Researching video games demands particularly
innovative methodologies as researchers are often in the unique position
of endeavoring to capture both online and offline data. Researchers often
blend multiple research methodologies and research methods into the
design of their research project in order to capture the richest data.

Shanly Dixon

Morality
(see Philosophy)
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Narratology
Narratology has been a contested territory of inquiry in video game studies
(see “Ludology”). The narratological study of video games typically tackles
two topics. In the wake of the Russian formalists led by Vladimir Propp
and the French structuralists Claude Bremond and Algirdas Julien Greimas,
a first branch of narratology can be called narrative semiotics, and seeks
to understand the combinatorial mechanics and underlying structures of
stories. This can take various forms, from symbolic interpretation or trad-
itional character and plot analyses to the elaboration of game-specific
models (such as branching trees, networks, rhizomes, etc.) charting the
structure of their events.

A second approach is concerned with the video game as a medium, and
attempts to uncover its specificity among the larger narratological land-
scape. This is not unlike Gérard Genette’s study of literature or David
Bordwell’s analysis of narration in the fiction film. The question to be
resolved here is not whether video games conform to the various def-
initions of narrative, narration, story, or plot—all devised in reference to
other media—but rather in what ways they are narrative or contain narra-
tive features, what they share with other narrative objects, how they differ
from them and how they can still be understood as stories. In this view,
video games are not a simple extension of other media, but form a unique
new narrative proposition.

In both of these cases, the task for researchers is to see the possibilities
for adapting the notions and theories of narratology to video games with-
out losing sight of their specificity. While ludology rightly pointed out
that one should not blindly apply concepts from other disciplines in an
act of “theoretical imperialism,” one should also avoid the other extreme
that would end up throwing the baby out with the bath water. Though
video games with extensive dialogue and engaging storylines are undoubt-
edly more than simple transpositions or adaptations of pre-digital gaming
principles on a new (graphical and computerized) medium, they are never-
theless games first and foremost, and any study cannot ignore this essential
duality.

Consequently, the study of game mechanics as narrative devices consti-
tutes a possible area of inquiry. Much as the narratological study of cinema
revolves around the usage of the filmic apparatus, game narratives are
bound to be delivered in certain ways by the expressive potential of simula-
tions. The temporal operations on order, frequency and duration, for
instance, are bound to differ from non-interactive narrative forms, just
as the unique relationship between a player and her avatar undoubtedly
adds to or modifies the existing narrative points of view used in novels
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and movies. How do game mechanics contribute to the unfolding of the
game’s story? Do they tell something different from the scripted (non-
interactive) cut-scenes or dialogues? What of the various distinctions
between sjuzhet and fabula, story and discourse, or story, plot, and narra-
tive? How do narrative elements influence the player’s understanding of
the game? Are video game narratives closer to literature, drama, film, or
role-playing games, and which of their unique affordances do they share?
What can we learn from comparing and contrasting them to these other
forms of storytelling? All of these questions represent the interests of nar-
ratology in video games.

Dominic Arsenault

New Media
While a variety of definitions of “new media” exists, one can define them
as software-based simulations of previously existing physical and elec-
tronic media plus a number of previously non-existent media which are
also implemented in software. This definition follows the formulation
which Alan Kay, the key person responsible for inventing new media, pro-
vided in a September, 1984 Scientific American article: “It [a computer] is a
medium that can dynamically simulate the details of any other medium,
including media that cannot exist physically. It is not a tool, though it can
act like many tools. It is the first metamedium, and as such it has degrees of
freedom for representation and expression never before encountered and
as yet barely investigated.”

How do you know if you are dealing with new media or not? If you
are creating or interacting with cultural objects and situations via a com-
puter which is running some software, the answer is yes. In other words,
if you are in the presence of running software, you deal with new media.
Following this definition, interacting with a website, experiencing an
interactive installation, and playing a video game all qualify as new media
experiences. For instance, when you play a first-person shooter, the soft-
ware generates a virtual world, directs non-player characters, keeps track
on your weapons and “health,” and controls every other aspect of your
experience. Essentially, you are playing against the software.

The switch from physical and electronic media to media implemented
in software has many fundamental consequences. One of the most import-
ant is something which I call “Permanent Extendibility.” In the 1960s and
1970s, Ivan Sutherland, Ted Nelson, Douglas Englebart, Alan Kay, and
other pioneers of computational computing added many previously non-
existent properties to media they simulated in a computer (which included
writing and editing text, the creating and editing of images, animations,
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paint programs, and so forth). For instance, in the case of text, you can
search for particular phrases, change fonts and colors, change formatting
of pages, and so on. Subsequent generations of computer scientists, hack-
ers, and designers added many more properties, but this process is far from
finished. And there is no logical or material reason why it will ever be
finished. It is the “nature” of computational media that it is open-ended,
and new techniques are continuously being invented.

To add new properties to physical media requires modifying their phys-
ical substance. But since computational media exists as software, we can
add new properties or even invent new types of media by simply changing
existing software, writing new software, adding plug-ins and extensions, or
by putting existing software together (for instance, people are daily extend-
ing capacities of mapping media by creating software mashups which
combine the services and data provided by Google Maps, Flickr, Amazon,
and other sites, and media uploaded by users).

In short, “new media” is “new” because new properties (that is, new
software techniques) can always be easily added to them. In industrial
(mass-produced) media technologies, “hardware” and “software” were
one and the same thing. For example, book pages were bound in a particu-
lar way that fixed the order of pages. The reader could change neither this
order nor the level of detail being displayed. Similarly, film projectors
combined hardware and what we now call a “media player” software pro-
gram into a single machine. In the same way, the controls built into a
twentieth-century mass-produced camera could not be modified at the
user’s will. And although today the user of a digital camera similarly can-
not easily modify camera hardware, the transferring of pictures into a
computer gives the user access to endless number of controls and options
for modifying pictures via software.

In the nineteenth and twentieth century there were two types of situ-
ations in which a normally fixed industrial medium was more fluid. The
first type of situation is when a new medium was being first developed: for
instance, the invention of photography in the 1820s–1840s. The second
type of situation is when artists would systematically experiment with and
“open up” already-industrialized media, such as the experiments with film
and video during the 1960s, which came to be called “Expanded Cinema.”

What used to be separate moments of experimentation with media
during the industrial era became the norm in a software society. In
other words, the computer legitimizes experimentation with media. In
its very structure, new media is “avant-garde” since it is constantly being
extended and thus redefined. If in modern culture “experimental” and
“avant-garde” were opposed to “normalized” and “stable,” this oppo-
sition largely disappears in software culture. And the role of the media
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avant-garde is performed no longer by individual artists in their studios
but by a variety of players, from very big to very small—from companies
such as Microsoft, Adobe, and Apple to independent programmers, hack-
ers, and designers.

Lev Manovich

Pedagogy
(see Education)

Performance Studies
(see Theater and Performance Studies)

Phenomenology
As a theory of subjectivity and intersubjectivity, phenomenology should
figure among the many fields and practices that can be used to study
video games, especially immersive and first-person ones. Moreover, in
using phenomenology, one could use its offspring: Heideggerian existen-
tialism and philosophy of language, and Gadamerian hermeneutics (for
example, the work of Paul Ricoeur). In drawing theoretical insights from
phenomenology, one could also consider Maurice Merleau-Ponty’s views
on ontology and politics—for instance, in theorizing online multiplayer
first-person video games.

Phenomenology was begun by German philosopher and mathematician
Edmund Husserl. At the dawn of the twentieth century, many philosophers
and mathematicians (such as Russell, Frege, Cantor, and Wittgenstein)
were looking for a theory or a system that would insure the foundations of
knowledge, and especially scientific knowledge, including mathematics.
Husserl tried to theorize the mind’s very basic structures in a Cartesian
way (Cogito ergo sum, “I think, therefore I am”), and was led to propose the
notion of a “transcendental ego,” that is, a universal structure of con-
sciousness or a faculty, the subjective faculty. The mind and its knowledge
would then depend on such a universal subjective faculty intrinsic to
everyone. Thus, it can be said that Husserl’s works are laid upon Kant’s
epistemological magnum opus, Critique of Pure Reason. This has in turn
inspired Paul Ricoeur in his description of selfhood as “ipseity” (from the
Latin ipse, “oneself”), that is, a pure and universal faculty of self-
personalization.

In regard to video game theory, the notions of ipseity and of transcen-
dental ego can be used to think of the pronoun “I” outside of the boundaries
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of grammar and linguistics, and to add another, if not a greater, extension
to the immersive “first person” represented in many video games. The very
structure of a transcendental ego or of the ipseity suggests that there would
exist in everyone a universal faculty to be a subject, almost pronoun-like,
and this would in turn imply a necessary network of other selves within
which oneself can thrive as a self, just like the grammatical first person
solely exists in relation with the other grammatical persons, and with
language as a whole.

If selfhood stems from a network of subjectivities, a universal structure
fulfilled by each individual (as a phenomenological view would put it),
then video games can be envisioned as the ludic mediation and embodi-
ment of universal and ontological structures. Not only would video games
be rooted in an anthropological soil (see Caillois and Huizinga), but they
would also connect with a human necessity to be a self in relation to a
network of selves, just like a pronoun exists only with a grammatical back-
drop. This in turn could be connected with views about democracies,
but with a strong humanistic content (since phenomenological positions
can be reduced to worldviews created in and with a book culture).

To think about immersive structures and first-person shooters with a
phenomenological apparatus would lead to reflections about culture, indi-
viduality, and community, and might shed new light on first-person shoot-
ing games. If subjectivity and intersubjectivity are universal faculties, then
first-person shooting games should be envisioned as the representation of
a suicidal destruction of selfhood. But then, why play them? To address this
question using phenomenology might expose and explain many paradoxes
and theoretical dead ends. Moreover, phenomenology could then be used
to bind a new electronic culture to the humanistic book culture.

Patrick Poulin

Philosophy
The philosophical tradition of systematically comprehending human
nature in terms of game and play is of relatively recent origin. In the late
eighteenth century Friedrich Schiller said that Man only plays when he is in
the fullest sense of the word a human being, and he is only fully a Man when
he plays. More than a century later, Johan Huizinga suggested that human
culture originally has been played out and still to this day develops through
games. This position was picked up by Roger Caillois and Hans-Georg
Gadamer for their respective concepts of culture and aesthetics.

Roger Caillois unconvincingly tried to prove that pre-modern culture
was based on role-playing and vertigo games while the modern world is
based on competition and games of chance. It must be added that Jean
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Baudrillard used Callois’ approach to pre-modern and modern society in
his notion of the hypermodern society, which according to Baudrillard is
based on role-playing and vertigo games as in the pre-modern era. Hans-
Georg Gadamer on the other hand made it clear that since culture is based
on game and play then aesthetics must be based on game and play as well.
Consequently, art ought to be realized as works of game and play.

These various positions on the subject may help as a conception of
how games work as aesthetics and culture. However, in order to under-
stand philosophical game design we have to move a step further. The
philosophical game designer must not only know about game aesthetics
and culture but morality and ethics as well. When designing a philo-
sophical game, the designer has to create an ethical game system. This does
not necessarily have to be an ethical system that is true to the real world
(even though this may in fact be appreciated), but at least it must be
internally consistent to its own reality. The ethical system should represent
the ethics of the fictional world in question.

By delving into Aristotelian ethics and comparing this with Aristotelian
poetics, the designer has a starting point from which to begin his journey
into philosophical game design. He may look into any philosophical sys-
tem of ethics and morality from Augustine and Boethius to Kierkegaard
and Gadamer, figuring out how to construct them as game systems. In an
attempt to accomplish a philosophical game system, it could be fruitful for
the game designer to think of ethics and morality in terms of cybernetics
as presented by Norbert Wiener and second order cybernetics as it is
formulated by Gregory Bateson who is in addition known for his theory of
play and fantasy. Philosophy can also be use to analyze the ideology within
a game through the way it links actions and consequences, the player’s
point of view and the requirements of play, and what behavioral aspects of
a game have the potential to spill over into the rest of the player’s life.

Finally, game theory by John von Neumann and Oskar Morgenstern
ought to be mentioned. Here we find a theory that is capable of simulating
decision-making in games. It is necessary to say that even though this
theory may indeed simulate ethical decisions, it is certainly not a theory of
ethics and should not be used as such. Still, game theory could be valuable
when creating philosophical game design because it may assist the designer
apprehending the decision-making process in games, thereby compre-
hending ethical consequences.

Lars Konzack

Pleasure
(see Psychology)
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Politics
Political theory offers us a well-integrated and mature field which mixes
multiple disciplines, from its treatment of organizational structure, to
psychological motivation, to ethical philosophy; such multi-modality
provides a unique vantage point from which to view game design and
analysis. In the study of political form, perhaps the most straightforward
example is the founding notion of checks and balances in democratic
government. At heart, both political apparatuses and games (analog and
digital) are rule-driven structures which guide human behavior, intention-
ally limiting the possible states of a system and the actions available to the
actors within it. These restrictions create negative feedback loops, prevent-
ing any single entity—whether politician, government agency, or human
or computer game player—from consolidating power too quickly or
repeatedly. In the well known example of the US government, the execu-
tive, legislative, and judicial branches have unique blocking capabilities
amongst themselves: the president may veto a bill passed by congress,
which in response may override this maneuver with a two-thirds majority
of its own members; the Supreme Court may later nullify the law by
determining it to be unconstitutional. Such balance similarly underpins
the genres of strategy, puzzle, and role-playing games, among others, in
which possible actions, counteractions, and resources are divided up across
a finite set of abstracted “types”—characters, vehicles, materials, etc. The
relationships within political models are both hierarchical (as in consolida-
tion and direction of power), as well as lateral, necessitating power sharing
through cooperation and competition. Political structures provide a rich
set of models that are particularly applicable to the low-level game design
task of “tuning,” in which the numeric properties and potential actions of
these entities are iteratively adjusted. From a perspective of comparative
analysis and design, politically-derived examples are often more attractive
than those from related fields: more tangible and representational than
purely statistical or economic models, and more holistic and systemic
than specific scenarios from game theory.

While humanistic disciplines such as literary studies and film studies
are often most useful for examining modes of representation in games—
particularly the ways in which we receive and make meaning of a game’s
audiovisual and narrative elements—political theory is naturally oriented
towards the non-linear, combinatorial aspects of game action, yet also
strives to incorporate representational context. In this way, political models
can be likened to the “half-real” notion of games offered by game
researcher Jesper Juul, the foundation of logical rules grafted with and
interdependent upon fictional assignments. Political checks and balances
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promote and often ensure that there is no single course of action for
achieving an end, yet also no open-ended, undirected process: widely con-
sidered a desirable game design trait which facilitates replayability and
stimulates individual strategies of play. Rather than modeling an abstract
decision-making process, political science is also centrally concerned with
the mental state of actors both direct (politicians) and indirect (the gov-
erned populace). Most important are the factors which motivate action
and gauge governmental stability, such as the distribution of wealth, and
peace both internally and with other political entities. The consideration of
these structurally “external” influences and their psychological effects is by
contrast underserved in game studies, which by and large has not yet
developed a significant theoretical approach to player motivation. Political
science’s integration of formal rule structures with psychological factors
(also offered in different flavors by philosophy and game theory, among
others) can provide helpful scaffolding for future game analysis and
design. Finally, political science has a long history (at least from Plato’s
Republic onwards) of considering the ethical ramifications and responsi-
bilities of individuals and societies. In the charged public debate over game
violence and media effects, the application of philosophical ethics within
the context of a rule-driven structure may offer new perspectives that go
beyond binary claims of individual player action and reaction.

Brett Camper

Psychoanalysis
Psychoanalysis provides a theoretical and conceptual framework to study
video games in relation to players as a mediated experience, independent
from or within clinical practice. As a framework, psychoanalysis focuses on
the mental functions operating and affecting individuals, cultures, and
societies. For game studies, psychoanalytic approaches study the relation-
ship of players and games. This includes relationships of multiple players
to each other, players and game interfaces, players and game narratives,
and players and game displays.

Psychoanalysis grows out of the tradition of psychoanalytic therapy
pioneered by Sigmund Freud and Jacques Lacan, which focused heavily on
language and representational structures as a means of uncovering and
explaining psychological phenomenon. Psychoanalytic phenomenon
includes the relationship of the conscious to the subconscious, and areas of
interconnection as with repressed conscious memories which are driven to
the subconscious and then may erupt as the return of the repressed. In this
formulation, tension between the conscious and the subconscious can
lead to the return of the repressed in a manner like Dr. Jekyll’s Mr. Hyde
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returns—unbidden and uncontrollable. The tension between the known
and the unknown and the controlled and the uncontrolled underlies many
video game narratives with characters who must recover lost or repressed
memories; many gameplay sequences where players lose control to a cine-
matic sequence or another component of the game; and the overall tension
in gameplay control, because the full sense of control is attainable only
when the risk of a loss of control is possible. In addition to internal phe-
nomenon, psychoanalysis also studies the external representations and
communication of those phenomena.

Psychoanalytic research focuses on language, representation, and com-
munication to explain the symbolic operations and their processing for
specific relationships, thereby showing how mental functions operate in
individuals and in larger groups. Literary and film criticism expanded
psychoanalysis to include the study of particular works and forms in rela-
tion to readers and viewers. This includes film studies’ work to explain the
relationship of the viewer to the characters on screen. The underlying
power dynamics framed through psychoanalysis helps to explain issues of
identification and control from film viewers over film characters as
subjects-objects within the view of their “gaze.” For game studies, psycho-
analysis thus provides a language for studying the relationship of a player
or all of a particular set of players to a single game, a set of games, or
gaming as a whole.

Psychoanalysis affords the framework by which to model and explain
game narratives, game visual representations, and high-level constructs in
gameplay as well as the complex relationship of the player to games. The
relationships between the player and the game includes those between the
player and the game interface; between the player and the game world as a
phenomenological space that the player experiences through the game
representation; between the player and the game world as a looked-upon
representational space; and between the player and actual gameplay. As a
mediated experience, the player’s relationship to gameplay includes the
relationship of the player to the player’s avatar (the graphical representa-
tion of the player in the game) as well as the player to the player’s actions
in the game. Each of these relationships complexly affects the others
during gameplay just as the game interface, visual representation, and
narrative all operate together to form the game as a construct in operation
during gameplay.

Psychoanalysis can also be used to create games that properly model or
react to psychological factors, thereby helping to design, for instance,
games tailored to specific applications, such as games for therapeutic uses.
Because of their ability to model complex situations as simulations and to
then combine that with objectives through meaningful play, games grow
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increasingly popular as psychological training devices, often for training
under stress as is the case for many military and disaster training games,
and as tools for creating simulated environments for therapy, as in the use
of games used to treat phobias through exposure therapy which gradually
desensitizes phobic patients to their phobias through the safety of a simu-
lated environment.

As gaming becomes ever more varied in terms of players (player inter-
ests, ages, backgrounds, and communities) and game types (causal games,
massively multiplayer games, etc.) and complexity (visual representations
leaning toward realism and other artistic styles; game interfaces with voice,
motion, buttons, and other controls), psychoanalysis provides an essential
cornerstone for any area of video game studies by providing a means to
study the importance of the player-game relationship. Further, psycho-
analysis’s emphasis on the importance of language and representation
provides a critical vocabulary for studying all areas of game representation,
including image, sound, narrative, and code, all of which are increasingly
important for the larger concerns of digital media studies and software
or code studies.

Laurie N. Taylor

Psychology
Psychology is a science concerned with the human mind and behavior,
thus its relevance to game studies is paramount. Psychological theories
and concepts can help game scholars in studying motivations for game-
play. They can also be applied to the development of psychologically-
oriented game design methods.

In contemporary psychology, we find many approaches for possible
application to video game studies. Early efforts in adapting psychological
concepts for understanding the nature of video games include Loftus and
Loftus’s Mind at Play: The Psychology of Video Games (1983), but this book
as well as others highlight an approach in which psychologists try to
understand games, rather than approaches in which game scholars, with
their particular expertise in games, try to apply ideas from the discipline of
psychology. Now that game studies has emerged as a discipline of its own,
there are many opportunities for producing player-centered studies that
focus on the psychology of games and play.

The premise for psychological investigations into games is that game-
play is experiential in nature; that is, playing games engages the human
mind and produces behavior: individual instances of play are instances of
particular psychological behavior in which players plan actions, perform
them, make use of their cognitive abilities, and experience emotions.
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During such behavior, players use various means, such as perception, to
gather information from their surroundings. In addition, players process
the information by making inferences and deductions, which lead to
actions in hope of completing the game’s goals and competing with others.
Consequently, analysis into the experiential nature of games and play
covers their psychological, cognitive, and emotional aspects.

A game scholar adopting such an approach can formulate research
questions of the following kinds: What is it that motivates players to
engage themselves in a game, submitting oneself and one’s behavior to
rules, and what kind of pleasures do players seek from playing games?
What can game studies and game design learn from the psychology of
goals and plans? Do games, by and large, privilege some cognitive abilities
over others? What kinds of emotion categories are there, and how do they
relate to categories of games? Finally, how does the psychology of our
everyday goals differ from the one in the “magic circle” of games?

The answers to such questions can be sought, for example, by looking
into research on the psychology of entertainment, where the work of
scholars such as Dolf Zillman on concepts of “selective exposure” and
“mood management” can be used in order to understand why players
prefer one game genre over others, or what prerequisites there are for a
player to enjoy a session with a game in the first place. Work on so-called
reversal theory and psychology of excitement by Michael Apter is another
possible approach for these kinds of investigations.

Cognitive scientists and psychology scholars have constructed many
theories about human emotions and pleasures. Such research has pro-
duced understanding concerning the process of experiencing emotions,
and various categorizations of emotions. These findings and formulations
can help game scholars and designers in making nuanced distinctions
regarding the emotional experience that a particular game, or a game
genre, elicits. According to emotion theorists, the human affective realm
can be divided into three causally linked domains: Emotions lead to moods
that lead to dispositions. This opens up a psychological perspective
towards the concept of genre: player tastes regarding specific game genres
can be conceptualized and studied as emotional dispositions.

It has been argued that the main question of cognitive science is essen-
tially a design challenge: How to design a mind. This includes charting out
and anticipating the potential problems the mind would have to face, what
kind of considerations it would have to do, etc. Thus, when embarking into
studying psychology, cognition, and emotion in terms of games, game
scholars are exploring questions central to game design: How players
would behave while interacting with the game design. From a psycho-
logical standpoint, the design goal for a new game would, then, be the
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experience of the player, rather than a design of rules and their visual
embodiments as such. Psychologically, cognitively, and emotionally orien-
tated video game studies that focus on the above issues can produce results
that inform game design practices towards methods increasingly sensitive
to players and their aspirations.

Aki Järvinen

Reception Studies
At the very foundation of reception studies, lies the refutation of the eternal
nature of beauty and its potential manifestation through art, a common
conception inherited from Platonism. The traditional function of art
associated with this essentialist conception—the production of a good
mimesis leading to the contemplation of beauty—was violently rejected
by modernist thinkers and artists such as Valéry and Cézanne. However,
modernity’s concern with reception was limited to revealing the illusionist
deception and perceptive alienation of mimetic art, related to bourgeois
society. It is under the influence of phenomenology that the aesthetic object
was defined not as the work of art in itself, but as the encounter between
the work and its user (The Act of Reading by Wolfgang Iser [1974]). Hans
Robert Jauss, also throughout the course of the 1970s, defined most clearly
and precisely the theoretical framework of reception studies.

In Toward an Aesthetic of Reception ([1976] 1982), Jauss proclaimed
that the work of art is not the expression of a timeless essence, and that
its meaning is not fixed and immutable; rather, it is the accumulation
of consecutive reinterpretations (or chain of reception) that constitutes
the work’s meaning. That is not to say, however, that reception studies
conceive the work of art as a completely open meaning system, on the
contrary: Jauss insists on the determination exerted by the context of
reception. Stanley Fish’s notion of “interpretative communities,” com-
posed of readers with similar skills and references, similarly sought to
integrate clear boundaries to the conception of meaning-making in recep-
tion studies. The aesthetic of reception is not only a plea for the exhaustive
study of the interaction between art and its audience, but a very strong
case for the reformation of literary history and art history. For Jauss, the
historical approach should focus on the chains of reception associated with
different works instead of simply listing and organizing bodies of work in a
chronological manner; the rehabilitation of rejected material at a specific
period of time is a fact infinitely more significant than those accumulated
under the influence of positivistic methodology. Jauss’s aesthetic of recep-
tion can be summarized through the key concept of the “horizon of
expectations,” the frame of experience interiorized by readers/viewers at a
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given time, which can be formulated in accordance with three aspects:
preliminary experience with the norms of artistic forms/genres; implicit
relationship of the work with other works in the reception context; com-
parison between the poetic and pragmatic uses of language (and therefore
between the imaginary world and real life). This last aspect stresses that the
work can be received not only against the limited backdrop of art, but also
against the extended horizon of real life. Thus, the aesthetic of reception
acknowledges the potential creative social power of art, a function that was
ignored by previous historical paradigms in favor of simple world reflec-
tion (transcendent for neoclassicism, socio-historical for Marxism) or
autonomous production (formalism).

In the realm of video game studies, the novelty of interactivity contrib-
uted to a general interest toward the user’s activity. The aesthetic of recep-
tion can be associated broadly to research focusing on the psychological
involvement of the player, such as cognitive approaches. Literature that
focuses on the relationship between text and player, the semantic and cul-
tural context of reception, and the effects and consequences of games relate
directly to reception studies. On the other hand, the historical reform
proposed by Jauss has not yet been embraced by major publications.

Carl Therrien

Semiotics
Semiotics can be considered either a “science” (according to Ferdinand de
Saussure), “doctrine” (according to Charles Sanders Peirce), or “discip-
line” (according to Umberto Eco) governing the study of signs and sym-
bols. At its core, semiotics involves an analysis of representationalism and
intentionality as fundamental components of human activity and expres-
sion and, potentially, as more general features of the natural world.

Semiotics as a science would attempt to uncover laws of represen-
tationalism governing human consciousness, self-awareness, and, in
broader contexts, the organics of cognition. Biosemiotics represents well
the aspirations of semiotics as a science. Culturalists who regard signs and
symbols as artifacts of human culture rather than expositions of human
nature also apply the methods and terminology of semiotics to their own
ends. The use of semiotics in cultural studies, however, is distinct from its
use as a science.

The distinction between semiotics as a science and semiotics as a meth-
odological tool is usefully analogous to Saussure’s well-known distinction
between langue (abstract, systematic principles of language) and parole
(actual speech). While parole remains a vital component of language
studies, many linguists have expectations of more fundamental structures
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(such as Noam Chomsky’s posited “deep structure”) guiding the construc-
tion and maintenance of human language, which is known as langue.
Emphasizing language as embodied form, then, marks a division between
formal linguists and sociolinguists and between the study of signs and
symbols as a mechanic of nature and their study as a negotiable feature of
human society. It is the benefits of the first, more formal approach to video
game semiotics that I wish to emphasize here.

The primary goal of a science of signs and symbols of video games is
to locate and highlight similarities among video games and other formal
mechanisms governing human communications and play. These similar-
ities can then be considered evidence of some objective form that might
either produce or explicate (or both) the subjective experience of play.
If this goal were achieved, the origin of such a form—and the play it
evokes—would be more fully and properly understood in the context
of natural history than cultural exchange. This result—a reprioritization
of hermeneutical interpretations of social play in favor of a more
thorough consideration of the biomechanics of individual play—could
then more clearly delineate the broader area of study of which video game
scholarship is some smaller part: that is, phenomenology and the nature
of representation.

Video games in particular offer opportunities to pursue a science of
semiotics. The mechanics and algorithms of video game design and play—
their hardware and software—are procedurally more evident and empiric-
ally more accessible than those of previous game forms. That is, regardless
of their mediated and malleable social functions, video games are digitally-
coded mechanical devices and lend themselves to scrutiny as such.

The mechanical properties of video games beg examination in a man-
ner similar to that of David Marr’s investigation of the mechanics of vision
and Philip N. Johnson-Laird’s analysis of the mechanics of thought.
Indeed, procedural structures of video game design and play can be con-
sidered homologous to the cognitive structures that enable and interpret
them. Thus, the study of video games—particularly mapping the inter-
active and transformative properties of gameplay—has the capacity to
reproduce the representational qualities of the human mind in form and,
perhaps, in function.

From the perspective of semiotics as a science, video games are most
essentially semiotic machines that generate and transform meanings
through the coded manipulation of signs and symbols. The more precisely
we are able to replicate the evocative qualities of games, the more likely
we are to gain insight into some of the more problematic areas of cognitive
science. These include a variety of data management, categorization,
and contextualization issues plaguing artificial intelligence as well as the
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more compelling and recurring mysteries of human consciousness and
self-awareness.

David Myers

Sociology
Sociology comprises the examination and analysis of social life and social
relations. Sociologists develop theories explaining the continuously evolv-
ing nature of social behavior. Particular fields focus on the study of media
and its political, social, and cultural impact. In researching video games,
sociologists empirically examine a variety of questions surrounding games.
They view game spaces as arenas where people explore a range of socio-
logical issues such as: the ways in which social groups might form through
games; the significance of video games within particular social and cultural
contexts; and how games might reflect or influence constructions of iden-
tity, embodiment, race, gender, sexuality, and spatiality.

Sociologists employ quantitative and qualitative methods in the study
of video games. Quantitative sociological studies of video games provide
the possibilities for examining the increasing pervasiveness of gaming,
gathering data regarding issues such as the types of video games people
play, or the amount of time spent on particular video games. The data is
gathered through widespread surveys, questionnaires, or interviews. This
type of data can provide the foundation for more nuanced qualitative
research projects. Qualitative research is engaged in order to understand
the player experience as contextualized in particular cultural environ-
ments. Data is typically gathered through ethnography. For instance,
ethnographic research of a player’s gameplay might involve participant
observation or open-ended interviews, providing insight into how play fits
into the context of daily life. Qualitative research attempts to capture the
changeability of the long-term play experience, for example, the variability
of game content, cultural circumstances, and personal taste.

Unlike many other disciplines which approach video games as media
texts, a sociological approach would view games as situated in the practice
of everyday life. For sociologists, games might serve as bounded spaces in
which social interactions occur. Sociologists do not generally approach
games as texts or artifacts but rather as encounters. They are typically most
interested in multiplayer and online games or when video games are
played in social situations.

A sociological perspective towards the field of games studies might use
some of the basic theories employed by sociologists as a lens through
which to examine video games. From a sociological standpoint, a feminist
approach to analyzing video games could examine the ways in which
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female avatars are portrayed within the space of the game as well as
through the experience of the female player. A Marxist approach might
look at the consumption and production aspect of games, viewing players
as both producers of content and consumers of the play experience.
Some topics that may be explored from this perspective would be players
as producers, issues of alienation, and intellectual property rights. A
phenomenological approach would seek to understand and describe the
meaning of the experience of video game play from the perspective of
the player enabling the researcher to understand more fully the social
significance of play. A postmodern approach to game studies from a socio-
logical perspective might explore theoretical issues such as simulation,
hyper-reality, and the social construction of space within the game. A
symbolic interactionist approach to the study of video games would focus
on the interactions amongst players, use of symbols in communications,
interpretation as an aspect of interaction with the self, or identity as
fluidly constructed through interaction with others. A micro-interactionist
approach would examine everyday social interactions on a small scale
looking at social co-ordination and micro-organization (for instance, a
conversational analysis of shooting games would be a paradigm case for
interaction analysis), while a macro-interactionist approach would be
broader in focus, researching communities such as cyber communities or
fan communities. A functionalism focus might examine social problems
with a sociological approach to media effects.

Sociological research on video games could potentially inform policy
makers, administrators, educators, game developers, the industry, and the
general public.

Shanly Dixon

Subcreation Studies
The nascent field of Subcreation Studies examines the building of imagin-
ary diegetic worlds within and across a variety of media, and considers
these worlds as distinct objects which are often transmedia and transnarra-
tive in their construction. Originally coined by J. R. R. Tolkien, the term
“subcreation” is used to distinguish human creation from God’s ex nihilo
creation, as well as to indicate its reliance on the latter through the use
of the “sub” designation (the term literally means “creating under”).
“Subcreation” also refers both to the process and product of world-
building, while avoiding philosophically slippery terminology like “real”
and “imaginary,” which tend to be seen as mutually exclusive domains.
Unlike other approaches which are medium specific or narrative specific,
subcreation studies is concerned with the world itself, in which multiple
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narratives can occur and which can be viewed through a variety of media
windows (such as film, television, comic books, novels, or video games).
This approach is particularly well-suited to video games, whose diegetic
worlds, unlike those of other media like film, television, or print, contain
an interactive element that often allows for navigation and exploration
of the world under the player’s control. Some video games are also part
of larger, transmedia worlds, and thus must be considered with the rest of
the world in mind, while others are self-contained and exist on their own
within a single game.

Subcreation studies looks at each world as a whole, and is concerned
with the world’s inner consistency, as well as its global structures, and the
way in which they relate to the local smaller-scale structures within the
world. Global structures include those of space (maps, layouts, connec-
tions between places), time (chronologies, histories, the timing of events),
the genealogies, languages, and cultures of the world’s inhabitants, and
narratives that incorporate all of these. The worlds of video games, which
range from simple single screens of flat graphics to elaborate three-
dimension online worlds populated by millions of characters, can also
contain various ontologies and rules by which they operate, which players
must learn when they vicariously inhabit these worlds through the use of
avatars. Examining video games through a subcreative approach produces
a more holistic view of its diegetic world, and one which is not limited by
medium or narrative or by the player’s experience. As the diegetic worlds
of video games grow larger and more detailed and complex, such an
approach grows in relevance and provides a way to discuss the design of
the world in such a way as to make it distinct from the design of the game,
as well as to discuss it in comparison to other subcreated worlds.

Mark J. P. Wolf

Television Studies
As a field, television studies has much to offer to students and scholars of
video and computer games. Like other modes of critical theory and fields
informed by the changes in literary studies during the latter half of the
twentieth century, television studies is informed by questions of medium/
form, class, race, gender, and industrial analysis. Television studies pro-
ceeds with questions first raised by film theory: How does the medium’s
apparatus function? How do spectatorship and reception operate? Tele-
vision studies analyzes televisual form through models like Raymond
Williams’s key scholarship on television as flow, sound, or schedule, and
televisual audiences through the lenses of fan studies, gendered viewing, or
as quantifiable, measured groups.
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Marshall McLuhan’s early work on television as a global village facilita-
tor and an electronic medium continue to have influence upon the field.
Williams’s theory of flow, which describes how television programs and
advertising become for viewers an undifferentiated flow of images, can be
seen as a starting point for academic inquiry into television and the cur-
rent online television journal Flow (www.flowtv.org) takes its name from
Williams’s work. As a critical and theoretical field, television studies is
informed by British cultural studies, in particular the work of Stuart Hall
on encoding/decoding and subcultural studies by Dick Hebdige; Frankfurt
School analysis of culture industries; and theorists as diverse as Foucault,
de Certeau, Althusser, and Fredric Jameson. Because of its diffuse formal
structure as an ongoing stream of media content, television has lent itself
to a wide range of approaches and methods. Recent academic work on
television has addressed its role in space, as global technology, and as a
new media technology and home theater system.

Television studies also approaches the medium through quantitative
methodologies, historical and textual analysis, and industry discourse. In
the USA, television studies emerged alongside cultural studies and gender
studies in the late 1970s. At the same time, Birmingham School cultural
critics in Great Britain wrote on the dynamics of cultural reception and
class, generating interest in popular culture forms and audiences, including
television. Today television scholars continue to engage with questions of
history, the discursive form of TV, textuality, class, race, gender, and the
medium’s industrial structure while also addressing how new technologies,
including video games and the Internet, continue to transform television
as a global medium.

Scholars of video and computer games might utilize the field of televi-
sion studies in several ways. Television studies provides a deep understand-
ing of television technologies situated inside and outside of the home. The
field also provides a framework for understanding the culture of home
video entertainments like gaming, as well as critical models for approach-
ing interactivity and fandom.

Sheila C. Murphy

Theater and Performance Studies
Classic definitions of play and games often describe a close relation
between games and theatrical practices. In Roger Caillois’s seminal cate-
gorization of game types in Les Jeux et Les Hommes (Man, Play and Games,
1958), for instance, theatre and spectacles are included as examples of the
category mimicry. Several instances of overlap between the phenomena
play, games, theatre, and performance art make the disciplines of theater
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and performance studies a repository of perspectives and theories relevant
to the study of games.

Since the publication of Brenda Laurel’s influential study Computers as
Theatre in 1991, drama theory based on the principles of Aristotle’s Poetics
has inspired an increasing number of software designers to create dramat-
ically compelling interactive entertainment. However, in order to design
so-called “serious games”—that is, games with a political, educational
or otherwise serious purpose besides entertainment—non-Aristotelian
dramatic principles have been put forward. The progression of events in
Aristotelian drama is based on a cause-effect relationship, providing the
audience with the illusion that every action on stage happens by necessity.
According to the German dramatist Bertolt Brecht, this makes Aristotelian
theater conservative and bourgeois, actively preventing social progress in
society. In non-Aristotelian Brechtian theater, the illusion is continuously
broken, reminding the audience that what they see is fiction, and provok-
ing them to relate it to their own social reality. The Brazilian theater
director, writer, and politician Augusto Boal’s Theatre of the Oppressed is
another example of a non-Aristotelian dramatic system that has influenced
the thinking on how to design games with a serious purpose. In Boal’s
theatre, a participating audience (spect-actors) is invited to contribute pos-
sible solutions to conflicts presented on stage that are acted out one after
the other until an agreeable solution is reached. Often, the conflicts pre-
sented are also actual conflicts contributed by the audience. The Theatre of
the Oppressed thus provides a place for people to rehearse solutions to real
life conflicts, based on the belief that by doing a previously unthinkable
action on stage, the blocks that prevent us from doing similar actions in
real life are removed and we are free to act differently in the future.

As a result of the so-called performative turn in the humanities, heavily
influenced by the works of anthropologists such as Victor Turner, Erving
Goffmann, and Clifford Geertz, many theatre studies departments have
expanded their research area into the broader field of performance studies,
in which a range of human activities are studied including games, rituals,
and sports. Another branch of the performative turn dates back to the
philosopher J. L. Austin and his 1962 book How to Do Things with Words.
Here Austin introduces a type of utterances he calls performatives, different
from mere descriptive statements in that they do not describe anything but
rather execute an action: Betting is one example, promising another.
Austin’s theory has been used to analyze text-based games where every
command is linguistically triggered, and every action is described in words,
demonstrating that these should be treated as performative rather than
descriptive or narrative types of texts. The distinction between performa-
tive and descriptive utterances may be a useful analytical tool also in the
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analyses of role-play in graphic multi-player game environments, where
the character performs mainly through the use of words.

Dedicated role-play in multi-player environments is often based in
traditional techniques for character personification, drawing on principles
developed by the Russian actor and theatre director Constantin Stanislavski
at the beginning of the twentieth century. These principles describe how
to become the character through deep physical and psychological identifi-
cation with it, in which one asks oneself a series of questions concerning
how the character would think, feel, and react in various situations. The
more casual role-play most players perform in a multi-player game, exe-
cuted with simple commands such as <greet>, <dance>, and <cheer>, has
on the other hand been compared with earlier theatre forms such as the
commedia dell’Arte. The stock characters of commedia dell’Arte all had a
fixed repertoire of typical gestures and actions, which they performed in
their specific, characteristic way. Likewise, character types in massively
multiplayer games such as World of Warcraft have their own characteristic
way of performing the various actions available, depending on their race
and gender.

The emerging phenomenon of pervasive games, ubiquitous games, and
flashmobs is one of the most intriguing links between games and perform-
ance studies at the moment. Already in the 1960s American and European
performance artists experimented with concepts that blurred the distinc-
tions between gameplay and performance. Most notably Allan Kaprow’s
Happenings were an attempt to replace the exclusiveness surrounding
Performance Art—in which art is performed in front of an audience—
with a participatory concept of play that included everyone attending.
In a series of articles entitled “The Education of the Un-Artist, Parts
I–III” (1971–1974), he recommends that artists abandon the art concept
altogether and start teaching people how to play instead. Interesting
experiments in which performance is mixed with elements of gaming
today include works by the Britain-based performance groups Blast
Theory and Forced Entertainment.

Ragnhild Tronstad
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